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DR. McGIFFERT’S HISTORICAL METHODS.

P

ROFESSOR McGIFFERT’S

History of

in

Christianity

the

Aye came before the world with more than ordinary claims to attention. It had the novelty of being an original
contribution to the literature of the subject by an American
scholar, and the further novelty of reaching its results by methods hitherto more familiar to the German than to the English
reader.
It was issued as a volume of the “ International Theological Library” and deemed worthy to be associated with the
other works of that series emanating from well-known theologians
Apostolic

students on either side of
was ushered into the world with the
apparent sanction of those who, as editors of the series, are pre-

and designed
the Atlantic.

for the use of theological

As

such,

sumably responsible

it

for the selection of the writers,

if

not for the

And it was sent forth under
indorsement of their general views.
the imprint of an eminent publishing firm long and honorably
known

for its services in introducing to the English public trans-

lations of Continental theology

and not

less enterprising of late in

new works, English or American, in that
domain.*
It is a book, moreover, marked by freshness, vigor
and adequate scholarship as well as by readiness of resource, power
the

publication

of

and ample license of conjecture, discarding commonly received opinions and advancing others with singular freedom and self-confidence.
of ingenious combination,

well-known publishing house of Messrs. T. &
work was issued in Great Britain. His
words of praise would, however, apply equally well, mutatis mutandis to the
American publishers, Messrs. Charles Scribner’s Sons. Editors.]
* [Dr. Dickson’s allusion is to the

T. Clark, of Edinburgh, by which the

,

1
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The work has accordingly met

no small attention and comment, especially in the United States, on account of the views
expressed or conclusions reached by the writer, in their apparent
with,

bearing on the received doctrines of the Church.

may be

But, whatever

the facts which have led to the denouncing of the writer’s

positions from this point of view,

it is

deal with this aspect of the matter,

no part of

my

purpose to

or to discuss the opinions,

leanings or tendencies of the book, regarded as a contribution to

My

theology proper.
it

concern

professes to be historical

of Christianity
this standpoint

is

only with the work in so far as

— to construct or reconstruct the history

on the basis of the given materials.

Now

from

obvious that the value of such a book must

it is

largely turn on the character of

only by subjecting

its

contents to a

its

treatment of details.

It

somewhat minute and

care-

is

examination that we can learn how much or little the processes by which they have been reached deserve the confidence to
which they ex facie lay claim. This examination, however, is one
which the ordinary “ critical notices” of the newspaper or review
ful

can hardly be expected to undertake or to supply otherwise than
very partially; and it is one which, it is to be feared, the mere
cursory reader will scarce take the trouble to attempt.

comes

all

It

be-

the more necessary, with reference to a historical work

dealing with issues of so

much importance and

deviating so largely

from hitherto received opinions, that there should be some such
attempt to subject its treatment to scrutiny and to ask, What is
its

relation to the sources in

fact ?

How much

subjective opinion

When

the book

became aware

which

it

is

based

?

conjecture (not to say fiction)

How much is
How much

?

?

came

into

of the presence

my
of

hands some time ago, I soon

many

peculiarities

associated

might possibly conduce
to a judgment as to the character of the work and its claims to
acceptance and confidence, if I noted down some of the particular
instances in which its processes seemed to me liable in their turn
My main motive for making these notes
to exception or criticism.
the
conviction
that
Dr.
McGiffert’s book affords a remarkably
is
good opportunity for exhibiting and testing on a sufficiently large
scale the methods of the critical school to which it belongs
methods against which it is more needful that the student should
be put on his guard, because there is so widespread a tendency in
the literature of the day to assume brevi manu its processes as
A considerable amount of leisure
valid and its results as assured.
for which a prolonged expeprompted
me
undertake
a
task,
to
has
rience of the need for readiny between the lines in German works of
a similar character has in some measure prepared me.
with

its

merits

;

and

I

conceived that

it
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may make, I trust that I shall not forget
due to the standing of Dr. McGiffert, and this the more
especially in view of the favorable terms in which (p. 123) he
has spoken of my monograph on St. Paul' s Use of the Terms Flesh
In any remarks which I

what

and

is

Spirit.

cannot but think

I

matter for deep regret that a

it

scholar so able and competent as Dr. McGiffert should have per-

suaded himself into the belief that a work reflecting so much of
his own subjectivity was what was needed to meet, or was likely
to be accepted as satisfying, the demand which it presumes to
exist for a reconstruction of the

history of

Christianity in the

Apostolic age.*

The

1.

Explaining the

title

itself

Is there not

origin of Christianity.”

language, here at the outset?

of

book and

of the

its

Preface de-

a

History of Christianity in the Apos"
tolic Aye.
But in the first sentence of the book
the writer speaks of “ attempting to explain historically the
SCIqq e jq as

some ambiguity, or laxity
is meant by “ explain-

What

And what is the exact import of the qualifying
?
”
“
History may record the emergence of
adjunct
historically?
Christianity in the middle current of time and amidst an environment of Judaism, but it cannot of itself account for that emering ” the origin

'

gence or explain
otherwise than

by

its

essence, in distinction from its environment,

relating

it

to the “

unique religious personality ”

which, given more than produced or evolved, alone yields
“ ultimate explanation ”
(p. 16).
2. The writer’s aim is “to treat the theme as
a
a unit ” (Pref., vii), but as this expression is not too

(p. 1)
its

no definition of what is meant
which constitutes the
theme, it is not very easy to judge how far the proposed treatment
is feasible or successful.
Ho exception can be taken to the designation of the period as the Apostolic age nevertheless it seems
strange in the light of the sequel, which discards the current traditional views as to the position and functions of the Apostles who
and there

clear,

is

by, or included under, the “ Christianity”

;

give

name

to the age.
3.

Use of
‘Development.”

(vii).

body and

It is further the writer’s

development so far
This word,

of everything,

as

aim “to

possible

used

dow

in its

nearly

trace, the

totality

”

by' every-

seems in the view of the author so ade-

quate and satisfying as to explain

all

without

itself

apparently

needing or at any rate receiving explanation.
* For convenience, marginal references indicate the chief subjects of comment.

The

italics in

quotations are generally mine.

a
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We read of the development of the Levitical law (3), of the
manifold development experienced by the national inherited hopes
(5). of the development of a belief in the resurrection of pious
Israelites (5), of welcome light thrown by Luke ii. 44ff. on
the religious development of Jesus (16), of a “ separate and independent development” which began at Antioch (111), of a development which lay back of Paul’s missionary work among the Gentiles, and which that work presupposes (148), above all of “ the
developing Church,” which has a whole chapter to itself (546-672).
But often as it occurs, it is nowhere defined, except it be
through two passages throwing negative rather than positive light
on the writer’s meaning. At 147 he rejects the development
traced by Sabatier, Matheson and others in St. Paul’s conception
during the period within which his extant epistles
were written; and he pronounces it “ vain to attempt to discover
any essential development during this period ” (148), adding in a
of Christianity

may have taken place
fundamental positions ” (149).
When we
turn to the chapter that deals with “ the developing Church,” we
learn that “ the chief subject of interest in it must be the beginning
note that such development as he grants

“ did not

the

of

affect his

historic

process

of

consolidation

and conservation”

—

process which seems the negation or converse of development as

commonly

understood.

The word

in reality derives

its

main value

from its vagueness. It is a convenient device for cloaking ignorance with a semblance of knowledge, a sounding but illusory
It
designation for a process which it does little to elucidate.
starting-point
and
contemplates
some
eventual
issue,
presupposes a
but throws no light whatever on the intervening changes or

movements, which

it

wraps in the mysterious shroud of an impos-

ing name.
4.

Dr. McGiffert, like other historians, concerns him-

with facts. But in his case it is peculiarly needful
to ask what might seem the almost needless preliminary
For the word appears on almost every
question, What is a fact ?
page of his book with monotonous iteration, and with the frequent
addition of “ significant,” “remarkable,” “of the utmost imporFacts.

self

tance,” “ that must be recognized.”

Dr. McGiffert even

repeated use of the phrase “ actual facts

him

;

makes

” * and that this with

—

no mere pleonasm, but rather a suggestion conscious or
unconscious that he deals in “ facts ” other than actual, will be
apparent to any one who examines his usage. He applies the
term “ fact ” not merely to what has been done or has happened,
is

—

* E. g.

“We

shall doubtless be nearest the actual

hardly in accord with the actual facts” (81)
hardly in accord with the actual facts ” (362).
idea

is

;

facts” (38); “such an
“such an impression is

DR. Me GIFFER
to positive occurrences
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'

mentioned or vouched for in his sources
have hapis not recorded to
;

but to what has not happened or

pened

to negative assertions, hypothetical suggestions, subjective

;

ideas and impressions of his own,

When we

special prominence.

Matthew nor Mark

neither

which he wishes

are told, “ It

records such a

is

to bring into

a notable fact that

command,”

fronted with an Americanism, under which fact

may

equal fitness either what has or what has not happened

are

we

con-

denote with
?

Here are a few salient instances of facts which, we are told in a
”
“ that it is not absofavorite formula, “ must be recognized
lutely certain that Jesus himself actually instituted the Lord’s
Supper” (68); “that the report of Gamaliel’s speech cannot be
reyarded as entirely accurate ” (84); “ that the passages may have
been originally entirely independent of the context in which they
:

occur ” (239) “that there is no positive evidence connecting Luke
with the we passages, and that some other companion of Paul
entirely unknown to us may have been their author ” (435); “ that
it would have been easy for a later writer to add the reference to
Paul’s presence in Crete” (411); “ that there is more apparent
ground for the tradition ” (554).
;

‘

’

In these and other instances what

served up as fact

is

Two

a conjecture or suggestion of the writer’s own.

is

simply

instances

supply striking illustrations of the writer’s playing fast and loose

At
which there should be no ambiguit}
the vision of the risen Jesus to Paul at his con-

with a word as to
p. 126,

we read

version

:

of

r

.

“ The cardinal fact about

was the vision of a
and blood that appeared to Paul, but a spirit it was not an earthly, but a heavenly
apparition that he saw.
And yet Paul at once recognized that
spiritual being.

It

was not

it

a

was that

man

of

it

flesh

;

spirit as

the risen Jesus.”

Here what the writer terms “ the cardinal fact” is simply an
assumption of his own which he has himself called in as his
interpretation of the record.
The most obvious and presumably
therefore the most cardinal fact on the face of the record is that it
was the vision of a bodily appearance, which Paul was thereby
enabled to identify with the Jesus who had died and been buried
and was risen (1 Cor. xv. 3f. ). At p. 125 apropos of the exclamation “

body
“

O

wretched man that I
? ” we read

of death

am

!

who

shall deliver

me

out of this

:

It is a fact of the

utmost significance, that Paul does not ask

for forgiveness, but for deliverance.”

Can anything

better

illustrate

the

splendid

audacity of

this

writer than his suggestion that St. Paul’s natural and relevant cry
for deliverance should

be held to negative or exclude his asking

THE PRESBYTERIAN AND REFORMED REVIEW.
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for forgiveness

Most people who

?

what

realize

sin is will prob-

ably regard the apostle's cry of despair as at least implying and
involving,

if

not presupposing or carrying on the very front of

the confession of sin and the prayer for pardon

it,

but the alleged

;

non-asking imputed to St. Paul, labelled as a

fact, and invested
under the circumstances an utterly
unwarranted aryumentum e silentio and in reality a mere invention of Dr. McGriffert, whose facts must be carefully discriminated
from such fancies and fictions. At p. 14, note, there occurs a
cognate Hibernian application of feature:
very noticeable

with the utmost significance

is

“A

feature of the discourses of Peter,,

given during these early years,
is

not said, as though

held or suppressed,

is

5.

book

reported to have

is
it

is legitimate; to argue
were purposely omitted, with-

said

as gratuitous as

it is

precarious.

Perhaps the most remarkable and significant

feature

^Doubt^

is

the uniform absence of a reference

To argue from what

to faith.”

from what

is

which he

(

to use the writer’s

own language)

pervading standpoint,

of the

and
atmosphere of doubt. This is the special signature which it bears
of “ the higher criticism,” which conceives itself in a position to
It is the prime duty of such a historian to
recast the history.
approach his subject de haut en bas ; to regard his authorities with
suspicion, to apply to their statements his own canons of verisimilitude, and to serve up what survives the test as history.
Even where doubt is disclaimed or repudiated, it is always present, if not as uppermost in the writer’s mind, at least as a continuous undercurrent.
its

is

attitude,

A

few specimens may suffice: “ There is nothing intrinsically
improbable in this narrative ” (168). “ There is thus no adequate
ground for denying” (40).
conclude that .... there is
no adequate ground for doubting that Peter preached the Gospel
“ There can be no doubt” (69rc., 172).
to G’ornelius ” (106).
“It may be
“There can be little doubt” (17, 168, 181).
“ It can hardly be doubted” (70).
“It may
doubted” (209).
fairly be questioned” (186).
cannot doubt” (169,186).
“ There is no reason to doubt ” (241, 286, 340, 108, 109, 169, 44,
“ This might suggest a doubt” (60).
“ Luke is never572).
theless undoubtedly correct in representing ” (94).

“We

“We

These and like formulae of frequent recurrence betoken a background of doubt as the starling -point and concomitant the normal

—

condition of the writer’s thinking.
6.

Use q£ ** seems
and the like*

1

A

peculiar reflex of this attitude cleaving to

*
.

the writer, without his being perhaps fully conscious of

tous qualification

of

his

its

besetting him,

is

the frequent gratui-

statements by the

words

“ seems,”

DR. Me DIFFER
“ apparently,” “

is

’
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reported,” and the like, which cast (needlessly

seem in most cases to the ordinary reader)
doubt even over the facts which he accepts.

it

.

will

a

shadow

of

y.: “ It was in connection with his baptism that Jesus seems
have received for the first time the revelation of his own
Messiahship” (17). “ The words that he is reported to have heard
spoken” (17). “He apparently thought of them [the apostles]
“ The disciples then,
as constituting an apostolic college ” (46).
“ With this explanation
it would seem
were endowed” (52).
the disciples seem for some time to have contented themselves
“ The activity of the Spirit seems commonly to have ex(57).
hausted itself” (76). “ Such a gradual process seems to be ruled
out by his own statements” (121).
“The event seemed to him
absolutely sudden and unheralded” (121).
“He [Jesus] seems
also to have realized ” (24).
JE.

to

,

’

Conversely, the writer at times chooses

by

statements

prefixing

the

formula,

to

own

his

certiorate

“The

is”

truth

’

(492,

514, 554).
7.

Marks

of Subjective

Preconception

These indications of dubiety or hesitaacceptance have their counterpart

m

.

t in g

numerous marks
in the construction of what is called “
frequent and frank confession of the

of subjective preconception

Ho doubt we

history.”

find

historian’s ignorance or, in

other words, of his absence of information, such as

not informed” (161, 164); “ we have no informa“
tion ” (169);
those early years about which we know so little ”
“
“ we do
bis)
knowledge is very meagre ” (15, 389)
our
(169
not know ” (61, 122)
“we have no means of knowing ” (81).

“

We

are

;

;

;

Such being the case, we might naturally expect the frank
avowal to follow, “ not knowing we cannot tell.” Instead of this
we meet with a free manufacture of history from the writer’s
own point of view with the aid of endless hypotheses. That
he starts from the standpoint of his own feelings, impressions,
expectations is obvious from the frequent recurrence of such
phrases as

“ There

:

nothing surprising in this ” (12, 108)
“we are not
find” (12); “we should hardly expect to find”
“what we should expect” (110); “when we should
(39);
•expect him, if ever, to give utterance” (186); “we should
expect rather” (162); “it was with this truth that we should
expect him to begin ” (165) “ this is what we should have expected a man of Paul’s character to do ” (187) “ it was not to be
expected” (568). On the other hand, where things are not in
keeping with the writer’s expectations, he encounters great difficulty in reconciling himself to them “ It is difficult to suppose ”
“ it is difficult to believe ” (186). In a couple of pages
(61, 191)
is

;

surprised

to

;

;

:

;

8
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“It
the following succession of propositions
But
... It is inconceivable that
lie could hardly .... And yet it can hardly be supposed
It is in fact altogether unlikely .... It is much more probable
.... And yet it is not altogether impossible .... It^may be
that .... It is certainly not without significance.”
(166-168),

we meet

is difficult

to determine

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Dr. McGiffert is at no loss to make up for the absence of facts
by a copious use of assumptions, and he favors us by pronouncing
obiter a cursory judgment on their value.

“We

“It may fairly be assumed” (161);
may safely assume
then ” (163)
shall be safe
may well believe ” (163)
in assuming therefore” (163);
shall probably be safe in
assuming” (208);
shall probably not go far astray, if we
assume ” (84).

“We

;

“We

8.

ses

Judgments

;

“We

“We

But while he deals thus gently with the hypothe-

w ^uh

he himself

he pronounces pretty

calls in,

arbitrary and peremptory judgments on the conclusions

reached by others, hardly in various instances taking the trouble

grounds on which his verdict

to state the

is

commonly received opinions.
summary colloquial form:

runs counter to

takes the

based, even

when

it

Often the judgment

“ It will not do ” (107 67s, 419, 443, 469, 654 n.) “ It will hardly
“ It is a
do ” (393 n., 620) “ It certainly will not do ” (491)
mistake [viz., to suppose, to think, to assume, to denv] ” (661.
663 n., 623, 442, 471, 497).
;

;

;

9. Still more remarkable than this curt rejection of
v ews wtd'-’-h others have entertained is the form in
of “Must”
which the writer has couched many of his positive
judgments, not as deduced from the evidence of his sources, but
as the necessary outcome of his own preconceived ideal, with the
result that the history is often a statement not of what actually
did take place, so far as the documents attest, but of what must
have occurred, could not according to the writer's theoretic conception of situation, character and probabilities, fail to occur.
Not only is the word “ must ” laid down as a categorical imperative for the writer’s own action
as in “ the method pursued by
Paul must be pronounced entirely natural” (184), “it must be
insisted on as certain ” (209 n .)
but it is frequently applied, as
from some a priori standpoint, speculative or dogmatic, to those
^

,

—
—

concerned as actors in the history.
Thus, at p. 16: “ It must have dominated .... he must have
found .... he must have felt.” At p. 17 “ must have conspired
... he could not help sharing .... must have found quick
response.”
At p. 94: “ must have retained .... could not fail
.”
At 121: “ In order to understand what such
to make
:

.

.

.

.
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’

effect it must have upon him.”
have contributed .... he must have reAt p. 185: ‘‘every such event must strengthen his
it
But it must have done more than that
m,ust have led him to see.”
At p. 186: “ there must have preAt p. 175:
sented itself to him .... the perplexing problem.”
“ the interview must have meant a great deal.”

appearance must mean, and what

At

184:
cognized.”
conviction

‘

‘

p.

must

all

;

The book reproduces

10.

in

language and method

or fallacies that are current iu

Methods

German

criticism,

but are not so readily allowed to pass without challenge

For instance,

in this country.

it is

held warrant enough for sum-

marily setting aside statements clearly given in the sources to

judgment of the critic the concepage, whereas to most people it would seem far
assume that the conception subsequently preva-

affirm that they betray in the

tions of a later

more feasible
owed its

lent

to

origin to the prior historical reality of the acts or

Avords narrated as its basis than to believe the narrative concocted

or invented to provide an imaginary basis for a conception that has
arisen

nobody knows when, or where,

the fact stated

is

other, the usage

or how.

In the one case,

the raison d'etre of the subsequent usage

— remaining

name which

itself

unexplained

— appeals

;

in the
to the

no due warrant to invoke,
and with which it might least be expected to use such freedom.
Why should it be thought conducive to the interests of historic
truth or probability to suggest such an inversion ?
authority of a

The
est

;

it

has

writer places the practical in contrast to the historical inter-

as at p. 569,

where we are

told in peculiar phraseology that

“ the object leading to the formation [of collecPractical versus tions of Christ’s sayings] was not historical but
Historical.
practical;” and at 571
‘‘The impulse which led
the disciples to gather up Christ’s Avords and
commit them to Avriting, led them to treat his deeds in a similar
The historical motive seems not to have operated in the
Avay.
:

any more than in the former. It Avas the desire to
secure guidance for the conduct of the Christian life that led the
early disciples to appeal to Jesus’ example as Avell as to- his precepts.”
latter case

But why should the contrast here alleged be
to exist?

Why

at the cost or

should the

so much as imagined
“ practical” be sought or attained

with the disregard of the historical rather than by

Why should guidance for the conduct of life be
supposed to be found in sayings imputed to Christ rather than
emanating from Him, or in actions attributed to Him rather than in
means of

it?

those actually performed

by Him

?

Shall

we

believe that rever-

ence for the Master, Avhom the disciples honored, prompted them
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to

invoke the sanction of His name for inventions of their own

rather than to ascertain in the

first

instance the truth or reality of

what He Himself did or said ?
So also with the use of the term “ un-Pauline

At

p. 406f.,

we

changes rung on

find the

‘

1

genu-

Un-Pauline. inelv Pauline,” “unlike Paul,” “Pauline conceptions,” “nothing which might not have been written by Paul.” “the most un-Pauline part of the epistle,” “ a genuinely Pauline ring,” “ less Pauline:” while at p. 186, we read
that “ both of them [vers. 38 and 39 of Acts xiii] are sufficiently un-Pauline.”

This form of German invention
impression of a
process

is

simple.

A

Epistles

the basis of
letters or in

stronger

is

negative

so contrived as to convey the

than “ not Pauline.”

standard of Pauline usage

assumed

to be

genuine

is

and

;

The

constituted on
if

in other

speeches words or phrases occur that are not found

in these Epistles,

they are at once set down as non-genuine or un-

Pauline, because they do not chance to fall within the range of the

limited vocabulary thus assigned to him.

But why should Paul’s

vocabulary be thus circumscribed, or his freedom of choice be
Because he has used certain words at times, may he
restricted ?
Nothing
not use others when they suit his needs and occasions ?
especially can be

what

is

more unreasonable than

to create a standard of

Pauline by excluding a portion of the word-store tradi-

tionally ascribed to him,

the exclusion

and then invoking what

is left

to warrant

?

11.

‘^gmficant”

We

have already called attention
“fact,” and

P ecu ^ ar usa g' e of the word

writer's habit of finding significance not so
in

what

to

be not said or conceives

is

to

the

to

the

much

actually or positively said as in what the writer asserts
to

be purposely omitted.

And

here

we

recur to the subject for the purpose of pointing out that

by the

custom of labelling and proclaiming the

signifi-

writer’s frequent

cance of his facts as he goes along, he betrays pretty obviously

the aims and

tendencies

that dominate

his "book.

He

frankly

calls our attention to the landmarks which he emphasizes, but the
significance which they betoken arises not a little from meanings
which he himself reads into them, or looks for and expects to find.
A frequent minor trace of the same subjective standpoint brought
to the history, rather than educed from it, is the recurrence of
“ of course” (as at 17 n., 19, 23, 25, 44, 82 n.).
12. But it may now be well that we should illustrate these and
other peculiarities by a few passages commented on in the order of

their occurrence.

11
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“ Thus was born in Israel the MesP. 2 we read
Messianic
sianic hope ” (viz., out of the consciousness of national
Hope.
election).
But at p. 8 we learn that “the expectation
of a Messiah did not constitute a part of the original Messianic
:

hope.”
Why in that case should it be designated at the outset
and throughout “ Messianic ? ” To apply the same name to the
personal and impersonal forms of Israel’s hope is simply to generate confusion, which is continued and aggravated when we are
informed, in terms that seem strange as applied to Jesus, at p. 17,
that “He could not help sharing in the Messianic hopes that were
cherished by all about him,” but were, as the sequel proved, so
different in character, scope and complexion from His.
P. 10: “In fact, his [the Baptist’s] thought respecting the Messiah and his work moved wholly along traditional lines.”
Where
”
is the historical warrant for inserting the assumption “ wholly
and whence comes the added assurance “ in fact ? ”
;

P. 11: “It
the Baptist

to find

we

is

sente ^ himself,”

a significant fact that

John

repre-

— and here we should naturally expect

John’s positive testimony to himself, whereas

simply a series of negations stating what he did

find, instead,

not represent himself to be

— “ neither

“He

pected forerunner.”

as the

Messiah nor as his ex-

distinctly denied, not only that he

the Christ, but also that he was either Elijah or

‘

was

The Prophet.’ ”

After this we have a desire to know what he did declare himself
and we venture to think it a still more significant fact under the
circumstances that, while Dr. McGiffert quotes the negative, he
does not quote the testimony, alike pertinent and positive, lying
alongside of
inquiry, “

am

“ I

way

it

Who

at

John

art

thou

22,

i.

?

where, in answer to the Jewish
of thy^self ?” he said,

what sayest thou

the voice of one crying in the wilderness.

of

the

Make

straight the

Here John

prophet Esaias.”

Lord, as saith the

assigns to himself a distinct position in reference at once to the

coming Lord and
self

to prophetic

as the forerunner,

pectation looked

for,

—not

prediction,

such,

it

but none the

may

and announces him-

be, as the popular ex-

less definitely foretold.

only through apparent suppression or forgetfulness
that Dr. McGiffert can go on to say,

'•'Evidently

of

It is

this fact

he conceived his

connection with the coming kingdom not in any sense as

official or

and his work as a work belonging to himself alone.”
What are we to make of this sentence ? Can Dr. McGiffert have
“ He was doing,
omitted the particle not from the second clause ?
we are told, what any one else might have done ” a statement

peculiar,

—

which seems

as nearly as possible contradictory to

self affirms of his

what John him-

mission and message in his answer to the Jews, and

—
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which, apart from that, is hardly consistent with Dr. McGiffert’s
admission in his previous sentence: “ He was convinced of the
nearness of the great

summon

crisis,

and he simply

vinced him, and what gave

By way

to

him the

felt

himself called to

What was

the people to prepare for it.”

which he

call

that con-

it

felt ?

it is added in a note
Baptism which John performed is
He apparently employed
not to be regarded as an official thing.
What the writer means by “ official” and
it quite informally.”
“ informal” he does not tell us; but when John himself chose
to describe his distinctive work in the words, “ I baptize with

His Baptism.

when

water,”

designation of
that “

we

Among

<1

The

of confirmation

:

rite of

him on that score the
“ the Baptist,” and -when the Saviour has told us
the sons of men there has arisen none greater,” are
the Church has given to

assume that up to the advent of Dr. McGiflert all have
been mistaken in attaching importance to the act to which the
Saviour lent His countenance ? What was the import of this
sanction by Jesus and of His personal submission to John’s baptism, has given rise to much discussion and elicited various anBut Dr. McGiffert sweeps aside all questions and all diffiswers.
“ That he [Jesus]
culty by the summary remark at p. 17
should enroll himself among John’s disciples and receive baptism
There is no
at his hands was the most natural thing in the ivorld."
need even for M. Renan’s explanation! “ The act was simply”
to

:

— the

writer

is

peculiarly fond of this

word

“simply”

— “an

own expectation of the speedy coming of the
which John was giving such vigorous utterance, and

expression of his

kingdom
of

to

own preparedness

his

then, that

therefor.”

Was

this

preparedness,

which John’s preaching required, and which

tism presupposed

a

repentance involving the

confession

his bap-

of per-

sonal sin ?

Jewish influence

P.22: “Jesus’ conception of the future kingwas doubtless due in part to Jewish influence,

but in

still

larger

part

to

His

own

experience.”
What is the relevancy or value of the remark thus
Why should it be made at all, if the
indorsed by “ doubtless ? ”
as he does not profess to be, in a position to tell how
due to the one and how much to the other factor ? And
if, as we have just learned at
p. 21, “ Jesus departed in a most
decisive way from the conceptions entertained by His country-

writer

much

is not,

is

men,” what becomes of the Jewish influence as a factor placed in
to what was due to His own experience
or, as many
might prefer to put it, to His own origination ?
contrast

—
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Incident of Luke

^

..

introduces at p.
cident

Apropos of this attempt to distinguish the
T
Jesus
and the personal elements
consciousness, we may note what Dr. McGiffert
16, as “ an interesting and very instructive in•

,

i

,

•

>

” “ which throws welcome light upon his religious develop-

ment and does much

to

We

explain his subsequent career.”

naturally expect

much from such

“ The incident

is

we

m

,

national

recorded in

a passage; but

Luke

ii.

what do we

From

44ff.

find

?

that passage

learn that already, at the age of twelve years, Jesus had the

conviction that

God was

How

his father

and when

this

epoch-making conviction came to him, it would be idle to conjecAnd, after suggesting that we might, under the influence of

ture.”

the

Hebrew

God

Scriptures, account for his conceiving of

father of the Jewish nation, Dr. McGiffert

is

as the

constrained to add:

“ The far more remarkable fact that God’s fatherhood was

inter-

preted by him as of individual and not simply national signifi-

cance

....

can find

its

ultimate explanation only in his

own

unique religious personality.”
P. 17 “ It was in connection with his baptism that
j esug seems to have received for the first time the revelation of his own Messiahship.”
To the Messiah Dr. McGiffert
makes frequent allusion, and yet three points are left apparently
:

Messiahship.

more

or less obscure.

1.

What

is

the real meaning which Dr.

McGiffert himself attaches to the term

?

2.

What

is

the sense

which he conceives that Jesus believed in it as predicable of
His own Messianic consciousness? and, 3. What is the sense in
which the disciples apprehended and proclaimed it ? At p. 31,
we read: “ Before he died, Jesus distinctly and publicly avowed
himself to be the Messiah;” and at p. 32: “ There is mention of
his having stepped into the place which had for so long been waiting
to be filled.”
But after or alongside of this apparently distinct
affirmation of Jesus’ own action, we find the matter placed and
dealt with on the footing of a subjective conviction in the minds of

in

the disciples:

u He had succeeded in convincing them at least, if not
he was actually the promised Messiah, and that the
Messianic kingdom was to find in him its founder and its head.”
P. 32, we read of “ the conviction which he succeeded in imparting to his followers that he was the one who had been promised
... 11 The
by the prophets and long awaited by the fathers.”
power of his wonderful personality is revealed in his success in
impressing that belief upon them.”
And again, ibid “ only the
belief in Jesus’ Messiahship could effect the great historic movement which bears not bis personal, but his official name.”
P. 31

:

-

others, that

.

,

But when we

ask,

What was

the precise import of the avowal

?
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Was

Was

the success warranted?

the conviction well founded?

Wherein

lay the potency of the belief

leading.

As

tell

usual,

what the

us

Dr. McGiffert

is

we

?

find little light or

much more

disciples did not think than

in a position to

what they

did think.

“It was not upon his deity nor yet upon the perfection
humanity that his disciples founded the Christian Church.
The men whom he gathered about him regarded Him in neither
They thought of him only as the Messiah.”
of these respects.
P. 31:

of his

What

is

the historical warrant for this negation or for this limi-

Already, before the Church was founded by the events
of Pentecost, there had been the exclamations: “ Truly this was
the Son of God” (Matt, xxvii. 34); “ Never man spake like this

tation

?

man”

(John

vii.

And

46).

it

becomes important

to ask,

How

much is included in their thinking of Him as the Messiah, and
how much excluded by their thinking of Him only as such ? What
especially are we to make of the writer’s subsequent negative
statement ushered

in,

as usual, with the formula,

“It is significant ” (p. 54) that “ it apparently did not occur to
them to ask what his Messiahship involved to Jesus himself. It
was enough to know that he was the Christ. So long as that fact
was true, his character and nature were a matter of comparative
indifference.”

But what was “ the fact ? ” What was it that was “ true ? ”
And what a picture of the primitive disciples is presented to us
in

They thought

this historical mirror ?

Christ,

They were not at
was
what was the character
!

ignorant

homage

what His

!

all

what the Christ

know

or nature to which- they rendered their

What

Jesus thought of Himself as Messiah,

Him

real significance pertains in the writer’s

as such to be,

view

and

u'hat

to the thoughts of

enshrouded in a historical haze.

At
Conditions of Entrance
into

Jesus only as the
or

either curious or concerned to

disciples took or held

either, are alike

of

who

but they did not ask themselves,

Kingdom.

pp. 24, 25

:

“ The conditions of
God were

eutrance into the kingdom of

phrased by Christ in various forms, but a
careful analysis of all his utterances on the subject makes it plain
that he regarded as the essential and all-embracing condition the
true spirit of sonship toivard the father God."
Here we remark:
1.

That,

when Jesus

indicated various conditions of entrance.

He

must be assumed to have meant what He said in each case, and
not have been merely exercised in phrasing varieties of formulas
which some Dr. McGiftert might subject to careful analysis.
2.

That,

when

Dr. McGiffert characterizes his

own

analysis as care-
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and as embracing all Jesus’ utterances upon the subject, be has
asked us to accept bis judgment in tlie matter instead of presenting us with tbe process and so with means of judging for ourselves.
3. That our confidence is somewhat shaken when what be asserts
Christ to have “ regarded as tbe essential and all-embracing confui

dition ”
is

is not couched in tbe Saviour’s own language at all, but
phrased in a formula constructed by Dr. McGfiffert himself—

“ The true

spirit

of sonship

toward the father God.”

our trust in our analytic guide

is

which he adduces in the sequel

of exegesis

4.

That

wholly upset by two specimens
to support his view.

The first of these is at p. 25 “ When he sumRepentance.
monec{ men to repentance, as we are told that he did
1.

at the

:

very beginning of his career,

it

was not primarily

to

a

repentance for unrighteous words and works, but for the lack at

any time and in any degree of the spirit and purpose of the true
Here we may point out ( 1 ) that, when Jesus summons to

son."

repentance, the principles of rational exegesis teach us that the

word must have been used

in the

sense, in

which

it

would be

primarily and naturally understood by the people, of unrighteous

have been understood at that time in the sense that Dr. McGiflfert imputes to it,
seeing that the hearers had not then received that call to the spirit
and purpose of the true son, the lack of which they are to confess.
Dr. McGiffert’s masterly analysis had not yet reached the
words and evil deeds

people’s ears

;

and

(

2 ) that it could not

!

The second specimen of interpretation is
“ To this one condition (viz., the
p. 27
sonship) he adds no other.
Even the passages in
2.

Belief in Christ.

true spirit of

£ oun q

:

which he emphasizes the importance

of a man’s belief in, or
attachment to himself, when rightly interpreted, are seen to involve nothing more or different.”
Here it is enough to note the
insertion of the very significant clause, “ when rightly inter-

preted,”

which appears

to suggest

that the simple, natural and

obvious interpretation, which the ordinary reader would derive

from the words read in the light of usage, is somehow not the
right one and that he can only reach this in the light of some
new interpretation due to Dr. McGiffert. But the principles and
methods of grammatico-historical interpretation are pretty well
understood and they know nothing of any process whereby words
may be seen to involve anything more or different from what they
;

plainly say.

It is pretty

obvious that Dr. McGiffert’s right inter-

pretation posits his formula, and

is

ready to find

all

other utter-

ances of the Saviour, as to humility, self-denial, repentance, love
to God, coming
mere variations

to Christ, following after
of phrasing.

Him,

faith, discipleship

—
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_

_

At

.

,

Emphasis on Relation
to God
it is

p.

29:

makes

Dr. McGiffert

special

...
,
J . in,
minimize the stress laid on belief
and attachment to, Christ and affirms “ that
a man’s relation to God that is the important thing, and belief

in Christ,

or the

A

.

.

.

.

.

effort to

acceptance of him,

means

belief in or acceptance of

whom

he reveals.”

the

If

is

emphasized because

it

God who sent him and
words mean no more than this, are
the

they not singularly unfortunate in appearing to most readers to
convey so much more ?

“There are in our Synoptic Gospels some utterances in which,
though nothing is said about faith in him, a man’s ultimate salvation is brought into some kind of connection with his attitude
toward Christ. These passages are not numerous, but some of
them are very striking. Among the strongest of them are such
Whosoever shall lose his life for my sake
as the following
Whosoever shall be ashamed of me and of my
(Mark viii. 35)
words (Mark viii. 38)
Whosoever shall confess me before men
Every one that hath left houses
(Matt. x. 32, 33)
(Matt,
xix. 28, 29).”
And then, after an attempt to explain away or
weaken these utterances, it is added (p. 30): “ We may conclude
then that Jesus’ emphasis of faith in or acceptance of himself is
throughout an emphasis not of his personality, but of his mesGod.”
sage, and thus simply a reassertion of filial trust in ...
’

‘

:

‘

;

’

‘

’

;

‘

’

;

.

But

why

in that case is the personality rather tha?i the

messaye

Why

have we such frequent recur“ my sake,” “ my yoke ? ”
What is
to be made of “ Come unto me, and I will give you rest ? ” or of
“ Blessed is he whosoever shall not be offended in me t ”
Even

brought into the foreground ?
rence of “ me,” “ my name,”

in

the Synoptic Gospels,

still

more

in

the Gospel of John, His

personality and Ilis message are inextricably

As

bound

up.

death of Jesus, it is stated at p.
“represented his death not simSignificance.
ply as an act, and the supreme act, of service,
but also, at the time of the last Supper, as a sacrifice offered for
But, it is added, “ This idea of the
the sealing of the covenant.”
Death of Christ— Its

significance of

to the

34 that

his death

He

can hardly have

been

in Jesus’

mind

from the beginning, for he makes no other reference to such a
covenant.”
Why should He have made, or been expected to
make, other reference ? Or why should He have at any given time
said all that was in His mind ?
How many references or repeti-

would have contented Dr. McGiffert, who
“ His earlier allusions to his death indicate that he found
the reason for it in the principle of service, and not in the need of
The affirmative side of this statement is
a covenant sacrifice ?”
true, if for
the reason ” we read “ a ” or “ one ” reason; the
tions

of reference

tells us,
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simply a wholly unwarranted insinuation of Dr.
enough he goes on tt> say, at p. 35:

is

But

McGiffert.

METHODS.

this is not

;

impending death, however, being once accepted
[by whom ? or to whom ?] “ he might easily see
in it another significance which would give it an increased value,
might interpret it in the light of Jewish history, and thus make it
of added worth in its bearing on the future
Thus Jesus
believed that his death meant in more than one way not evil but
good to the kingdom of God.”
fact of his

and accounted for

”

But why should this be conceived of as an after-thought ?
Why may it not have been in His mind from the first ? Amd why
should language be used which appears to import that Jesus in
accepting His death in this wise pursued what the writer elsewhere
“ a policy ” (28, 29) of investing it with a further significance
it with reference to past and future ?

calls

and

utilizing

“ It is significant that Jesus in none of
°.
passages
question makes his resurrection a
bodily resurrection, or speaks of his bodily reappearance to his disciples.
He simply refers to a resurrection
without more nearly defining its nature, and it was therefore quite
ftesurrection ofe
Christ

P. 87 n.

m

,,

.

lie

,

.

,

possible for his disciples to interpret his words as a promise of
his immediate entrance after death upon his Messianic career.
Mark and Luke, who, of course, when they wrote their Gospels,
interpreted the words in question as referring to Jesus’ bodily
resurrection and reappearance to his disciples, distinctly say that
the latter did not understand what his words meant.”

Once more the writer seeks and
ing

mention

finds significance in what, accord-

own showing, Jesus

his

to

of

resurrection,

bodily; ” for

it

there

did not say.

was no need

When
to

there was

qualify

it

by

could not, according to the ordinary use of lan-

guage, mean, or be understood to mean, anything
disciples did not understand

else.

His words at the time

is

That the

possible and

probable enough, for they had not then the light which Mark and
Luke had from the sequel, when they wrote their Gospels but it

was not possible that they could
literal

interpretation

— setting aside

— understand

them

;

the obvious and

in the sense

which Dr.

McGiffert ascribes to them, for the words contain nothing of the

nature of a reference to His Messianic career or of a promise of

immediate entrance on it. We shall encounter this peculiar playing fast and loose with the word “ resurrection” later.

FT ° htt G

IT

of

disciples

Jesus’

Galilee,

'

actual facts,

where most

....
of

if

s ^ia ^ doubtless be nearest the
we assume that the great majority

fled in fear

them had

became convinced that their Master
2

and discouragement to
and that they there

their homes,
still

lived

”

In other
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words, we are to reach the

not

facts,

by

putting together and con-

necting the statements of the sources, but by accepting as doubtless

made

by a few German critics
“ They there became convinced'' (how or by what means we are not told) “ that their
Master still lived.”
It would have been more correct to say
“ lived again or anew,” for they were quite aware of His having
actual an assumption

of late years

as a convenient basis for a theorv.

died.

“ Thus there was thrust upon the disciples a new and
unexpected duty.”
Where is the authoritv for “ thrust upon
P. 41:

them

?

”

P. 42
“It was this sense of a new duty
and responsibility that led them back from
“ Conscious of holding a commisGalilee to Jerusalem.”
sion from him (their Master) they banded themselves together
Avith the resolve of completing his work
Their resolve
marks the real starting-point in the history of the Church.”

Sense of

New

:

Duty.

.

Of

all this

— of the sense of a new duty and responsibility, of the

consciousness of a commission (Avithout indication hoAV or whence
it

came), of the banding together, of the resolve to complete His

Avork

—the

sources say next to nothing.

going to Galilee pursuant

to

But they speak

of their

Christ’s appointment after the resur-

meeting Avith them there, of His gi\'ing
them their instructions under v:hich they Avere conscious of a
commission, and of their subsequent return to Jerusalem, there to
This
aAvait the fulfilment of the promise of the Holy Ghost.
fulfilment, rather than any resolve of theirs, marks the startingpoint of the Church.
“ The assumption of the poA\ er to
P. 45
rection, of their Master’s

r

:

Messianic Forgiveness.

for gj ve s i nS)

little store

w here it is evidently a Messianic

The

forgrveness that he dispenses.”

fact that Dr. McGiffert sets

elsewhere by “forgiveness” and

in his Messianic conceptions,

is

someA\diat A'ague

makes one Avonder why

it

should be

pronounced here evidently a Messianic forgiveness and what
,

the object of so designating
P. 46

Apostles^and their

:

“ It is

s jg n jq cance

early

Avas

it.

not easy to discoA'er just what

attached to the apostles in those

days.”

Why

it

is

not

easy?

Just

because Dr. McGiffert chooses to ignore or set aside the reading
“ They apparently
of the facts by the author Avho records them.
held no

official

position in the church of Jerusalem

exists no proof that they held
at large.”

But

any

Avhile this is Avhat

have us receive as

official position in

There
the church

the Avriter Avould apparently

history, Ave read on p. 46

:

HISTORICAL METHODS.
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“ But the author of the Book of Acts had another conception of
He apparently thought
the significance of the Twelve Apostles.
But such a
of them as constituting an apostolic college
conception is out of accord with the facts as they appear even in
the Book of Acts itself.”

The

conception, no doubt, seems borne out

by such passages

Acts vi. 1, viii. 1 Id, xi. 1 where
but in proof of his statement Dr. McGiffert simply adds the
lowing note
,

of

the apostles “ act as a body,”

,

fol-

:

‘

“ Though referring so frequently in a vague and general way to
The Apostles,’ the author makes it evident in many passages that

was some individual or individuals that were held in highest
honor, and not the apostles as a body.”

it

Upon which we remark
apostles

is

(1)

while the reference to the

that,

undoubtedly “ general,”

it

is

not “ vague,”

but, in

connection with the author’s previous narrative, perfectly definite

and

(2) that

the

times separately

away from the

circumstance of individual

and

apostles

being at

honorably mentioned by no means takes

truth or value of the action ascribed to the college.

At
Notion Dogmatic.
c]

p.

47

:

“

The notion

is

evidently purely

0 g ma ^ C) resting upon the author’s assumption of

what the apostles must have been

to the church in the early days.”

This introduction of dogmatics at this early stage in the history of
the Church, and in the midst of St. Luke’s historical studies,

is

by the writer’s assurance of its being
alike 11 pure” and “ evident; ” but the meaning of the purity
is not at this stage clear, and the evidence is not adduced
so that
we are simply asked to accept the writer’s affirmation “ evidently
startling, reinforced as

it is

;

’

in lieu of the proofs
at the

on which

it rests.

’

Dr. McGiffert admits that

beginning of the second century the idea was prevalent of an

apostolic college.

ceding

“

nating

we know

But,

if so, is it

not far more probable that the pre-

actual facts ” generated the idea than that the idea, origi-

into the middle

not where, when, or how, thrust
of the facts

?

“

It

itself

dogmatically

was natural,” we

are told,

“ for the author, in the absence of specific information on the subject, to conceive of the position .... in the way he did.”
But

what right has Dr. McGiffert gratuitously (1) to discard, on pretext
of dogmatics or any other fiction, such light as Luke gives
(2)
then to assume such an absence of specific information in the
;

case,

and

(3) to substitute these

audacious assertions and assump-

tions in the face of the very assurance

which Luke has expressly

Prologue of his Gospel that “ he had traced the
course of all things accurately from the first ” (Luke i. 3, R. V.).
P. 44 n.
We learn that “ whether Peter’s speech (in Acts i) be

embodied

in the

:
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accurately reported or uot,

it

is

which dehave originated with
conception of an apostle's
on a par with his logic and

certain that ver. 22,

scribes the mission of the apostles, cannot

Luke, for he had an entirely different
work.” The writer's certainty here is
his hermeneutics.
For (1) the words are given as those of Peter,
and not of Luke, whose business was not to originate or manipulate
them, but faithfully to report them. (2) The conception of the
primary and fundamental basis of apostleship viz., that of
having companied with the Lord Jesus and of having witnessed His
resurrection so far from being entirely different, is not in the least
degree incongruous with, but a necessary qualification for, their
subsequent official position.

—

—

It

What was

their

Real

is

of the

“ There

no easy matter

e ^her to

make up

Apostles or to

for Dr.

mind

his

tell it

McGiffert

as to the position

when made

up.

exists no proof that they held

any official posiwere supposed in these
early days to have been entrusted with any kind of authority over
P. 46

:

tion in the church at large, or that they
it

The significance of the Twelve
work that they did, nor in the

the

liarity of

lay not in the pecuauthority with which

they were entrusted, but in the fact that they had been chosen
by Christ to be his constant companions, had enjoyed the privilege of intimate fellowship with him, had received his especial
instruction, had been sent out even during his lifetime to do the
work of missionaries, and had been individually and collectively
commanded to carry on that work after his death.”

Whatever may be thought of the two negative positions at the
beginning of this sentence, nothing can well be better put than the
cumulation of facts in which as
cance.

As

he puts

it

the fact he thereafter finds signifiotherwise immediately afterwards: “ Thus

have been particularly honored by Jesus, and to
have been charged by him with a heavier responsibility than the
most of the disciples.” But this, we are told in the very next
sentence, “ is far from involving the claim or the recognition of
It seems to us as if the writer’s
official position and authority.”
zeal for subtle distinctions had here simply involved him in confusion.
Is not their position the legitimate outcome of that particular honor, and their authority the correlate of that heavier
charge ? And, if Dr. McGiffert was bent on distinctions, might
he not with advantage have here drawn one between the making
of a claim and the recognition of it?
May not the position and
authority of the apostles have been generally and spontaneously
recognized by others in virtue of the grounds put forward by their
Master, rather than on any urged by themselves or put forward
by their alleged descendants of a later day ?
they were

felt to

DR. Me 01FFER T S HISTORICAL
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“It

is
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tliat

it

was

P r’ mar^y 1° Pete that the church owed
1,

Du^to^^eter

belief in

Master.

It

the

of its

resurrection

may have been he who was

first

its

crucified

convinced of the

with the
and the statement of 1 Cor. xv. 5,
“ was seen of Cephas, then of the twelve.”
is that the risen Lord
Peter owed his belief and conviction to the vision but as the
It is the business of history to deal not

great fact.”

possible, but with the actual,

;

other twelve are reported to have also seen the vision, their belief

and conviction may well have been due to the same cause, and the
assumption of Peter’s special agency or mediation is a mere unwarranted hypothesis. Even if he was first convinced, there is
nothing to suggest that his intervention was needed to enable others
to reach the same conclusion through the same means.

At
Pentecost.
of the

we encounter one

pp. 49, 50

markable performances

of the book;

most

of the

re-

— the new version

day of Pentecost.

“ That it (Pentecost) was an important day in the history of
but its importance is not that
the church, there can be no doubt
which is ordinarily ascribed to it.” And in explanation of this
oracular utterance we learn that it “ was not the birthday of the
Christian church .... nor was it the day upon which began the
dispensation of the Holy Spirit.” .... But “ Pentecost was a
day of power, a day on which the Spirit of God manifested himself through the disciples as a power for the conversion of others.
... It was not the coming of the Spirit, but the testimony of
the disciples, that constituted the great central fact of the day,
the fact that makes the day historic.”
;

.

case the only record
the
— the Book
—brings that testimony of the disciples on which Dr. McGif-

But what
of Acts

is in this

of

facts

fert lays the chief stress into so close a relation to the

the Spirit as

its

cause and sine qua non that

it is

coming

difficult, to

of

say

the least, for the plain reader to draw the Professor’s distinctions

and one

is

tempted

Several things

performance.

to look a little

tend to excite
1.

Dr. McGiffert,

more

closely into their grounds.

our distrust of this remarkable

who

is

rather given to doubting,

has ( mirabile dictu ) in this case no doubt as to the day or
tance in the history of the Church.
in his sources as to that

—

day

—

from the Book of
But he understands these

its

2.

He

gets

all

its

impor-

the facts given

events, their significance, their se-

Acts, which follows on the Gospel

of Luke.
and apprehends their bearings
a great deal better than Luke himself does, so that he can not only
tell us wherein Luke has misconceived the importance of the matters he has put on record, but can supply his deficiency and remedy
his errors, by a skillfully constructed mosaic of his own.
4. The

quel
3.

facts

—
99
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train for this
it

is

new

version of the facts

is

already laid at p. 32, where

stated that “ during the latter part of Jesus’ ministry, he

promised that the Holy Spirit should be sent to instruct and assist
them, and that he himself would return and abide with them.”
Most readers and commentators, when thev read these two forms of
promise,

whatever

may

be their difficulty in apprehending or

reconciling them, conceive that

some diversity

of

meaning underlay

the undoubted diversity of the language used and that they are not

assume brevi manu the precise identity or equivalence
But Dr. McGiffert has no fear
apparently of rushing in even here, and he does so, consciously or
not, with a curious variation from the usual form, “It is doubtful ” or “it may be doubted.”
It is apparently a prescription or
direction for the reader: “ It is to be doubted whether Jesus meant
to separate sharply his own coming and the coming of the Spirit.”
The real question, as matter of interpretation, is whether He separated or distinguished at all, and not that of sharply which the
writer throws in, as it were, to attenuate the issue.
“It is more
probable that he thought of the Spirit of God as mediating his
fellowship with his disciples, as the power enabling them to see him
with their spiritual vision, to be conscious of his abiding presence, and to live in coustant communion with him.”
Dr. McGiffert’s proposal, therefore, is that, wherever the sources appear to
speak of intercourse between the Saviour and His followers subsequently to His rising and prior to Pentecost, we are to assume
that that intercourse was not what they sta^e or imply it to have
been personal but was, what they give no indication of its having
been at this stage mediated through the Spirit. When Jesus was
seen of them as having risen from the tomb, when He spoke with
His disciples and talked with them by the way, showed them His
hands and His feet, sat at meat with them, gave His directions
and His blessing, all was mediated through the Spirit, though,
strangely, nothing is said of it
Having thus thrown out his
doubt on the one hand and his assertion of probability on the
other, Dr. McGiffert proceeds at once to anticipate the application
“ His promise then began to find fulfilof his view, p. 33:
when
the
Spirit
came at Pentecost, but long before
ment, not
Pentecost, when after his death .... his disciples became convinced that he still lived.” .... 5. And so, when we come to
the day of Pentecost, all that we need at p. 49 is to look back to
“ It was not the day upon which began
the anticipation at p. 33.
the dispensation of the Holy Spirit, for his promised coming preceded, or at least was closely connected with, Jesus’ own return to
his disciples after his resurrection, so that it was through the

entitled to

of the thoughts underiving them.

,

—

—

!
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they became convinced that he
still lived and was still with them.”
But here comes in a very
peculiar attempt to reinforce his argument, as though he were still
Spirit’s enlightening influence that

somewhat uncertain

or

had misgivings

as to the legitimacy of his

substituting the agencv of the Spirit for the personal action of the
“ Certainly,” he exclaims, “ if the revealing
living Saviour.

agency of the Spirit was ever needed by the disciples of Jesus, it
was needed in the days succeeding his death and if the Spirit
ever did act as the revealer of truth to those disciples and as the
interpreter of the Master’s promises to them, it was at the time
when they became assured of his resurrection from the dead.”
But were not the days succeeding His death followed by His resur;

and, according to the sources, an interval of personally
renewed direct intercourse, before the days of the Spirit set in ?
And was not the disciples’ assurance of the resurrection derived
from the evidence submitted to their eyes and ears? 6. At p. 49
it is further said: “ It could not have been mere flesh and blood
that convinced Peter of the resurrection of the Lord.
That conviction must have been the work of God.”
Here the word mere
is gratuitously inserted, and “ flesh and blood,” as the assumed

rection

object in the vision,

is

substituted for the vision itself as the basis

bv God. 7. But, we are next told,
thought of Jesus, there was no distinction in such a case

the conviction wrought

of

in the

between God’s work and the

What

Spirit’s.”

special access to

the “thought of Jesus” enables Dr. McGiffert to affirm such a
negation, he does not say.

The

ordinary rules of interpreting lan-

guage lead us to assume that when different Avords are used they
are meant to be. differentiated rather than identified.
At p. 50 “ With the sound as of wind and the tongues as of
fire we need not particularly concern ourselves.”
Why not?
What entitles the historian thus summarily to dismiss what he
:

finds in his sources

?

“ It is clear that the author of
P. 52 n.
the Book of Acts had another conception of
the phenomenon in question than the text
Some other
reason must therefore be given for his misinterpretation of the
Pentecostal phenomenon.”
:

Luke’s Conception.

Here

Luke

it

tvould

seem

that misinterprets,

it

is

Dr. McGiffert that understands,

what occurred

and

!

That reason is perhaps to be found in the glamour which surrounded the infant church in the eyes of its historian, who tvas
himself far remo'ved from the events which he records. Under
the circumstances he could hardly avoid investing even familiar
occurrences with marvel and mystery.”
‘

‘

’
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What

our historian’s warrant (a) for assuming this glamour?

is

Luke was

for asserting that

(b)

far

removed from the events which

he records, or

(c) for affirming that under the circumstances he
could hardly avoid presenting the matter in this guise ?

_

,

.

„

Not the fatherhood of God,
but the Messiahship of Jesus formed the
burden of the preaching of the aposP. 54

.

not of Fatherhood.

“

:

and so the Master’s estimate of values was reversed.”
What
this ?
Did the preaching of the Messiahship of Jesus
negative or throw into the shade the fatherhood of God, or did
tles,

is

meant by

Jesus,

own

who

called

God His

claim to Messiahship

ment on what was

Father, thereby disown or disavow His

The

?

apostles laid stress for the

mo-

time their main object, and whv should
they be expected to address themselves to anything else ?
at the

P.

with Explanation

“With

57:

this

tlie

death of Jesus l> lz

as

the

fulfilment

->

of

explanation
at

of

Acts U1 12f *

prophecy],

the

have contented themselves. At least
find
it
referred to in any of the recorded
we
no other reason for
speeches or prayers of Peter or of his associates. There is no
sign that they thought of it, as Christ did, as possessing an independent value of its own, or as contributing in any way to the wellbeing of liis followers or to the advancement of his kingdom.”
Are the disciples, then, to be conceived of as having no power
disciples seem for the time to

of thinking, reasoning, or putting things together?

If the suffer-

ings happened in fulfilment of prophecy, did not prophecy hap-

pen in pursuance of the divine will

And

?

did not that will rest

on a divine counsel or purpose, and contemplate a divine end ?
Does not Peter himself speak of Jesus as “ being delivered by the
And does he
determinate counsel and foreknowledge of God? ”
not describe Him as exalted with [or to] His right hand to be a
Prince and a Saviour for to give repentance unto Israel and forgiveness of sins
t,

,

.

-n

’

?
,

,

•

,

Righteousness and Baptism.
sally prevalent

among

P. 58
dltl

:

“

In laving down such a conof repentance], Peter was

°?
simply reiterating a principle univer-

the Jews of his time, that righteousness is
He did not

an indispensable condition of enjoying God’s favour.
put repentance in the place of righteousness.”

what Peter seems to have done, at least, if
lie had at all this Jewish proposition before
He preached repentance as the Baptist had done, as
his mind.
the Saviour Himself had done, but he, no more than they, said
But

we

this is precisely

are to suppose that

anything of this alleged Jewish principle of a righteousness needing no repentance.
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’

“ The baptism which Peter connects with repentance
in Acts
38 was not essentially novel. Baptism in the name of
Jesus Christ was, of course, a new thing to the Jews whom he
addressed but baptism as such was entirely in line with the common Jewish rites of purification
The connection of the
rite with the name of Jesus Christ did not alter its essential character nor make it an un- Jewish thing.
It meant only that the
repentance to which it gave expression was based upon and due to
the recognition of Jesus as the Messiah.”
P. 59

:

ii.

;

Was

little distinctive or so unimporapprehend what Dr. McGiffert understands
by “ essentially novel,” or by “ the essential character ” of the

tant

that recognition then so

It is difficult to

?

Petrine baptism.

To

the ordinary reader

its

essence consists in

name of Jesus Christ, and to dissobaptism from this name and speak of “ baptism as such ”
seems to him alike confusing and irrelevant to the question at issue
this

very connection with the

ciate

(even if he should be satisfied that there had been previously a
Jewish baptism entirely in line a doubly loose phrase with the
common rites of purification). The baptism to which Peter invited his hearers was bound up not merely with the call to repentance and the recognition of the Messiah, but with the prospect of
remission of sins and the promise of the Holy Spirit.

—

—

P. 61: “Of the trinitarian formula into
Trinitarian Formula
the name of the Father, the Son and the
in Baptism.
Holy Spirit, which later became universal in
the church, we have no trace in the New Testament, except in the
single passage, Matt, xxviii. 19.
It is difficult to suppose that it
was employed in the early days with which we are here concerned for it involves a conception of the nature of the rite which
was entirely foreign to the thought of these primitive Christians
and indeed no less foreign to the thought of Paul. When or how
the formula arose, we do not know.”
;

This absence of knowledge which the writer avows not merely
on his own part, but in the name of “ we” (whoever “ we ” may be),
is simply due to his choosing to ignore the very definite and precise statement of the passage referred to as to the commission given

by Jesus
it

to

His followers to

make

disciples of all nations.

That

involves a conception of the nature of the rite entirely foreiyn

to the

thought of the primitive Christians or of Paul

is

nothing

but a gigantic begging of the question, an arbitrary assertion for
which he adduces no other evidence or ground than the mere
repetition in a note of his already

avowed subjective

difficulty in

accepting what stands so clearly written.

At p. 61 n. he says: “ It is difficult, in
know of Jesus’ principles and practice, and

the light of all we
in the light also of
the fact that the early disciples and Paul as well baptized into
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the name of Christ alone, to suppose that Jesus himself uttered
the words which are quoted in Matt, xxviii. 19.”

But

mand

seems

(1) it

sufficiently audacious to

discard Jesus’ com-

expressly vouched by tradition and then to appeal to the

light of all

we know

His principles and practice

of

(2)

;

it

seems

still more so in view of the fact that we have no light otherwise
from Jesus’ principles and practice at all bearing on this particu-

and (3) while there is evidence of the fact that the
and Paul baptized in the name of Christ, there is no
warrant for inserting the word alone which alone renders the

lar matter,

disciples

,

writer’s appeal to this light relevant.

Dr. McGfiffert admits that

the formula “

and that

it

is expressly enjoined in the Teaching of the Apostles
was in common use in the middle of the second cen-

He

throws out the suggestion that “

if
Christ simply
gave the general direction to baptize, it would be very natural for
a scribe to add the formula, into the name of the Father, and of
the Son, and of the Holy Ghost, which was in common use in his
day.” But so far from such an assumption being “ verv natural,”
it will seem to most people at once gratuitous and eminently improbable that any one should presume thus early and thus formally
and, if it was in common use
to add to the words of the Master

tury.”

;

thus early, how,

we may

So resolutely

the writer set against this passage that he even

is

ask,

came

it

into that prior

common use?

adds, “ It is not impossible that the entire passage (Matt, xxviii. 19)
is

maintained by some scholars.” The suggesbased on subjective grounds, has no warrant of

a later addition, as

tion,

which

is

textual authority.
P. 61«.

Relation of Baptism
to Faith

e T

^ esus

:

“Of course baptism
„

in the

j
c
inv °lves a certain kind
ot
•

,

.

,

.

c

name
..

x

faith, or

more accurately the conviction that he is the
is nowhere expressly made a condition
discipleship.”
But why should that be asserted,

Messiah, but faith in him
of baptism or

which was so obviously implied
in the

verv nature of the case
“

—involved,

as a matter of course

,

?

To

read into this simple and touching
Lord s feupperj, unpremeditated and yet summing up in itself the whole story of his
life of service and sacrifice, subtle and abstruse doctrine, is to do
Jesus a great injustice for it takes from the scene all its beautiful
naturalness
He was not teaching theology, nor was he
giving veiled utterance to any mysterious truth concerning his
person and work he was simply foretelling his death.”
P. 69

T

:

act [the institution ot the

,

;

Here we remark
question,

is

(1)

That the act, the significance of which is in
an act in which Jesus
as “ simple

characterized

—
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’

simply

foretells his

By

death.”

this simple

assumption the author

meaning
by the Church. (2) He tells us that
the act was “ unpremeditated;” but what special information or
authority enables him to pronounce it such, he does not say. (3)
negatives at once to his

read into or ascribed to

own

satisfaction

all the ulterior

it

is alleged, “unpremeditated,” how should it
”
have come so aptly to “ sum up the whole story of His life
otherwise than by becoming charged with concentrated meaning,

If the act was, as

fraught with

its

justice to Jesus in

main elements
imputing

to

of significance

His act

?

And

we

if

do

this all-comprehensive sig-

it be a great injustice to Him to assume that the
which
enter into that significance may reasonablv
chief elements
be read into it, even though Dr. McGiffert may call them subtle
and abstruse, and may upbraid them with the crime of givingveiled utterance to theology ?
And what, as compared with this
weighty and worthy contents of that solemn act, is the “ beautiful
naturalness” which alone the writer’s sentimentalism leaves to
the scene which he has divested of other meaning ?
Why should
Saviour
not
be
supposed
teaching
as to His
the
to associate any
Person and work with this crisis of His service and sacrifice ?
And why should it be thus a service to the Church to empty the
Lord’s Supper of its immemorial meaning, in order to shroud it

how

nificance,

in a

vague

can

veil of sentiment

?

P. 71: “The tradition thus gradually formed
Tradition in the
ultimately recorded itself in the Logia and perLogia.
haps in other similar documents.”
should

Why

Dr. McGiffert use

the

Prenchified phrase

‘ 1

recorded

itself

’ ’

?

And why should he convey the impression of some long interval
having elapsed by the words “ gradually formed,” and “ ultimately recorded?” And when he adds, “ The tradition early
become fixed along this line as well, ” what is the premeaning of “ tending to become fixed ? ”
Nowhere, perhaps, does Dr. McGiffert
Work of the Spirit.
r
construct a more singular and incongruous
mosaic than where he plays off the several statements which he
finds regarding the relation of the Church to the work of the
It seems enough to bring a few of his statements into
Spirit.
tended to
cise

,

,

,

q

.

juxtaposition.

“A

remarkable feature in the life of the early ChrisP. 71
tians of Jerusalem was the vivid realization of the presence of the
They lived under the direct influence and
Holy Spirit
“ InP. 72
guidance, as they believed, of the Spirit of God.”
:

:

stead of finding him, however, in the every-day faith and piety of
the common disciple, they found him commonly only where there

28
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was something striking or remarkable or unusual, whether in char“ It is evident that his [the
word or work.”
P. 73
Spirit’s] influence upon their thoughts and words was looked upon

acter, in

.

.

.

.

:

i:
as his most characteristic activity.” .... P. 74
It is in such
enlightenment and inspiration that the activity of the Spirit seems
commonly to have exhausted itself according to the understanding
:

The

of the earliest disciples
ot

Acts contain many references

by the

disciples.”

.

.

.

.

P. 75

early chapters of the

to signs

“

:

And

Book

and wonders wrought
yet it is a remarkable

fact that, so far as our sources enable us to judge, the early disci-

ples did not commonly connect such wonderful works with the
“ But we may perhaps go further and conSpirit of God.” P. 76
clude that the wonderful works which are recorded in the early
chapters of Acts were so exceptional and infrequent that they
were not thought of
as characteristic signs of the Spirit's
presence in the disciples, but only as special deeds wrought
through them under special circumstances by Jesus himself.”
:

....

would thus appear that the primitive Christians vividly
that they lived under His direct
influence, but that they did not find Him in the faith and piety of
ordinary disciples that they found Him commonly only where there
was something striking, but that, where they found wonderful
works, they did not connect these with the Spirit, but (passing by
apparently in this case His mediation, which Dr. McGiffert elsewhere insists on being present where no mention is made of it) in
some special way with the agency of Jesus Himself!
Why
It

realized the Spirit’s presence,

;

should the promised gift of the Spirit be thus variously dealt
with

widely generalized, thus arbitrarily circumscribed,
thus defined and measured by occasion, presumed to be absent
from the ordinary, because not mentioned or because specially
;

thus

held

recognized in the extraordinary,

be

to

over

influential

thoughts and words, but not concerned in the production or guidance of the wonderful works that were the most striking of
Dr. McGiffert tells us that the silence or

what he

of the sources in this case can hardly be accidental.

be as reasonably argued that

it

all ?

calls the reticence

Might

it

not

could hardly be under the circum-

Or must we insist on attributing to
?
outcome of his position, that where the
Spirit is mentioned Jesus’ agency must be presumed absent, and
where the power of Jesus is owned the action of the Spirit must
be held to be in abeyance ?
stances other than accidental

him the apparent

logical

“ Luke himself possibly thought of the men
w ] lom h e calls elders as he did of the apostles or
but the facts hardly
regular officials of the church at Jerusalem
P. 79n.

:

Elders.

‘

’

;

AVe naturally desire
which indicate that Luke was mistaken

bear out the opinion.”
facts

to learn
in

what are

his opinion

;

the

and
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we

“

are told that

ous verse of the

Acts xv.

in

1

29

although he speaks in the previ-

23,

apostles and elders

them

the impression that he regards

METHOD S.

’

in such a

way

as to leave

as officers, the decree itself

which he quotes .... has only apostles and elder brethren,’
showing clearly their non-official character.” Here the writer starts
with assuming, (1) that the reading of the Received Text, “ the
apostles and elders and brethren,” is to be set aside, because in
some MSS. the y-di <>i before a5e\<poi is omitted and (2) that the
reading which he prefers is to be rendered “ elder brethren.”
‘

;

But I do not
commentator

find

by even

the interpretation shared

who

as Holtzm.ann,

holds

that

in

so recent a

the

formula

apostles and elders, brethren,
the writers designate them as
“ brethren” to denote their community of Christian brotherhood
1

’

’

with the persons to

whom

Luke

hardly bear out

the decree

is

addressed.

The facts

that

are a doubtful reading and a more doubtful

So fond is Dr. McGiffert of this discovery, that,
and again at p. 555, he insists that the use of the
term “ elder brethren ” throws light back upon all those passages
in which the word elder or presbyter stands.
The suggestion

interpretation

both

!

in this note

apparently

that,

is

because of the doubtful possibility that the
mean “ elder brethren,” we are to supply
wherever the word “ elder ” occurs.

phrase in the decree may
the word “ brethren ”

Could audacity go further

?

P. 80n.

‘

1

:

Though

the figures were proba-

Figures exaggerated?

My (aken £rom the sources, it is not at all
impossible that they are something of an exaggeration .”
Why
should this suggestion be gratuitously thrown out, accompanied

by the word “ probably,” and
exaggeration

At

p.

81

qualified

by “ something

of

an

”

?

“ Though they (the general statements) probably

:

originated with

Luke and not with

true to the facts

;

his sources, they are certainly

for there can be no doubt that the growth of

the little circle of disciples was steady and rapid.”
There the
word “ probably ” is ranged on the other side for Dr. McGiffert
;

now vouches

for

Luke’s correctness

;

but the form of his voucher

“ They are certainly true for there can be no doubt
of the growth of the church.”
But the growth of the Church
is known to us simply from Luke’s statements
and why should
it be thought probable that these statements were not based on his

is

peculiar.

;

;

sources in the one case (the general) as well as in the other (the
particular)

?

P. 81:
y

‘

“There

is

much ....

calculated to convey

the impression that the disciples passed a large part

of their life in

the blaze of publicity.

But such an idea

is

hardly

:
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in accord

with the actual facts.”

But when we ask what were
we are con-

the actual facts with which the idea does not accord,

fronted merely with Dr. McGiffert’s conjectures and hypotheses.

“ That they spoke boldly, there

is no reason to doubt
that they
produced a profound impression and won many converts cannot be
questioned they doubtless improved their frequent opportunities
;

;

;

conscious that their great duty was witness-bearing, they must

have seized every available occasion to bear witness to him,
whether in public or in private.” All this is freely admitted but
how then does the idea not accord with the facts ? Simply
because “ Jerusalem Avas a large and busy city and the presence
of the disciples can hardly have made any wide impression at any
rate for some time."
What is the real worth of such an a priori
judgment of likelihood in presence of such a fact as the recorded
;

impression

made

b}r

the day’s preaching of Pentecost on three

thousand souls, even if we set down the latter as something of
“ a round number ? ” The actual facts are simply a series of Dr.

up under the imposing name

McGiffert’s hypotheses served

of

“ history.”
Sadducees

At

P- 83, Dr. McGiffert

his facts, but thinks

admits that Luke

him wrong

is

right in

in his version of their

import.

“ Though Luke is thus undmbtedly correct in stating that the
Sadducees and not the Pharisees were responsible for the attack upon the Christians, the reason which he gives for their
hostility betrays a misapprehension of their true character
It was not because the disciples preached the resurrection from
the dead that they proceeded against them, but because they
were creating too much excitement in the city.”

Here we have
the

a direct negation of Luke’s reason assigned, and

substitution for

ducees in his sources,
fied

motive there

resurrection, not

preachers,

who

?

a

of

it

McGiffert proprio motu.

If

counter-statement invented by Dr.

Luke found

why may he

Why

the agency of the Sad-

not have also found the speci-

should the Sadducees,

have been moved by

hostility

who denied the
toward the new

thus far identified themselves with the doctrinal

attitude of their old opponents ? and when Dr. McGiffert credits
them with the political motive of resenting the “ too much excitement ” created in the city, has he forgotten that he had just two

pages before done his best to discredit the idea of the extensive
prevalence of any such excitement

At

^

?

“ Hitherto [up to the
p. 92 we read
on Stephen] the disciples had been
:

Jews and nothing more."
consist with the

more

careful statement already

How
made

does

at p.

65

this
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thoroughgoing Jews
in it, which modified their
lives and marked them off from their unconverted countrymen.
They were bound to each other, and distinguished from all without their circle as disciples of one whom they, and they alone,
”
believed to be the Messiah ?

But

their

early

Christians

Judaism had

were

new element

a

P. 92 n.
“The notion that the apostles
stood by Jerusalem after the flight of all
their brethren rests upon a misapprehension as to their position
and functions which, is characteristic of the author of the Acts as
well as of the age in which he lived.”
:

Standing by Jerusalem?

Here what Luke states without comment as an historical fact
that all were scattered from Jerusalem except the apostles,
viii. 1) is treated as a fiction due to a mistaken conception of the
Apostles’ position common to Luke and to his age, but which T)r.
M'cGiffert’s superior knowledge of the age enables him to dispel.
(viz.,

Which

shall

we

Luke

the authority of

accept,

that of Hr. McGiffert for his fiction

This
Conformity to Conceptions of
Later Age

,

,

for his

fact,

or

?

process

history as

representing

of

moulded by
n

t
a conform-

ity to notions prevalent in a later

much

with Hr. McGiffert that he has recourse
it becomes well-nigh
stereotyped.
Here are a few summary judgments of a like tenor
culled from the next few pages.
age
to

it

is

so

in favor

as a convenient formula so often that

“ The idea that they [Peter and John] were sent from
P. 97
Jerusalem by the apostles as an official delegation to organize the
Samaritans into a church .... betrays the conceptions of a
later age
The conception of such an official apostolate
”
is certainly postapostolic
P. 97
“In the same way
:

:

the idea that the Holy Spirit was conveyed to the new converts by
the mediation of the apostles betrays the thinking of a later
age
Such a conception is foreign to the conceptions of the
” P. 98
“ That he [Peter] or any other
apostolic age
apostle was in a position to mediate the impartation of that
Spirit, and that the Spirit could not be imparted without his mediation, was certainly far from his thought.”
P.98: “ The connection of the gift of the Holy Spirit with a particular rite such as
the laying on of hands, is equally alien to the conceptions of the
“ Luke, as is his custom, brings the
apostolic age.”
P. 109
work in Antioch directly under the control of the church at
Jerusalem
Luke, as has been seen, so habitually brings
all missionary activity under the direct oversight of the mother
church or of the apostles that little weight can be laid upon this
particular account, which may be so easily due to the same
:

:

interest.”

Now in

all

these passages Hr. McGiffert deems

it

enough

to

TIIE
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we have

“ betrays the

called his stereotyped formula,

Luke, instead of following out, as he
himself claims to have done, the facts vouched by tradition accurately, is assumed to have modified his reading or interpretation of
conception of a later age.”

the facts into accordance with some state of things which had

already become established (though nobody can

tell

whom

by

or

under what circumstances), and, instead of supplying to us a true
and rational explanation of the genesis of this state such as would
sufficiently account for the sequel, is conceived to have himself

back into the earlier period the conditions, which he thereupon discovers and reports as the actual facts. The suggestion is not
too complimentary to the honesty and trustworthiness or yet to
and it savors much more of the not
the intelligence of St. Luke
carried

;

too ingenuous ingenuity of the nineteenth century than of

simplicity of the
writer,

with

little

first.

It

rests

no attempt at proof.

or

the

solely on the ipse dixit of the

We may

add

that,

while the plain reading of various passages brings the gift of the
Spirit into apparent connection

Apostles, there

is

with the position or action of the

nothing to suggest that their mediation was

dispensable or that the Spirit could not be imparted without
P.

t ] ie

attained the footing

“It

112:

Logic of Events. u

is

significant”

(once

in-

it.

more!)

by -which Gentile Christianity
finally enjoyed was gradual and

p rocess

which

it

that the successive steps were taken only one at a time.”

What

was to be expected ? If it had been represented as sudden
would have been denounced as incredible. Dr. McGiffert is in
a position to assure us “ that the early disciples of Jerusalem
would never have taken any of these steps of their own impulse.’’
The narrative leads us to suppose that they were not left wholly
to their own devices, that they had the promised guidance of the
Spirit.
But this is not the view of Dr. McGiffert.
else
it

“ They simply followed the inevitable logic of events; they
did not lead. Christianity had an expansive power which was too
strong for the cords that they had put on it, and it burst their
bonds, we may say, of itself. It was not deliberately sent or carried
to the heathen .... it went to them and made a home for itself
on Gentile soil.”
This
writing

is,

;

perhaps, designed to pass as high thinking and fine

but what does

that
led

?

is

it

all

mean

?

What

is

the inevitable

something determining them, or something
determined by them ? If they did not lead, were they
And how could they be led by sequences and issues, of

logic of events

?

Is

it

which they had no knowledge beforehand ? Why should there
be talk of the action of Christianity as expanding bursting bonds

—
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making

-of itself,

a

home

for itself

conceivably separable from that of

—

its

though that action were

as

agents, organs or vehicles

?

but impeisonal reading of history
preferable to the Scriptural account of agents duly commissioned,
endowed with special power, and guided in the use of it as they

In what sense

is

this critical

had occasion and need

?

shows
The Galatian passage
6
*
conceive(i °f his conversion to
“ Conversion
Christianity as a sudden and striking event,
by the direct interposition
as a transformation effected
gradual process seems ruled
and sole agency of God
The event seemed to him absoout by his own statements
So much for St. Paul’s version.
lutely sudden and unheralded.”
But Dr. McGiffert must add: “ Nevertheless, though it is clear
that Paul thus pictures his conversion, there can be no doubt that
his experience had been such, not as to effect, but certainly to
prepare him for the change.”
•

i-tr
Version
Pauls
-t.

P.

c -a-

of His
”

,,

121

“

:

•

,

t ^iat

.

.

.

.

A

One might think that Paul would know his own experience best,
that, when he himself said, “ By the grace of God I am
what I am,” he supplied a supreme key to that experience which
enabled him to dispense with any psychological quest for preparation.
But this is not enough for Dr. McGiffert. “ The preparation need not be direct
but some preparation there must be.
What it actually was, we may learn from Rom. vii. 7ff, a passage
and

;

which

is

evidently a leaf out of Paul’s

own experience

before his

Most people who have looked at all into the commentaries on this passage are aware that the question whether it
conversion.”

relates to a pre-Christian
later Christian experience,

experience of Paul or to a phase of

and

how

far it is to be

regarded as a

personal or generalizing description, has given rise to great variety
of opinion

and much discussion, and can only be surprised

easy confidence with which the writer pronounces his

at the

own judg-

ment “ evident.” “It is clear from that passage that
Paul had become conscious that all his efforts to attain true
.

righteousness were a complete failure.”
assertion of clearness
efforts,

,

nothing

is

or of true righteousness,

.

.

.

Notwithstanding this

said in the passage of all his

or of complete failure.

another passage, where the apostle

testifies

But

in

to his pre-Christian

consciousness, he pronounces himself “ touching the righteousness

which

is

in the

law blameless.”

Dr. McGiffert finds in the former

passage a consciousness of the distinction between inner and outer
sins (though he cannot tell when the consciousness forced itself

upon

Paul), but

he discovers in his recognition of this fact a mark
“ Only a great religious

of the profoundness of his ethical nature.

genius could have penetrated beneath the husk of formality to the
3
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One wonders why this consciousness should
as forcing itself upon him, and yet should be ascribed

vital kernel within.”

be spoken

of

profound ethical nature, to his great religious genius
In
“ What things were gain
the other passage Paul simply says
to me, those I counted but loss for Christ.”
to his

I

:

At

,

Escape from th« Flesh.

.

pp. 125-6
.

,

we meet

frequent repetir

..

.

tion of the peculiar expression

from the

,,
‘

to escape

flesh.”

“ There was no way then to escape from death except by escaping from the flesh whose condition doomed it to death.
But
how could a man escape from the flesh and live ? ” “ There was
a way known to Paul, therefore, to escape from the flesh and
“ The pregnant fact is that this Messiah, Jesus, though
live.”
possessed as a man of the same flesh as other men, had yet escaped death .... and that lie had escaped it by escaping the

flesh itself.”

meant by this “ escape from the flesh ” is not clearly
and the expression is apparently a coinage of Dr.
McGiffert, which does not occur in his sources.
Its use in the
circumstances simply darkens counsel. So too with the statement
“ Thus had Jesus, who appeared to Paul on the way
at p. 127
to Damascus, been delivered from the supreme evil, death."

What

is

indicated

;

:

“ The fact that in the very vision
T
itscix was given him an entirely new concepof the Messiah
tion of the office of the Messiah.”
What is
the authority for the fact of this new conception ?
And if it was
His

New

given,

P. 128

:

Conception

whence came

,

it ?

From

his religious genius

?

P. 129
“It was in answering this question (How was the
action of the Messiah to affect the deliverance ?) that Paul departed most widely from the thought of all his predecessors and
contemporaries
Christ saves a man, he says, by entering
and taking up his abode within him, by binding him indissolubly
to himself, so that it is no longer he that lives, but Christ that
lives in him.”
:

In order to determine how far Paul departs from the thought
which others had expressed, it would be necessary to be in possession of two things: (1) some definite expression of the thought
and (2) the language of St. Paul himself
so departed from
indicating this departure.
But Dr. McGiffert furnishes us with
neither.
He merely asserts that he has departed, and puts
into the mouth of Paul a combination of his own making up.
Paul does not say anywhere in as many words, “Christ saves a
man by entering into him.” He speaks indeed of Christ as saving
but it is remarkable that these terms occur
or as a Saviour
;

,
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almost exclusively in the Pastoral Epistles, which

are,

In a well-

to Dr. McGiffert, only doubtfully or partially Pauline.

known passage

(Gal.

with Christ, and

it is

A

me.”

ii.
20), he says:
no longer I that

live,

but Christ

livetli

in

;

” but the apostle immediately brings

more clear and intelligible by adding: “And
which I now live in the flesh I live in faith, the faith
in the Son of God, who loved me and gave himself up

into a region

that

life

which
for

“ I have been crucified

vivid and strong expression of what theologians have

termed the “ mystical union
it

according

is

me”

How

(R. V.).

is

it

that Dr. McGiffert,

who

elsewhere

profound and mystical meanings, who
objects to reading into the institution of the Lord’s Supper subtle
and abstruse doctrines, and holds that in it Christ was not “ giving

betrays

veiled

little

relish

for

utterance to any mysterious truth concerning his person

and work,” here

insists

on taking language, which others have
its most literal and realistic sense ?

interpreted figuratively, in

We are told, e. g., at p. 131, of “the conviction that Christ had
redeemed him by making him completely one with himself,” and,
“ because he was one with Christ, Christ had effected his salvation
by his death and resurrection,” and it is added, “ This oneness between himself and the Messiah, which alone made his
salvation possible and actual, was conceived by Paul in a very
real way.
The words in which he describes it are no mere figure
of speech.
It was that he was actually one with Christ in nature.”
The changes are rung on this
His “ Religious Experience ”
r
r,
But
various forms.
COIlce
P t1011
and “ Religious Genius.”
“
this
told
at
129
that
when we are
p.
,

.

,

answer was entirely in line with the experience through which
Paul had passed and that it was the only answer which could
have satisfied him in the light of that experience,” we naturally
ask, What is meant by “ his experience ” here ? Is it the expe;

rience

—

which had befallen him in his conversion the experience
him ? Next page (130) we are again told

of Christ’s dealings with

“No other answer indeed was possible to him. Paul would
never have dared to give it, nor would he ever have discovered
it, except under the influence or on the basis of a profound and
vivid Christian experience, which was the most real thing in all
his life to him.
We can understand neither Paul the Christian
nor Paul the theologian, unless we appreciate that experience and
give it its full value.”
And what is that value ? “It marks him
as one of the great religious geniuses of history.”
In other words,

it is

an achievement of Paul’s own

—something

own mental acplayed by his “ re-

discovered and attained under the influence of his
tion.

But

St.

Paul has said nothing of that part
he has described himself as more

ligious genius ” in his conversion

;
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acted on than active

lie lias spoken not ot his own profound and
vivid Christian experience, but of the grace of God
of its pleasing Ood to reveal His Son in him
of God’s having sent the
;

;

;

His Son into our hearts.

Spirit of

tive recipiency

:

but nothing

is

Revelation involves correla-

said imputing special value or

merit to the Apostle’s personal receptivity for the divinely given.
But Dr. McGiffert is not content with imputing the Apostle’s

own

experience of the divine action to his

must

go out of

also

his

ter to all his religious

way

religious genius.

lie

what would have run counexperience, viz., “ to have believed that
to tell us

the

work of Christ was only substitutionary

He

died merely as a sacrifice

;

in its significance

;

that

that there was only an arbitrary

and forensic connection between the work of Christ and the salvation

men.”

of

Here Dr. McGiffert by the simple process

of

inserting the words only or merely presents an easy caricature of

which have not been held

opinions,

in that form, still

less attrib-

uted in this exclusive or unqualified form to Paul, by any considerable section of the Christian Church.

Paul s conP- 129n. we read:
ception of the significance of Christ’s
death and of the union between the
risen Christ and the believer, though the fruit, as we have seen,
of his own religious experience, was yet not without confirmation
in the teaching of Christ himself, and there can be little doubt
that that teaching contributed to the clearness and certainty of the
conception.”
Paul’s Conception Confirmed

Here

by

Christ.

is

a

remarkable inversion

Where

1

Paul in person

St.

ascribes his conception of his relation to Christ, not to his

own

ex-

perience, but to Christ’s direct teaching, to the revelation of God’s

Son

him, Dr. McGiffert represents him as subsequently resorting

in

for confirmation of his ideas to Christ’s traditional teaching and

gaining from

it

the clearness and certainty which the light of the

inner revelation presumably lacked.

note what

is

Toward the

at the outset a hypothetical assertion

close of

becomes

the

as usual

“ The fact that he [Paul] found in them a confirmation of

a fact.

the fruits of his religious experience can hardly be questioned.”

Not

so

^3

Much. Forgiveness

New

as

Life.

ters

The

u P on the

Christian

life of his

new

....

en-

mebna, and

It is
that without regard to his past.
not so much pardon for
not so much forgiveness as a new life
the old as release from it that is needed.”
;

What
new
less

life

warrant Dr. McGiffert has for thus discharging from the
all

regard to the past, for representing forgiveness as a

important

accompaniment, or

for suggesting that

we may
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from

tlie old otherwise than through the assurance of
he does not take the trouble to make clear and his
treating the pardon of sin not as correlative or concomitant to the
new life, but as quite a minor matter of comparatively little

find release

sin forgiven,

moment,

is

;

a theological novelty

which may

excite, at least, a

mild

surprise.

“The

134:

P.

Resurrection of the Body

resurrection

of the

body does not mean the resurrection of
Spiritual.
the present fleshly body .... it means
on the contrary the resurrection of a spiritual body, which is not
simply the present fleshly body purified, but a body of an entirely
different nature.”

Paul has not made this subject altogether clear to our

If St.

present limited powers of apprehension,

contributed to

its

elucidation.

If a

still less

body

has Dr. McGfiffert

to rise or

is

be raised,

must have been buried. But a spiritual body cannot be buried;
and how can the risen body be identified with that which preceded it, if it is to be described as “ not merely the present body
purified,” which would betoken that it was that and something
more, but “ a body of an entirely different nature,” which as such
had presumably nothing in common with its predecessor ?
“ Paul’s exhortations to his Christian readers have refP. 137
it

:

commonly not

erence

to the Christian’s attitude

toward his

fleshly

nature, but to his relation to Christ or to the Divine Spirit within
him.’

To the
much

’

nearly as

ordinary reader

it

would seem that

Paul dwells

St.

or as often on the negative as on the positive side

of the Christian’s obligations.

“Faith, according to Paul, is the act
man identifies himself with Christ,
becomes actually one with him in nature
It is not mere
Faith Defined.

P. 141:

whereby

a

mere confidence in Christ’s
not a mere belief that he is what he claims to be
the reception of Christ himself into the soul.’

assent, intellectual or moral, it is not

words
it is

it is

;

;

’

By inserting

the words “ not mere,” Dr. McGiffert paves the

for his reassertion of the mystical union.

But

ment on the language “receives and

rests

known

definition of the Shorter

Catechism

is this

way

any improve-

upon”

of the well-

If the believer in a

?

sense identifies himself with Christ, he none the less differentiates

himself from Christ, retains his distinguishing note
identity.

Little is to

of

personal

be gained in clearness by thus straining the

language of Scripture.

At

.

Forensic nnd Real
Righteousness

eousness of faith.

n

p. 142ff. this one-sided ingenuity applies

•

P ower
emphasize the
lts

.

.

.

,

minimize the
realistic,

„

.

forensic,

sense of

,

and

the right-
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“ the divine righteousness which a man rereceives Christ.”
And when we ask more precisely what is meant by divine righteousness, we are informed
that “ it is not a mere declaration by God that the sinner is justified or forgiven for his past sins .... it is not a mere status into
which he is introduced by such a declaration
but that “ it is at
bottom the real righteousness or the righteous nature which is
bestowed upon the' believer by God.”
ceives

p.

142

:

It is

when he

But why should the

qualification “ at

bottom ” be here introhere to do with
an interpretation which is not the most apparent on the surface,
not the most obviously and naturally suggested under the circumstances by the Apostle’s words ?
duced except

as a naive admission that

we have

Again, “ the righteousness of God or the righteousness of faith,
which Paul has so much to say, is not primarily, as he uses
it, a forensic or legal
It
term, but stands for a real thing
is righteousness not imputed, but imparted to man.”

of

Here again we encounter two
qualifying phrase ‘‘as he uses it,”

and “ stands

—

language the
”
for
which seem

peculiarities of

—

betoken a certain insecurity of exegetical basis. We find the
writer admitting indeed that Paul frequently makes use of forensic
terms; that “reckoning righteousness” and “reckoning faith
to

for righteousness ” occur;

has the forensic meaning

But surely

this last

and that
.

.

.

Stxatou^

“

which he uses so

often,

at least a part of the time.”

admission betrays a strangely lax conception of

the principles of hermeneutics.
tle uses

.

the word which

is

Are we

to

assume that the Apos-

the key of his most important discus-

two different and practically opposite senses without clear
and adequate means of distinction between them ? Did he know
his own meaning, and was he competent to express it ? or did he
shift from the one sense to the other without accounting it a
matter of moment which he might be taken to mean ? Are we to
sions in

hold Dr. McGiffert’s admission as valid for “ at least a part of the
time,” or for a portion of the field, and yet account his mere
assertion of an opposite view as applicable to the remainder?
“ To exclude, he says, the conception of real righteousness and
to interpret the

opinion,

word

in

an exclusively forensic sense, is, in my
the passages.”
But how is it

to miss the force of

embrace or combine these two contrasted
conceptions in one and the same word ? Dr. McGiffert cannot sit
on both stools. If he insists on the presence of the real, he has
no longer room or need for the forensic. If he gives effect to the
forensic, he cannot in the same breath associate it with or merge
logically possible

it

in the real.

to
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144 we learn: “The truth is
tendency was predominantly
ethical, and the forensic terms were secondary, not primary, with
him.” This is in part a mere restatement of the writer’s confused position
in part an attempt to prop it up by the introduction of an alleged ethical tendency.
But apart from the circumstance that the predominantly ethical is largely gained by a somewhat violent elimination of the forensic, the proper course is to

At

Paul

Ethical Tendency.

s

p.

p au p s

;

from the interpretation

learn the Apostle’s tendency

ot his

words,

not to force or twist that interpretation into conformity with

tendency assumed to dominate them.

The

some

truth rather seems to

be that Paul’s more comprehensive study of the subject predis-

him

poses

to take fuller account

than Dr. McGiffert does of

cer-

which are not less ethical than the imparting of
the new life namely of the relation of the new to the old, of the
getting rid of the burden of past sin, of the weight of guilt consciously cleaving to the transgressor, and of the need of pardon as
tain wider aspects
;

a basis for peace with God.

P-145: “ This [alleged ethical tendencv]
appears very clearly in the matto New Life.
ter of forgiveness.
The Epistles to the
Ephesians and Colossians bear witness to his belief that God forgives sins, but the divine forgiveness is not once explicitly referred to in his other epistles, except in a quotation from the Old
Testament in Rom. iv. 7. Laying such emphasis as he does upon
the idea of God’s grace
it is a remarkable fact [negative,
once more ] that the conception which is so common in the Synoptic Gospels should find such infrequent utterance in his writings.
It simply shows that his thought ran chiefly along other lines,
and though his gracious acceptance with God of course meant
much to him [Why of course when the tenor of Dr. McGiffert’s
language is to disparage or minimize this much ?], it was less with
forgiveness, in the ordinary sense, [What is the other or extraordinary ?] that he was concerned than with the possession of the
Divine Spirit which transformed him from a sinner to a saint.”
Subordinating Forgiveness

.

.

.

!

,

Did

Can

it

thereby blot out his consciousness of the former state

?

there be any nearer approach in two successive sentences to a

contradiction in terms than to admit that Paul emphasized the

idea of God’s grace and yet his thought ran mainly along other
lines

Is

?

it

not obvious that the idea of forgiveness and gracious

acceptance with

God

the very basis and primary postulate of

is

all

the Apostle’s thinking, and that, while he built throughout on that
foundation, he
afresh

?

had no need

The other

lines

to be perpetually laying the foundation

presuppose this one, and would cer-

tainly be almost unintelligible without

matter

is certain, it is

it.

If

anything in this

that Paul drew no such lines of distinction
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as Dr. McGiffert has refined in his behalf.

thinking

Can we conceive him

expedient, or for that matter finding

it

it

possible, to set

one part of his teaching at the expense of the other ? and to
minimize or disparage the doctrine of reconciliation for the sake

off

of exalting the divine gift of

faith

and

life
,

renewal?

The elements

of Paul’s

are correlative and complementary, not antagonistic.

“All such references

P. 145n.:

_

g lveues8 and reconciliation] are

Controlling Interpretation.

[to for-

to

be

understood in the light of that general
conception of salvation and of the
briefly outlined [viz.,

by

work

Dr. McGiffert,

of Christ which has been
whose outline brings one

it into the foreground and throws the other into the shade],
though they ought to be given their due place, they should
not be allowed to control our interpretation of all Paul’s thought.”
It would have been well, if Dr. McGiffert had applied his own
ruling, if he had refused to let his interpretation be controlled by
one aspect of that teaching, and had treated all the elements to
which the Apostle gives a place, and presumably their due place,
as alike entitled to be taken into account, correlated, coordinated
and harmonized into the unity of a self-consistent whole. The

side of

and,

general conception

has been

is

not entitled to control the particulars

itself legitimately

till

it

reached by a process of generaliza-

on an induction embracing them all. It is Dr. McGifand not his opponents who would interpret all Paul’s thought
the light of the particular element, which they single out and

tion based
fert

in

assert to control

it.

These principles [that unP. 14<
derlay his work] he reached in the early
days of his Christian life as a direct result of the revelation of
the Son of God within him, and they must have been already
understood and already formulated before he began his work as
a Christian evangelist.”
Principles— When Reached.

:

There seems no reason here
McGiffert’ s view

;

but

it

is

to question the probability of Dr.

well to point out that for his state-

ments as to when and how Paul’s principles were reached and
formulated there is no basis but conjecture, which ought to be
presented as what it is, and not put forth brevi manu as history.
Paul in sympathy with, but
difference from, Christ.

“ Paul was in essential
P 149
sympathy, though not in formal agree-

:

ment with the Master. In his occasional references to the divine bestowal of knowledge and power
and in his promise to be with his disciples in spirit, Christ certainly gave some warrant to the developed view to which Paul’s
experience led him, and in his assertion of God’s fatherhood and
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emphasis upon love as the substance of the law he
Paul in his denial of all legalism.”

in his

really-

justified

This

is

a peculiar illustration of hysteron proteron

,

where we

find the Master’s teaching introduced as furnishing supplementary

But while

warrant and justification for that of the disciple.
Christ merely adds confirmation,

these respects
results

149

n.

:

as

it

in

were, to

independently reached by Paul, Dr. McGiffert admits at p.
“ There can be no doubt that it was directly due to the

influence of Jesus’ teaching that Paul recognized the law of love
as constituting the principle of the Christian life.”

the text, we are told: “ Though .... Paul held
respects different from Christ's .... he was in
sympathy with the spirit of the Master, and he must be recognized
as the disciple who most fully understood him and most truly carAnd yet we are strangely told in the very
ried on his work.”
next sentence, “ not to the teaching of Christ, but to the teaching
of Paul, does the church owe its controlling emphasis upon the
and not to the former, but to the latter, is chiefly
Saviour’s death
due its recognition of him as a Redeemer from sin.”

At

p. 149, in

many

views in

;

In other words, Paul understood Christ most fully, and yet
misunderstood or misrepresented Him so far as to mislead the

Church into laying an undue emphasis on His death and recog“Hot Jesus
nizing Him in the character of a Redeemer from sin
!

the Messiah,”

oracularly added, “ but Jesus Christ the divine

it is

Saviour was thenceforth increasingly

....

the object of Chris-

and worship.”
Is this consummation, then, in Dr.
Has the Church been in this
McGiffert’s view to be regretted ?
Has Paul been, with all his sympathy and all
case really misled ?
his insight, so far mistaken as to divert the faith and worship of the
faith

tian

Church

into a

from

recall

it

way

walk ye

;

wrong channel until Dr. McGiffert should arise to
happy guidance and to say “ This is the

its less

iD it

:

”
!

P 169 “
was not aa a novice
Familiarity with
that
he
set
out
u P on hls missionary tours
Methods.
Evangelistic
*

:

.... but as a preacher and worker, of
long and varied experience, who had familiarized himself thoroughly with the most effective evangelistic methods.”

Where is the documentary warrant for the studies, methods
and models that went to form this preacher, whose own account is
that he came not with excellency of speech or wisdom, for he
determined “not to know anything .... save Jesus Christ and

Him

crucified.”

P.

omogeneity o
of Acts]

which

cts.

is

173:

a p 0U £ pp e

“There is also a homogeneity
s i x t een chapters [of the Book

largely wanting in the

first

twelve.”

Whatsis
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the meaning or the relevancy of this remark

?

How

could

it

be

otherwise, seeing that the presence of Paul’s personality through-

out the second portion gives a unity, and so generates a homogeneity, to

which there

At
y

p.

nothing in the former section to correspond ?
174 we are told, as to the incident related of

is

Elymas, the sorcerer (which may,
McGiffert, be regarded as “ typical”)
'

according to Dr.

:

“It was natural that Luke, finding in his sources, as he probably
meeting with such a man, should picture
the scene as an exhibition of the superior power of Christianity.
.... It may have been a denunciation by Paul of the spiritual
blindness of the magician that led him [Luke] to suppose that the
apostle inflicted physical blindness upon him.”
did, a reference to Paul’s

Why

should Dr. McGiffert by inserting the word “ probably ”

hint or hesitate a doubt as to Luke’s finding the incident referred

and

to in his sources ?

why

way

should he go out of his

to sug-

gest that, instead of reproducing the statements as he found them,
it

was natural

pose

?

him

for

to picture a scene for an imaginary pur-

and why should

two things

this professing

1 ‘

historian

’

gratuitously

’

(1) that the Apostle should have denounced
the spiritual blindness of the magician instead of his “perverting

invent

:

” and

(2) that St. Luke should have
chosen to convert this denunciation of spiritual blindness into an

the right ways of the Lord

;

infliction of physical blindness ?

Dr. Paulus

Why

have gone further

Paul Cannot Have

tered Acts

xiii.

TJt-

38, 39.

Could the

effete rationalism of

in perverting Scripture

R

186

that Paul

:

?

“ Xt is difficult to

believe

can have uttered vers. 38
Acts xiii], at least in the

and 39 [of
form in which we have them. Both of them are sufficiently
un-Pauline to excite surprise, occurring as they do at the climax
of his address, where we should expect him, if ever, to give utterVer.
ance to the very essence of the Gospel as he understood it.
38 contains an idea of which there is little trace in his teaching,
while the phrase itself, a<pi<ui apapniLv^ which is employed by
Peter with the same significance and practically in the same connection in both his Pentecostal and Caesarean addresses, is found in
none of Paul’s epistles, except once in Ephesians and again in
the parallel passage in Colossians. On the other hand, in ver. 39,
where it is said that “ every one that believeth is justified from
all things from which ye could not be justified by the law of
Moses,” a conception of justification is expressed which, if not
distinctly un-Pauline, nevertheless falls below Paul’s characteristic and controlling idea of justification as the state of the saved
man who is completelv reconciled to God and enjovs peace with

him.”
This passage supplies us with several admirable illustrations of
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(1)

We
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are told that

it is

Paul uttered certain words which Luke
but the difficulty is entirely conjured
reports him to have uttered
up at the bidding of Dr. McGiffert himself. (2) He has no sooner
hinted his difficulty than he hastens to add the qualifying words,
“ at least in the form in which we have them.” But that is the
only form with which we have to do, seeing that no other is known

difficult to believe that

;

to us

;

and

it

is

arbitrary and gratuitous to suggest that there

other “ form.”
use of “ un-Pauline,” when all that

may have been some

There is the misleading
meant is that Paul
has not used these precise words elsewhere.
(4) There is the
him
assumption that we may reasonably expect
to couch his
climax in language accordant with our ideas and expectations.
“ very essence of the Gospel as Paul understood it,”
(5) The
really means the version of Paul’s Gospel given by Dr. McGiffert
and imputed to the Apostle. (6) If there is little repetition in St.
Paul’s teaching of an idea which he has twice expressed as a leading blessing which we have in Christ, and which is prominent
alike in the Gospels and in the preaching of Peter, it is simply
because, as we have already said, it underlies the whole as a
foundation which it were superfluous to be ever laying afresh. (7)
The idea of justification, below which the conception in ver. 39
is alleged to fall, is characteristic and controlling, not as regards
St. Paul, but simply as regards Dr. McGiffert’s representation of
his views
“ More than this it can hardly be supposed that
P. 191
he did at this time.” Is such a negative supposition an ade(3)

is

really

:

quate reason for setting aside or explaining away what
records as facts

Luke

?

At P- 268
He [Luke] represents him
Paul Going to House
[Paul] moreover as going from the synagogue
of Justus?
not directly to the heathen, but to the house
of a certain proselyte, Titus Justus, which was immediately
adjoining.
But in Paul’s own epistles there is no hint of any such
procedure.”
:

Why

should there be

?

and

to question the truthfulness of

why
Luke

“

should
?

its

absence induce us

the more especially as Dr.

immediately afterwards, “ It is possible, of
course, that Paul sought in Corinth, as in other cities, to gain a footing first among his own countrymen
It was certainly a
natural thing to do there as well as elsewhere.”
If so, why should
McGiffert admits

Dr. McGiffert thus refute himself, or state his difficulty merely for

the

sake of

conceding the possibility of the course which he

allows to be natural

?

44
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At P- 255 Dr M cGiffert, generalizing
from
one or two isolated notices, tells us that
in Public
“ Paul evidently did not go about through the
cities .... summoning all the inhabitants to repentance
but
he sought to win converts by direct personal contact, forming
acquaintances as opportunity offered and telling them his message
one by one. It was through this quiet hand-to-hand work that he
doubtless accomplished most, and not through public preaching
either in the synagogues or elsewhere.”
Paul not Preaching

-

’

;

And, having thus
11

doubtless.”

set

down

this conjecture

as a historical fact,

his

of

and done his best

the testimony of Luke, he has the assurance to add

own with

to negative

:

“ The fact that the author of the Acts always lays chief stress
upon his public activity, has resulted in a wide misconception of

method of the Gospel’s spread.”
obtain “ history ” by substituting

the ordinary

Are we

to

statements, confirmed

by many references

for

Luke’s explicit

of St. Paul’s epistles,

the conjectural generalization drawn by Dr. McGiffert from such
incidents as Paul’s working at his trade

At

p.

340

:

attributed to

This
form.
is

“ The question
him ? ”

is,

?

Can Paul have taken the course

we note in passing simply because of its characteristic
The ordinary historian would be content to ask What
:

the course which St. Paul

what presumably moved him

is

represented to have taken

to take it

?

and

?

P 34y “ 0nl 7 on this assumption of
so Full a Mention of
an apology f° r Christianity to the
Paul’s Arrest etc.
authorities of the state can we explain

Why

-

:

the disproportionate amount of space given to a subject [viz., the
and imprisonment of St. Paul] which from a purely historical standpoint is of comparatively small importance.”

arrest

To judge of the relevancy and value of this pronouncement of Dr.
we should have first of all to weigh it in the scales of more

McGiffert,

precise definition.

point

?

Is

it

What

is

meant by

a purely historical stand-

that of Thucydides, of St. Luke, or of Dr. McGiffert

?

pure history apart from reference to its
the
? and is not the importance of
history essentially dependent on those matters to which it relates ?
Did St. Luke write at such length of St. Paul because of the
literary form, or because of the religious contents and bearings of
And, if he was moved to treat of the matter under
the subject ?
any aspect of its relation to the history of the Church, where is Dr.
McGiffert’s warrant to constitute himself a judge with respect to
its measure of fitness, of proportion, of comparative importance ?
Is there such a thing as

subject,

contents and aims
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350 n

“ That

Hostility of the Sadducees over
Pharisees]\ should have been led
the question of Resurrection.
to support him by his declaration
that he preached the resurrection of the dead, and that the Sadducees alone should have remained hostile to him because of their
‘

'

.

opposition to that doctrine, can hardly be believed.

....

tion

was

minor matter with both
their mutual hostility.”

the ground of

Whether

may

both,

well be
site

a

sects,

The

resurrec-

and was not

at all

the resurrection was a minor matter in the view of
well be doubted

deemed

;

but,

whether minor or

not,

it

may

a sufficiently probable cause of their taking oppo-

when the question was ingeniously thrown into the
by Paul. Most people, so far from finding the scene hard

sides,

arena

to believe, will be disposed to see in

it

so

much

verisimilitude

could hardly be invented.
And when Dr. McGiffert tells
“
us that
Paul’s. assertion of it could not have led the Pharisees
that

it

condone his offence against the law, nor would it have sufficed
the Sadducees his persecutors,” the position which he conjures up of the Pharisees and Sadducees deliberately setting themselves to discuss the question whether the suddenly interjected
matter should or should not so rouse their feelings as to modify
for the time being their geueral attitude, betrays an almost ludito

to

make

crous absurdity.

R

“ The address wRch Pau is
35 1
!
1
reported to have made on this occasion
[Acts xxiv. 10ff.], if not a free composition by the author of the
Acts, is at any rate only partially Paul’s, for it contains some
utterances that are quite out of line with his character and teaching.”

Paul's Address

Added

to.

:

Most people probably, on looking into the utterances adduced,
any sufficient ground for the writer’s exception to
them, and will be surprised at the confidence that can venture to
pronounce so summary a judgment on the basis of so vague and
will fail to see

arbitrary a criterion.

“

by the author

It is therefore probable that the address was found
in his sources
But it is clear that he made

additions to

as to so

P.

355

Why

n.

:

it,

are the latter

gest that

Luke was

many

by him.”

of the speeches recorded

words introduced here

at all ?

Is it to sug-

in this matter so habitual an offender as to

create a presumption that such

would be the case

also here

?

The

only thing really clear is that Luke is charged with making
“ additions ” here because “ the ideas expressed in them are out
of line with

Acts

” opinions

xiii. 38, it is

of Dr. McGiffert;

e.

g.,

“In

the liyht of

not impossible that the reference to the remis-
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sion of Bins in ver. 18

low out

is

Luke’s and not Paul’s.”

When

we

fol-

this light with the kindly aid of I)r. McGiffert’s previous

elucidation, the reference

is

solely to a suggestion of Dr. McGif-

own that “ forgiveness of sins ” is not likely to have been
used there by St. Paul, and this suggestion on his part is then
with sufficient audacity thrown out as the warrant of a similar

fert’s

imputation against Acts xxiv. 18.

At p. 373 : “ When it is realized that the
author’s object was not to teach Christology,
but to emphasize the completeness of Christ’s

Object not to teach
Christology.

redemptive work.”

What

peculiar virtue in the word “ realized ” leads to

its selec-

on this occasion ? What does it mean as contrasted with
assumed on the one hand and proved on the other ? Is it greatly
different from the familiar process of begging the question ?
Why should we negative or disclaim it as an object of the author
tion

he
could “ the com-

of the Epistle to the Colossians to teach Christology so far as

saw

fit

or needful for his purpose

pleteness of Christ’s redemptive

ing of emphasized

,

?

And how

work ” be

set forth

—

— without dealing with Christology

to

say noth-

?

At 373 “ The statement [in Col. i. 10]
that Christ has reconciled unto himself
heavenly as well as earthly things is made for the sole purpose of
showing the needlessness of the observances and practices in question
and, though it cannot be duplicated in his other epistles, it
is not in the least un-Pauline, for it does not mean that Christ has
saved heavenly beings or angels, as he has saved man, but that
he had put an end to their machinations against himself and
those in whom he dwells, so that they need no longer to be feared
by the Christian.”
Meaning

of Col.

i.

:

10.

;

Now, whatever may be the meaning

of this remarkable passage
which there has been great diversity of opinion), and
whether or not the interpretation of its reference by Dr. McGiffert

to

(as

may

or

may

not be relevant so far as

his affirmation that
is,

it is

to say the least, not

confidence.

With

made

its

bearing

is

understood,

for the sole purpose specified

by him

wanting either in arbitrariness or in

similar self-sufficing confidence

we

self-

are told of

the cognate Epistle to the Ephesians at pp. 278-9.

“ It is a mistake to suppose that the Epistle to the Ephesians
was written with any speculative or dogmatic purpose. Its aim
was exclusively practical, and its profound utterances concerning
the eternal will of God and concerning Christ and his church were
called forth solely
It

by

that aim.”

seems odd that the writer

finds

himself at liberty to pro-
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nounce thus dogmatically as to the exclusively practical character
of the letter, when he is constrained to add, “ The occasion which
gave rise to the epistle we do not know ” (p. 279), and when he is
himself compelled to acknowledge in it “ profound utterances,”

which he no doubt asserts to be called forth solely by its practical
aim, but which have seemed to most readers and expositors to
postulate some such higher explanation of speculative or dogmatic
purpose as he summarily dismisses.

At
Christology of Phil.

ii.

5f.

p.

the

388 we find
we ll- known

a similar treatment

Christological

pas-

which the writer admits to be striking, but
which, he conceives, 11 has commonly been given an undue amount

sage in Phil.

ii.

of,

of weight.”

“

It should be observed that the passage was inserted not with
a dogmatic, but with a practical purpose.
It was not the author’s
aim to teach Christology, but to remind his readers of the example of Christ, and thus to inspire them to similar love and sacrifice.
The passage thus constitutes an integral part of the epistle,
and finds its explanation in the practical aim that dictated the
entire chapter in which it stands.”

There can be no doubt that the passage is an integral part of
letter,
and that it serves the practical purpose of urging
humility and self-sacrifice by reference to Christ’s example. But
what right has Dr. McGiffert to exclude, depreciate or minimize
the dogmatic import, so full and clear, of the passage ? and to tell
us that it was not the Apostle’s aim to do what he has most obviously and definitely done to teach Christology ?
How could St.
Paul elucidate the bearing of Christ’s example without stating
wherein it had consisted, and been most conspicuously displayed ?
without, in other words, teaching Christology, whether he had the
the

—

set

purpose of doing so or not

?

When we
astora

pistles.

we

seem so curiously
that

we

long run

are very
is

come
jg

to the subject of the Pastoral

n q a succession

of

judgments that

each other
apprehend what exactly in the

to neutralize, contradict, or balance

much

at a loss to

their outcome.

“ There is grave reason to doubt whether they are
P. 399
actually Paul’s
The tone emploved by the author in
addressing Timothy and Titus is not what we should expect from
:

Paul.”

Why

should we make a criterion of our expectations as to what
Paul should do under circumstances to which we have no parallel ?

“ The style of the epistles is un-Pauline.
P. 400
That
Pauline words and phrases occur not infrequently is quite true.
:

;
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There are in

language

fact certain superficial resemblances to the

But the resemblances

of Paul.

are not such as to indicate iden-

We

11
authorship.”
At p. 411
style very well, and its essential features
ing in the Pastorals.”

tity of

:

know

....

Paul’s literary

are entirely lack-

To argue from the presence of essential features is legitimate
and comparatively easy to argue from an entire lack of them
(whatever that may be) postulates our knowing in the given case
what St. Paul was likely to say and how he was likely to have
;

said

it.

P. 402: “ The Christianity of the pastoral epistles
Christianity of St. Paul.”

—

not the

is

—

Christianity itself a wide word
is here applied in two senses
which hardly admit of comparison and before we can learn the
value of so comprehensive a generalization, we should need a
;

elements than the writer subjoins.

fuller analysis of

We

“
P. 405
may fairly conclude then .... that
in the pastoral epistles authentic letters of Paul
:

we have

....

worked

over and enlarged by another hand.”

Then we

find a painstaking

44

44

genuinely Pauline,”

conceptions,”

44

44

might have been written by Paul,”

may

be his,”

sketch of
(p.

Paul,”

44

Pauline

44

44

much

less

44

the

that has a genuinely

Pauline,”

44

it

may

fairly

any genuine element in it;” and
a reconstruction which is admittedly

be doubtful whether there
a

unlike

the most un-Pauline part of the epistle,”

Pauline ring and
thereafter

44

doubtful,”

greater part from another hand,”

hypothetical

distin-

later additions,” in which

guish the genuine portions from the
endless changes are rung on

41

but perplexing attempt to

is

410), issuing in the conclusion (p. 412) that

44

the redactor regarded himself as a loyal follower of Paul, who
understood his teaching thoroughly and was thus justified in
acting as his mouthpiece,” adding in good faith what he believed
that Paul would himself say in the light of the peculiar needs of
the day.
Ilere,

without

entering

into

discussion,

we may

just

ask,

whether the theory is as ingenuous as it is ingenious
whether one who evidently regarded Paul as his master and believed himself to be a genuine Paulinist, understanding his master’s teaching thoroughly, was likely to be so far mistaken as to
have produced works in which, as Dr. McGifFert tells us, 44 it is
not simply the absence of the great fundamental conceptions of the
Pauline Gospel it is the presence of another Gospel of a different
works in which the 14 Christianity is
aspect that is most significant

—

—
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not the Christianity of Paul,” and though “ there are

some Pauline

ideas and passages, they are altogether exceptional;”

whether the

alleged redactor could have been at once so intellectually qualified

and competent and withal so bungling ; and whether loyalty to his
master and good faith toward his readers are consistent with the
theory of a personation, which had not after all the justification of
success. This theory of redaction, however plausible it may sound,
fails to furnish a solution adequate to meet the intellectual or
moral exigencies of the -problem.

View

Irenic

p ^30

of Acts.

-

Book

:

“

The

work

old idea that the

[the

was written with an irenic
aim .... is not borne out by the book itself and has been generally abandoned.”

And

of Acts]

added in a note, “ This was the construction of the
Tiibingen school, and is still maintained in a modified form, among
is

it

by Weizfjicker.”

others,

While

stantially correct as regards the

by the Tubingen
doned

is

among

this statement is doubtless sub-

form in which the theory was held

school, the assertion that

it

is

hardly consistent with the admission that

others

by

so

eminent a

^

maintained

Weizsacker.

P 4 : ‘ T1 ie tradition which makes him
of rT ;
tlie author of the third Gospel and of
Luke
[
l
Acts.
the Book of Acts, both of which are by the

Luke hardly Author
Third Gospel and

critic as

generally abanit is

‘

,

same hand, can hardly be maintained.”

Why?

The

facts of its

and kept possession

having sprung up in the early Church

of the field for so long are surely,

circumstances, sufficient grounds for maintaining
in question,

of valid reasons for calling

it

gestions for replacing

When we

we

it.

under the

absence
and of more feasible sugit

in the

look at Dr. McGiffert’s rea-

him summarily setting aside the traditional opinion,
maintained, as he admits, by scholars so recent as Weiss, Blass
and Prof. Ramsay, that the Book of Acts came from the pen of
one of Paul’s companions, on the ground that “ the knowledge of
events displayed by the author is less accurate and complete than
might be expected in one who had been personalty associated for
sons,

find

any length of time with Paul himself,” and
periods in Paul’s

life

are treated, as

that certain critical

we should hardly expect them

by one of Paul’s own companions ” (p. 237). In other
words, the Book of Acts could hardly have been written according

to be,

to the

common

theory, because

its

contents are not in accordance

with what Dr. McGiffert has expected to find them.
hand,

we

find

him throwing

On

the other

out the suggestion that in place of

the authorship, for Gospel and Acts, of the well-known “ beloved

4

—
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physician”
written

(Col. iv. 14), it

by another

Paul” and

is

“

may have

possible that they

is

man named Luke who was not
,

otherwise entirely

unknown

a

been

companion of

to us, but in justifica-

whose imaginary existence Dr. McGiffert simply says that
“ Luke was not an uncommon name, and not only one but many
tion of

may

Christians

have borne

it

in the latter half of the first century.’

’

P 436
Jt is true tliat mau b scholars
held
that
he
[Luke
did make a large use of
Epistles.
Paul’s epistles; but I am unable to discover
any trace of such use.” [Among the scholars from whom he thus
differs he mentions in a note, Weizsacker, Ramsay and especially
Jacobsen, Die Quellen der Apostelgeschichte~\. “ The two sources
epistles and Acts
go their independent way, apparently quite
oblivious of each other.”
Luke’s Use of Paul’s

:

-

“

|

—

the choice of

Is

word “oblivious”

the

Under the circumstances

it

is

here

significant?

gratifying to be assured, at p. 437,

that “ nothing in the Gospel or in the Acts warrants us in accusing

him

The

[the author] of intentional perversion of the facts

assumption of a conscious deviation from the facts in the interest of
cause cannot be made to square with all the phenomena.”

a

What

a narrow escape from the necessity of

having recourse to

suggestions from which the critical historian must on fitting occasion not shrink

shadowed

!

and how elegantly

forth in the hint that the

is

the occupation of the latter

modern truth-seeker may be

Avarranted in beginning with the assumption of a conscious deviation from the facts

and in parting with
any of them.

it

only AA'hen he finds

it

utterly fail to square with

The literature
P. 437
Small Acquaintance of First Century
of the early church shows
with Paul's Writings.
that the acquaintance with
many of his [Paul’s] Avritings Avas very limited even as late as the
beginning of the second century.”
“

:

In order to make this argument e silentio of any value, Ave should
have to ask, (1) What is covered by “ the literature of the early
Church ” appealed to ? and (2) How far are Ave entitled to expect
under the circumstances such probable amplitude and frequency
of reference to Paul’s Avritings

from Avhat

Ave so find a limited

Resurrection Purely Spiritual

View

of Loofs.

of the process of

?

range of acquaintance Avith them

P

pe

?

[Paul]

cona
purely spiritual thing and a part
-

4,)3

•

,

ceiAr ed

redemption from the

[resurrection],

article in

it

Avas

flesh.”

Apropos of Avhich I may
the Expository Times for April,

If so, Avliy Avas it called resurrection ?

quote a passage from an

Avarrant us in arguing

as Avould
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the resurrection

form of resurrection of the body which
had
grave,’
indisputable
to
Loofs,
the
reasons
laid
in
the
seems
been
He hath
for this conclusion being the use of the expression,
in antithesis to
He was buried,’ and the parallel
been raised
between Christ and believers, the statement that He is the firstfruits of them that are asleep, implying that He has experienced
1

of Jesus only in the

‘

1

’

what we

shall experience.”

we
^t P^ie following
lven
as
a
common
conception of
g
the relation between the divine
elements in salvation in the post-Pauline Church:

Relation of Divine and

Human

Elements in Salvation.

and the human

“It is for this church, for his elect children, that God does
everything that can be done but only for those who prove themselves worthy of such mercies.
Thus salvation is indeed of God
man does not and cannot save himself alone it is God that saves
him.
And yet with this genuinely Jewish idea of a covenant
people, chosen and prepared and perfected by God, is combined the
idea, at once Jewish and Greek, that a man must work out his own
that the gifts of God are given only for those that
salvation
deserve them.
and that, only as a man fulfils the divine will, can
he enjoy the benefits which God has offered.”
;

;

;

;

Whether

or

combined

or coordinated in the later Church,

not

this

is

a

legitimate

exposition of

the

ideas

we need not now

But is there really reason to suppose that the
Church had so signally failed to understand or to apply the key
ivhich St. Paul had furnished more effectively for the practical solution of the problem, when he said, “ AVork out your own salvation
with fear and trembling
for it is God which tvorketh in you both
”
to will and to do of his good pleasure ?

pause to inquire.

;

Centre of Paul's Interest.

had he known

all

P- ^93
have thought

about Christ’s

l<

would

•

hardly

of writing a Gospel,

even

life.”

What relation has an obiter dictum of this kind to “ history ? ”
“ His interest centred altogether in the dying and risen Christ.”
Where is the warrant for this “ altogether ? ” or for excluding
from the sphere of Paul’s central interest the Christ who lived
and worked on earth ? St. Paul himself gives a different account
of the matter, when he says, “ I determined not to know anything

among you save Jesus

Christ

and him crucified.”

culmination of his interest was the crucifixion
fixion derived all its interest in turn

character of the crucified,

or, in

;

from the Person, the

other words, from what

fashion to call the Historical Christ

?

The

but the crucilife,

the

it is

the
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At pp. 493, 494 “ The death of Christ
had not the same fundamental and controlling significance to John that it had to
:

View

John’s

of Christ's

Death.

Paul.”

But the proof

adduced in a note (p. 494), is strangely
“ The blood
quotation of such passages as 1 John i. 7
of Jesus Christ his Son cleanseth us from all sin
John i. 29
“ Behold the Lamb of God which taketh away the sin of the
world,” and 1 John ii. 2 and iv. 10, where Christ is called “ a propitiation for sins.”
Because John does not present the matter
after the method and in the phraseology of St. Paul, but expresses
the same truth in the simplest and most direct form, are we to
hold his language the less significant ?
found

of this,

in

:

:

“To Paul redemption is release from the sinful
pp. 495-6
and thus escape from death,” and at p. 494, note 2, John is
spoken of as “ little appreciating or sympathizing with Paul’s
conception of redemption or release from the flesh.”
At

:

flesh

we have already

But, as
St.

Paul

is

seen, the

conception thus ascribed to

that of Dr. McGiffert, to which St.

At

John had not

access.

.“Paul’s writings great
P- 579
they are, might be dispensed with,
but the picture of Jesus, a picture preserved in our Gospels alone, the world could not do without. Our
thinking may be controlled largely by the thinking of Paul
but
it is Jesus of Nazareth that controls our lives.”
Paul’s Writings

Might Be

:

as

Dispensed With.

;

But are we
to place

it

especially

at liberty thus to isolate the teaching of

in antithetic relation to that of his

if,

according to Dr. McGiffert’ s

Master

Paul and

— the

own showing, we

more
are to

construe so strictly as he does the Apostle’s teaching as to his

unity of

life

and

spirit

with that Master

own

?

“ So far as I am aware, the name of
P- ^00
Barnabas has not before been suggested in connection with First Peter, and it is of course suggested now as little
more than a possibility.”

Barnabas

The

conjecture

:

may

be ingenious

;

but

is

there any sufficient

reason for impugning the authorship which the

title

affirms?

P. 605: “That both of them
Peter’s Relation to First Epistle [viz., First Peter and the Gospel
and Gospel of Mark.
0 f Mark] can be traced back to

him

[Peter]

is

impossible.”

As both of them have been, and are still, by many if not most
who have handled the question, thus associated with

of those

Peter’s name, the “impossible”

would seem

to

have been “ van-
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of endorsing his

own

is

merely the writer’s strong way

opinions.
Lastly, at p. 6 1 2 ff*.
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cess ^ on

Gf

positive

—

seems enough to place side by

,

we encounter

a suc-

—negative

and
Fourth Gospel, which it
verdicts

partial

as to the

side.

“ It may fairly be said that the time is past, when the fourth
Gospel can be explained as a mere piece of religious fiction
from the pen of a second -century writer, but on the other hand,
the time is not yet come and possibly may never come, when it
can be claimed to be either an absolutely exact picture of Christ’s
[So
character, or a really historical account of His ministry.”
much for the setting aside of the two opposite extremes !] At p.
616 we learn: 11 One thing may fairly be insisted upon as a result
of the painstaking criticism to which the Gospel has been subjected in recent years.
It contains a large bccly of genuine apostolic matter
and, though the picture of Christ is one-sided, its
several features are in the main trustioorthy and though the discourses and the form in which we have them are the composition
of the author, they embody Christ’s genuine teaching at least to
some extent
The question of authorship is after all of no
;

,

We

great practical importance.
must use the work in any case in
connection with the Synoptic Gospels, and must interpret it in the
and its authorlight of the picture of Christ portrayed by them
It
ship can neither increase nor diminish our confidence in it
constitutes an indispensable supplement of the Synoptic Gospels
for the historian, who would know not simply the actual words and
deeds of Jesus and the course of his daily life, but the ultimate
basis of his religious ideas and ideals, and thus the explanation
of His controlling and abiding influence.”
;

We

deem

it

enough

carefully balanced verdict
last

to
;

italicise

chief

the

elements of this

and to point out that the close of the

sentence carries us into regions of ultimate bases and under-

lying explanations that pertain to philosophy and theology rather

than to the domain of history properly so called.

That the preceding notes are all of equal relevancy or imporBut, whatever may be their inditance, I am far from assuming.
vidual value, their cumulative effect can hardly

much

fail,

unless I

am

mistaken, seriously to impair confidence in the validity of

the processes and the trustworthiness of the results which in this
case are
It will

made

to pass

under the name

of

‘

‘

history.

’

’

be at once apparent that Dr. McGiffert’s book

is

really a

mosaic, composed partly of facts which he accepts as finding

them

given in his sources, and partly of a number of suggestions and
opinions which emanate from himself and have no other value or

authority than that which pertains to such an origin.

The work
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throughout the subjectivity of the individual writer sitting
judgment over the matters with which it deals, and bringing to
the treatment of the historically presented data methods and processes of his own, with the result of setting aside without sufficient
warrant what stands recorded, and of substituting a series of more
reflects
in

or less arbitrary conjectures based on freely invented hypotheses,

suggested motives, or assumed tendencies, which derive no support

from the

1it

How

era scripta of the sources.

this procedure has

far Dr. McGiffert in

been influenced by a priori postulates

of critical

or philosophical theory or has simply allowed free play to his

we need not now inquire. It is enough to say that
by the free use of such methods, a writer might almost, as has
been said, “ make anything out of anything !”
When one looks to the period and the matters handled by Dr.
McGiffert. which, in the judgment at least of the Church, have
special significance and unique importance, there seems grave
imagination,

reason to take exception to the use of the term “ History ” pure

and simple

which

as covering the wider field

If it presents to us history,

with the writer’s

own

we

find it

contributions of

book embraces.

his

in such

close association

critical

conjecture

and

speculative guesswork as to seem to the ordinary reader almost

inseparably bound up with them.
formally called a text-book,

its

Although the work

If so,

why

not

inclusion in the “International

Theological Library ” obviously points to

and purpose.

is

its

having that character

should a poor student entering on his

layman in quest of the generally recognized
”
be subjected to the necessity of disengaging the “ history

course, or a simple
facts,

from the matters with which it is mixed up, or, alternatively, of
accepting, on Dr. McGiffert’s authority, much that subsequent
fuller inquiry

may

discover to be gratuitously superinduced, mis-

taken and misleading?

some intimation

Why

— some note of

should the

warning

title

not have conveyed

— as to the distinctive two-

the book ?
How much misconception would
have been obviated had Dr. McGiffert designated his book after
a manner more truly and fully descriptive of its contents, e. g.,
fold character of

“ The history of Christianity in the apostolic age as it has now
been conjecturally discovered and reconstructed in accordance with
the writer’s

Glasgow.

own canons

of

judgment?”

William

P. Dicksox.

II.

THE UNERRING WITNESS TO THE SCRIPTURES.

T

HROUGH

God’s

the centuries three points have specially charac-

terized honest, liumble, self-denying believers in the Bible as

Word

:

deep and increasing consciousness of their own

(1) a

(2) a deep and increasing consciousness of the pardon of their
and of salvation by Christ (3) a sure knowledge that Christ
When a man knows his sin and its just desert from God
is God.
when he has heard in his soul the voice of Christ, saying, “ Son,
thy sins are forgiven ” (Matt. ix. 1-7 Luke v. 20-25, vii. 47-50
Mark ii. 5-12) when he has found in trusting Christ peace “ not

sin

;

sins

;

;

;

;

;

as the world giveth
is

that

God, for “

who can

This

first

is

the

man knows

that

He who

forgive sins but one, even

forgives sin

God?”

beginning and the enduring basis of every true

it adds the
Christian life.
It begins in an experience of sin
and through the experiment,
experiment of trusting Christ
repeated every day, it reaches positive conviction of the truth.
living philosopher of high rank, who declares himself without
;

;

A

prepossessions in favor of

the Bible,

tells

us that reality and

that true knowledge is of something experiand therefore true knowledge and reality are one. Believers in the Bible know that throughout the ages those who have
with their' whole heart sought to know that they might do God’s
will have learned that reality, experience and true knowledge of
God are one. At this day, when so man}^ would exalt material

experience are one

enced

;

;

science, the result of experience with experiment, over Christian
faith
of

and creed,

it is

well to reiterate the fact that the experience

the consciousness in

the

experiment

repeated by millions of examples in

all

of

sin

and of

the ages and of

Christ,

all races,

always with the same result, is the most exact and abundantly
Those who have never
demonstrable science this world knows.
made these experiments, have never had this consciousness, may
doubt and decry the fact, but as the millions of living, intelligent
examples remain, the fact is not and cannot be disproved.
With the gratitude, love and reverence that accompany salva-tion, there is also joined an intense desire to know all that can be

“
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known
do

redeemed may truly follow
and spread the knowledge of His love.

of Christ, that the

Ilis will,

his

Redeemer,

There
is

is only one book of Christ in the world.
Iiut the inquirer
met before he opens its leaves with the queries, Is this book

wholly from God ? or is it partly from God and partly from man ?
is it wholly man’s work ?
There is only one answer from the
man who has been redeemed by Christ I will follow my Reor

:

deemer

;

He

as I find Tie teaches, so will I believe, for

will not

whom lie shed Ilis heart’s
be false to His promises. “ If any man
willeth to do his will, he shall know of the teaching, whether it
If ye abide in my
be of God, or whether I speak from myself
word, then are ye truly my disciples and ye shall know the truth,

lead astray the ignorant, seeking soul for
blood, and

He

will not

;

and the truth

The

shall

make you

free.”

four gospels had for their authors, a tax-collector, a helper

of the apostles, a physician

and a fisherman.

They

unite in por-

traying a perfect character in Christ by the simple unembellished
narrative of His words and deeds.
tives say that

them on

The authors

of these

they did not understand Christ while

narra-

He was

with

This perfect character in action was not their

earth.

conception, but flows

out

the

of

The conception

recorded by them.

teachings and acts

of

Christ

of this perfect character, then,

and Ilis only. Not only the conception of a perfect
character, but the living that character in the midst of the opposition, corruption and malice of men and devils was Christ’s, and
Christ’s teachings of morals are supreme beyond all
Ilis only.
others in the world; in a few precepts they cover all possible
Christ’s plan for the salvation of men, extending through
cases.
all future time, was the most disinterested, the most certain and

was

Christ’s,

All this is at times professed
sublime the world has ever heard.
and discoursed upon, but the unavoidable inference from all this
that the mind which conceived that plan,
often passed by
which knew and touched the right springs of action in universal
man, which conceived a perfect character and maintained it perfect
is

:

that mind possessed intellectual
this world
power of abstract thought, of analysis and synthesis,
The teaching of Christ,
greater than the world has ever known.
then, is guaranteed to us by His perfect character as a man, by
intellectual abilities above those of men, by crystal-clear honesty
of principle and words, by disinterestedness beyond cavil.

in the sloughs of

;

abilities, a

Now,

it

is

just that

man who, by

Ilis

His teaching, places Himself before us

in

testimony covering
an

office

all

greatly dis-

cussed and decried by some at present, but of the highest importance

for

our

understanding the

Bible.

He

calls

Himself

a
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xiii. 57
Mark vi. 4 Luke iv. 24, xi. 50, xiii.
John iv. 44), and exercises the whole function of the
34
prophet in speaking for God concerning the past, the present and

prophet (Matt.

33,

;

;

;

word

the future, and especially in that supreme

of the

prophet,

when in some fifty instances He foretells the future.
The discussions of the present day are often concerned with

the

extent of Christ’s knowledge whilst here on earth. “ Jesus ad“ seeing a fig tree afar off having
vanced in wisdom and stature

haply he might find
he found nothing but
” “of that day and
the season of figs
neither the Son, but the Father;” “
leaves, he came,

when he came

if

anything thereon, and

for it was not
hour knoweth no one
who, being in the form
of God, counted it not a prize to be on an equality with God, but
emptied himself, taking the form of a servant, being made in the
to

it,

leaves

;

;

.

.

.

.

likeness of

who

men

”

—these statements are the

main proofs

of those

argue for the limited knowledge and hence fallible

state-

ments of Christ. In Christ’s unceasing definition and statement of
His office as prophet, the extent of His own knowledge is not,
and could not be, the important point, for it is the prophet’s part
to speak only by Him and for Him who sends him.
If these
plain, often repeated and congruous statements concerning His
office as Prophet are not true, His whole character and mission fall
with them. If they are true, as we believe and know, then Christ
makes God His Father the sole and responsible Author of His
coming, of His deeds and of all His words.
Christ, carefully, with utmost point and clearness, defines His
mission as Prophet, first, by denial of Avhat He was not and could
not do, and, second, by affirmation of what He was and of what

He taught.
He denies

He came of Himself “I am not come of
me is true ” (John vii. 28, viii. 42). He
He came to do His own will “I am come down
that

:

myself, but he that sent

denies that

:

from heaven, not to do mine own will, but the will of him that
Matt. xxvi. 39). He denies
sent me ” (John vi. 38, v. 30, iv. 34
“ The Son can
that He can do anything of (from, by) Himself
“
I can of myself do nothing” (John
do nothing of himself;”
;

:

He denies that His teaching or His words are
v. 19, 30, viii. 28).
from Himself “ My teaching is not mine but his that sent me ”
(John vii. 16) “ the words that I say unto you I speak not from
myself” (John xiv. 10) “ the word which ye hear is not mine,
but the Father’s who sent me ” (John xiv. 24).
Jesus affirms that He was sent by His Father to tell what He
had heard from His Father: “ The things which I heard from
him, these speak I unto the world ” “all things that I have
:

;

;

;
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my

have made known unto you.” He detold you the truth which I heard
from God;” “ as I hear T judge ” (John viii. 26, xv. 15, viii. 40,
v. 30).
He affirms that lie was sent to speak what He had seen
“ We speak that we do know and bear witness
with His Father
“ I speak the things which I have seen
of that we have seen
”
with my Father
(John iii. 11, viii. 38). He affirms that He was
sent to teach and did teach only what Ilis Father taught and
commanded Him
“I can do nothing of myself, but as the
heard from

Father

scribes Himself as “ a

I

man who

:

:

Father taught me, T speak these things;” “ the Father who sent
me. He hath given me a commandment what I should say, and

what

should speak

I

....

the things therefore which I speak,

even as the Father hath said unto me, so
28, xii. 49, 50).

He

affirms that

revelation of the Father:

Father; neither doth any

whomsoever the Son

11

No

know

He

I

speak” (John

one knoweth the Son, save the

the Father, save the Son and he to

him ”

willeth to reveal

(Matt. xi. 27

In the higli-priestly prayer that closes His

x. 22).

Gethsemane and the

suffering of

viii.

the only channel of the

is

cross,

He

life

;

Luke

before the

renders to His Father

“

The words which thou
Ilis prophetic office
have given unto them ” (John xvii. 8)
“I have
given them thy word ” (John xvii. 14); “thy word is truth”
(John xvii. 17).
According to Christ’s own denials and affirmations, God the
Father spoke through Christ, and the words which Christ spoke
were the words the Father gave Him.
As He was taught, so He
taught He spoke not from Himself, but from the Father abiding
in Him, and His word or words were truth by which men were to
be sanctified (John xvii. 17). In Christ, then, we have the perfect man, the most commanding intellect of all the ages, at home
and free in all the realm of thought, who tells us that His great
office is to speak only the words that were given Him by His
Father who sent Him, to teach only as His Father taught Him
and that the words heard from Him were not His but His Father’s.
When similar assertions are made of other “ prophets who have
been since the world began,” the objection is immediately raised
that this would make them mere pens or flutes or mechanical intermediaries, "which is denied by the individuality that marks their
But Jesus, speaking only the words He was taught, was
words.
not by that made a mere pen or flute or mechanical intermediary.
His individuality stands out clear and sublime in all Ilis sayings.
the account of
gavest

me

:

I

;

;

;

He is the greatest of
who are sent by God

W

e shall

the prophets, the antitype, the pattern of

be happier

in

all

words given them by God.
our minds if we plainly confess that we

to speak the
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how God can make a free man speak only God’s
words without infringing upon his mental freedom or his individuYet as long as the multiplied assertions of
ality in expression.
cannot explain

That

Jesus remain, the fact will be believed.

fact

cannot be

denied without denying Christ’s character, His mental abilities and

His truth. Many during the nineteen Christian centuries have
taken in hand and gone far to explain this matter, but they have
all come back like the fifty sons of the prophets, who would go to
find out what the Spirit of God had done with Eli jah departing in
a chariot of fire.

Not only does Christ affirm of Himself that He spoke only the
Him by God, but He also repeatedly declares that
They shall
fact
shall be found true in His disciples.
the same
speak not their own, but the words which Christ or the Holy
words taught

would “ give,” “ teach,” “ speak,” through them.
During the second period of His Galilean mission, on sending
forth the twelve, Christ tells them, “ When they deliver you up,
be not anxious how or what ye shall speak
for it shall be given
you in that hour what ye shall speak. For it is not ye that
speak, but the Spirit of your Father that speaketli in you ” (Matt,
x. 19, 20).
During the Perean mission, Efe assures them, “ When
they bring you before the synagogues, and the rulers and the
authorities, be not anxious how or what ye shall answer, or what
for the Holy Spirit shall teach you in that very
ye shall say
hour what ye ought to say ” (Luke xii. 11, 12).
And three days
before His death He stays their fluttering hearts with these words:
“ Take ye heed to yourselves
for they shall deliver you up to
councils, and in synagogues shall ye be beaten
and before governors and kings shall ye stand for my sake, for a testimony unto
them. And when they lead you to judgment and deliver you up,
be not anxious beforehand what ye shall speak but whatsoever
shall be given you in that hour, that speak ye
for it is not ye
“ Settle it
that speak, but the Holy Spirit ” (Mark xiii. 9-11).
Spirit

:

:

:

;

;

;

therefore in vour hearts,

swer

;

for I will give

not to meditate beforehand

how

you a mouth and wisdom which

to an-

all

your

adversaries shall not be able to withstand or to gainsay ” (Luke

xxi. 14, 15).

The recorded

instances of the fulfillment of these promises are

Peter was fully himself
and free on the day of Pentecost. He speaks as Peter, and yet
he asserts that he spoke by the Holy Spirit sent by Christ accordas striking as the promises themselves.

ing to His promise (Acts ii. 33).
Stephen’s individuality is
stamped upon his great discourse before the council, from which
he was hurried by cruel hands to the bosom of Christ.
But Ste-
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phen spoke, being full of the Holy Spirit (Acts vii. 55). Paul
was not deprived of his mind, he was no mere pen. or hollow,
unthinking flute, when he wrote the Epistle to the Corinthians.
“ not in words which man’s wisdom teacheth, but which the Spirit
teacheth

(1 Cor.

’’

13).

ii.

And, moreover, in the night preceding the cross and the tomb,
Christ bears up the sinking hearts of Ilis disciples with the reiterated promise that the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of truth, would be
with them forever (John xiv. 16). As the ground of their writing
the records of Him and of His teaching, and the ground of our
belief that these writings tell us the truth, the Saviour promises

that

He

Comforter

When the
send unto you from the Father,
proceedeth from the Father, he

send to His disciples the Holy Spirit

will
is

come whom

even the Spirit of
“

remembrance

He

all

who

truth,

me

shall bear witness of

xv. 26, 27).

will

I

:

and ye

:

“

also shall bear witness

” (John

you all things, and bring to your
“ When
said unto you ” (John xiv. 26).
is come, he shall guide vou into all the

shall teach

that I

he, the Spirit of truth,

truth ” (John xvi. 13).

Two

days after these

the day

when Jesus

last

promises were made, on the evening of

arose from the grave,

He came

bling disciples in their closed room, and showed

to the trem-

them

Ilis hands
and His side, that they might handle Him and see that He was
the very same Jesus they had known, “ for a spirit hath not flesh
and bones as ye behold me having.” And then “ he breathed on
them and saith unto them, Receive ye the Holy Spirit ” (John

Adam became a living
which Christ bestowed on the same disciples
publicly, fifty days after, on Pentecost (Acts ii. 33).
But by these very promises and gifts we have passed from the
prophet to the omnipotent God in the same person. He who seuds
and bestows God the Holy Spirit can be no less than God -unless
xx. 22)

being

;

;

the same breathing by which

the

same

gift

—

all this

character, this perfect

life,

a wild

dream and

a

deceit of

of infinite love

and

pure, heavenly mind.

sacrifice, is

No

words

could express the absolute, impossible contradictions which crowd
upon us if Christ’s testimony is not true. Ilis Father sends (John

and Christ sends the Holy Spirit (Matt. iii. 11 Luke
John i. 33, xv. 26, xx. 22 Acts ii. 33). Christ forgives
iii. 16
Luke v. 20-25, vii.
sins (Matt. ix. 21; Mark ii. 5, 9, 10-12
Mark v. 411; Luke
Christ raises the dead (Matt. ix. 25
47-50).
xiv. 16, 26)

;

;

;

;

;

viii. 54, 55,

vii.

12-15, 22;

John

v. 21,

xi.

14,

43, 44).

Christ

(John x. 27, 28, xvii. 2).
Christ knows the
“
ii.
all
men
(John
I
and
the
Father
are one ” (John
of
hearts
25).
“
“ He
Before Abraham was I am” (John viii. 58).
x. 30).

gives eternal

life
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hath seen the Father ” (John xiy. 9). “ From
seen him ” (John xiv. 7). No
“
one knoweth
the Father save the Son, and he to whomsoever
Luke x. 22). He
the Son willeth to reveal him ” (Matt. xi. 27
who in prayer to His Father asserts His conscious eternity past,
“ 0 Father, glorify thou me with the glory which I had with
that hath seen

henceforth ye

me

know him and have

;

thee before the world was ” (John xvii.

King and Judge eternal
man shall come in his glory and

self as the

describes

5, 24), also

of all

men

:

When

“

Him-

the Son

all the angels with him, then
he sit on the throne of his glory and before him shall be
gathered all the nations and he shall separate them one from
another, as the shepherd separateth the sheep from the goats.
.... And these shall go away into eternal punishment but the
These are a few
righteous into eternal life ” (Matt. xxv. 31-46).
of His own testimonies that He was the Son of God, one with the

of

shall

;

;

;

Father in all things. And God the Holy Spirit, who was to glorify
”
Christ, “ for he shall take of mine and shall declare it unto you

(John xvi. 14), has also repeatedly testified of Christ, that He was
in the beginning with God (1 John i. 1, ii. 13), and was God (John
i. 1, 2,
Eev. i. 4, 8, xxi. 6, xxii. 13), that all
10; Phil. ii. 6-11
things in heaven and upon earth have been created by the Father
through Him and unto Him. and by Him all things consist (John
i. 2, 3, 10
Col. i. 15, 16
He has ever been the life
Ileb. i. 2).
and light of men (John i. 4, 5, 9). Both Christ and the Holy
Spirit affirm in repeated instances that no man has ever, at any
time (John i. 18, v. 37, vi. 46 1 Tim. i. 17, vi. 16
1 John i. 1-3,
;

;

;

;

iv. 12),

;

seen the Father, but that only Christ has revealed

Him

(John i. 18
Matt. xi. 27
Luke x. 22 John xii. 45, xiv. 7, 9).
According to this, in the more than thirty visible appearances of
God to man, from Eden to Isaiah, we must recognize Christ as the
:

;

;

The Holy

only revealer of the Father.

who

sent

Him, the

into the prophets (1 Peter

ings and glory, and that

God by

Now

the
it is

Holy

i.

11, 12),

all

this Christ, the

i.

Him

foretold Christ’s suffer-

21).

God -man,

only Revealer of the Father,

above

who

their foretellings were spoken from

Spirit (2 Peter

intellectual abilities

Spirit tells us that Christ

on the day of Pentecost, also sent

Spirit,

all

the

the Creator of

Man

of

all

things, the

perfect character, of

other men, the Prophet speaking

who bears witness that cannot be impeached
without impeaching His own testimony to His deity and without
denying His character as man and Plis office as Prophet.
only the words of God,

Repeated, comprehensive, positive, as are the teachings of Christ
concerning His

office as

Prophet, speaking only the words of His

Father, they form but a tithe of His teaching concerning the only
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At twelve years of age He
Hebrew book, and discussed it with learned
rabbis where only Hebrew was spoken.
He spoke Greek, and
knew the Bible in that translation as well as He knew the Hebrew.
From earliest youth He had always heard the Aramaic translation
Bible of His day,

was

Old Testament.

tlie

proficient in that

spoken in the synagogue.
All the avenues of Bible learning
were naked and laid open and perfectly familiar to Him. But
beyond all this, which is mere surface knowledge, lie knew the
Old Testament in all its courses and connections of thought, in its
fundamental and pervasive teaching, as well as its narratives and
prophecies, its psalms and hymns, its very words, and the causes
and occasions and purposes which brought them forth.
The Old Testament of Christ’s day, by the united testimony of
Philo, the New Testament, Josephus, Sifre, Sifra, and Mechilta.
was the same we have to-day. It was Christ’s constant source of
appeal, His final proof.
He quotes all parts of it as of equal
authority.
Those parts most attacked by some criticism of to-day,
Deuteronomy, Genesis, Chronicles, Jonah, Daniel, are the very
parts Tie commends. For instance, from that part of Deuteronomy
which these critics discredit above all others, the first eleven chapters, Christ took the three passages, words which proceeded out of
God’s mouth, as His shield against Satan’s temptations (Matt. iv.
4-10
Luke iv. 4-12). Out of that same part of Deuteronomy
(vi. 4, 5) He takes the first and great commandment of God (Matt,
xxii. 36
Mark xii. 29). From another book for which that criti;

:

cism finds no author, Christ brings the second great

God

of

(Lev. xix. 18

;

Matt. xxii. 39

;

Mark

commandment
Comparing

xii. 31).

and references He teaches that what Moses
spoke were God’s words (Matt. xix. 5 Mark x. 7), Moses' commands were God’s commands (Matt. iv. 4 Luke iv. 4 Matt. xv.
Christ’s quotations

;

;

;

Matt. xix. 18, 19 Mark x. 19 Luke xviii. 20),
what David says in the Psalms the Holy Spirit gave him to say

4

Mark

;

vii.

10

(Matt. xxii. 43

:

;

Mark

;

xii.

36

:

Luke

;

xx. 42).

A

short verse in a

small Psalm (Ps. lxxxii. 6) is called by Christ the law, the word
and a single word of
of God, the Scripture that cannot be broken
;

that verse

He makes

and God (John

the pivot of an argument that encircles

x. 34).

The

with the interweaving of

man

last discourses of Christ are crowded

Daniel's

words and thoughts (Matt,

Luke
xxiv. 21, 30, xxv. 46, xxvi. 64 Mark xiii. 19, 26, xiv. 62
xi. 27), and prophecies by Daniel Christ takes and stamps as His
;

;

own

Mark xiii. 14). What Isaiah said were the
God which God fulfilled (Matt. xiii. 14. 15, xv. 7-9,
Mark vii. 6, 7, xi. 17 Luke iv. 18, 1*9, xix. 46, xxii.

(Matt. xxiv. 15

;

prophecies of
xxi. 13

37

;

;

John

;

vi. 45).

And

Christ affirms that llosea (Luke xxiii. 30)
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Luke

vii.

xi.

10,

14, xvii.

27) foretold specifically

10-12

;

Mark

by name what was

ix.

63
12,

13

fulfilled

;

in

His, Christ’s day.

The

leader and

first intellect

of the present phase of anti-Biblical

Kuenen, who always fought

criticism,

lair,

repeats what has just

been said as the teaching of Christ according to the New Testament and he says that all who believe the New Testament will
believe that.
But he asserts that he does not believe the New
Testament. How could he when, as his biographer tells us, he
;

did not even believe in a personal

Beyond

God

?

numerous specific statements, the witness of Christ
to the Old Testament is found in the fact that all His teachings,
all His words, which He says are the words of
God, are shot
through and through with Old Testament thoughts, pictures,
references, expressions.
Let any one go with Christ only through
the last week before His death, and see how constantly the words
and promises and prophecies of His only Bible, the Old Testament, are on His heart and His tongue till His very last word on
the cross and there cannot be a doubt that the Old Testament
was the home of His soul, the palace of the God of hosts, Llis
house of the forest of Lebanon, where all the shields and vessels
were of pure gold, and none of silver.
these

;

Christ tells us that the law and the prophets taught as their
supreme doctrine, love to God and love to man. “ Thou shalt
love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy soul
and with all thy mind. This is the great and first commandment.
And the second like unto it is this: Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself.
On these two commandments hangeth the whole
law, and the prophets” (Matt. xxii. 37-40; Mark xii. 29-31;

Luke x. 27). This ought to be
common, that, in the Sermon on

sufficient to

prevent the idea so

away

the Mount, Christ puts

six

and replaces them by laws of
a higher moral plane.
That idea makes Christ in that sermon
twice contradict Himself.
For He begins His statements about
these laws with these words, which now seem extreme to many,
“ Think
and yet, by Christ’s testimony, they are God’s words
not that I came to destroy (annul, abrogate, discard) the law or
For verily I
the prophets
I came not to destroy but to fulfil.
say unto you, Till heaven and earth pass away, ODe jot or one
tittle shall in no wise pass away from the law till all things be
accomplished. Whosoever, therefore, shall break (annul, abrogate, discard) one of these least commandments, and shall teach
men so, shall be called least in the kingdom of heaven ” (Matt. v.
of the ancient laws (Matt. v. 21-47)

:

;

17-19).

Certainly, Christ did not immediately after this proceed
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to

contradict

Again,
say, as

His own teaching and

to

annul these six laws.

these laws were of a low moral plane, Christ could not

if

lie does say in that sermon,

unto them

;

“All things therefore what-

men

soever ye would that

for this is

should do unto you, even so do ve also
the law and the prophets ” (Matt. vii. 12).

It is often heard to-day that by the low character of many of
God's ancient servants, by the deeds of blood and severity recorded
as from God, by the imprecatory Psalms, the Old Testament stands

on a lower moral plane than the New Testament
that the Old
Testament has rightly lost weight with us, and that the New
Testament is our only guide. But those who make these statements are either blind or short-sighted. All that is recorded of
low moral perception, of deeds of blood and severity, of imprecations, in the Old Testament, can be more than paralleled by
instances in the New Testament.
The New Testament takes the
two preeminent imprecaton7 Psalms, lxix and cix, and declares
them specifically “ spoken by the Holy Spirit by the mouth of
David concerning Judas ” (Acts i. 1(1, 20). In all the New Testa;

ment, with one exception, Christ, the Prince of Peace,

one

who

speaks of

infinite terror

“ the wrath

and

hell,

and

will send

men

there.

infinite love so joined as in that

of the

Lamb

?”

Is there in the

is

the only

W

ere ever

awful signature,

Old Testament

a sin-

up more inscrutable questions than this one,
found in the last prayer of the Almighty Father's beloved Son,
“ While I was with them I kept them in thy name whom thou
hast given me
and I guarded them, and not one of them per
ished, but the son of perdition
that the Scripture might be
fulfilled ” (John xvii. 12).
What are some of the scenes in the
Book of Revelation, and who is lie that leads and directs all the
movements of that army of terror, omnipotent by His strength ?
Those who thus would renounce the Old Testament and keep

gle sentence that calls

:

;

New

are little acquainted with the anti-Biblical writers of all
from Porphyry and Celsus to Voltaire and Paine, Kuenen
and Wellhausen. Those writers prove to their own. satisfaction,
with the concurrence of some professed Christians, but against the
whole life and testimony of Christ, that the Old Testament is on a
low moral plane, and then by precisely parallel reasoning and

the

ages,

New

Testament alongside of the
the Old Testament, who would retain

similar instances they range the

and the depredators of
are caught in their own pit.
The very learned deisticai
and infidel writers would drive us just where they want us either
the Bible is God’s Word, or it is a fraud.
They believe it is a
fraud.
We know by the experience of our sin, by the experience
of salvation by Christ, by a daily life with the Bible, that it is
Old,

the

New,

;
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human

is

the dearest, deepest, firmest
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knowledge

founded on the experience of the conscious reality of God, who cannot lie, and on the
possible to

brain and heart.

It is

testimony, often repeated, of our Saviour.
Christ’s testimony to the Old Testament is God the Father’s
testimony spoken through Christ, that by these “ two immutable
things, in

which

it

is

strong encouragement,

hope

impossible for

who

God

to

lie,

we may have

a

have fled for refuge to lay hold of the

set before us.”

we have to the Scriptures of the Old
who know their sin to those who
know that Christ has saved them to those who know that Christ
is God
He has guaranteed His testimony by His deity, by the
witness of God the Father and of God the Holy Spirit, by His
perfect character, by His infinite mind, by His speaking, as the
This, then, is the witness

and

New

Testaments.

To

those

;

;

;

true and faithful Prophet, only the words His Father gave

As

speak.

Christ, they will follow

against
called

;

Him

to

men redeemed from their sin by
and believe Him, their God and Saviour,

long as there are

“ the oppositions of the knowledge which is falsely so
which some professing have erred concerning the faith.”
all

Rochester.

Howard

Osgood.

;

III.

THE ELECTIVE SYSTEM IN OUR COLLEGES
AND THE CURRICULUM OF OUR THEOLOGICAL SEMINARIES.

T HE

purpose of this paper

investigations

Whether

suggested

is

some

to present the results of

by the following questions

(1)

:

in such

fundamental studies as English, history, philos-

ophy, Latin and Greek there

is

in the preparation of those

who

enter our theological seminaries any general and serious defect

whether this defect is due in any degree, and, if it is, to
what degree, to the “ elective system ” of studies in our colleges
and, (3) Should this system appear thus chargeable to any dangerous extent, what means ought to be recommended to correct the
(2) If so,

;

evil.

These are not the most important or the most pressing inquiries
relative to education for the ministry.

The

writer wishes

it dis-

from the outset that they are not raised and
prosecuted by him with the idea that they are.
Because of present conditions as well as intrinsically, no question concerning the
training of our theological students begins to be so serious as that
which regards their spiritual culture and particularly the development in them of the conception and of the spirit of worship.
This statement is not intended to reflect on the character of our
candidates for the holy office.
It is meant simply to call attention
to the fact that, with all their diligence in study and activity in
Christian Avork, many of them do not seem to feel the paramount
obligation of the devotional services which are held in their respective seminaries and without tbe influence of which study must
be in danger of becoming at least secular in its tendency and even
In a
the preaching of the Gospel must lose its peculiar power.
word, the many empty seats in the chapels of some, at any rate, of
our theological schools raise the question of supreme moment, and
its urgency is not relieved by the conspicuous earnestness and
promise of those who ought to fill these seats. Every Christian
needs the divinely appointed means of grace, but no Christian
tinctly understood

needs them so

much

as does the minister of grace.

their observance on his part,

though thoughtless,

is

Neglect of

suicidal.

No
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be compared with the one just

Indeed, the church would better close her seminaries,

to.

they, through failure to solve this problem, are really to train

of our pastors to put a higher value on study and work than
they do on worship, and even to suppose that they can themselves
study and work as they ought in independence of public worship.

some

While

all

This

the case,

however, and can scarcely be emphasized
too strongly, the line of inquiry presupposed in this paper is also
of great importance.
is

this is so,

if

the studies in question be considered in rela-

tion to the technical training to give
of the theological seminary.

which

Homiletics

—

the special function

is

it is

founded on gram-

mar, rhetoric and literature, the three chief subjects of the English

departments of our colleges.

General history

— Church

almost unintelligible to one without acquaintance with

ophy

—

it

is

Philos-

it.

William Hamilton
the latter which had

so imparts form to theology that Sir

has said that “ no problem has emerged in
not previously emerged in the former.”

only to

history

Latin

name Augustine, Anselm, Calvin and

—

it

is

necessary

Turretin, to realize

Reformed theolhave been written. Greek it is in this tongue that
the Gospel itself was given to us.
More need not be said. Not soindispensable to the study of medicine are chemistry and biology
as are the branches of learning under consideration to the study of
theology.
it is based directly
It does not merely involve them
on them.
The importance of these studies is even more evident in view of
their relation to general culture.
They are the studies which put
the emphasis on man and on thought rather than on the facts of
physical nature.
They are the studies which have made and
which, because of their just-mentioned emphasis, must tend to
make men and thinkers. So true is this of one of these studies,
Greek, that Isaac Todhunter has said ( Conflict of Studies, p.
135): “A decline in the state of Greek scholarship implies even
more than the failure of esteem for the most valuable and influential of all languages
it involves with it a gradual but certaindecay of general culture, the sacrifice of learning to science, the
neglect of the history of man and of thought for the sake of facts
that

ogy

it is

in this language that the classics of our

—

at least

;

;

relating to the external world.”
larly in its

more

Now

restricted aspect of

general culture, particu-

mental

discipline, is of first

consequence to success in every serious pursuit.

Nor

is

this

a

mere a priori presumption. In 1869. graduates of the technical
schools of Germany were first admitted to the universities of that
country as candidates for university degrees.
This meant that
students with little Latin and no Greek, but with much training
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in the exact sciences,

who had had

the severe classical
ical

were put on the same footing with students

modicum

only a

who had

of the latter, but

received

the gymnasia.

In 1880, the philosophfaculty of the University of Berlin, after a fair trial of nearly
drill of

ten years, requested the Minister of Education to reconsider this

“ The memorial of request distinctly asserts that the gymnasial graduates had shown themselves better fitted than the

order.

them both, that the

technical for the departments of study open to

the technical in the higher mathe-

classical students outstripped

astronomy,

matics,

English language,

chemistry,

the

descriptive

the

natural science,

German language, philosophy,

political

economy and

statistics.”
Unless, therefore, the curriculum of
our seminaries can be shown to be less exacting than are the
studies just mentioned, the great importance to it of mental discipline, and so of the studies which, as we have seen, have most

disciplinary value,

Our curriculum presupposes

must be evident.

the power which they develop even more than the special knowl-

edge which they impart.

But

this is not all.

the intellect.

Culture

It is the

man
Koman

of the whole

is

humanitas

of the

;

as well as of

that indescri-

bable but immediately perceptible something which, to vigor of

mind, adds breadth of view, refinement of

taste,

delicacy of sympathy, in a word, the complex

grace of manner,

charm

that results

from the symmetrical as well as high development of what is best
in the natural man.
This general culture is, as has been already
intimated, the product, preeminently, if not solely, of the studies

Because of this they are often called the
such culture is also the need of the ministry, if
not exclusively, yet peculiarly.
Indeed, of merely human qualireferred to above.

Now

humanities.

fications for the sacred office

for three reasons.

and so

Christ Jesus

what enabled Ilim
to

and

Christ

it

is

the most essential.

Culture attains perfection only in
far as

His human nature

to bring to all

sufficient for all.

lacks culture

is

In so

men

is

This
11

is

the

concerned,

so

man
it is

a salvation in itself adapted

far, therefore,

as the minister of

he naturally unfitted to represent

Him

whose ambassador he is and to give His proclamation of grace.
Again, it was just when unaided culture had reached its height,
when it had done its best, and when, consequently, it had demonstrated its inherent inability to save men from their sins that
Christ came
and it was to deliver them from what culture had
thus shown that it could not itself deliver them that He came.
;

Hence, unless one has the culture, and particularly the classical
to appreciate the marvelous civilization of the age in
which Christianity was revealed, as the regenerator not only of the

culture,

world, but even of culture

itself,

must he

fail

to feel

the power

-
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7
.

and, in so far forth, to urge the claims of the cross of

Beyond

this,

Christ.

the scientific comprehension of Christian culture, the

choicest fruit of the Gospel, involves the comprehension of classical culture.

The

latter is a presupposition of the former.

grafted.

pointed end was to furnish this stock.

If the Gospel saved

Its

It is

divinely ap-

the stock on which Christianity was

what

was best in it, it enabled, and was intended to enable, the Gospel
to bring forth a new culture which the world could not have
developed, of which the world had never even

moment with regard

to the training of our theological students is

the spiritual one alluded to above, the inquiry which
raised

of

is

But
supreme

dreamed.

It is surely evident that, while the question of

enough.

we have

In comparison with

the next importance.

it,

all

inquiries but the spiritual one are unimportant.

The method

of prosecuting this inquirv has

the facts of the case and

to these

alone.

been

Two

to appeal to

were

circulars

mailed, one to every professor and instructor in the following of

our seminaries

Auburn, Danville, Lane, McCormick, Omaha,

:

Princeton, San Francisco, Western

graduate

among

;

the other, to every college

the regular students in the seminaries.

The

four

were passed over, not
because they do not give the same education as the others, but
because, existing for special classes, as the Theological School of

of

our seminaries not in the above

list

Lincoln University for the colored people, they draw their students

mainly from their own collegiate departments, and
others, from the various colleges of the country.
inquiries were confined to college

graduates

students in our ordinary seminaries.

among

not, like

the

So,

our

too,

the regular

Postgraduate students and

special students and regular students not college graduates

would

manifestly be outside the proposed investigation.

The

circular addressed to the

questions
1.

“ Is

many

professors asked the following

:

it

your observation that our theological students are in

cases inadequately grounded in such fundamental studies as

Latin, Greek, English, History, Psychology, Ethics, etc.?”
2.
is

“If such

due

many

at all

your observation, do you think that this defect
to the elective system of studies that prevails in so
is

of our colleges ?”

“If such

your opinion, do you regard the evil as grave
any kind ?”
4. “If you do so consider, is there any suggestion that you care
to make ?”
5. “ Would you object to your opinion being quoted, should I
find it useful to do so ?”
3.

enough

is

to call for concerted action of
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The' circular to the students made inquiries as follows
1. “ Did the college from which, you graduated have the elective
:

system of studies?”
2. “ If it did please answer these questions also
“ a. How many hours in each one of the four college years did
:

,

the following studies enter into the required or fixed part of the

curriculum

— Latin?

History

etc.) ?

Ethics, etc.)

“

b.

?

?

How many

studies did

Greek?
English (Rhetoric, Literature,
Philosophy (Metaphysics, Logic, Psychology,

you

hours of work additional in each of the above

during each year of vour course
Greek ? English ? History ? Philosophy ?
“ c. Does your election of studies, now that you are in
nary, seem to you to have been a wise one ?
“ d. If not, how might it have been improved ?

“

e.

At what

ministry

elect

—Latin

?

the semi-

stage in your course did you decide to enter the

?

From what

college did

you graduate ?”

Both these circulars were in every case accompanied by a
stamped and addressed envelope for a reply.
The extent of this undertaking and the response to it are exhibited in the following tables
1.

:

The Professors' Circular.
Circulars
sent.

Replies.

Failures.

6
6

4

o

5

1

1

6

4
3
5
9
6
3

55

39

5

McCormick

8
6
it

Princeton
San Francisco

7

2.

The Students'

5
1

2
1

3
16

Circular.
College gradu-

Auburn
Danville

Lane
McCormick

Omaha
Princeton

San Francisco
Western

Regular

Total of
Students.

Students.

104
34
35
146
30
238
31
99

98
34
31
138
29
214
31
95

717

670

ates among
these, to whom
the circular was
sent.

Replies.

Failures.

95
29
20
113

55

11

11

187
23
79

162
19
14

65

557

372

185

11

40
11
9

82

31

18

25
4
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That

is,

replies

were received from 70.9 per cent, of the profes-

and from 66.7 per cent, of the college graduates
the regular students.
These replies were in the main full
They
and, generally speaking, they evidenced careful preparation.
proequal
came, so far as the professors were concerned, in nearly
portion from all the seminaries
and this was true as regards the
students also, except that only fourteen in the Western Seminary
sors in our seminaries

among

;

answered the

On

circular.

the whole, Princeton aside, and in the

case of both professors and students, the smaller institutions re-

sponded better than did the larger.
It must be confessed that these results were disappointing.
was hoped that almost all would reply to the questions.

It
It

however, that the answers returned are sufficient.
Moreover,
to about two-thirds of the full number.
there is no reason to think that, were the other third at hand, it
would change materially the conclusions of this paper. Even the
failure of the students in the Western Seminary was due to local

is

believed,

They amount

causes without any significance to our inquiry.

once consider the bearing of the

statistics

Let us, then, at

obtained on the ques-

tions proposed.
I.

any general and serious defect

Is there

in the preparation of

those entering our theological seminaries in English, history, phil-

osophy, Latin and Greek

What

?

the students themselves have to say on this point appears

in the following table

:

No. of
coll.grads.

among

Replies

from

students
in regular

Danville

Lane
McCormick

Omaha
Princeton

San Francisco
Western

.

.

.

Of the se, the fcblowing desired more

tive sys-

these.

classes.

Auburn

No. of
these under elec-

tem in
college.

Eng.

15
4

95
29
20
113

55

82

50
13
7
58

11

11

7

2

187
23
79

162
19
14

128
13
14

8
3

557

372

290

45

18
11

Hist.

Philos.

7

4

5

11
5

13

13

2

5

14
2
3

18
6

5
3

20
3
2

44

55

10

34

2
11

Greek.

Latin.

1

1

That is, of 78 per cent, of those who answered the circular,
which may reasonably be assumed to be also the percentage of all
the graduates in the regular classes

who were

trained under the

elective system, 15.5 per cent, express themselves as needing

English than they received

;

15.2 per cent., more history

;

more

19 per

more philosophy 3.5 per cent., more Latin 11.7 per cent.,
more Greek. It is not often that the same student speaks of

cent.,

;

;

;
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inadequate preparation in more than one of these studies. It
would, therefore, be approximately correct to say that 64.9 per
cent, of our regular students who were graduated from colleges
with the “ elective system emphasize defective training in at least
’

’

These complaints, if we may so call them, are
more numerous relatively from the students of the smaller seminaries.
For example, the San Francisco Seminary leads in references to inadequate grounding in philosophy, Latin and Greek
and Danville Seminary does the same in the case of history
and English. So, too, if we consider the sum of the complaints from the different seminaries, San Francisco has the
largest proportion, and Danville comes next.
On the other hand,
however, Omaha appears to have the lowest proportion. On the
whole, these expressions on the part of the students should not be
one department.

regarded as decisive in themselves.

Students are naturally averse

which they have themselves
defect may frequently exist and they them-

to admitting defects in a curriculum

Beyond

chosen.

this,

it.
This will be the case if, as is no
doubt often done, the instruction in the seminary is adapted to
what the student’s preparation is rather than to what it might be
expected to be. For example, if the student of dogmatics is not

selves not be conscious of

required to refer to the great Latin theologians, he will not feel
his inability to

do so to be any defect.

It

should not, therefore,

quiet our anxiety that complaints of inadequate preparation are

not more numerous from the students and that

we do

not always

meet with them where it might be supposed that we should.
That they are as numerous from students as they are indicates real
defect.
This is so real that even students cannot help either seeing

it

or speaking of

it.

Of much higher value
seminaries.

the testimony of the professors in our

is

This testimony

is

exhibited in the following table

:

These replies affirm de fective preparation in

Professors.

Replies.

Eng.

Auburn
Danville

Lane
McCormick

Omaha
Princeton

San Francisco
Western

That

is,

Hist.

Philos.

Latin.

1

Greek.

6

4

1

1

1

1

2

6
5
7
6
11

5

5

3
2
5

2
5

5
3
2

5
3
2

5

4

5
3

5

5
7

5

3

7

5
9
6

6

54

3

3

7

9

6

9
6

3

6
2

2

3

2

7
6
2

39

31

33

34

31

33

of the thirty-nine professors

who

replied,

6

and presuma-
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bly of

all,

ally to

per

79.5 per cent, affirm the preparation of our students gener-

be inadequate in English

;

philosophy; 79.5 per

cent., in

One

Greek.
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of the

Omaha

84.6 per cent., in history; 87.2
cent., in

Latin

;

84.6 per cent., in

professors goes so far as to say that one-

half of our students are inadequately prepared, and another profes-

from the same institution declares that this evil is on the inOn the other hand, but one or two hesitate to express an
opinion and only one, a professor from Auburn, gives a contrary
opinion. Of course, it must be kept in mind that a teacher is always
in danger of regarding what he would himself wish, rather than what
sor

crease.

;

in the nature of the case is possible, as the standard of preparation.
Still,

while some allowance should be

made

for this universal

and

it should not seriously detract from the force
above results. As a rule, our professors are practical men.
They are accustomed to deal with things .as they are. Their answers in many cases show that in formulating them they have

inevitable weakness,
of the

been constantly on their guard against the temptation just alluded
to.
Moreover, there is a correspondence between the views of
the students and the testimony of the professors which makes
them mutually corroborative.
Where defect in preparation is
acknowledged by the students, it is always emphasized, and more
strongly, by the professors
and that they call attention to imperfection in some institutions in which the students say little of it
is, as we saw when considering the replies of the latter, only
what was to be expected. On the whole, combining the results
from both sources of information, the answers of the students and
those of the professors, it would seem that the Omaha professor
rather understated the truth when he wrote that “ one-half of our
students were inadequately prepared.”
The facts appear to show
that in one or more studies so fundamental to the seminary curriculum as English, history, philosophy, Latin and Greek, probably a
majority of our students, and in all our theological schools, have
failed to receive a training in any true sense sufficient.
II. Is this serious and general defect in preparation due to the
“ elective system ” of studies in our colleges
and if so, to what
degree ? The writer would frankly say that he supposed that it
was and to a very considerable extent. It seemed altogether
likely that men so young as most college students are would
;

;

choose unwisely

was known

if left

that, as a

to select their studies for themselves.

matter of

fact,

students looking toward the ministry be exceptions

That this view is shared by very
lowing table will show
:

Why

they often did.

many

It

should

?

of our professors the fol-
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Professors.

Replies.

Affirm.

Deny.

Hesitate.

Anburn

6

4

1

1

2

Danville

6

5

3

1

1

Lane
McCormick

5

4

1

3

3

3
5
9
5

1

1

2

28

8

i

Omaha

6

9
6
3

54

39

7

Western

That

is,

ably of

5

6
11

Princeton
San Francisco

of the thirty-nine professors
all,

who

3

answered, and presum-

71.8 per cent, attribute the manifest deficiency in the

preparation of our students to the abuse of the “elective system,”

and particularly, some add,

to the practice of discontinuing the
study of the classics with the Sophomore year
20.5 per cent,
;

hesitate to express an opinion because of ignorance of the facts

;

and 7.7 per cent, deny that the “ elective system ” is in any wise
responsible.
Indeed, one of these last, a professor from Auburn,
holds that this system has been “ the greatest quickener of modern education, and that

it

has helped to break the bondage of

The trend

scholasticism and widened the content of culture.”

of

undoubtedly against the “ elective system.” Nor are
they all a priori.
In many instances they are evidently based on
facts.
Still, we should not forget how natural, specially in a case
of this sort, is the tendency to draw conclusions from a too narrow

these views

is

basis of facts.

We

should be reminded of this by the hesitation

of a not insignificant minority to express

any opinion.

tion should be further increased, because, of those

recorded as affirming the
qualify their opinion and

Our

cau-

who have been

responsibility of elective courses, several

some make other

causes, as the abuse of

These
though the
while the abuse

the lecture system in our colleges, equally responsible.
considerations rather than

Auburn
-of

professor’s

is,

the few

denials,

strong

would seem to show that,
is probably a cause of the imperfect prep-

the “ elective system ”

aration of our candidates

for

the theological seminary,

scarcely be the sole or even the chief cause.
as well as a nearer approach to

it

can

If it were, a heartier

unanimity of opinion on

this point

might have been expected of our professors. The result which
appears thus to be indicated is confirmed by our examination of
the facts of the case.
1.

By no means

“ elective
•table

:

system

all of

our students have been trained under the

” of studies.

This

may be

seen from the following
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Regular stu-

who are college graduates.

dents

Auburn
Lane
McCormick

Omaha
Princeton
San Francisco

Western

system.”

11

11

187
23
79

162
19
14

50
13
7
58
7
128
13
14

557

372

290

55

95
29
20
113

Danville

Under “elective

Replies.

18
11

82

That is, of the 372 students who answered the circulars, and
presumably of the 557 college graduates in the regular classes of
our seminaries, only 78 per cent, were educated under the “ elec-

At

tive system.”

least 22 per cent;,

could not have been affected by

under
2.

it

in

of our students, therefore,

any way

they were never

:

it.

In the great majority of the colleges in which our students

are trained the “elective system ” prevails only to a limited degree.
It is confined to the

Junior and Senior years

;

and

in these, while

Latin and Greek are often elective, English, history, and specially

The writer recalls but two colby our students, the University of

philosophy, are usually required.
leges of all those attended

Toronto and Leland Stanford University, in which the “elective
system ” held full sway, and only one other, Lake Forest University, in which it prevailed to such an extent that the student could
drop the classics at the close of the Freshman year.

As

a rule,

our smaller colleges, and particularly our denominational colleges,
that

those from which the majority of our students come, offer

is,

which are predominantly required and

curricula

in

which the

portion of time allotted to the different studies leaves

They may be open

pro-

little to

be

on the ground of a manifest tendency to complete certain fundamental studies, as Latin and
Greek, at a comparatively early stage in the course, and then leave
them to be forgotten by the student but to consider this tendency
- would take us outside of our subject.
It should be remembered,
desired.

to criticism

;

too, in this connection, that it is precisely in the

West, where the

smaller colleges, and notably the denominational colleges, whose
curricula

ous

—

-it

plaints

been referred to as excellent, are most numerthat,
as we have already seen, the comof imperfect preparation seem to be loudest and are

have

is

just

there

most frequent.
3.

The

tively

reports of our students themselves prove that the rela-

few opportunities which the majority

of

them have

for
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electing studies are seldom

following tables are offered

In illustration of

abused.

the

this

:

Students under
“ elective

sys-

tem” among the

Had

college graduates in our regular classes

who

Had no

little

Philosophy.

History.

replied.

Auburn

50
13

Danville

Lane

2

7

McCormick
Princeton
San Francisco

Western

1

3

3

58
7
128
13

Omaha

7
1

1

3

2

14

1

290

That

Had

little

English.

is,

of the

tive system ”

290 students more or

among

15

4

less influenced

5

by the

“ elec-

the college graduates in the regular classes

replied to the circular, and so presumably

among

all the

who

graduates

of colleges with the “elective system” in the regular classes, only
1.4 per cent,

took

little

English

only 5.2 per

;

cent., little history

Evidently the cases
and only 1.7 per cent., no philosophy.
which these studies were passed over are not numerous.

;

in

Students under
‘
‘

elective

sys-

tem” amongthe

Took
Latin

college gradu- to end of
ates in our reg- Freshman
ular classes
year.

who

50

Danville

13
7

Omaha
Princeton
San Francisco

Western

end of
Sophom.

Took
Latin
end of
Junior

to

Took
Latin all

through
the

year.

year.

course.

50

25
4

21
3

14

13
7
56
7
124
13
14

289

284

No
Latin.

replied.

Auburn
Lane
McCormick

Took
Latin
to

58
7
128
13
14

290

50
13

7
58
7

127
13

1

1

17

1

11

15
7
35
6
1

140

89

1

7

69
6

That is, of the 290 students in the regular classes who graduated
from colleges with the “elective system,” and who answered the
circular, and so presumably of all the graduates of these colleges
in the regular classes, 99.7 per cent, took Lalin to the end of Freshman year 98 per cent., to the end of Sophomore year 48.3 per
cent., to the end of Junior year; 30.7 per cent., throughout the
This is not a bad
course, and only .4 per cent, took no Latin.
said
Latin who drops it
One
can
scarcely
to
neglect
showing.
be
after having had it, as the curricula of most of our colleges
;

;
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require, for five hours a
to five hours a

week

in

week in Freshman year, and for from three
Sophomore year, not to speak of three or

Indeed, were he
it in the academy.
do otherwise, he might be in danger of neglecting other and
equally fundamental studies.
May we not say, then, that of our

four years of daily training in
to

who were under the “elective system” while in college
only those who discontinued Latin before the end of Sophomore year
mav justly be charged with slighting it ? Now those who did this
students

were but

six.

That

is,

only 2 per cent, of the whole number.

Students under
“elective sysTook
Took
tem” among the Greek to Greek to
college graduend of
end of
ates in our reg- Freshman Sophom.
ular

who

Auburn

classes

Lane
McCormick

Omaha
Princeton

San Francisco
Western

Took
Greek all
through

Junior

the

year.

year.

course.

49
13

35
4

30
3

Took
no
Greek.

replied.

50
13
7
58

Danville

year.

Took
Greek to
end of

7
128
13
14

50
13
7
57
7
125
12
14

290

285

7

1

1

55
7
123

37
7
74

28

1

7
43

3

12
14

6
11

4

1

280

175

1

117

5

That is, of the 290 students in the regular classes who graduated
from colleges with the “ elective system,” and who answered the
circular, and so presumably of all the graduates of these colleges
in the regular classes, 98.3 per cent, took Greek to the end of the
Freshman year 96.5 per cent., to the end of the Sophomore year
;

;

end of Junior year 40.3 per cent., all
through the course and only 1.7 per cent, took ho Greek. Besides this, it should be noted that of the 128 students under con60.3 per cent.,

to the

;

;

sideration at Princeton nine, that
of

is,

7 per cent., or 3.1 per cent.,

the 290 students under consideration

in

all

omitted Greek during the Junior year, but took

our seminaries,
it

again during

good showing. In the great
majority of our colleges, as much of Greek as of Latin is required
during Freshman and Sophomore years. It would seem, therefore,
that the same reasoning would apply as we have just applied in
the case of Latin.
If so, deficiency in preparation in Greek may
be charged to the “ elective system ” only in the case of those who
elected to drop Greek before the close of Sophomore year.
These,
however, were but ten.
That is, merely 3.4 per cent, of the
whole number.
In a word, combining the results of these three tables, it would
appear that of all the college graduates in the regular classes of
the Senior year.

This surely

is

a
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our seminaries

who were

trained under the “elective system,” only

in the case of the

made unwise choices
fundamental studies under consideration and

that, consequently,

it is

13.7 per cent, could on any supposition have

ally

;

only to this limited extent that the gener-

and seriously defective preparation of our students

may

reason-

ably be ascribed to the abuse of this system.
4.

may

This conclusion, so different from what was anticipated,

be explained as well as proved from the answers to the circulars.
As might have been expected, the young men in our colleges who

Though

subsequently enter our seminaries are a picked body.

not

lacking in youthful vivacity or eveu in boyishness, they are really

profoundly in earnest.
wisely.

If

Hence, they mean to choose their studies
so, it will be only because they have

they do not do

not decided on the ministry, or because they do not

know

the kind

which the ministry calls.
That the former of these two supposable causes could not

of preparation for

many

operate in

cases the following table establishes

Students under
“ elective

Decided

svs-

:

;

rem” among the
college graduates in regular Before
classes who re- coming

In
Fresh.
year.

to col.

plied.

to enter the ministry

:

incer-

1

0
r.
cO
m S'g<T>

In
Junior
year.

,ain

In
After
Senior graduayear.

-

tion.
j

Auburn

50
13
7
58
7
128
13

Danville

Lane
McCormick

Omaha
Princeton
San Francisco

W estern

34

2

3

1

4

2

8

5

33

1

2
7
2

14

4
73
7
12

290

176

16

5

7

4

2

2

1

1

1

3

9

1

7
2

13

13

1

1

12

3

28

6

1

1

18

22

24

That is, of the 290 students in the regular classes who graduated from colleges with the “ elective system,” and who answered
the circular, and so presumably of
in the

entering college
cent., in

all

the graduates of these colleges

regular classes, 60.7 per cent, chose the ministry before
5.5 per cent., in the

;

Freshman year

6.2

:

the Sophomore year; 7.6 per cent., in the Junior year

per cent., in the Senior year

;

9.7 per cent., after graduation

:

;

per
8.2

and

were uncertain. This shows that 72.4 per cent, of our
students decided on the ministry before Junior year, and so before
any election of studies, except in the case of a very few colleges,
2 per cent,

was offered them.

With

our students, the

of

“ elective

was

system

”

was

respect, therefore, to about three-fourths

first

condition of

fulfilled

:

a profitable use

of

the

they knew what their profession

to be.

They knew

also the studies

which the best preparation

for their
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chosen calling required.

many

In

this.

The

instances,
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tables already given clearly indicate

moreover, the replies of the students

expressly state that they chose as they did with the ministry in

Some

view.
lege,

say that they consulted the president of their

himself a minister, and

made

col-

their elections according to the

Indeed, the intelligence of those in

counsels of his experience.

who are looking forward to the seminary would seem
be as marked as we saw that their conscientiousness appears to
be.
We do meet five students who took no Greek in college, and
one who took no Latin but these were among the comparatively
our colleges
to

;

who

very few

We

tion.

did not decide on the ministry until after gradua-

do read,

too, in Dr.

W.

Plumer Bryan’s recent and
Illinois on “ The Loss, Decline
S.

very able report to the Synod of
and Shrinkage in the Cause of Ministerial Education,” of a candidate for the ministry who was found a year ago, “ pursuing a
course of botany, zoology, French literature and oratory.”

however, so far as the facts obtained indicate,
case, so exceptional

Evidently, while

is

as to prove the rule to

we may

still

admit abuse

This,

a very exceptional

be the other way.
system”

of the “ elective

be a cause, possibly the cause, as we have seen, of as much as
13.7 per cent, of the imperfection in the preparation of our seminary
students, we must look elsewhere for the chief reasons why this imperfection is so general and so serious as it has been shown to be
probably to such causes as, the abuse of the lecture system in teaching English, history and philosophy failure, particularly in the preparatory schools, to teach the classics as if they were living languages
the arrangement of the curriculum so that Latin and
to

:

;

;

Greek,

other important studies are not to be neglected, must be

if

completed

at

an early stage of the course, and so may be almost
and, above all, the well-nigh univer-

forgotten before graduation
sal

development

of

;

“ cramming

”

through the emphasis put on

set

examinations.
III. This being the state of the case, we are led to ask,
“ Should any means be devised, and if so, what means, to correct

the

real,

though limited

evil resulting, as

abuse of the “ elective system ”

We

may remark

at once that

Though not nearly
enough now to demand

we have

seen, from the

?

some means

for

doing this should

be found.

so great as supposed, the evil

great

a

remedy.

Were

is

there only the

which Dr. Plumer Bryan refers, that one would
In a matter of such supreme importance as the training of our theological students no defect can be unimportant.
Moreover, the evil under consideration, not only is not insignifiinstance of

it

to

be sufficient.

cant at the present time, but

is

almost sure to increase.

Indeed,
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so
is

it

steadily on the increase, at least so far as the classics are

concerned.

them

The

coming

is

trend generally

is

against them.

Proficiency in

be regarded more and more as the ornament

to

of

special literary culture rather than as the condition of high mental

Our Church

discipline.

significant, at

any

yielding to this influence.

is

rate, of a

lower appreciation

of

Is

not

it

the worth of a

college training in general that out of the 670 students in the

regular classes of our seminaries last year, not to speak of the

“ specials,” 17 per cent, were not graduates of any college ? And
the effect of this may be seen in the instruction being given in
our theological schools.
The tendency is to bring it down to the

and

level of this 17 per cent.,

of the

many

graduates whose train-

ing has been quite other than such as a college should afford.

For example, sacred rhetoric is sometimes slighted that the commonest principles of ordinary rhetoric may be presented. Church
history

is

often

made

The

to yield to profane history.

professor of

apologetics frequently gives no small part of Junior year to instruction in the elements of philosophy.

Dogmatic theology

is

taught

not seldom without reference to the great Latin theologians.
effort is

made

guages

but the Church

;

The

to continue Biblical exegesis in the original lanis

hue and cry for the study

raising such a

of the English Bible in our theological seminaries that this effort,

which

is

often heroic, has

conclude from

down

all this, if

little

not that there

the bars, to waive what

our ministry,

What

encouragement.

is

is

known

are

we

to

a general tendency to let

as a liberal education for

to tolerate the idea that a college training is not

necessary and that,

if

taken,

not necessary that

it is

it

should be

must be the inference of
from
frequency
with
which
Presbyteries recomour students
the
”
“
mend
exceptional cases
to the seminaries and from the way in
which the seminaries lower their instruction to these and like
Because of the sure increase of the evil under consideracases.
tion, therefore, even more than because of its present proportions,
ought we to seek a remedy for it and, if possible, one that shall
correct at the same time the other, and, as we have seen, presumably more influential causes of the generally and seriously
in the

fundamentals

?

Such, at

least,

;

defective preparation of our theological students

?

by putting one side two suggestions
One is that the “elective systvhich appear scarcely practicable.
tem ” should be abolished. To attempt this, however, would be,
as an Auburn professor has remarked, “ to play again the role of
is here, and it is here
Canute and the tide.’ The “ elective system
Let us clear the way,

first,

’

’

to stay.

not

Moreover,

its use,

that

it is

is evil.

well that

it

As may be

’

should stay.

It is its abuse,

seen from the replies of most
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it

enables them,

if they will, to
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secure a training

more

closely related to the theological curriculum than did the old-fashis

that each seminary

preparatory department.

This, however, our

Another suggestion

ioned college course.

should have

its

own

theological schools have neither the teachers nor the

Nor would

may

Christian colleges of our land

much

but they have cost too
all this

money

to have.

be wise to secure these, could that be done.

it

The

not be what they should be,

be thus ignored. Moreover, were
still be an insuperable objection
theological preparatory department could
to

not the case, there would

to the proposition.

A

never give the general training and culture required.

The

theo-

above all men to have mingled with students
having other professions than his own in view. The seminary
preparatory department might make him a better scholar, but the
college will make him a better man
and it is the man even more
than the scholar that counts in the minister of “ the man Christ
logical student needs

;

”
In a word, neither the abolition of the “ elective system

Jesus.”

in our colleges nor the assumption of their
cal

seminary

is

work by the theologiNot thus can the

either practicable or desirable.

problem under consideration be solved.
Toward its solution, however, the following recommendations
are offered

:

Let the Board of Education supervise carefully the studies of

1.

men under

the young

long as they receive
the studies

tion,

care in our colleges, insisting that so

its

aid they shall elect, and in due propor-

its

named

the beginning of this paper.

at

necessary that the Board should do
occasional

cases

of

;

as

we have

seen,

in
Dr.

the

men

range

of

in

colleges

where, as in

is

choice

of

Plumer Bryan

but specially because some of our most earnest and

ligent

It

not only because of such

stupidity and willfulness

electives as that to which,
refers

this,

intel-

Princeton University, the

is wide, honestly suppose, as their replies
show, that breadth of culture rather than solidity of attainments
in the fundamentals is what is demanded for the best prosecution
of the theological curriculum.
These need guidance
and if they

electives

;

are under the care of the Board,

or so wisely as

its

Secretary

who can

guide them so properly

?

This supervision, moreover, should extend to the colleges in
which our candidates for the ministry study as well as to the
courses which they elect in them.
While their curricula are, in
the majority of cases,

all

that they should be, there are excep-

There are colleges in which history is not taught, and there
are others in which the English department is so slighted that it
might as well have been left out. Beyond this, while philosophy

tions.

6
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usually receives a fair degree of attention, in
leges of our land and in

some

of those that are

philosophy taught
implied in and underlying the “
this line, the

it is

many

is

of the col-

strongest along

contradictory of the philosophy

Word

of

God.”

On

this

account

quite as important that our candidates for the ministry should

study in really Christian colleges as that they should attend only

Nay, it is more important. One who has
been thoroughly grounded in the principles of sound metaphysics,
logic, psychology, and ethics will not easily fall a victim to the
“ Higher Criticism ” or to the “ New Theology
he cannot do
orthodox seminaries.

so unless he repudiates
tal,

what he has come

be fundamenthought and his very
the other hand, however, one who has
to feel to

unless he changes his conception of

habits of thought.

On

been taught only the sensationalism of Mill and Spencer, or the
idealism of Hegel and Caird, or the professed indifferentism to metaphysics which underlies Ritschlianism, cannot receive the Reformed theology unless he is so dull intellectually as to preclude
the hope that he will ever become “ apt to teach.”
Indeed, one

who
deny

has been so trained cannot accept the Gospel unless he can
or, at least,

ignore the

first

principles of logic.

would seem, that the Board of Education could
help to correct the general evil under consideration by publishing
semi-annuallv, in the denominational papers, a full and plain statement of the kind of preparation required for the theological semiThis would keep the subject before the young men and
nary.
their parents, and might save from mistake some of our students
who do not draw aid from the Board, and so are not subject to
Still further, it

its control.
2. Let our Presbyteries exercise the same supervision as has
been described over the candidates for the ministry who are under

their care.

This Presbyterial supervision

is

necessary for several

may be kept up to
and that the consequences of failure in
Because the supervision in
its part may be neutralized.
question is so important as we have seen it to be, it ought not to
Again,
be left in the hands of one person or even of one Board.
One

reasons.

duty
duty on

its

is,

that the Board of Education

in this respect,

uot all of our candidates for the ministry are under the

Education.

If supervision

is

exercised only by

it,

Board

many

of

will

pursue their studies without any supervision. Still further, in
every case the Presbytery is the body primarily responsible. The

taken under the care of the Board of Education because
While he is under the
the recommendation of Presbytery.

student
of

Board

is

his attendance at college or seminary,

and his progress

in

study, are reported, or are supposed to be reported, regularly to
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his Presbytery.

When

he completes his studies

it

is

his Presby-

tery that examines, licenses and ordains him.

From

therefore, he

and, consequently,

from

is

the ward of the Presbytery

first

to last,

;

be supervised by the PresbyDirectly responsible as he always is to it, it is always

first

tery.

to last, his

work ought

to

directly responsible for him.

In addition to requiring a college diploma and the other usual
credentials, let our seminaries regularly subject candidates for
3.

admission to an entrance examination and matriculate as regular
students only such as have passed

it.

is now done by most of our
and thus unprepared students could
be saved the time and money that otherwise would be expended in
traveling to the seminary only to be rejected.
The reasons for this somewhat radical proposal are neither few

This examination could be held, as

universities, at several centres

nor light

In the

;

:

first

place, an entrance

examination

is

called for because

means so many things
In the case of some colleges it is

a college diploma, in our country, at least,

that
a

means almost nothing.

it

In the case of others it is a
only if he who receives it has had grit
enough to acquire scholarship in spite of unscholarly methods of
instruction and still more unscholarly teachers.
Besides this, as
has been remarked, there is scholarship and there is scholarship.
There is scholarship that may be the servant of orthodoxy and of
certificate

of

real scholarship.

certificate of scholarship

piety,

and

and there

is

scholarship that must be the foe of orthodoxy

Hence, the necessity of an examination by the
seminary.
A student may have mastered all agnostic science and
all agnostic philosophy
but if this is all that he knows and
even the prize men of some of our colleges know only this he is
of

piety.

—
—

;

less fitted

by

he would be
does the

up the study of Christian theology than
he knew no more of science or philosophy than
child.
An entrance examination, therefore, is

far to take
if

little

that neither unscholarly men nor agnostic scholars may
be received into our seminaries.
The former would not appreciate

demanded

their curriculum, if they could

;

and the

latter could not, if

they

would.

In the second place, such an examination is required as a stimuBoard of Education in their already
described work of supervision. Experience shows that Presby-

lus to the Presbyteries and the

teries,

own

however

candidates,

young men
scientious,

faithful, are

who

bound

to

be biased in favor of their

are usually from the

number

of their

own

and that the Board of Education, while strictly conmay, because of the number of the candidates under
;
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as well as for other reasons, fail to

keep itself fully inThere is needed,
therefore, by both the Presbyteries and the Board the stimulus
that such an examination as has been advocated would be.
In
view of it, they would surely do all that could be done by the
supervision of students.
Their interest in them, so far from tending toward relaxation, would tend toward strictness.
Even if they
were partial toward any of them, they would supervise their work
all the more carefully.
The inevitableness and searching character of the proposed entrance examination would effect it.
its care,

formed with reference

to

each one of

them.

Beyond all this, the majority of our students for the ministry
do not come under the care of Presbytery until they enter the
seminary. These, consequently, pursue the whole of their college
course without any supervision from either Presbytery or the
Board of Education. They may study at a good college or at a

They may learn a Christian or an anti-Christian philosThey may improve or abuse their opportunities. It makes

poor one.
ophy.

no difference.

It they can produce a diploma,
a certificate of
church character and membership, they must, as the system
now is, be admitted to our seminaries. Who does not see that,
as we have observed to be the case, many will be admitted

who

are quite unprepared

numerous

;

it is

?

The wonder is, not that these are so
more numerous. An examina-

that they are not

would seem, therefore, to be a
and the Board of Education
may be stimulated to such supervision of the students under their
care as it is the right of these to expect and as their interest demands, and specially that the unprepared men may be sifted out
of the great body of applicants who have pursued their preliminary education without any ecclesiastical supervision at all.
Nor is this proposition, radical though it may be, entirely novel.
tion for entrance to our seminaries

necessity, both that our Presbyteries

Our medical

schools are beginning to feel the necessity of such an

The requirement of a diploma of all those entering
was at first felt was a great step in advance on the quite elementary examination that, in the case of our better medical colleges,
was demanded of those seeking admission to them. Now, however, it is being urged that a diploma in many cases is not a safe
examination.

them

it

substitute even for such an examination, that under cover of the

diploma not a few get in who could not pass the examination.

May

it

not be that in this, as in some other instances,

of this world are for their

own generation

“ the sons

wiser than the sons of

the light ?”

The examination

to

be required by the seminaries should be
That is, it should test the stu-

general rather than particular.
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dent’s

knowledge

of subjects rather than of books.

For example,

requirements might well be, the writing of a short essay without errors in spelling, grammar or rhetoric
and a general

its

;

acquaintance with Shakespeare and some four or five other standard English authors

the outlines of Grecian,

:

Roman, mediaeval,

metaand American history: the main
physics and logic, the fundamental facts of rational psychology
and of ethics, the development and chief characteristics of the
great schools of philosophy and all from the Christian standpoint:
ability to translate ordinary classical Latin prose at sight and
English

principles of

;

readily and correctly:

Greek prose

classical

and ability
also

to translate

examination along these lines would,

enough

to

be suited

at sight

readily and correctly.
it

to the graduates of

is

An

simple

entrance

believed, be general

any good college and yet

exacting enough to exclude from the regular classes of our seminaries
4.

all

candidates inadequately prepared.

It only

remains to notice four objections that are sure to be

First, it would involve a louger,
more expensive, a higher, preliminary training than our students
can take.
This is not so. There is no good reason why the average graduate of any one of our average colleges should not be
able at any time to sustain such an examination as has been indicated.
At all events, he has studied long enough and hard enough
and broadly enough to do so. If he is not able, it is only because
he has not studied or has not been taught in the right way. In

raised to the plan just outlined.
a

confirmation and illustration of

this, I

address delivered before the alumni of

1884,

New

by one

of the ablest

England bar.

venture to quote from an

Brown

University, June 17,

and most scholarly members of the

What he

says refers directly to preparation

under
he says, “ who, after receiving
our degrees, were sent to continue our studies at continental
schools, can recall the feeling of surprise and discouragement with
which we took up the work imposed on us by the daily lectures

in Greek, but will apply a fortiori to the other branches

consideration.

that

vve

“

Many

attended.

of us,”

Instead of the few pages

we were wont

to

with the aid of a lexicon and notes, our professors threw
at us Latin and Greek by the chapter and the book, and they

spell out

expected us day after day to follow them and to read their references.
Our companions in the lecture-room, no older than ourselves, but trained in their native schools, were able to do it
we
;

were not, until we had spent in laborious drudgery months which
should have been otherwise employed. For my own part, I shall
never, during

life,

forget the feeling of heart-sickening indignation

with which I saw others

who had

studied no longer and no harder
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perform tasks beyond my own power, and with which I turned
back to work which ought to have been long before finished.
Great changes and great improvements have, doubtless, been made
in our modes of teaching and study during the last quarter of a
century, and I do not wish to be unjust
but I appeal to those of
you who twenty-five years ago went from an American college to
;

a

German

many

university, to corroborate or refute

my statement.

How
Now

you endured the torture of a similar experience ?
wrong, and the more wrong because remediable.
I do
not believe that learning to read Greek is more difficult than learning to read German, so far as the vocabulary is concerned, and the
subtleties of expression in any language are only appreciable to
one who has read much and carefully. I do not know whence
came the idea that the classical languages, unlike all others, are
themselves ends and not means are the adytum and not the vestibule of learning.
Nor do I know why a student, if properly
this

of

was

all

;

taught, should not, after four or five years of study, be able to read

ordinary Greek with ease.”
not

demand

No, the examination outlined would

a higher preparation than the college diploma

now

would simply secure, as the diploma does not, that
that preparation shall have been actually received.
It would not
result in longer, harder, more costly study on the part of our students.
It would cause them all to study in Christian colleges, and
it would cause these to revise their methods and improve their
teaching force.
The Christian college whose graduates could not
sustain the entrance examination to our theological seminaries
would have to reform or succumb.
Secondly, the entrance examination is unnecessary.
The
student can be turned back when he proves himself unequal to
the curriculum in the routine work and examinations of the seminary.
Yes, he can be ;but is he likely to be ?
It is much easier
to reject a man whom you have never taught and do not know
than it is to reject one whom you have taught long enough to
know and probably to become deeply interested in. Experience
shows that in, perhaps, a majority of cases, such men will be kept
on and will be graduated. If nothing else can be said for them,
And
this will be said, that it is too late now to send them back.
If a student has been received into
there is some truth in this.
the seminary, and has been allowed to incur the expense in which
It

calls for.

this involves either
reject him.

lightly.

It is in

This,

him

or the Church,

we may

well hesitate to

every sense too costly an act to be performed

however, only emphasizes the necessity of such

supervision of students and especially of such an entrance examination to the seminary as shall render

it

improbable,

if

not im-
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possible, that so painful
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and expensive an act will ever become a

duty.
Thirdly, our whole plan overlooks the spiritual and supernatural
It puts

factor in success in the ministry.

the emphasis on learn-

ing and culture and ignores the accompanying demonstration of the

Holy

Far from

To

on the instrument being as
is expected to use
Specially is this so when, as in this
it
it is not to ignore Him.
case, the Holy Spirit, though He could work without us in savingmen and establishing the kingdom of Christ, has chosen ordinarily
to work through us and in connection with what we do and are
rather than independently of us. Nor may this be disputed.
At
least the Presbyterian Church will have to go back on all her
traditions, will have to repudiate her constitution, if she questions
the supreme importance of a learned as well as godly ministry.
God has often chosen the foolish things of this world to confound
the things that are wise but this is to glorify His own wisdom, it
is not to encourage His ministers to make fools of themselves.
Fourthly, this is not the time for a change so radical as that
which has been suggested. It would necessarily result at first in
a considerable reduction in the annual output of our seminaries
and this ought not to be permitted when so many in our land, not
to .speak of the millions of heathendom, are still without the
Gospel. This reasoning, however, while plausible, is only plausiSpirit.

it.

nearly perfect as can be

is

to

insist

honor

Him who

;

;

;

ble.

Three

facts

show

this to

be

at present a surplus of ministers.

One

so.

That

is,

that our Church has
though she does not,

is

of course, have nearly so many as are needed, she does have
more than are wanted.
Our Home and Foreign Boards can
afford to commission only a very small proportion of the men
who apply to them and, according to Dr. Plumer Bryan’s careful
report already referred to, we had last year, 1897, 885 ministers
without charges, most of them sincerely anxious to work and
many of them able to render good service whereas there were
but 837 vacant churches, probably a majority of which would
have to be grouped with one or more other churches if a pasAnother significant fact is that scarcely
tor was to be supported.
;

;

anything

is such a discouragement to our ministers or such a
and hindrance to our Church as this multitude of unemployed preachers. Why go into the ministry ? ask our youngmen, and often the brighter of them its ranks are overcrowded.
Why push the activities of our Church? say our laity it must

reproach

;

;

would not suffer its forces to go thus
unutilized.
The third reason which we venture to urge as a
fact, is that nothing would so tend to correct the crippling- evil in
be radically

at fault or it
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some years
of the number of graduates from our seminaries would compel the
settlement of many, at least, of our ministers now without charge,
and the development of a more thoroughly trained ministry would
help to restore it to its old position of honor and demand. What
question as the measures proposed.

The reduction

for

time, then, could be better suited to the inauguration of the plan

would seem to find in the present
widely existent lack of sympathy between our churches and our
pastors the opportunity which it needs and to promise a kind of
reform which this abnormal condition of things urgently requires.

that has been outlined

Princeton.

?

It

W. B renton

Greene,. Jr.

IV.

“GOD-INSPIRED SCRIPTURE.”
HE

phrase, “ Given

God,”

I

ment

—in

by

inspiration of God,” or “ Inspired of

occurs, as is well-known, but once ip the

tbe classical passage, to wit, 2 Tim.

iii.

New

Testa-

which

16,

is

rendered in the Authorized Version, “All Scripture is given by
inspiration of God,” and by the Ee vised Version, “ Everjr Scrip-

God is, etc.” The Greek word represented by it,
in
this passage as an epithet or predicate of “ Scripstanding
and
ture inspired of

ture ”

deonveufTTo?

—though

occurring

here

only in

the

New

Testament and found nowhere earlier in all Greek literature, has
nevertheless not hitherto seemed of doubtful interpretation.
Its
form,

subsequent usage, the implications of parallel terms and
have combined with the suggestions of the

its

of the analogy of faith,

context to assign to

uted to

it

from the

it

meaning which has been constantly

a

first

records of

attrib-

Christian interpretation until

yesterday.

This unvarying understanding of the word is thus reported
by the leading lexicographers Schleusner ( New Test. Lexicon,
Glasgow reprint of fourth Leipzig edition, 182-1)
:

“deoTtveuaros,

g, afflatu divino actus,

oi>, 6,

divino

quodam

spiritu afflatus,

partim de hominibus usurpatur, quorum sensus et sermones ad vim, divinam
referenda sunt y. c. poetis, faticidis, prophetis, auguribus, qui etiam tteoS (daxrot
et

vocantur, partim de ipsis rebus, notionibus, sermonibus,

et scriptis,

a Deo sugges-

divino instructu natis, ex tied? et wiu) spiro, quod, ut Latinum afflo, de
diis speciatim usurpatur, quorum yi homines interdum ita agi existimabantur,
tis et

ut notiones rerum, antea ignotarum, insolito quodam modo conciperent atque
mente vehementius concitata in sermones sublimiores et elegantiores erumpeConf.

rent.

pro Arcliia

Cic.

semel legitur 2 Tim.
tus

iii.

seu, quse

inspirata,

16,

est

c. 14
natra

Virgil.

;

Aen.

358, vi, 50.

iii,

In N. T.

ypayg tfeomeuaro? omnis Scriptura

originis

divinse.

2 Pet.

coll.

i.

21.

divini-

Syrus

Conjunxit nempe actionem scribendi
Plutarclium T. ix. p. 583. ed. Rciske.
SeonveuaTOL oveipot sunt somnia a diis immissa.”

scriptura,

cum

quse per spiritum scripta est.

Eobinson

new
“
God,

inspirandi.

actione

ed.,

(

and English
York, 1872)

Greek

New

fteomeuiTTos,

2 Tim.

Apud

iii.

ou,

16

6,
-k

-g,

adj.

(tfed?,

Lexicon of

nviio),

aaa ypazpg deonveuffro?.

the

New

inbreathed of
de Placit. Philosoph.

God-inspired,

—

Plut.

Testament
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5.

robs onstpous robs &eotzveu<tzou$.

2,

oo(pirt s Xoyos laz'iv apiaros.

xazd
.

.

.

Try;

tnir.voiav rit v

quasi diviuo

.

ThaYER-Grimm

New

oltzo

quodam

oveipoi,

308)

itsod

Ap.

1.

Ss ftsoTzvebcroo

pro Arch.

Cic.

i±afyuv~(uv.

(Greek- English

zrjs

7 [«f YP a<f al ] T “,v ~po<prl zu>v
8,

‘

poetam

”

Lexicon of

Neio

the

Testament

,

l’ork, 1887):

“ Veinveuaros,

;

too

121

Phocylid.

Jos. c.

spiritu inflari.’

—ov,

(tfsd?

contents of Scripture, 2 Tim.
121

Comp.

iz'/iiu),

5,

ev. loan. 1, 99].

3

2,

God:

inspired by

1G [see ru?

de plac. phil.

Plut.

Non n. paraphr.

;

and

iii.

1

I.

p.

c.]

904f.

,

i.

the

e.

[pseudo-] Phocyl.

[Orac. Sibyll. 5, 406

;

(epmsuaros

ypatprj,

aixpirj

;

(cf.

also is used passively, but

anveuffzos, evxveuffros, Tzopimsoazos^ [duodtd-oEunro?], actively, [and ooaavdr.-

veoazos appar. either

Cremer

W.

-

96 (92) note]. )”

Lexicon

Nevj Testament

of

,

prompted by God, divinely insjnred.

In profane Greek

oveipoi d-edmeoffzoc

(

it

occurs only in

Plut.

2 Tim.

vii.

4.

32,

iii.

16,

de placit. philos.

,

r.asa
v.

2,

The formation
iptiviot.
Cf- Xen.

xaz ' a;dyxry; yivovrai ), opposed to <puaixoi .

of the word cannot be traced to the use of ">tw, but only of
Hell.

Greek

Edinburgh, 1878):

“#sd-vEU 0T(> 9
#.

cf.

;

(Biblico- Theological

ed. 2, E. T.,

ypatpij

act. or pass.

rryx

dpszirl v ftebs pve kp-Kvebaas

;

Conv.

Plat.

179 B, pivos

ip-vsbaai iviois zdxv rjpcucov zov iisov j Horn. II. xx. 110
Od. xix. 138. The
simple verb is never used of divine action. How much the word corresponds with
the Scriptural view is evident from 2 Pet. i. 21.”
;

And
wise

the commentators generally will be found to speak no other.

The completeness

of this lexical consent has recently, however,

been broken, and that by no

mann Cremer

less

an authority than Prof. Her-

himself, the second edition of

whose great Biblicoin entire agreement

we have just adduced as
The date of issue of this edition, in its
German form, was 1872. The third edition was dela} ed

theological Lexicon

with the current view.
original

r

In the interval Dr. Cremer was called upon to write
the article on “ Inspiration ” in the second edition of Herzog’s
until 1883.

Realencyclopsedie (Yol. vi, sub voc., pp. 746
light in 1880.

sq.),

which saw the

In preparing this article he was led to take an

new view*

meaning of Heonveoaros, according to
which it defines Scripture, in 2 Tim. iii. 16, not according to its
not as “ inspired of God,” but
origin, but according to its effect
The statement of his new view was
as “ inspiring its readers.”
entirely

of the

—

transferred to the third edition of

his Lexicon

(1888

;

E. T. as

Supplement 1886) very much in the form in which it appears in
Herzog ; and it has retained its place in the Lexicon with practically
,

,

* The novelty of the view in question must not be pressed beyond measure.

was

a

new view

we shall subsequently
Cremer’s, but was derived by him from Ewald.

in the sense of the text, but, as

no invention of Prof.

see, it

It

was

“

no

GOD-INSPIRED SCRIPTURE.”

ever since.*

alteration,

and therefore

As

its
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expression in Herzog was the

most important, and as the
both German and
English, and moreover does not essentially differ from what is
said in Herzog we shall quote here Dr. Cremer’s statement of the
case in preference from Herzog.
He says
earliest,

Lexicon

in the

article

is

historically the
is

easily accessible in

,

:

“In

theological usage, Inspiration denotes especially the influence of the

Holy
which they become
the expression to us of the will of God, or the Word of God. The term comes from the
Vulgate, which renders 2 Tim. iii. 16 ~d<ra yprupy fteo-veuaro?, by omnis Scriptura divinitus inspirata. Whether the meaning of the Greek term is conveyed by this is at least questionable. It clearly belongs only to Hellenistic and
Christian Greek.
The notion that it was used also in classical Greek of poets and
seers (Huther in his Commentary) and to express what Cicero says in his pro
Archia p. 8, nemo vir magnus sine aliquo cifflatu divino unquarn fnit, is certainly wrong.
For Aeonxeuaro? does not occur at all in classical Greek or in
profane Greek as a whole. In the unique passage, Plutarch, de placit. phil., 5, 2
rob? dxeipou? rob? Aeo-xeuarou? icaf dxayxrjx yixeaAar rob? de
( Mor 904, 2)
(fuor/.ob? dxecdioXoizoioupixy)? <pu/rj? ro auptpipox aurg xrX, it is very probably
to be ascribed to the copyist, and stands, as Wyttenbach conjectures, in the place of
Aeonip-rou?. Besides this it occurs in Pseudo-Phocylides, v. 121 rrj? de Aeonxeuarou aotpirj? Xdyo? £<j rev apttrro?
unless the whole line is, with Bernays, to
Spirit in the origination of the sacred Scriptures,

by means

of

,

:

:

—

—

be deleted as disturbing to tbe sense as well as in the Fifth Book of the SibylKupr] S’ g pwpd abx xapam rot? Aeomeuaroc?, and v. 406, ’AXXd
v. 308
plyax yexerijpa Aebx navreux Aeoizveuorwx 'Ex Auaiai? lyipaipox xal &yia?

lines,

:

The Pseudo-Phocylides was, however, a Hellenist, and the author
Book of the Sibyllines was, most probably, an Egyptian Jew living in
the time of Hadrian. On Christian ground we find it in 2 Tim. iii. 16, which is
possibly the earliest written employment of it to which we can point.
Wetstein,
ixaroppo.?.

of the Fifth

on this passage, adduces the sentence from the

Monum .)

:

etpAaae

aurou croxodia
6

* That

is

rob

pi'/pi d

Aeorxeuaro?

The

rij

avrjp.

Xu

ydptre

rj

Vita

Saba, 16 (in

Cotelerii

xavruiv Aeo-xeuarcox, -axrcox ypcaroipbpiox

dxopdrwx, as well as the designation of Marcus Eremita as
That the term has a passive meaning
gifted with God’s

=

at least to the eighth edition (1895),

which

is

1

the last

we have

seen.

chief differences between the Herzog and Lexicon articles are found at the

—

beginning and end the latter being fuller at the beginning and the former at the
The Lexicon article opens thus “ Oeo-veuaro?, -ox, gifted with Qod’s Spirit,
inspired by God).
breathing the Divine Spirit (but not, as Weiss still maintains
The term belongs only to Hellenistic and Ecclesiastical Greek, and as peculiar thereto
is connected with expressions belonging to the sphere of heathen prophecy and
mysteries, fteoepopo?, fieotpoprjro?, Aeotpopobpexo?, ftevjX aro?, fteoxixrjro?, Seo-

end.

:

=

Siypiox, 9eodixrojp , fteoKpono?, Seopaxri?,
evfieo?,

ivAoumaarrj?,

et al.,

Seotppiov, Seo<ppadpcuv,

to which Hellenistic Greek adds two

iteoippad-rj?,

new

words,

Aeo-Kxeuaro? and Aeodcdax.ro?, without, however, denoting what the others do
an ecstatic state.” The central core of the article then runs parallel in both

added in the Lexicon, except (in the later editions) immediately
from Nonnus this single sentence: “This usage in Nonnus
inspiratus, inspired by God, but as
shows just that it is not to be taken as
Then follows immediately
filled with God’s Spirit and therefore radiating it.”
the next sentence, precisely as in Herzog, with which the Lexicon article then runs
parallel to the quotation from Origen, immediately after which it breaks off.
forms.

Nothing

is

after the quotations

=

=

r

;

:
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divinely spirited,

‘

Spirit,’

’

(not

‘

inspired

as

’

Ewald

may

rightly distinguishes*)

be taken as indubitable from Sibyll., v. 406 and the two passages last adduced.
Nevertheless ypaip t &zu7;veu<TTu$ does not seem easily capable of meaning
when connected with such
inspired by God’s Spirit in the sense of the Vulgate
conceptions as ypatpij here, vapa, ‘fountain,’ Sibyll. v. 308, it would rather
’

‘

;

signify

breathing a divine

‘

spirit,’ in

passive into the active sense which

’=

we

keeping with that ready transition of the
see in u-vsuittos, eumzuffros,

‘

ill-

or well-

breathing ill or well.’ Compare Nonnus, paraphr. ev Jo., i, 102:
breathed
ob Tzodu<s axpou avdpopiyv ~aX.dp.rpj vox d~tos zipi izeXaaaas, Xutrai pobvov
1

ipavra Iho-vzixrzoLo TzediXou. with

v.

129

:

jSaTrriXerj

aizopoiaiv xai aizveuaToiai

In harmony with this, it might he u nderstood also in Phocyl. 121
the explanation,
Wisdom gifted with the Divine Spirit,’ at all events las in its
favor the fact that #E07rveu<rro? is given the same sense as when it is connected
Xozrpoi$.

;

‘

with djrjp, ajfhpw-o f.

hreatlied by God
and it would fit, without forcing,
only Phocyl. 121, while in 2 Tim. iii. 16, on the assumption of this sense, there
would be required a not altogether easy metonyme. The sense ‘breathing God’s
Spirit is moreover in keeping with the context, especially with the uxpIXipo? -pos
bidatrxaXia j xrX. and the -a duvapevd az otHfinai, v. 15, as well as with the language
employed elsewhere, e. g., in the Epistle to the Hebrews, where what the Scripture
says is, as is well known, spoken of as the saying, the word of the Holy Ghost. Cf.
also Acts xxviii. 25. Origen also, in Horn. SI in Jcrem., seems so to understand it
sacra volumina Spiritus plenitudinem spirant. Let it he added that the expression
breathed by God, inspired by God,’ though an outgrowth of the Biblical idea,
certainly, so far as it is referred to the prophecy which does not arise out of the
human will (2 Pet. i. 21), yet can scarcely be applied to the whole of the rest of
the sacred Scriptures unless we are to find in 2 Tim. iii. 16 the expression of a
conception of sacred Scripture similar to the Philonian. There is no doubt, howinspired by God
ever, that the Peshito understood it simply
yet not differJ au'tS £v Tzvzupari XaXsi.
ently than as in Matt. xxii. 43 we find
It translates
1

inspired

by God

’

Certainly a transition to the sense,

seems

difficult to

account

’

‘

for,

’

‘

—

=

1

’

—

:

anSPtt Xnt'O r

!

Yj 3P3

*73,

‘for

every Scripture which

is

written iv -jzbpari

certainly keeping prominently in the foreground the inspiration of the

’

—

writer.

‘And every Scripture is iu the (by the) Spirit of
while the Arabic (deriving from the original text) reads
‘And every Scripture which is divinely of spiratio, divinam sapiens auram.'
The rendering of the Peshito and the explanations of the Greek exegetes would

Similarly the ^Ethiopic renders

:

the Lord and profits

:

certainly lend great weight to the divinitus inspirata, were they not explicable

—

from the dominant idea of the time for which, it was thought, a suitable term
was found in 2 Tim. iii. 16, nowhere else used indeed and coined for the purpose
but which was itself more or less taken over from the Alexandrian Judaism,
that is to say, from heathenism.”

—

Here, we will perceive,

is

a carefully reasoned attempt to reverse

the previous lexical consensus as to the meaning of this important

word.

We

have not observed many traces of the influence of

new determination

of its import.

The

this

present writer, after going

over the ground under Prof. Cremer’s guidance, too hastily adopted
his conclusion in a paper on “ Paul’s Doctrine of the Old Testa-

ment ” published

in

The Presbyterian Quarterly

for July,

1899;

” and “ gottlich begcistert.’’ The
between ” gottlich begeistet
reference to Ewald is given iu the Lexicon : Jahrb. f. bibl. Wissenschaft, vii, 68
*

sq.

The
ix,

contrast

91

sq.

is

‘
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and an adverse criticism of Dr. Cremer’s reasoning, from the pen of
Prof. Dr. L. Schulze, of Eostock, appeared in the Theologisclies Literaturblatt for

Maj

22,

1896

(xvii, 21, pp. 258, 254), in

the course of

But there has not
met our eye as yet anv really thorough reexamination of the
whole matter, such as a restatement of it like Dr. Cremer’s might
have been expected to provoke. The case surely warrants and
indeed demands it. Dr. Cremer’s statement is more than a statement it is an argument; and his conclusion is revolutionary, not
a review of the eighth edition of the Lexicon.

—

—for that
text or an isolated word — but as
indeed as to doctrine

on a broader basis than a single
to the meaning borne by an out-

rests

New Testament term. It would seem that there is, then,
no apology needed for undertaking a somewhat minute examination of the facts in the case under the guidance of Dr. Cremer’s

standing

very
It

and well-reasoned statement.

full

may

begin

conduce, in the end, to clearness of presentation

somewhat

in medias res

by

raising

if

we

the question of the

it broadly a Greek word, or
even a purely Christian word ?
as appears from the usage as ascertained,* it would seem

width of the usage of the word.

Is

distinctively a Hellenistic word, or

So far
be post-Christian. Whether we should also call it Christian,
coined possibly by Paul and used only in Christian circles, depends,
in the present state of our knowledge, on the determination of
two rather nice questions. One of these concerns the genuineness
of the reading deoweuaTous in the tract on The Opinions of
Philosophers (v, 2, 3), which has come down to us among the
works of Plutarch, as well as in its dependent document, the
History of Philosophy (106), transmitted among the works of
Galen.
The other concerns the character, whether Jewish or
Jewish- Christian, of certain portions of the fifth book of the Sibylline Oracles and of the Poem of Admonition once attributed to
to

,

Phokylides but now long recognized to be the work of a late
Alexandrian Jew,f in both of which the word occurs. Dr.

—

Cremer considers the reading to be false in the Plutarchian tract,
and thinks the fifth book of the Sybillines and the PseudoPhokylidian poem Jewish in origin. He therefore pronounces the
word a Hellenistic one. These decisions, however, can scarcely be
looked upon as certain and they will bear scrutiny, especially as
;

they are accompanied with some incidental errors of statement.
which the facts given by Cremer may for the present be taken as a fair conadding that the word occurs not only in the editions of Plutarch, De
plac. phil., v, 2, 3, but also in the printed text of the dependent document printed
among Galen’s works under the title of De hist, phil., 106.
f Cf. Mahaffy, History of Greek Literature (American ed.), i, 188, note 1.
* Of

spectus, only

;
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would certainly require considerable boldness to decide
with confidence upon the authorship of any given portion of the
fifth book of the Sibyllines. Friedlieb (whom Dr. Cremer follows)
and Badt ascribe the whole book to a Jewish, but Alexandra
Reuss and Dechent to a Christian author while others parcel it
out variously between the two classes of sources the most
assigning the sections containing the word in question, however, to
a Jewish author (Bleck, Liicke, Gfrdrrer
Ewald, Hilgenfeld
Schurer).
Schiirer practically gives up in despair the problem of
distributing the book to its several authors, and contents himself
with saying that Jewish pieces preponderate and run in date from
It

;

—

;

the

Christian century to Hadrian.*

first

surely a certain

amount of doubt may

In these circumstances

fairly

be thought to rest on

the Jewish or Christian origin of our word in the Sibylline text.

On

the other hand, there seems to be pretty good positive reason

for

supposing the Pseudo-Phokylidian poem to be in

Christian

production.

Its

Jewish origin was

still

its

entirety a

strenuously

maintained by Bernays,f but its relation to the Teaching of the
Apostles has caused the subject to be reopened, and we think has

brought

it

to at least a probable settlement in favor of Scaliger’s

opinion that

it

is

the

work “

avtovu/iou

Christiani.”^;

In the face

and attractive, but not always
entirely convincing conjectures by which Bernays removed some
of the Christian traits from the text may now be neglected: and
among them that by which he discarded the line containing our
word. So far then as its occurrence in the fifth book of the
Sibyllines and in Pseudo-Phokvlides is concerned, no compelling
of this probability the

reason appears

why

the word

Christian one: though

the sections in the

brilliant

fifth

it

may not

must

be considered a distinctively

same time be recognized that
which it occurs are more probably

at the

Sibyl in

Jewish than Christian.

With reference to the Plutarchian passage something more needs
to be said. “ In the unique passage, Plutarch de plac. phil. 5, 2 (904
F.)

:

Touj dveipoui row? $eo7tveij(TT0us xar dvdyx-gv yiveaftar roof 5k

ivecSujXmcoioofiivr]^ ipu/rji to au/xipipov

<pu<7’.xob$

amrj xtA.” says Dr. Cremer, “

it is

with the greatest probability to be ascribed to the transcriber, in
whose mind tfeottveuaro? lay in the sense of the Amlgate rendering,
* The Jewish People in the Time of Jesus Christ, E.
account given in the text is derived.
f See his

T., II,

Gesammelte Abhandlungen, edited by Usener

iii,

286,

in 1885.

whence the
Usener’s

Preface should he also consulted.
aturzeitung, 1885, No. 7, p. 160: also, J. R.
f So Harnack, Theologisehe Liter
Harris, The Teaching of the Apostles and the Sibylline Books (Cambridge, 1888):
both give internal evidences of the Christian origin of the book. Cf. what we
have said in The Andover Review for August, 1886, p. 219.
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and it stands, as Wyttenbach conjectures, for
The remark concerning Wyttenbach is erroneous

divinitus inspirata
n
#eonipLTiTou?.'

,

only one of a series of odd misstatements which have dogged the

Wyttenbach

textual notes on this passage.
his text

and accompanies

reposuit

editor Lips, ut

reperio.

Sane non

Oeonifinrou? is

est

it

prints deoxveuffrous in

with this textual note:*

“ dsonipnTous

ex Gal. et Mosc. At in neutro haec
quare compilatori elegantias obtrudamus.”

therefore not

Wyttenbach’s conjecture: Wytten-

bach does not even accept it, and this has of late been made a
reproach to him:f he ascribes it to “ the Leipzig editor,” that is
to Christian Daniel Beck, whose edition of this tract was published

But Wyttenbach even more gravely misquotes Beck than he has himself been misquoted by Dr. Cremer.
For Beck, who prints in his text twv dveipwv rubs pkv Seomeuaroui,
tou? Svetpous Tob$ fteonveuaTous
annotates as follows: “ Olim
Reddidi textis elegantiorem lectionem, quae in M. et G. est. fteo-KveboTous
sapere Christian um librarium videtur pro HeordpnToo$.'"Xe
That is
to say. Wyttenbach has transferred Beck’s note on twv Sveipwv robs
at Leipzig, in

1787.

:

—

:

pev to fteomf/i-KTous.

professes

have got out

to

fteonipnToui;

and not deonipmous that Beck
of the Moscow MS. and Galen

It is this clause

he presents merely as a pure conjecture founded on the

one consideration that #eo7n>eo<m>o? has a flavor of Christian scribe
it
and he does not venture to put deorlpitToos into the
text.
The odd thing is that LI utten follows Wyttenbach in his
“ Beck, dedit
misrepresentation of Beck, writing in his note
about

;

:

ut elegantiorem lectionem e Mosq. et Gal.

^eo-Kip-KToui

In neutro se hoc reperisse

W.

notat,

compilatori elegantias obtrudamus.
rob ? pkv

»9s

omebarouf.” §

addens,

sumptam.

non esse quare

Cors. e Gal. notat twv oveipwv

Corsini does indeed so report, his note

“ Paullo

aliter ” (i. e., from the ordinary text which he
from Stephens) “ Galenus, twv Svsipwv robs pev deomeuffrous,
somniorum ea quidem quae divinitus inspirata sint, etc.”
But

running

:

reprints

||

what Beck says, and nothing other, except that he
adds that this form is also found in the Moscow MS. We must
conclude that Efutten in looking at Beck’s note was preoccupied

this is exactly

* Oxford 8vo edition, 1795-1830, Yol.

iv,

ii,

650.

Doxographi Graci p. 15: “ fnit scilicit d-eonip-rou^, quod
sero intellectual est a Wyttenbachio in indice Plutarcheo.
si Galenum inspexissit,
ipsum illud deo-kp-rou? inventurus erat.” But Diels’ presentation of Galen was
scarcely open to Wyttenbach’s inspection
and the editions then extant read
t

As by Diels

in his

,

:

ftsoTTveuiTTous as Corsini rightly tells us.
X

Plutarchi de Physicis Philosopliorum Decretis, ed. Che. Dan. Beckius,

Leipzig, 1787.

§ Tiibingen, 1791-1804, Yol. xii (1800), p. 467.
Plutarchi de Placitis Philosopliorum Libb. v.
||

(Florentine, 1750).

)
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with Wyttenback’s misreport of it. The upshot of the whole
matter is that the reading deoxl/ntrous was merely a conjecture
of Beck’s, founded solely on his notion that tfeom/ewurHu? was a
purely Christian term, and possessing no diplomatic basis whatso-

Accordingly

ever.

it

has not found

of Plutarch: all editions, with one

cluding

those

its

way

into the printed text

exception,

down

and in1856

to

Diibner-Dokner (Didot’s Bibliotheca)

of

of

and Bernardakis (Teubner’s series) of 1893 read deomeuarous.
A new face has been put on the matter, however, bv the publication in 1879 of Diels’ Doxographi Greed, in which the whole
class of ancient literature to which Plutarch’s De plac. philos.
belongs is subjected to a searching study, with a view to tracing
the mutual relations of the several pieces and the sources from
which they are constructed.* With this excursion into “ higher
into

criticism,”

which there enters

that, despite the scientific

a highly speculative element,

thoroughness and admirable acuteness

which give the whole an unusually attractive aspect, leaves some
doubts in the mind of the sober reader,! we have now happily
Suffice it to say that Diels looks upon the Plutarchian
an epitome of a hypothetical Aetios, made about 150 A.D.
and already used by Athenagoras (c. 177 A.D.): \ and on the Galenic

little to do.

tract as

an excerpt from the Plutarchian tract,
In the course of his work, he has framed
and printed a careful recension of the text of both tracts,
and in

tract as in its later portion

made about A.D.

500. §

||

both of them he reads at the place of interest to
*

A

in his

very clear account of Diels’ main conclusions is given by Franz Susemihl
Geschichte der Griechischen Literatur in der Alexandrinerzeit (Leipzig,

1891-1892),
i,

289

for

sq.

1880, p.

pp. 250, 251, as well as in Bursian’s Jahresbericht for 1881 (VII,
somewhat less flattering notice by Max Heinze appears in Bursian
Cf. Gerke, sub voc. “Aetios,” in the new edition of Pauly’s
3 sq.

ii,

A

Real-Encyclopcedie (Wissowa’s ed., 1894), I, i, 705
t Cf. the remarks of Max Heinze as above.
J It

us, #e«7r IpnTous.^

would be

a.

possible to hold, of course, that Athenagoras used not the [Pseudo ?-]

Plutarch, but the hypothetical Aetios, of which Diels considers the former an ex-

but Diels does not himself so judge: “anceps est quicstio utrum excerpserit
Athenagoras Plutarchi Placita an maius illud opus, cuius ilia est epitome, illud
” (p. 51).
mihi probatur, hoc R. Volkmanno Leben Plut., i, 169

cerpt:

\

The relation of the Pseudo-Galen to the [Pseudo?-] Plutarch Diels expresses
“ Alter liber quo duce ex generali pliysicorum tanquam promulside ad largi-

thus:

orem dapam Galenus traducit

est Plutarchus de Placidis philosophorum physicis.
pauca suspensa manu ut condimentum adspersa sint (c.
5, 20, 21), jam a c. 25 ad finem Plutarchus ita regnat, nihil aliud ut prseterea adscitum esse apparent .... ergo foedioribus Byzantiorum soloecismis amputatis
hanc partem ad codicum fidem descripsimus, non nullis Plutarclieaj emendationis
auxilium, pluribus fortasse liumanse perversitatis insigne testimonium ” (pp. 252,

Unde cum

in prioribus

253).
||

If

Plutarch’s, pp. 267 sq.; Galen’s, pp. 595 sq.

Plutarch’s Ep.,

v, 2,

3 (p. 416); Galen’s Hist. Phil., 106 (p. 640).

Here
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“

time deoxifinrou? makes

for the first (and as yet only*)

its

appearance in the text of what we may, in deference to Diels’

and after the example of Gerke,f call, at least, the
“ [Pseudo? -] Plutarch.” \ The key to the situation, with Diels,
lies in the reading of the Pseudo-Galen: for as an excerpt from
the [Pseudo?-] Plutarch the Pseudo-Galen becomes a valuable
witness to its text, and is treated in this case indeed as a determinative witness, inasmuch as the whole MS. transmission of
[Pseudo ?-] Plutarch, so far as known, reads here ^eo-^sucrruui.
findings

Editing

rtsoTci/xnTou? in Pseudo-Galen, Diels edits it also, on that
documentary ground, in [Pseudo ?-] Plutarch. That we may
form some estimate of the likelihood of the new reading, we must,
therefore, form some estimate of its likelihood in the text of the
Pseudo-Galen, as well as of the principles on which the text of

sole

be framed.
Pseudo-Galen including

the [Pseudo?-] Plutarch

The

editions

ftsowduffTou? at

possibly infer, that this

MSS.

to

—

of

have hitherto read

is

is

that

Kiihn§

of

our place, and from this

the reading of the

common

—

we may

run of the

Diels constructs his text for this portion of the treatise

||

from two kindred MSS. only, and records the readings of no
others: as no variation is given upon our word, we may infer
that these two MSS. at least agree in reading deoirl/ntrous.
The
former of them (Codex Laurentianus lxxiv. 3), of the twelfth or
early thirteenth century,
credible corruptness;”
of the fifteenth century,
sent

a

common

described as transcribed

is

“ with

the latter (Codex Laurentianus

more

as written

lviii,

in2),

both repreThis archetype is

carefully

very corrupt archetype. 1"

:

* For Bernardakis reads #£o-veu<7TOU$ in bis text (Teubner series, Plutarcli’s
Moralia v, 35]), recognizing at the same time in a note that the reading of
,

Galen

is

Uso-i/j-rous.

fin Pauly’s Real-Encyclopcedia, new
X It is

ed.,

s.

v.

not meant, of course, that Die's was the

first to

deny the

tract to Plu-

always been under suspicion. Wyttenbach, for example, rejects its
Plutarchian claim with decision, and speaks of the tract in a tooe of studied contempt, which is, indeed, reflected in the note already quoted from him, in the remark that we would not be justified in obtruding elegancies on a mere compiler.
tarch.

Cf.

It has

p.

i,

xli:

“Porro

si

quid hoc

est,

fertur idem, Plutarchi qui dicitur

philosophice.

spurius liber utriusque nomine perperum

De PMlosophorum

Placitis, Galeni Historia

’ ’

Diels does not think highly of this portion of Kuhn’s edition: “Kuelmius,
qui prioribus sui corporis voluminibus manurn subinde admovit quamvis parum
felicem, postremo urgenti typothetse ne inspectas quidem Charferiante plagulas
'i

typis discribendas tradidisse fertur.

neque

aliter explicari potest,

ambitiose suscepta tam misere absoluta est” (p. 211, 2).
Though Diels informs us that the editors have made very
ascertain the readings of the MSS.
||

T

‘‘Ex archetypo hand vetusto eodemque mendosissimo

7

quod

editio

little

effort to

quartuor

exempla
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reconstructed from the consent of the two, and where they differ

corrupt:*
the preference

is

The text thus framed
must therefore be cautiously

given to the former.

is

confessedly

used, Diels considers

* but though
it

it

nevertheless a treasure house of the best

[Pseudo?-] Plutarch.t

readings for the

Especially in the latter

where the help of Eusebius
and the other ecloyee fails, he thinks the case would often be
desperate if we did not have the Pseudo-Galen.
Three examples
part of the

[Pseudo?-]

Plutarch,

of the preservation of the right reading
of

them being our present passage,

the reading of

in

by

it

alone he gives

which he

us,

one

follows, therefore,

the Pseudo-Galen against the entire

MS.

trans-

mission.

Diels considers the whole

MS. transmission

of the [Pseudo?-]

Plutarch to take us back to an archetype of about A.D. 1000, and
selects from it three codices as nearest to the archetype,]: viz.,

A=

Codex Mosquensis 339 (nunc 352) of saec. xi or xii (the same as the
Mosq. quoted by Beck), collated by Matthaei and in places reexamined for Diels by Voelkelius B
Codex Marcianus 521 [xcii,
7], of saec. xiv, very closely related to A, collated by Diels himself
and
Codex Parisinus 1672 of saec. xiii. ex. vel. xiv. in.
which is a copy of a corpus of Plutarch put together by Planudes
Through these three codices he reaches the
or a contemporary.

=

;

C=

;

apograph which stands at the root of all the extant MSS.,
it, by the aid of the excerpts from the tract
in our
passage the Pseudo-Galen’s only he attains his text.
“ deoizinr.Toos G cf. Arist. de
His note on our reading runs thus
divinat. 2 p. 463b 13: fteomEuarous (A) B C, cf. Prol. p. J5.”
The parenthesis in which A is enclosed means that A is here
cited from the silence of Matthaei’ s collation.§ The reference to
original

—

and from

—

:

transcripta esse, ac fidelius

quidem Laur. A,

peritius sed interpolate Laur.

B.

’’

(p. 241).

“ dolendum sane est libri condicionem tam esse
* Diels’ language is
tam ut etiam Plutarcheo archetypo comparato baud semel plane incertus
:

qnid
t

sibi velit

desperahaereas,

compilator ” (p. 12).

“Verum qnamvis

sit

suruma opus cautione ne ventosi nebulonis commenta

pro sincera metnoria amplexemur, inest tamen in Galeno optimarum lectionum
psene intactus thesaurus” (p. 13).
t

“Codices manu

annum

scripti

scripto deducti

quotquot noti sunt ex archetypo circa millesimum
“duo antem sunt recensendi Plntaichi
(p. 33).

sunt”

ABC

archeinstrumenta .... unum recentius ex codicis petendum, inter quos
typo proximos ex ceterorum turba segregavi .... alterum genus est excerpto” (p. 42).
rum
.

.

.

.

A

drawn from a collation of it with the Frankfort edition
Matthaei in his Lectiones Afosquenses. In a number of
important readings, the MS. has been reinspected for Diels by Voelkel with the
Acresult of throwing some doubt on the completeness of Matthxi’s collation.
cordingly the MS. is cited in parenthesis whenever it is cited e silentio (see Diels,
\

The readings

of 1620 published

p. 33).

of

by

are

C. F.

tlie

Prolegomena

Galenic reading
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“

is

to tire passage already alluded to, in which, the

ftsoTri/i-ruu? is

cited as one of three chosen instances

by Galen alone. The note there
runs thus: “ alteri loco christiani librarii pi us fraus nocuit. V. 2, 3,
of excellent readings preserved

HpotpUos

&EOTTveuffTous xar dvdyxrjv yiveaftcu.
fisv
quod sero intellectum est a Wyttenbachio
Plutarcheo. si Galenum inspexisset, ipsum illud

rdjv

ovsipojv

robs

fuit scilicit fteoicifncTtm,

in

indice

inventurus erat. simili fraude versus 121 Phocylideis

fteu-Ki/jLTrTous

a Byzantinis insertus est, ubi

vox

ilia

sacra [2 Tim.

the reading of the Pseudo-Galen

iii.

I.

16]

That

naysio interpolationis originem manifesto aparuit.”

is

Ber-

to say,

preferred to that of the MSS.,

is

because the reading deonveutTzous explains

itself as

a pious fraud

of a Christian scribe, giving a place in the text of Plutarch to “this
sacred word ”
another example of which procedure is to be

—

found in Pseud o-Phok. 121, extruded by Bernavs from the text on
this very ground.
On this remark, as on a hinge, turns, it would
seem, the decision of the whole question. The problem of the
reading, indeed, may be set forth at this point in the form of
this alternative:

— Which

is

most

likely,

— that

fteomeuffrous in the

[Pseudo?-] Plutarch originated in the pious fraud of a Christian
scribe?

— or that &soniimroo<s in the text of

Pseudo-Galen edited by

Diels originated in the error of a careless scribe

When we

posit the

problem in

?

this definite

form we cannot
There is

feel at all certain that Diels’ solution is the right one.

an a priori unlikelihood in its way: deliberate corruption of
is relatively rare and not to be assumed without good reaThe parallel from the Pseudo-Phokylides fails, now that it
son.
seems probable that the whole poem is of Christian origin. There
seems no motive for such a pious fraud as is charged: what gain
could be had from intruding fteomeuffTous into the Plutarchian text ?
and what special sanctity attached to this word ? And if a
texts

sacrosanct character be attributed to the word, could

it

not be

was therefore offensive to the
Christian consciousness in this heathen connection, and was accordingly replaced by the less sacred deoniinzToos, a word of heathen
associations and indeed with a secondary sense not far from “ exequally plausibly argued that

traordinary.”*

Or

if

charge conscious fraud,
Christians
*

be

it
it is

now

said that

pertinent to ask

had with the word

The general use

it

it

what

^sdnvsofTro? in

is

not intended to

special associations

connection with dreams

of &e6nep.-To<; is illustrated in the Lexicons, by the citation

of Arist., Ethic. Nic., i, 9, 3, where happiness is spoken of as dsd-spi-rus in contrast to the attainment of virtue in effort
Longinus, c. 34, where we read of
fteotzepKTa. rcva ScoprjpaTa in contrast with avftptoniva Themist., Or. 13, p. 178
;

D, where 6 0. veavios

is

found

;

Dion. Hal., T.

the secondary sense of “extraordinary,” Longus,

14.
3,

Liddell and Scott quote for

18” Artem.,

i,

7.
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unconsciously in such a
almost equally at a loss to account for the

which would cause

One

connection.

to

it

is

obtrude

itself

word in the place of
whether the intrusion be looked upon

intrusion

of the

On

scious.

feonveuffTos

the other hand, the
the

in

accountable,

text

and that whether

or uncon-

deliberate

substitution of

for

ftedxepxTos

seems

Pseudo-Galen

of

simpler

the
as

readily

quite

be attributed to the original

it

The term was

excerpter or to some later copyist of the tract.
associated with dreams in the minds of

acquainted with the

all

Diels himself refers us to a passage in

literature of the subject.

Aristotle where the collocation occurs,* and familiar passages from

Philof and the Clementina^: will suggest themselves to others.
“ God-sent dreams ” must have almost had the rank of a “ terminus technicus.”
Moreover the scribe had just written the word
in the immediate context, and that not without close contiguity
with the word dveipou$,§ and may be readily supposed to have had
b
13: o/.at ? d'i-s't xa't rwv aXXaiv ^wmv ovstped r2, p. 463
dsb-sp-Ta pev oux dv sir rd Ivu ~va, adds yiyovs toutou yaptv,
rt yap <pufft<s da.ip.ovta, d/.A ou dsta.
datpdvta pivTot’

*Arist., de divinat,
Ttvd,

tsc

f Cf. Philo’s tract ~sp't rod dsortip-Touf eivai r obi oveipous (Mangey., i, 620).
opening words run (Yonge’s translation, ii, 292) : “The treatise before this

Its

one has contained our opinions as to those of twv dvsipmv dso-lp-rwv classed in
first species .... which are defined as dreams in which the Deity sends the

the

own

appearances beheld in dreams according to his
idtav v-ofiodijS rd?

suggestion

(ft) {Altov

“ our mind being

treatise is to discuss the second species of dreams, in which,

moved along with
and

to be

that of the universe, has seemed to be hurried awaj- from itself

God-borne

foreknowledge

xara r rpv

rots u-voo? imizipizeiv tpavT aulas')," whereas this later

£v

(

fteotpopeiffftat ) so as to

of the future.

’’

be capable of preapprehension and

dso~i prtTou tsavrafftac:

Cf. also $ 22,

§

33,

twv i9su~ip~Twv dveipwv.
The superficial paris cited from Heropliilus is close enough fully to
account for a scribe harking back to Philo’s language or even for the compiler of
the Pseudo-Galen doing so.
XClemeniine Homilies, xvii, 15 “And Simon said
If you maintain that apparitions do not always reveal the truth, yet for all that visions and dreams, being
ftso-ip-rou^ dvelpous
ii,
§
allelism of Philo with what
:

1,

—

‘

:

God-sent

(ra opdpara

xa't

to.

:

fted-sp-za dvra ou t/’sudeTat) do not

kvi)~via

speak falsely in regard to those matters which they wish to tell.’ And Peter said
You were right in saying that, being God-sent, they do not speak falsely

:

‘

(ftso—euTtra dvr a ou (fisudetat).

But

uncertain

it is

if

he who

sees has seen a

What has come to
God-sent dream (si 6 idwv fteoTisp-rov iwpaxsv dvstpov ).”
the Clementine Homilies is surely already a Christian commonplace.
’i

The immediately preceding paragraph

sponding with [Pseudo?-] Plutarch,
xa't ot

Yranxo'i rrpv

Ivdeaff rtxov

to
’

xa't

x.ard

6vstpo~u).txdv

Eiztxoupos

p avTtxijv

xa't

to

dvaipodffi

dstdrarov

rit v

AptffTOTlPrfi

xa't

i,

xa't

T7,?

pavTtxtjv.

in

1,

sieayotxsf

to dffTpovop.tx.dv

’

iyxptva.

v,

<r'

23

the Pseudo-Galen (g 105), correis

edited by Diels thus

uZ*iSi ursp

xa't

to

to'u$

IDAtwv

ivftouaiaaTixbv

na't
,

dpveoffxo—txuv.

Iluftayopa ?

Atxalapyo ?

lur'tv

;

d~sp iurtv

ydp fteb-spTZTov stvat,

di

dvetpous

pdvov

Esvovavrjs
to

duTtxdv

eiudyouatv,

xa't

oux

a&avaTov

‘

‘

G OP-INSPIRED S CRIPTURE.

Ms memory when

lingering in

it still

’

101

’

he came to write the suc-

In fine, the intrusion into the text of deomeuffToo?,
and
one
suggested to a dull or inattentive scribe by
rare
word
a
less
easy to account for than the intrusion of
nothing, seems far
d-eon£/j.TtTou$, a common word, an ordinary term in this connection,
and a term suggested to the scribe by the immediate context. On
ceeding section.

transcriptional grounds certainly the former appears far
to be original

The
Diels

—“

more likely

proclivi scriptioni praestat ardua.”

mind

of

—seems

to

decisive consideration against fteomzuffTous in the

—

-as it

had been before him

in the

mind

Beck

of

have been, indeed, nothing but the assumption that Seo-veufrro?, as
a distinctively Christian word, must argue a Christian hand, wherever it is found. That, however, in our present study is precisely
and we must specially guard
the matter under investigation
;

against permitting to intrude decisively into our premises

way

propose to arrive at only by

of

conclusion.

what we

Whether

the

word be genuine in the [Pseudo ? -] Plutarch or not, is just one of
the most important factors in deciding whether it be a peculiarly
An instructive parallel may be found in
Christian word or not.
the treatment accorded by some great authorities to the cognate
word -d-eomoos when it turned up in an inscription which seems

heathen.*
obviously

*

This inscription, inscribed (about the third

century) on the face of a man-headed sphinx at Memphis, sings
the praises of the sphinx’s beauty

being that

£<puTtEp\Jf\s npofUDitov syti

— among the

items mentioned

to ft\_e]6[i:v]oov, while,

below, the

Boeck comments on
body
Letronnius,
legit
qui #e6m>oov monet
this:
“Vs. 4, 5, recte
But why should Letronnius infer
Christianum quidam sonare.”
Christianity from the word deonvoov, or Boeck think it worth
is that of the lion,

while to record the fact?
is

beyond question. f

by

T7]V

(f’uyr/v

It

ob vopl^ores,

king of beasts.

Fortunately the heathen use of ftso-voo 9
provides an excellent illustration, thereftetou

8£ tivo$ fieriyecv.

Surely the scribe or

compiler who could transmute the section icep) p.avTixij<s in the [Pseudo?-]
Plutarch into this, with its intruded fteonepicTov before him and its allusion to
Aristotle on dreams,

might be credited without much rashness with the intrusion of
next section.

&eoTrip.7:r<>u? into the

* It

duly recorded in Boeck,

Corpus Inscript. Graec 4700 b. (Add. iii).
by Kaibel, Epigrammata Grcecu (Berlin, 1878), p. 428, but
not as a Christian inscription, but under the head of “ Epigrammata dedicatoria
is

,

It is also printed

:

V. proscynemata. ”
|

Porphyry: Ant. Nymph.

fteomoip ovti, ws

<prj<jh

116: yjyobxro yap Ttpoai^avstv rip udarc ra?

iynpipsoftai kitavo rob Sdaro? »teob Kvebpa
:

an appeal

to Moses (Gen.

dered by Holstenius
divinitus

afllatae

<J>uya<z

6 Noup-yvios' Sta touto Xiycox xai rov npoipijzTjv elprjxivai,

i.

5)

—a

by a heathen

passage remarkable for containing

sage.

“God-breathed water”

is

ren-

“ aqua: quae divino spiritu foveretur
by Gesnerus “aquae
by Thomas Taylor “water which is inspired by divinity.”
:

:

:
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fore,

of the rashness of pronouncing words of this kind to be of

and suggests the hesitancy with which we should
extrude such a word from the text of [Pseudo ? -] Plutarch on
the sole ground that it “ tastes of a Christian scribe.”
Surely if
a heathen could invent and use the one word, he might equally
And certainly it is a great mistake
well invent and use the other.
to look upon compounds with bio? of this kind as in any sense
The long list of heathen terms of this
exclusively Christian.
character given by Dr. Cremer, indeed, is itself enough to indicate
Many such words, we may
the heathen facility for their coinage.
well believe, were found by Christians ready made to their hand,
and had only to be adapted to their richer usage. What is more
distinctively Christian is the parallel list of words compounded with
* or even ^oorrdyf which were placed by their side, such as
Christian origin

;

Tri/eDpa*

\_msup aruo?], Ttveupazoxivrjzo'i , msupazo<p6po<s Tzvtupazipepopo^', ypior6ypa<po<z,
,

yp'.(jzi>8iSaxTO<;, ypurroxivrjros, ypiazokijizzos, ypi<jzu<p6p<>s.

As the reasons which have been determining with Diels in
framing his text do not appear to us able to bear the weight laid
on them, we naturally cannot adopt his text with any confidence.

We doubt whether fteo-ip-zou? was the original reading in the
Pseudo-Galen we doubt whether, if that were the case, we should
on that ground edit it in the [Pseudo? -] Plutarch. Our feeling
;

decided that the intrusion of

is

originally read fteoitveuarous

into a text which
more easily accounted for

fteonipLTzzous

would be

far

One should be slow, of course, in rejecting a
commended
by such a scholarly tact as Diels’. But we
reading
than the reverse.

may

take courage from the fact that Bernadakis, with Diels’ text

before him, continues to read fteomsutTzoos even though recognizing
ftet>n£p7rzou<i

as the reading of Galen.

Pisid. Hexcem. 1489:

rj

We

thiuk

we must be

per-

VeoTzvous axpuzys (quoted unverified from Hase-Din-

The Christian usage is illustrated by the following citations,
<
taken from Sophocles HebmesTris., Poem, 17. 14 rij? dkrp ieia<s Anastasius
Those
who
do
love
not have the
of God, “these,
of Sinai, Migne, 89. 1169 A
having a diabolical will and doing the desires of their flesh, Tzapaizowzai toy
dorf’s Stephens).

:

:

;

:

novTjpdv zo ftedpoiov, xai ftedxztazov, xai fteopotov zfjs vospay xai ftsoyapaxzoo

ypwv (puyr^ dpokoyhv

ix

Aptazui, xai

zrjv

£too-oiux abzr^ xai truffzaztxryx ftsd-voux

ixipyecax.”

* meupaztxpopos and

xvoj pazocpa peiaftai

are

pre-Christian

Jewish

words,

already used in the LXX. (Hos. ix. 7, Zeph. iii. 4, Jer. ii. 24). Compounds of
ded? found in the LXX. are fteoKzi<rzos, 2 Macc. vi. 23 ftsopaysiv, 2 Macc. vii.
;

9

[

Ex.
f

deopayos Sm., Job xxvi.

5,

et

al

.

]

^soffc/Seia,
;

Gen. xx. 11

et al.

;

ftsoasfirjf

xviii. 21 et al.

No

derivative of ypiazb 9 except yptffztavos

is

found in the

New

Testament.

The compounds are purely Patristic. See Lightfoot’s note on Ignatius, Eph. ix ;
Phil, viii and the note in Migne’s Pat. Grcec., xi, 1861, at Adamantii Dialogue de
recta fide,

\ 5.

“
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mitted to hold the matter still at least sub judice and to profess
our inability in the circumstances to look upon the wdrd as a
purely Christian term.*

would be interesting to know what

It

phraseology was used by Herophilus himself (born
the passage which the [Pseudo

c.

B.C. 300) in

But

Plutarch excerpts.

? -]

this

we have in the
suppose that the

excerpt seems to be the only source of information

matter, f and it would perhaps be overbold to
compiler had preserved the very words of the great physician.

Were

such a presumption deemed plausible we should be forced
back the first known use of the word deomeuGros to the

to carry

third century before Christ, but not to a provenance other
Alexandria where its earliest use is otherwise traceable.
if we cannot call it a purely Christian term nor yet,
Cremer, an exclusively Hellenistic one, we may venture

of

than that

Perhaps
with Dr.
to

think

provisionally at least, as belonging to Alexandrian Greek.

it,

Whether we should

Alexandrian usage will possi-

also say to late

bly depend on the degree of likelihood
ing in the text of the [Pseudo

?

1

we

ascribe to

its

represent-

Plutarch an actual usage of

Herophilus.

Our

[Pseudo?-]
Plutarch culminates, of course, in its bearing on the meaning of
fteomeuffTos.
Prof. Schulze’ s remark]; that no copyist would have
substituted fteomsuaros here for ftsoxepTiTos if linguistic usage had
interest

determining the reading in the

in

attached an active sense to the former,

This

admitted, indeed,

is

scribe

to

whom

the

by

Dr. Cremer,

substitution

VeomeufTTus in his

mind

divinitus inspirata

/

’
’

in the

is

no doubt quite

who

just.

considers that the

thought to be due “ had

is

sense of the Yulgate rendering,

and only seeks

to

break the force of this

admission by urging that the constant exegetical tradition which
* In the Hase-Dindorf Stephens, sub-voc. &so-vsu<tto?, the passage, from the

[Pseudo?-] Plutarch

is

given within square brackets in this form

What

:

[“ Plut. Mor.

of this new
we do not know. One wonders whether it is a new conjecture or a misprint.
No earlier reference is given for $s 6 xXouto$ in the Thesaurus than Chrysostom “Ita Jobum appellat Jo. Chrystom., Yol. iv, p. 297, Suicer.” Sophocles
cites also Anast. Sinai, for the word
Hexcemeron XII ad fin. (Migne, 1076 D.,
p.

904F

rob? dveipou? robs dsoxXovTous].”

:

is

made

to be

reading,

:

:

Vol. 89)

:

tout o xaTaj3dXu>v

07:10$

Tat? <f'u/a?$ Tpa-s^tcrajs

is

ffcuv aft plus

as dk

aUTuiv Trjv XXsotzXoutov xaTonzXouTrjaco
f

So

it

may be

confidently inferred from the

summary

of

what we know

rophilus given in Susemihl’s Geschichte der Griechisch. Literatur in
nerzeit, Yol.

i,

p. 792, or

from Marx’s Be Herophili

....

d.

of HeAlexandri-

vita scriptis atque

in medicina mentis (Gottingen, 1840), p. 38.
In both cases Herophilus’ doctrine
of dreams is gathered solely from our excerpts
in the case of Susemihl from

—

“Aetius” and
Plutarch.
} loc. cit.

in the case of

Marx

primarily from Galen with the support of
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assigned this meaning to

flsdnveuaTos, rests

the word and reads into

it

a sense

on a misunderstanding

of

derived from Alexandrian-

Jewish conceptions of inspiration. This appeal from a fixed later
to an assumed original sense of the word possesses force, no doubt,
only in case that traces of such au assumed original sense can be
adduced and meanwhile the presence of fteomeoGTos as a synonym
of &sb-;p-To$, even in the vocabulary of somewhat late scribes,
must rank as one item in the evidence by which its meaning is
;

The whole

to be ascertained.

ever,

face of the matter

is

changed, how-

dsomeucTos be allowed to be probably or even possibly

if

genuine in the [Pseudo?

-]

Plutarch.

In that case

it

could scarcely

be thought to reflect the later Christian conception of inspiration,
imposed on Paul’s term by thinkers affected by Philo’s doctrine
of Scripture, but would stand as an independent bit of evidence
as to the original meaning of the term.
The clerical substitution
of Veone/j-xTos for it under the influence of literary associations
would indeed, in

mind

who may
common conception

of the later scribes,

and sharers
i

a synonymy in the
well be supposed Christians

this case too, onlv witness to

in the

But the implications

’tso-veuGTo?.

that Christians read into

of the passage itself

valid testimony to the original import of

And

it

would seem quite

itself assign to

remote from

it

a

would be

the term here used.

clear that the implications of the passage
sense, and that a sense not very
“ Ilerophilus says,” we read, “ that

passive

ftednep-KTos.

dreams” (‘‘dreams divinely
“ the dreams that are caused by divine
“come by necessity; but natural ones”
theopneustic

inspired,”
instinct,”

Holland;
Goodwin),

(“natural dreams,”
Holland “ dreams which have their origin from a natural cause, ”
Goodwin), “ from the soul’s imagery of what is fitting to it and
The contrast here between dreams that
its consequences,” etc.*
are fteomeuaroi and those that are <puGtxut, the former of which are
imposed on the soul while the latter are its own production, would
seem certainly to imply that {teonveuaros here imports something
;

common text the passage goes on to tell us of the dreams of mixed napresumably partly divine and partly human in origin. But the idea itself
seems incongruous and the description does not very well fit the category. Diels,
therefore, conjectures -•xEupartxob$ in its place in which case there are three
categoiies in the enumeration: Theopneustic, physical (i. e., the product of the
The
(J'u/Tj or lower nature), and pneumatic, or the product of the higher nature.
whole passage in Diels’ recension runs as follows Aiit. Rlar., p. 416 (Pseudo* In the

ture,

i. e.,

:

Flut.,

iv.

yiseoha'.,

2,

3)

:

‘HfiutptXo 9 raiv dveipoiv robs p.h fteo-£p.-Tou$ xaT

too? 5k pocrixob? dvei5utXoT:uioi>pi'xrl 'S

4>0%ri<S

d'xayyrryx

to aup<plpov abrrj xai

to -dxTios Iffupevov, zobi 5k Goyxpapazixobi [rrvey/iarvxoo? ? Diels, but this

[A
It:)

is

Susemihl, Gesch. d. Or. Lit., etc. i, 792]
too auTopaTou ] xut s idwXwv TzpoaxTwatv, oTax a fioi>Xdp.e&a fi/.iziupex, dj?
twx ra? ipwpixai opuixTipv £v u~x(p yiveTat.”

scarcely the right correction,

cf.
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nearly akin to “ God-given,” though naturally with implications of

own

It might he possible to
of the giving.
dreams that are breathed into by God, filled
with His inspiration and thus made the vehicles of His message,

its

read

if

it

as to the

mode

as designating

we otherwise knew

that such

is

the implication of the term:

is suggested by the language as it
which appears to convey merely the simple notion that
theopneustic dreams differ from all natural ones, whether the latter

but nothing so subtle as this
stands,

belong to the higher or lower elements of our nature, in that they
come from God and are therefore not necessarily agreeable to the
soul’s

own image-making

desires,

immanent
meaning imposed on them from

faculties or the product of its

but take form and bear a

without.

There are few other instances of the occurrence of the word
which have much chance of lying entirely outside the sphere of
In the first rank of these
influence of its use in 2 Tim. iii. 16.
will certainly be placed the two instances in the Fifth Book of the
Sibyllines.

The former

of these occurs in a description of the city

Cyme, which is called the “ foolish one,” and described as cast
down by wicked hands, 11 along with her theopneustic streams

of

fteo-KveljoTois )” no longer to shout her boasts into the air but
henceforth to remain “ dead amid the Cvmean streams.”* The

(vd/j.a.Gi

description skillfully brings together

ail

we know

that

of

Cyme

adverts to her former greatness (“ the largest and noblest of

all

yEolian cities,” Strabo tells us,f and with Lesbos, 11 the
metropolis ” of all the rest), her reputation for folly (also adverted
the

and quaintly explained by Strabo), her present decadence, and
her situation by running waters (a trait indicated also by her coins

to

which show that there was a stream near bv called Xanthus).
has been customary to understand by “ the theopneustic
streams ” mentioned, some streams or fountains in the neighborhood
known for the presumptively oracular powers of their waters.:}:
But there does not seem to have been preserved any notice of the
existence of such oracular waters belonging to Cyme, and it
makes against this assumption that the Cymeans, like the rest of the
It

* V. 308 sq.

The

full text, in

Kufirj d’

7]

Ezach’s edition, runs

:

va/iamv ot? UsomebaTois

pcoprj gux

"Ex -na^d/iaic; aftiwx avdpujv aSixiox xai aftiap. wx
'Pupfreio obx stl tlggux i? aiftipa pl/pa -podaiaer

'Alkd psxsi
f Strabo,
ed.,

1707,

vsxprj ivi

p.

924).

liber xiii, iii, 6, pp. 622, 623 (Amsterdam
good summary may be read in Smith’s Dictionary of
Geography, i, 724, 725.

A

Greek and Roman
t Alexandre translates “plenis
streams.”

xdpaoi xupaioiGLx.

Rerum Geographicarum,

numine

lymphis

Dr.

Terry,

“inspired
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Ionians and iEolians, were accustomed to resort for their oracles

somewhat

to the

much more

distant Branchidas, in the south.*

likely, then, that the

streams and stand here only as part of the rather
exact description of the town

It

appears

streams adverted to are natural

— the

full

and very

reference being primarily to

the Xanthus and to

mean

it as an element merely in the excellence
In that case “ tlieopneustic, ” here too, would
something akin to “ God-given,” or perhaps more

still

“ divine,” in the sense of specially excellent and

of the situation.

seem

to

broadly

desirable.

The second
the

Sibylline passage

destruction of the
11

Temple

a portion

is

a lament over
wherein (we are

of

Jerusalem,

at

was not worsacrifices, with pure and noble heca
tombs, the great Father-God of all tlieopneustic things. ”+ Here
Alexandre translates, “ Qui caelestis vitam pater omnibus afflat ;”
and Terry, “ The God and mighty maker of all breathing things.”:}:
And they seem supported in their general conception by the fact
that we appear to have before us here only a slightly varied form
of a formula met with elsewhere in the Sibyllines.
Thus, as
Rzach points out, we have at iii, 27 8§ a condemnation of those
told)

gold,

men,”

We

adored in

-

“ neither fear or desire to honor the deathless Father-God of

who
all

the world and souls,”

deceiver of

men “

shiped, but

and

||

seem, in

a

at

iii,

60J, essentially the

same phrase

is

repeated.

word, to meet here only with the Sibylline equiva-

Accordingly
Homeric “ zzazr^p avdpuiv zs l'teuiv re.”
would seem to stand here in the stead of dvftpw-wv in
the parallel passages, and merely to designate men, doubtless with a
reminiscence of Gen. ii. 7 or perhaps, more widely, creatures,
lent

of

the

ftsu-veuffTiuv

—

In either
prominently in the

with a reminiscence of such a passage as Ps. civ. 80.
event

mind

it is

of the writer as

* So Herodotus observes
t V. 408 sq.

he writes
(i,

oude

the word &eomsuazu>v, which

:

zzizpryx izoiiqos <7<><po$ zixzoxx zzapd

giyav yexizrjpa

ev

is

axrjSiffzat^ aivst &sd'x tr dtpavous yrt ?

ou ypurruv xotr/iou dnazr/v
d).Xd

that

157).

In Rzacli’s text the lines run

Ou yap

X

God
down

the creative power of

byi.pa.ip'

zouzots,

(J’uyur; r’

—d'/zwx

#soizveuaz<ov

dyiaz? y.aXal ? tt'ixaTOfijSats.

In his second edition, Dr. Terry has altered this to “ The Mighty Father,
things God-inspired:” but this scarcely seems an improvement.

God

of all
\

ou3s

<poj3rjftz'i$

afydvaztrx yevszrjpa ftsov Tzdvzajy dvfipuirzuix

Rzach compares also Xenophan. Fragm.,

i,

1,

M.,

ei'?

dyftpw-oiGi gtyiazo?.
||

Terry, Ed. 2: ‘‘the immortal Father,

God

of all

mankind.

ouk £&z/.ss zipav.
sv

z;

ftsoTai

xa'i

‘
‘

is

to
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’

’

creatures

’

in correlation

ysvirrj? fteos.

the side of these Sibylline passages

it is

perhaps natural to

place the line from the Pseudo-Phokylides, which

marks the

mination of his praise of “ speech ” as the greatest

gift of

weapon, he says, sharper than

steel

and more

cul-

God

—

be desired than

to

the swiftness of birds, or the speed of horses, or the strength of
lions, or
all] is
is

bees— “

the horns of bulls or the stings of

for best [of

man

the speech of theopneustic wisdom,” so that the wise

better than the strong one, and

wisdom that

it is

rules alike in

the city and the sea. It is certainly simplest to under“ theopneustic wisdom ” here shortly as “ God-given wisdom.” Undoubtedly it is itself the inspirer of the speech that
manifests it, and we might manage to interpret the fteomeuaToo as
But
so designating it
“ God-inspiring, God-breathing wisdom.”

the

field,

stand

—

this can scarcely

be considered natural

;

and

it

equally undoubtedly

more closely at hand to interpret it as designating the source
AVisdom is conceived as
of the wisdom itself as lying in God.
theopneustic, in a word, because wisdom itself is thought of as
coming from God, as being the product of the divine activity
here designated, as so frequently in the Old Testament, as operat-

lies

ing as a breathing.

A

passage that has come to light since Dr. Cremer’s investiga-

was made, is of not dissimilar implication.
found in the recently published Testament of Abraham ,* a

tion for this word-study
It is

which

piece

in its original form, its editor, Prof.

James, assigns to

a second-century Egyptian Jewish-Christian, though

much

medkevalization in the ninth or tenth century.

it

has suffered

It

runs as

fol-

“And

Michael the archangel came immediately with a multitude of angels, and they took his precious soul (r^v npiav aurolj
cpo'/rjv) in their hands in a God-woven cloth ( atvdovi fteoti<pavT<p )
and

lows

:

;

they prepared
third

day

of

(ixyjdeuijav)

the body of righteous

Abraham unto

the

ointments and herbs

his death with theopneustic

and they buried Him in the
promise.” Here fteonveovTos can hardly mean “ Godbreathing,” and “ God-imbued ” is not much better
and though

(jwpiaimat. Seo-vsuffzoi? xat aptupamv)^

land

of

;

we might be tempted

to

make

it

mean

“divinely sweet” (a kind of

derivative sense of “ God-redolent ointment

“

to

smell,” “ to breathe

” for

miw means

also

of a thing ”), it is doubtless better to

take

;

simply, as the parallel with deuoyavTuj

suggests, as importing
from “ God-given.” The cloth in which the
soul was carried up to God and the unguents with which the body
was prepared for burial were alike from God were “ God-proit

something not

far

—

* Recension A, chap, xx, p. 103, ed. James.
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vided

”

tlie

;

words

being chosen in each case

to designate this

with nice reference to their specific application, but covering to their
writer

little

more

meaning

specific

the

tlian

simple

adjective

“ divine ” would have done.

same category also that we are to
Nonnus which Dr. Cremer adduces as showing

It is surely in this

verse of

that the word deo-zveuaro? “
inspiratus

,

is

not to be taken as equivalent to

by God, but as rather meaning

inspired

place the
distinctly

filled

with

and therefore radiating it.” Nonnus is paraphrasing
God’s
John i. 27 and makes the Baptist say “And he that cometli after
me stands to-day in your midst, the tip of whose foot I am not
worthy to approach with human hand though only to loose the
thongs of the theopneustic sandal.”* Here surely the meaning
is not directly that our Lord’s sandal “ radiated divinity,” though
certainly that may be one of the implications of the epithet, but
more simply that it partook of the divinity of the divine Person
whose property it was and in contact with whom it had been.
All about Christ was divine. We should not go far wrong, therefore, if we interpreted deoxveuaros here simply as “ divine.” IV hat
is “divine” is no doubt “ redolent of Divinity,” but it is so
spirit

:

what it does, but because of what it is, and
Nonnus’ mind when he called the sandal theopneustic was occupied rather with the divine influence that made the sandal what it
was, viz., something more than a mere sandal, because it had
touched those divine feet, than with any influence which the sanThe later line which Dr. Cremer
dal was now calculated to exert.
asks us to compare is not well calculated to modify this decision.
In it John i. 33 is being paraphrased and the Baptist is contrasting his mission with that of Christ who was to baptize with fire
and the Holy Spirit L zup'c fianri^wv xa\ msupan'). He, John, was
sent, on the contrary, he says, to baptize the body of already
regenerate men, and to do it in lavers that are destitute of both
called not because of

fire

and the

/or/3oi?).f

It

spirit

may

unspiritualizing;”

—

and

tireless

spiritless

(

a-upotat xal dzvsOarocac

indeed be possible to interpret, “ unburning and

but

thought the words are

does not seem

this

meant

to express

;

exact shade of

the

though

in

any case the

bearing of the phrase on the meaning of ^edmeuaros in the former
line is of the slightest.
* Xonui Panopolitani Paraphrasis in Joannem
Ka't

(i.

27), in

Migue,

dziarspos darts ixavst

1'rjpepov uptiiov

piao? iararac, ou zoSds ducpou,

'Avdpopiyv icakaprp> obx a $ cos

sc pc

zeXaaaas,

Auaat pouvox Ipavra ftsozvsbaroco zsStXou.
f Op.

cit., p.

756.

xliii,

753

:
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Of the passages cited by Dr. Cremer there remain only the two
he derives from Wetstein, in which fteomeuaTos appears as an epithet
To these should be added an inscription found at
of certain men.
Bostra, in which a certain ecclesiastic is designated an apyispebs
{lebmeuiTTos.*
Dr. Cremer himself thinks it clear that in such
passages we have a passive sense, but interprets it as divinely
“
spirited
endured with the divine spirit, ” rather than as “ divinely
inspired ,”
in accordance with a distinction drawn by Ewald. Certainly it is difficult to understand the word in this connection as
it was something more
expressing simple origination by God
than the mere fact that God made them that was intended to be
ISTor
affirmed by calling Marcus and Antipater theopneustic men.
does it seem very natural to suppose that the intention was to
designate them as precisely what we ordinarily mean by Godinspired men.
It lies very near to suppose, therefore, that what
it was intended to say about them, is that they were God-pervaded men, men in whom God dwelt in an especial manner; and this
supposition may be thought to be supported by the parallel, in the
passage from the Vita Sabse with ypicToipopo<s. Of whom this “ caravan of all theopneustics, of all his Christophers,” was composed,
we have no means of determining, as Cotelerius’ Monumenta from
which Wetstein quoted the passage, is not accessible to us as we
write. But the general sense of the word does not seem to be doubtful.
'

,

—

;

,

,

Ignatius, (ad Ephes. ix.) tells us that all Christians constitute such a

caravan,

of

11

God-bearers

and

shrine-bearers,

Clirist-bearers,

holy-thing-bearers, completely clothed in the commandments of
Christ ” and Zahn rightly comments that thus the Christians
;

“ evfteot

or h&ou<nd£ovTes, since they carry Christ

and God in themselves.”

Particularly distinguished Christians

appear as the real

might therefore very properly be conceived in a supereminent
sense as filled with God and bearers of Christ
and this might
very appropriately be expressed by the double attribution of
deoTivEurrTos and yptffTo^opo?.
Only it would seem to be necessary to
understand that thus a secondary and derived sense would be
attributed to ftsomeuffTo?, about which there should still cling a
;

flavor of the idea of origination.

The

deomeuffTos

dxvjp is

God-filled

* It is given in Kaibel’s Epigrammata Grceca, p. 477. Waddington supposes the
person meant to be a certain Archbishop of Bostra, of date 457-474, an opponent
of Origenism, who is commemorated in the Greek Church on June 13.
The
inscription runs as follows

:

ddfbj?] d/)#ord[v]oo rap.irj? xat u~ep/iayo<;

ioMos,

dpytspsb? d-so-vsuffro? ^dscpazo xdXXo<; aperpov

GvTt-arp](;[ 9 ] xXuTopyjTC? d£d-Xo<pupou<$
I(u(jf^a.G<jj'j

p.er

dydixa<;

p,eydXwg fteop.rjTopa Ttap&ivov dyxrjv

Mapiav 7coXbupxov, dxrjpaTov dyXaodwpov.

)
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by the act of God Himself, that is to say, he is a God-endowed
man, one made what he is by God’s own efficiency. No doubt in
usage the sense might suffer still more attrition and come to suggest little more than “ divine ”
which is the epithet given to

—

Marcus

—

by Nicephorus Callistus, (H. E., xi, 35 ) 6 &Ao?
Map xu? that is to say “ Saint Mark,” of which 6 Asomsuam? Mdpxo ? is
doubtless a very good synonym.
The conception conveyed by
fcomeuffro? in this usage is thus something very distinct from that
expressed by the Vulgate rendering, a Deo inspiratus when taken
strictly
that would seem to require, as Ewald suggests, some such
form as fteip-veuaro ? the theopneustic man is not the man “breathed
into by God."
But it is equally distinct from that expressed by
“
the phrase,
pervaded by God,” used as an expression of the
of Scetis*

—

,

;

;

character of

the

man

so described,

origin of this characteristic.

dicate

is

without implication of the

What it would seem

that he has been framed

by God

into

what he would have been without the divine
is as much God-made as the man

action.

tian as such

distinguished Christian as such as

much

specifically to in-

something other than
as

such

The
;

Chris-

and the

as the Christian at large

and the use of ^edmsoaro? to describe the one or the other would
appear to rest ultimately on this conception. He is, in what he
has become, the product of the divine energy

We
there

is

—

of the divine breath.

speaking too strongly, therefore, to say that
discoverable in none of these passages the slightest trace of

cannot think

it

an active sense of ftsomsuaro?, by which it should express the idea,
for example, of “ breathing the divine spirit,” or even such a q uasi
-

active idea

as that of “

Everywhere the word

redolent of God.”

And
much more numerous

appears as purely passive and expresses production by God.
if

we proceed from

these passages to those

which it is, as in 2 Tim. iii. 16, an epithet or predicate of
and where therefore its signification may have been
affected by the way in vvhich Christian antiquity understood that
passage, the impression of the passive sense of the word grows of
ones, in

Scripture,

course ever stronger.

Though

these passages

may

not be placed

rank of material for the determination of the meaning
of 2 Tim. iii. 16, by which they may have themselves been
it is manifestly improper to exclude them from considaffected
in the first

;

eration altogether.
tion they are

Even

as

part bearers of the exegetical tradi-

worthy of adduction: and

it

is

scarcely conceivable

* Wetstein cites the expression as applied (where, he does not say) to “ Marcus

/Egyptus, ” by which he means, we suppose, Marcus of Scetis, mentioned by
Sozomen, H. E., vi, 29, and Nicephorus Callistus, H. E., xi, 35. Dr. Cremer transmutes the designation into Marcus Eremita, who is mentioned by Nicephorus
Callistus, H. E., xiv, 30, 54, and -whose writings are collected in Migne, lxv, 905 sq.
The two are often identified, hut are separately entered in Smith and Wace.
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that the term should have been entirely voided of

its

current

by the influence of a
single employment of it by Paul
especially if we are to believe
that its natural meaning as used by him differed from that
assigned it by subsequent writers.
The patristic use of the term
had

sense,

current

a different

it

sense,

—

with Scripture has therefore its own weight, as evidence to the natural employment of the term by Greek-speaking
in connection

Christian writers.

This use of
tic

the term

does not seem to occur in the very earliest patris-

it

literature:

but from

tie6-veu<TTo$

time

the

Clement

of

The

cal designations of Scripture.

of

Alexandria

common

appears as one of the most

gathered at random, will serve to illustrate this use of
ciently for our purpose.

Clement

techni-

following scattered instances,
of Alexandria

:

Strom.,

it

suffi-

vii, 16,

iii, 286
Potter, 894), “Accordingly those fall from
and He
eminence who follow not God whither He leads

§ 101 (Klotz,

their

;

;

leads us in the inspired Scriptures (z ard r«? fteomeu<TTou$ ypa<pd ?);”

Strom.,

vii,

16, §

to inspired

blessed

human

106 (Klotz,

many

crave glory, as

“

But they
wedded
Aopn?) handed down by the

287

;

Potter,

896),

words (to?? fteonveuffrois
and teachers, by diverse arguments, opposing

apostles

teaching to the divine tradition for the sake of establish-

ing the heresy;” Protrept.

“This teaching
‘

iii,

as willfully sophisticate the things

Thou,

letters

0

the

§ 87 (Klotz.,

9,

knows

apostle

as

73, 74;

i,

truly

Potter 71),

divine

(tfec'av)

:

from a child hast known the holy
which are able to make thee wise unto salvation, through
Timothy,’ he says,

faith that is in Jesus Christ

sanctify and deify

‘

’
;

for truly

holy are those letters that

and the writings or volumes that consist of
these holy letters or syllables, the same apostle consequently calls
inspired by God, seeing that they are profitable for doctrine,’ etc.”
;

‘

De Principiis, iv, 8 (cf. also title to Book iv), “ Having
thus spoken briefly on the subject of the Divine inspiration of
Okigen

:

the Holy Scriptures

( jzep'i

too

fteovtveuffToi) eivcu

;”

t«? &eia$ ypatpa

(11, 1276), “ The Jews and Christians agree as to the
inspiration of the Holy Scripture (ypa<p^$
zr^v d-suTzveuariav'), but

Migne,

as to its interpretation;’’

differ

spired books (id

iteu-veua-ra /?(/JAia)

(14,

are

184), “Therefore the intwenty-two; ” (14, 1309),

“The
the

inspired Scripture;” (13, 664-5),
nourishment of the whole inspired

“For we must
Scripture

seek

(r.d<rr)$

zfj?

Horn. xx. in Joshuam., 2 (Robinson’s Oriyeris
Philocalia, p. 63), “ Let us not then be stupefied by listening to
Scriptures which we do not understand, but let it be to us accordftedmeuGToi) ypatpvj?')

ing to our faith
that

it is

;

by which we believe

inspired

(»9£07rvsy<xTo?), is

that

1

profitable

every Scripture, seeing
:

for

you must needs

)

-
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admit one of two

tilings regarding these Scriptures, either that
they are not inspired (ftsomeuoroi) because they are not profitable,

as the unbeliever takes

you must admit that

believer,

or, as a

it,

since they are inspired (ftEowsoaroi) they are profitable;” Selecta

Psalmos Ps. i, 3 (Migne XII, ii, 1080 De la Hue, 527),
“ Being about to begin the interpretation of the Psalms, we prefix
a very excellent tradition handed down by the Hebrew* to us generally concerning the whole divine Scripture (xaOohxd
-so) -d<nj?
feiai Ypayrjs
for he affirmed that the whole inspired Scripture
(r^v dXrjv fteoTtveuaTM ypatprjx')
But if the words of the Lord
are pure words, fined silver, tried as the earth, purified seven
times (Ps. ii. 7) and the Holy Spirit has with all care dictated
them accurately through the ministers of the word (per -dar^
in

,

;

>

;

1

’

a.

i^Ta<rpsow<; to ay too —osbpa L-o&ipi.ryxeo aura did two u-ypsTwo too

d/.pi{jeta<z

/.dyou), let

dom

of

the proportion never escape

God

unto the

is first

us,

according to which the wis-

with respect to the whole theopneustic Scripture

last letter

(

xaF

said,

pass from the law

be

One

‘

5

fulfilled

and

’
:

was on

it

one

iota or

nocia too bsob

1

ypdppaTov); and haply

account that the Saviour
till all

r.daao etpbaas ypa<pijv

£-)

iyo

deoiiveuffTou p.rp/po too tovovtos

this

not

letter shall

just so that the

it is

divine art in the creation of the world, not only appeared in the

heaven and sun and moon and stars, interpenetrating their whole
bodies, but also on earth did the same in paltry matter, so that not
even the bodies of the least animals are disdained by the

...

So we understand concerning

.

of the

Of kmmoiai)

inspiration

sius (Migne,

2

<

,

-ana

21-i):

all

Holy

ypatpr.

artificer.

the things written by the

Spirit

.

.

.

Athana-

”

.

Tjpwo two ypKTTiaowo

fi-soxosuffTO?

(Bened. Par., 1777.
(Migne, 25, 152)
fteuKoeunros xalstrai
767) “ Saying also myself, Since many have taken in hand to

£(ttco

:

;

‘

i,

:

with

33

rrj i‘lso-oeu(JTw

“ This

:

apocrypha and
CYRILLUS HlER.,

to themselves the so-called

set forth

ypatfrt

....

taught us by

is

a? fteo-osunrot ypa<pa\

to sing

both the Old

of

and New Covenant.”
Basil, On the Spirit,
“ How can he who calls Scripture
God- inspired
was written through the inspiration of the Spirit

xxi

1

Tryo

ypatpryo

ooapa^wo, d id

use the language of one
xvii, 3

sick

;

“All bread

:

is

insults

and

nutritious, but

just so, all Scripture

is

belittles

it

may

Scripture

* That

is

fteomebazou

(o! t 9;?

God-inspired

general subject

is

(

whom

Ante-Nicene Library, X. Y.

discussed.

because

it

(6 ftsd-osunzoo

Him ?”

Letters.

(Tzdna ypa<prt ftsd-osunrog)

of God-inspired

/.

doubtless the Jewish teacher to

Principiis, iv, 20

fin.):

dyoc ) shall stand on the tribuue
“ For every word or deed must

ypa<pf,<i

(Migne, 31, 744):

(ad

be injurious to the

and profitable;” (Migne, xxx, 81): “ The words
of Christ;”

’

too dyiou -oeupaTOS auyypaaslnao ),

l-’.-ooia. ^

who

them

Catechet ., iv,

he elsewhere
ed.,

iv,

De
c. g
where the same

refers, as,

375),

,

1 ‘
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'

be believed by the witness of the ileoizveuozov ypa<pq j, for the assurance of the good and the shame of the wicked;” (Migne, 31, 1080):

“Apart from

the witness of the Psu-vutrziuy

etc.;” (Migne, 31, 1500):

to dispute at this time
ftsomeufTra,

xai

“From

Ildxza upozipa,

?

dupihpa

zzdvza

”
;

’

(Migne, 32, 228):

’
;

za'i

(Migne,

interpretation and remarking of the
ypatpq?

ypa<pu>y it is

what sort

izavza

1536):

31,

8k 68o<s

rjj?

“On

the

^o^sixyrou

~po 9 zqv rob xaftyxovzo?

GREGORY NaZ.

sbpsirix xai vjp.eXizrj zu>x fi-eoxveuaziDv ypa<puiv.

we

meupazud- ~dvza

names and terms

psyiazf]

not possible,

of Scripture are

(Migne, 35,

nsp) rob ftsomeuGzou zwv ayiiuv ypa<pwv

(Migne. 36, 172, cf. 37,
(Migne, 36, 1589),
589), TrfjOi zwv yrjtrtcm piftXiujv zq? d-eomevrjzou ypatprfi
zol ? fteonvspazois ypa<pal?. GREGORY NYSSEN, Ayainst Eunom, vii, 1
501)

:

;

;

:

“ What we understand

of the

YP a(Pi, as the divine apostle

Spirit

and

[idyrjs Z7js

intention

its

is

matter

calls

it,

is

is

:

'//

Ae6Ttvso<rzos

the Scripture of the Holv

the profit of

VeoTtveutrzuu dtadrj/.rjs.

as follows

men; ” (Migne,

CYRILLUS ALEX. (Migne,

11,
68,

68 ),
225),

-nXopspd)^ xa \ -(>Xuzpu7Z(o$ q fl-somsuGzou ypaipq zq? did ypiazob Gutzqpia ?
Tzpoavatpiovei zob$ zuizous.
Neilos Abbas (Migne, 79, 111, cf. 529):

ThEODORET OF CYERHUS
John of Damascus (Migne 85,

ypfupq q $s6i:vsu<tzo<s obdiv X iysi dzatpax? xzX.

(H.

E.,

1011 ),
If,

we

i,

6

;

Migne,

iii,

920).

etc.

then,

we

shall find

are to
it

make an

induction from the use of the word,

bearing a uniformly passive significance, rooted

of God.
All that is, is Godand accordingly the rivers that water the
Gymean plain are God-breathed (Sibyll. v, 308), the spices God
provides for the dead body of His friend (Testament of Abraham,
A.- xx), and above all the wisdom He implants in the heart of
man (Ps.-Phocyl. 121), the dreams He sends with a message from
Him (Ps.-Plut., v, 2, 3) and the Scriptures He gives His people (2
Tim. iii. 16).
By an extension of meaning by no means
extreme, those whom He has greatly honored as His followers,
whom He has created into nis saints, are called God- breathed
men ( Vila Aabae 16. Inscription in Kaibel)
and even the
sandals that have touched the feet of the Son of God are called
Gud-breathed sandals (Nonnus), i. e., sandals that have been
made by this divine contact something other than what they were
in both these cases, the word approaching more or less the
broader meaning of “ divine.”
Nowhere is there a trace of such
an active significance as “ God- breathing ” and though in the
application of the word to individual men and to our Lord’s sandals
there may be an approach to the sense of “God-imbued,” this
sense is attained by a pathway of development from the simple
idea of God-given, God-determined, and the like.

in the idea of the

creative breath

breathed (Sibyll.

106)

v,

;

;

:

;

”
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It is

carefully to be observed,

of

Cremer wishes to reach an active
2 Tim. iii. 16, he does not venture

course,

that,

to assign

although Dr.

word

for the

signification

an active sense to

in
it

immediately and directly, but approaches this goal through the
medium of another signification. It is fully recognized by him
that the word is originally passive in its meaning
it is merely
contended that this original passive sense is not “ God-inspired, ”
but rather “ God-filled ”
a sense which, it is pleaded, will readily
;

—

pass into the active sense of “ God-breathing,” after the analogy
of such words as a^sutrro?, euxveuaTos^ which from “ ill- or wellbreathed ” came to mean “ breathing ill or well.” What is filled

God will certainly be redolent of God, and what is
God will certainly breathe out God.
His reasons

with

redolent

of

for

pre-

ferring the sense of “ gifted or filled with God’s Spirit, divinely
spirited,” to “ God-inspired”
of the

word

are

drawn

blencss of the latter idea to

word is found.

It is

for the original passive connotation

what he thinks the unsuitawhich the
an epithet of an individual man.

especially from

thought

some

of the connections in

that, as

as an epithet of Scripture or a fountain,

and

(in the later editions of

the Lexicon at least) especially, as an epithet of a sandal, “ Godinspired ”
Spirit

incongruous, and something like “

is

and therefore radiating

it

”

is

filled

suggested.

with God’s

There

is

obvi-

ously some confusion here arising from the very natural contemplation of

the Yulgate translation “ a

Deo inspiratus ” as the

what is proposed. There is, we may well
admit, nothing in the word dsomeunTos to warrant the in- of the
Yulgate rendering
this word speaks not of an “ inspiration” by
“
The alternatives brought
God, but of a
spiration ” by God.
before us by Dr. Grenier’s presentation are not to be confined, therefore, to the two, “ Divinely spirited” and “ Divinely inspired,
but must be made to include the three, “ Divinely spirited,”

alternative rendering to

:

“ Divinely inspired,” and “ Divinely spired.”
Dr.

Cremer

to note this introduces, as

we

say,

The

failure of

some confusion

into

We

need only thus incidentally refer to it at this
point, however.
It is of more immediate importance to observe
that what we are naturally led to by Dr. Grenier's remarks, is to an
investigation of the natural meaning of the word deoxveuffros under

his statement.

the

laws of

word-formation.

In these remarks he

rather heavily on the discussion of

Ewald to which he

is

leaning

refers us,

conduce to a better understanding of the matter if we
and turn to our Ewald.
Ewald, like Dr. Cremer, is dissatisfied with the current explanation of dsoitveuffzos and seeks to obtain for it an active sense, but
is as little inclined as Dr. Cremer to assign an active sense
and

it

will

will follow his directions

“

115
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He rather criticises Winer,* for using language
it.
of dsu-xsoazo? which would seem to imply that
speaking
when
such compounds could really he active as if “it were to be
directly to

—

taken as a passive, although such words as eumsuazos, anvsuazo? are
He cannot admit that any compound of a word
used actively. ”
like

active in primary meaning, and
means not so much “ breathing good,
propelling something good by the breath, as “ endowed

-TtvsuffTo?

can

explains that
i.

e.,

be

really

ezjmeuazo?

with good breath, ” and expresses, therefore, just like ameuazo$,
“ breathless,’’ i. e.,
and
“ dead,” a subjective condition,
is

therefore

to

be

compared

with

a

half-passive

verb,

as

indeed the word-form suggests. Just so, dsomeuazos, he says, is not
so much our “ God- breathing ” as our “ full of God’s Spirit,”
Thus, he supposes
“ permeated and animated by God’s Spirit.”
&EOTiveuiTTo$ to mean “ blown through by God” ( Gottdurchwehet.

“ God-pervaded ”), rather than “ blown into by God ” ( Oottein
yewehet, “ God-inspired”) as the Vulgate ( inspiralus ) and Luther
(eingegeben) render it an idea which, as he rightly says, would
-

—

have required something
&ssiamsuazo^ to express it.

like

#e£/z7n/eo<r™?j-

(or

we

may

say

* Jahrb. f. bibl. Wissenschaft vii, 114.
f In a note on p. 89, Ewald adds as to dsip.7!veuazo? that it is certainly true that
such compounds are not common, and that this particular one does not occur: but
,

is shown by the occurrence of such examples as dsoabvaxzoi,
tteoxazaaxluaazos, in which the preposition occurs: and demlaute nach, the forma-

that they are possible

tion is like deijlazos.

There seems

to

be no reason,

we may

we should not have had a ^sipnxeoazo? by the

needed,

add, why,

if

it

were

side of ds6msoazo<;, just

by the side of meu/iaroipopo 9 we have nveup.az£p.<popws ( Etymologicum Mag7
num, 677, 28; John of Damascus, in Migne, in, 837c.: Has npixprjzuix nveu-

as

pazip.(popuv azup.a).
J For not even beep-viuj would properly signify “breathe into” but rather
“breathe in,” “inhale.” It is by a somewhat illogical extension of meaning
that the verb and its derivatives (spnxsoai 9 sp-voca') are used in the theological
sense of “inspiration,” in which sense they do not occur, however, either in
the LXX. or the New Testament.
In the LXX. spmeuaci means a “blast,” a
,

“blowing”

spnxw?,
fPs. xvii. (xviii.) 15; cf. the participle kpmiwv, Acts ix. 1)
“ living,” “breathing” (2 Macc. vii. 5, xiv. 45) and the participle ~ax ipmiov,
“every living, breathing thing” (Deut. xx. 16 Josh. x. 28, 30, 35, 37, 39, 40
xi. 14; Wisd. xv. 11).
'Eianxim is properly used by the classics in the sense of
“ breathing into,” “ inspiring :” it is not found in itself or derivatives in LXX. or
;

;

;

;

—

though it occurs in Aq. at Ex. i. 5. How easily and in
however, ly.nvlu> is used by ecclesiastical writers for “inspire ”
“ For the divine
may be noted from such examples as Ign. ad Mag., 8
(#c luzo-zoL) prophets lived after Christ; for this cause also they were persecuted,

the

New

what a

Testament

full sense,

:

being inspired by His grace (Ipxsopsvin und zrj 9 y dpizo 9 auzou) for the full persuasion of those th it are disobedient.” Theoph. of Antioch, ad. Autol., ii. 9:
“ But the men of God, Kxeop.aztnpopot of the Holy Ghost, and becoming prophets
bn'

auzuu

zub

freob.

zpnvsoadivzs?

xa\

became deodidaxzoc
“inspired ” in classic Greek

ao<piads.vze<z,

and holy and righteous.” The most natural term

for

)
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said,*
At

he seems to have thought that by this explanation
removed all implication as to the origination of
* what Scripture
Scripture from the epithet it expresses, he
is
viz., pervaded by God, full of His Spirit
without the least
hint as to how it got to be so.
He afterwards came to see this
was going too far, and contented himself with saving that though
first

had

he

:

—

—

certainly implicating

a doctrine of the origin of the Scriptures,

the term throws the emphasis on its quality.f
He now, therefore,
expressed himself thus: “ It is certainly undeniable that the new

expression ftsomsuaros, 2 Tim. iii. 16, is intended to say verv much
what Philo meant, but did not yet know how to express sharply

bv means
(like

such a compressed and strong term.

of

accurately,

su-vsugtos,

breathed

'

or

God- animated

‘

well-breathed

‘

’)

For

ftsoKveuaTtxi

must mean

God-

‘

(Gottbeathmet, or Gottbegeistert),

’

and, in accordance with the genius of the compressed, clear Greek

compounds,

this includes in itself the implication that the

are spoken by the Spirit of

God

—

or

,

bv

those

who

words

are inspired

by

God,” a thing which, he adds, is repeatedly asserted in Scripture
to have been the case, as, for example, in 2 Pet. i. 21.
On another

occasion,;}:

he substantially repeats

lations inspiratus

,

this,

objecting to the trans-

einyeyeben as introducing an idea not lying in
,

the word and liable to mislead, affirming a general but not perfect
accord of the idea involved in

it

with Philo’s conception of Scrip-

and insisting on the incomplete parallelism between the term
and our dogmatic idea of “ inspiration.” “ This term,” he says,
“ no doubt expresses only what is everywhere presupposed by
Philo as to Scripture and repeatedly said by him in other
words
still his usage is not yet so far developed
and it is
ture,

;

;

New

accordant with this that in the

Testament,

one of the latest books that the word

also, it

is

only in

This author

thus used.

is

was possibly the first who so applied it.” Again, & zOTT'ScUfTTU?
“ means, purely passively, God-spirited Gottbeyeistet or full of
),
(
God’s

not at

Spirit,

criminatingly
inspiration
sense,

(

all,

when taken

God-inspired

(

Beyeisteruny ), but in

God-breathed,

strictly,

Gottbeyeistert

itself only,

God-inspired

or filled with the divine spirit.

In

or

what we
in a

Gottbeathmet
(
itself,

,

call

with

filled

dis-

God’s

quite general
Gottbeyeistert ),

therefore, it permits the

most divers applications and we must appeal purely to the context
in each instance in order to obtain its exact meaning.”
one would be apt to think,
“inspiration;” and after

it,

would be Atfso?
participial

(IV>oos')>

with to At?eov

or other derivatives of

but both slnmlut and ifimitu were used for the “ inspiration ” that consisted
“ breathing into ” even in profane Greek.
* p. 88.
t

Jahr.f.

f Geschichte des V.
bibl.

Wissenscfiaft, ix, 91.

I., vi,

for

Ivdouaid^ui

245, note,

of

‘

Here we have
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what

in full

Dr.

Cremer says

much more

so

briefly

In order to orient ourselves with reference to it, we
shall need to consider in turn the two points that are emphasized.
in his articles.

These

are,

secondly,

first,

rather than

Gottbegeistet

the word

the passive form and sense of

particular passive

the

sense attributed

Gottbegeistert

to

“ endowed with

,

and,
;

to wit

it,

God’s

Spirit,” rather than “ inspired by God.”

On

the former point there would seem to be little

difference

opinion.

of

A-Ve

Schmiedel’s

read in

still

room for
Winer:

“ Verbals in -to? correspond sometimes to Latin participles in tus
sometimes to adjectives in -bills;" and then in a note (despite
Ewald’s long-ago protest), after the adduction of authorities,
“ dsomsuffTos, inspiratus (2 Tim. iii. 16; passive like egmeuffros,
-

,

while

To

awsusTo ? are active).”*

euTtvsuffros,

adds also xuplmeutTTos and

Su<r8idmeu(TT(>^ as

vhese

Thayer-Grimm

used actively and

duirdva--

Ewald,
however, has already taught us to look beneath the “ active ” usage
of euweu(tto<z and a7tvEu<TT<>$ for the “ half-passive ” background, and
as used apparently either

veu<TTos

may

it

found in the other cases

be

a state or condition at least, that

it is

and

equally

actively or

it is

passively.

;

in each instance

described

is

by the word,

often only a matter of point of view whether

we

catch

For example, we shall look upon

the passive conception or not.

as active or passive according as we think of the
describes as a “ slowly evaporating” or a “ slowly evap-

duffStanvEUffTO's

object

it

orated ” object

—that

is,

as an object that only slowly evaporates,

We

or as an object that can be only with difficulty evaporated.

may

prefer the former expression

that

is all.

We

;

the Greeks preferred the latter

fully accord with Prof. Schultze, therefore,

:

when

words compounded with -meu<TTo$ have the passive
sense as their original implication, and the active sense, when it
occurs, is always a derived one.
On this showing it cannot be

he says that

all

contended, of course, that dEomEuaros
its

relatives,

developed

but a passive sense
a

certain

is

presumption

passive sense which

is

an

active

may

not have, like some of

or

is

meaning,

quasi-active

certainly implied as

its

original one,

and

thus raised for the originality of the

found to attach to

it

in

its

most ordinary

usage.
* Sec.

16, 2,

p.

135.

Thayer’s Buttmann,

p.

Cf.

190.

Thayer’s Winer,

The

p.

96

;

Moulton’s,

p.

120.

Also

best literature of the subject will be found

adduced by Winer.
t Compounds of --veui>to<; do not appear to be very common.
Scott (ed. 6 ) do not record either dva- or did- or kru- or even so-

Liddell and

though the
cognates are recorded, and further compounds presupposing them.
The rare word
EunvEuffTO 9 might equally well express “breathing-well” quasi-actively, or
“well-aired ”

passively

;

just as a-vEocrros

is

;

actually used in the two senses of
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This conclusion finds confirmation in a consideration which
has

bearing on the second point also

its

— the

consideration that

compounds of verbals in -to? with >9eo? normally express an effect
produced by God’s activity. This is briefly adverted to by Prof
Schulze, who urges that “ the closely related deoSidaxzo?, and many,
or rather most, of the compounds of #so- in the Fathers, bear the
passive

adducing

sense,”

&eoyiyi]To$ >

fisdypa-zos,
i9coz/jjto?,

deoxtvrjzos,

illustration

in

ftsddprjzo?,

fteopiaazos,

feofioulrjTos,

fteodaipTjzos,

deoftpexTos,

:

ftsdoozos,

ftedypyGzns,

\^£o<poprjzo<s,

iVeotoi'jjto?,

Sedypiazo?.

The statement may be much broadened and made to cover the
whole body of such compounds occurring in Greek literature.
Let any one run his eye down the list of compounds of fled? with
verbals in - to ? as the}7 occur on the pages of any Greek Lexicon

and he
pressed

,

be quickly convinced that the notion normally ex-

will

by God. The sixth edition of
happens
to
the
one lying at hand as we
Scott
be
and in it v e find entered (if we have counted aright), some
that of a result produced

is

Liddell and

write

r

;

eighty-six compounds of this type, of which, at least, seventy-five

We

bear quite simply the sense of a result produced by God.
adjoin

the

list

fteddprjzos,

tieoxazapazos,

>9

fleoxuj3ipv7]Tos,

pt&vjzos,

eoxazaGxeuaazos,

I)

fteopuffzos,

>9

?9
y

ed-zuiTzu?,

ftedauzos,

>9

i9ed;c9.i}ro?,

d’Soxzinzos.

deoxzizus,

i9eo<n9IAczro?,

'

dsoxdwjzoi;, dsoTZpdrrdtxzos,
ftedaSozos,

fteo<Tup.(puzi><;,

>9

edtrzpe-zos,

fteoaijyaxzos,

d-eozeuxzog, {Xeoziprjzos,

fteozlpazos,

>9eo<7<o<jTo?,

i9eo-

deoitapaxzos , fled-ep-zo?,

ftlopzos,

sozdzujzuf, Osou-oGzazos,

tieopaxdpiGzos,

)9s oXtjtzzos,

#eo7roir/Zo<z,

ftedpprjzos,

ftsorrzuyrjzos,

ftzoGtppdyiazos,

iR6zp£~zo$,

>9sr izt'wjro?,

fteuxrrjTOS,

sd-acazuf, deonapadozos,

ftei'ipyrjZix;,

>9 eoffzxjpcxzois,

eoxiXeuffros,

euXsxzo?,

deo-ipazn^, dedz/.ryxzo^, Sled-louzos,
>9

t9

#£o-

ftsodlxzos,

i9soi9£to?,

>9£o<5oto?,

fieditpizos,

eoxup(uzoi

deSypanzos,

>9 £o/5ou9.ijto?,

i9£odrdoijTo?,

fteoddprjzos,

flEUKpaxrtx?,

I'teoxp.TjTiH;,

i9£o ( SAoffTo?,

fleofidffzaxTos,

deoyywGTOS,

fteoyivqTos,

•9£o/3yoa/3£oro?,

didaxTOf,

hrjAazos,

»5

:

c
t

houd’avzo$, fte6g>avzo$ } ftsdwfttyxzos,

ftsmpilrjzos, ftsdtpuizos, IXsotpdprjzos, ftsixppoupyjzos, ftsotpb/.axzo'i,

fts.ayd/.<j)zn$
)

The eleven

{feuypr/Gzo?, fteo-ypiazos.

some

instances

that

remain, as in

sort exceptions to the general rule, include cases of different

In some of them the verbal is derived from a deponent
verb and is therefore passive only in form, but, naturally bears an
such are dsodijlyzos (God-injuring), &eoptpT]zo$ (Godactive sense
kinds.

:

imitating),

>9 sdrrs-zzoi

passives, although

(feared as God).

we

Others

may possibly be

really

prefer an active form in English to express

“breathless” and

“unventilated:” and a similar double sense belongs to
*Ep~v£uazo<s does not seem to occur in a higher sense its
only recorded usage is illustrated by Atlianaens, iv, 174, where it is connected with
opyava in the sense of wind-instruments its cognates are used of “ inspiration.”
duadvaTTvevGzos.

;

:

Only

Tzupiizveuazvos

usage:

cf.

=

xopt-xous

dvdnveuazos, poetic

for

= “fire-breathing” distinctively
avxveuazos = “breathless.”
is

active

in

“
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the idea involved: such are, perhaps, tfeuxforo? (“God-heard,”
where we should rather say, “ calling on the gods”), &£ox6XXy]t<>?
(“ God- joined,” where we should rather say, “ united with God ”),

where we should rather say,
There remain only these five: tfs-ai-njro?
(“obtained from God”), tfeofloro? (“offered to the gods”),
more usual tieopporos (“flowing from the
Veoppd>TTos and the
gods”), and Seo^wprjro? (‘‘containing God”). In these the
d-eoTtpeitTos

“meet

(“God-distinguished,”

god”).

for a

relation

verbal

the

to

of

idea

clearly

is

not

that

of

perhaps
result, but some other
what we need to recognize is that the verbal here involves a
relation which we ordinarily express by a preposition, and that the
sense would be suggested by some such phrases as “ God-asked-of,”
“ God-flowed-from ,” “ God-made-room -for.”
“ God-offered- to,”
In any event, these few exceptional cases cannot avail to set aside
the normal sense of this compound, as exhibited in the immense
producing cause to the expressed

majority of the cases of

its

:

occurrence.

If

analogy

is

to count for

its whole weight is thrown thus in favor of the interwhich sees in Sedmeuffros, quite simply, the sense of
“God-breathed,” i. e.. produced bv God’s creative breath.

anything,
pretation

we

what account is to be given of Ewald’s and,
Cremer’s wish, to take it in the specific sense of
“ God-spirited,” that is, “ imbued with the Spirit of God,” we
If

ask, then,

after him, Prof.

may

easily feel ourselves

answer.

We

somewhat puzzled

to return a satisfactory

should doubtless not go far wrong in saying, as

already suggested, that their action

having brought

all

is

proximately due to their uot

the alternatives fairly before them.

we have

They seem

on the hypothesis that the only
choice lay between the Vulgate renderiug, “ God-inspired,” and
Ewald, as we have seen, argues (and
their own “ God-imbued.”
“
God-inspired” is scarcely consonant
as we think rightly) that

to have worked, as

but would have required something like

with the word-form,
fteip.meuiTTos.

Similarly

edition of his Lexicon

conception)

saying

we may observe Dr. Crerner in the second
(when he was arguing for the current

that “ the

be traced' to the use of
this

said,

-viw,

formation of the word cannot
but only of Ipnviw'' and supporting

by the remark that “ the simple verb

is

never used of divine

and throughout his later article, operating on the presumpaction
tion that the rendering “ inspired ” solely will come into comparison

own newly proposed one. All this seems to be due, not
merely to the traditional rendering of the word itself, but also to the
with his

commonly expressed by
“ inspiration,” and indeed to the doctrine of Holy Scrip-

conception of the nature of the divine action
rthe term,

;
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ture,

dominant

in the

minds

of these scholars.*

we

If

will

shake

ourselves loose from these obscuring prepossessions and consider
the term without preoccupation of mind, it would seem that the
simple rendering “ God-breathed ” would commend itself powerfully to us

certainly not, with the Vulgate and Luther, “ God-

:

since the preposition “ in ” is wholly lacking in the
mbreathed,
term and is not demanded for the sense in any of its applications
but equally certainly not “ God-imbued” or “ God-infused” in
the sense of imbued or infused with (rather than by) God, since,
’

’

according to all analogy, as well as according to the simplest
construction of the compound, the relation of “ God ” to the act

“ agent.”

On

any other supposition than
that this third and assuredly the most natural alternative, “ Godexpressed

is

that

of

breathed,” was not before their minds, the whole treatment of

Ewald and

Why

Dr.

Cremer

will

remain somewhat inexplicable.

otherwise, for example, should the latter have remarked,

that the “ word must be traced to the use of ipmioj and not to the
simple verb -Hu> ?” Dr. Cremer, it is true, adds, as we have said, that

the simple verb
ever, this

is

never used

statement

physical sense to

God

is

In any case, how-

of divine action.

Not only

overdrawn.

in such passages of the

is -xtu>

LXX.

applied in a

as Ps. cxlvii. 7

~vsu<T£t to ~»eu,'j.a abrou) and Isa. xl. 2-t, and of Symmachus
(
and Theodotion as Isa. xl. 7 and not only in the earliest Fathers
is it used of the greatest gifts of Christ the Divine Lord, in such
“ For this cause the Lord received ointpassages as Ign., Eph. 17

(18)

;

:

—

ment on His head, that He might breathe incorruption upon His
Church (iva Tzvirj rrj ixxfojffia ayUapiriax )" but in what may be rightly
;

called the normative passage, Gen.

ii.

7, it is

practically justified,

God, by the LXX. use of morj in the objective
clause, and actually employed for the verb itself by both Symmachus and Theodotion. And if we will penetrate beneath the
mere matter of the usage of a word to the conception itself, nothing
could be more misleading than such a remark as Dr. Cremer's. For
surely there was no conception more deeply rooted in the Hebrew
and this
mind, at least, than that of the creative “ breath of God

in its application to

*

Two

fundamental ideas, lying at tlie root of all their thinking of Scripture,
have colored somewhat their dealing with this term the old Lutheran
doctrine of the Word of God, and the modern rationalizing doctrine of the nature
On account of the
of the Divine influence exerted in the production of Scripture.
latter point of view they seem determined not to find in Scrip! ure itself any
declaration that will shut them up to “a Philonian conception of Scripture”

seem

to

:

—

God the very utterances of the Most High. By the former they
seem predisposed to discover in it declarations of the wonder-working power of the
Word. The reader cannot avoid becoming aware of the influence of both these
dogmatic conceptions in both Ewald’s and Cremer’s dealing with ftsor.xeuaros.
But it is not necessary to lay stres-i on this.

as the Oracles of
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conception was assuredly not wholly unknown even in ethnic circles.
To a Hebrew, at all events, the “ breath of God” would seem

and no locution would more readily suggest itself to him as expressive of the Divine act of “making” than
just that by which it would be affirmed that He breathed things
into existence.
The “ breath of the Almighty ” itvoij navroself-evidently creative

;

—

xparopo ?

— was

traditionally in his

the creative act (Job xxxii.

accustomed

God

Symm.

Theod.) and of

LXX., Job

into
liis

bis

life

as the

xxxiii. 4)

8,

man owing

to think of

the breath of

of

mouth

fit

designation of

and not only was he
the breathing

;

his existence to
nostrils

(Gen.

as therefore the

ii.

especially

7,

“breath

which God needs but

of

God”

draw back
to Himself that all flesh should perish (Job xxxiv. 14)
but he
conceived also that it was by the breath of God’s mouth {itveuparc
rob TTOjfiaros Ps. xxxiii. 6), that all the hosts of the heavens were
made, and bv the sending forth of His breath, (meupa, Ps. civ. 30)
that the multiplicity of animal life was created.
By His breath
even {mmj, Job xxxvii. 10), he had been told, the ice is formed and
by His breath {itveu/ia, Isa. xi. 5, cf. Job. iv. 9) all the wicked are
consumed. It is indeed the whole conception of the Spirit of
God as the executive of the Godhead that is involved here the
{it vebpa tteTov,

xxvii.

8),

to

:

<

)

;

:

conception that
production of
itself

it is

all

God that is the active agent in the
To the Hebrew consciousness, creation

the Spirit of

that

is.

as, not indeed an “ inspiration,
an “ infusion of the Divine essence,” but certainly

would thus naturally appear

and much

less

a “ spiration
fore, in

”
;

and

all

that exists would appeal to

the proper sense theopneustic,

i.

e.,

it as,

there-

simply, “ breathed

by

God,” produced by the creative breath of the Almighty, the moy
TZaVTOZpOLTOpOS.

This would not, it needs to
imply an “ immediate creation,”
declares that
life

it is

be
as

the breath of the

or understanding (Job xxxii.

;

call

Almighty

8,

xxxiii.

read as excluding the second causes
into existence

remembered,

we

it.

necessaril}'-

When

Elihu

that has given
4),

him

he need not be

by which he was brought

nor need the Psalmist

(civ. 30)

be understood to

“immediate creation” of the whole existing animal
mass.
But each certainly means to say that it is God who has
made all these things, and that by His breath He breathed them
teach an

:

being— they

So

from

word
view of
its conception, it is just, after the nature of Greek compounds,
the appropriate crystallization into one concise term of a
conception that was a ruling idea in every Jewish mind.
Particularly, then, if we are to suppose (with both Ewald and
into

presenting

a

are

difficulty

all

flecJweuaroi.

therefore

from the

far

point

of

the
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Cremer) that the word is a coinage of Paul’s, or even of
Hellenistic origin, nothing could he more natural than that it
should have enshrined in it the Hebraic conviction that God produces all that He would bring into being by a mere breath. From
this point of view, therefore, there seems no occasion to seek
beyond the bare form of the word itself for a sense to attribute to
it.
If we cannot naturally give it the meaning of “ God-mspired,”
we certainly do not need to go so far afield as to attribute to it the
sense of “ filled with God
the natural sense which belongs to
it by virtue of its formation, and which is commended to us by the
analogy of like compounds, is also most consonant with the
thought-forms of the circles in which it perhaps arose and cer-

was almost exclusively used. What the word naturally
means from this point of view also, is “ God-spirated,” “ Godbreathed,” “ produced bv the creative breath of the Almighty.”

tainly

Thus
lies

who

it

appears that such a

conception as “ God-breathed”

well within the general circle of ideas of the Hellenistic writers,
certainly most prevailingly use the word.

made

An

application of

Tim. iii. 16, was
no less consonant with the ideas concerning the origin and nature of
Scripture which prevailed in the circles out of which that epistle
proceeded.
This may indeed be fairly held to be generally conthis conception to Scripture,

such as

is

in 2

ceded.

The

main

object

Ewald’s

of

passage, to be sure, was to void the

earlier

treatment

word VeomsuaTos

of

this

of all impli-

By assigning to it the
sense of “ God-pervaded,” “full of God’s Spirit,” he supposed
cation as to the origination of Scripture.

he had made
suggestion of

it

a description of

how

it

came

of

Scripture.*

is,

without the least

be such and he did not hesitate
had nothing whatever to say a9 to the
But he afterwards, as we have alreadv

accordingly, to affirm that
origin

what Scripture

to

;

it

pointed out, saw the error of this position, and so far corrected

it

as to explain that of course the term Wm-EuffTo? includes in itself

the implication that the words so designated are spoken by the Spirit
of

God

or

by men inspired by God

—in

repeatedly said elsewhere in Scripture,

21

—yet

still

to insist that

it

throws

its

accordance with what

as,

for example, in 2 Pet.

is
i.

chief emphasis rather on the

And he never thought of
nature than the origin of these words.f
denying that in the circles in which the word was used in application
to Scripture, the idea of the origination of Scripture

God was

current and indeed dominant.

* Jahrb. f. bibl. Wissenschaft,
t Oeschichte cles Volks Israel

,

vii, 88, 114.
i,

245, note.

by the

act of

Philo’s complete identifi-

•
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word of God was indeed the
subject under treatment by him, when he penned the note from
which we have last quoted and he did not fail explicitly to allow
that the conceptions of the writer of the passage in 2 Timothy
cation of Scripture with the spoken

;

were very closety related to those of Philo. “It is certainly
undeniable,” he writes, “ that the new term fteonveuffTos, 2 Tim. iii.
16, is intended to express very much what Philo meant, and did

know how

compressed and
“
term, no doubt,
this
and again, in another place,
direct a term
embodies onlv what is everywhere presupposed by Philo as to the
yet
Scriptures, and is repeatedly expressed by him in other words

not yet

to say sharply

by means

of so

;

his usage

not yet so far developed

is

this that in the

New

Testament,

;

and

it is

too, it is

in accordance with

only one of

the latest

wri tings which uses the term in this way.”*

would seem,

It

conception

Philo’s

be sure, that

to

it is

precisely this affinity with

Scripture which

of

exclude in his treatment of the term.

Dr. Cremer wishes to
“ Let it be added,” he

near the close of the extract from his Herzog article
breathed
which we have given above, “ that the expression
by God, inspired by God,’ though an outgroAvth of the Biblical
idea, certainly, so far as it is referred to the prophecy which
Avrites,

‘

'

does not arise out of the

human

will (2 Pet.

i.

20),

yet can scarcely

—

unless we
the whole of the rest of Scripture
are to find in 2 Tim. iii. 16 the expression of a conception
of sacred Scripture similar to the Philonian.” And a little later he

be applied to

urges against the

testimonv of the exegetical tradition to the

was affected by the conceptions of
Alexandrian Judaism that is, he suggests, practically of heathenThere obviously lies beneath this mode of representation an
ism.
attempt to represent the idea of the nature and origin of Scripture
exhibited in the New Testament, as standing in some fundamental
and the assimilation
disaccord with that of the Philonian tracts

meaning

of the Avord, that it

—

;

of the conception expressed iu 2

fore

Tim.

iii.

16 to the latter as there-

the former.
Something like this is
Holtzmann when he writes :f “ It is accordingly

separation from

its

affirmed also by

clear that the author shares the Jewish conception of the purely

supernatural origin of the Scriptures in

according

to

21, to their Avriters

there
tura.

is
’

’

f

and so far

is

ascribed

and not merely,

Pet.

as the thing itself is concerned
tola

Scrip-

that the Biblical and the Philonian ideas of Scrip-

etc., ix, 92.

Die Pastor albriefe

imme-

as in 2

nothing incorrect implied in the translation,

The notion

*Jahrb.,

;

acceptation,

straitest

which, therefore, the theopneusty

diately to the Scriptures themselves,
i.

its

u.

s.

ic.,

p. 163.

;
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somewhat markedly differ is apparently common to the two
only Holtzmann identifies the idea expressed in 2 Tim.

ture

writers
iii.

:

16 with the Philonian, and therefore pronounces

mark

of

detach

it

origin for that

late

epistle

from the Philonian, that he

;

it

to be a

while Cremer wishes to

may

nize the Philonian conception as possessing

not be forced to recog-

New

Testament author-

ization.

No such fundamental difference
New Testament conceptions as is

between the Philonian and

here erected, however, can
through whatever minor differences may be
traceable between the general New Testament conception and
treatment of Scripture and that of Philo, it remains a plain matter
possibly be

of fact that

Philonian

made

no other general view of Scripture than the so-called
discernible in

is

— as

out

the

New

Testament,

all

of

whose

Himself also, according to His
reported words,
consistently look upon the written words of Scripture as the express utterances of God, owing their origin to His
direct spiration and their character to this their divine origin.
It
is peculiarly absurd to contrast 2 Pet. i. 21 with 2 Tim. iii. 16 (as
Holtzmann does explicitly and the others implicitly), on the ground
of a difference of conception as to “ inspiration,” shown in the
writers

is

true

Jesus

of

—

ascription of inspiration in the former passage to the writers, in

the latter immediately to the words of Scripture.

“ word of prophecy”

It

is,

on the

which Peter ascribes
divine surety it is written prophecy which he declares to be of no
“ private interpretation ” and if he proceeds to exhibit how God
produced this sure written word of prophecy viz., through men
of God carried onward, apart from their own will, by the determining power of the Holy Ghost* surely this exposition of the
face of

it,

the

to

;

;

—

—

mode

of the divine action in producing the Scriptures can only

by the utmost confusion

of ideas be pleaded as a denial of the
were produced by the Divine action. To
Peter as truly as to Paul, and to the Paul of the earlier epistles as
truly as to the Paul of 2 Timothy, or as to Philo himself, the
Scriptures are the product of the Divine Spirit, and would be most
appropriately described by the epithet of 11 God-breathed,” i. e.,
fact that the Scriptures

produced by the breath, the spiration, of God.
The entire distinction which it is sought to erect between the

New

Testament

and the Philonic conceptions of Scripture,
Testament writers the Scriptures were less
the oracles of God than to Philo, and owed their origin less
directly to God’s action, and might therefore be treated as less
as

if

to

the

New

*For the implications

of the

term <pspup.evm here (as distinguished from ayoii-words in Schmidt’s Synonymik.

vot) consult the fruitful discussion of the

“

divine

in

There

may

character

be
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hangs

operation,

or

recognized

fairly

the

in

differences

certain

mere air.
between

New

Testament and the Philonic conceptions of Scripture
not move in this fundamental region.
The epithet “ God-breathed,” “ produced by the creative
breath of the Almighty,” commends itself, therefore, as one which
would lie near at hand and would readily express the fundamental
view as to the origination of Scripture current among the whole
body of New Testament writers, as well as among the whole mass
The
of their Jewish contemporaries, amid whom they were bred.
distinction between the inspiration of the writers and that of the
record, is a subtlety of later times of which they were guiltless
as is also the distinction between the origination of Scripture by
the action of the Holy Ghost and the infusing of the Iloly Spirit
the

;

but they certainly do

:

by human

originating

into Scriptures

To

activity.

the writers

by God
and the question of their
effects, or even of their nature, was not consciously separated from
the question of their origin.
The one sufficient and decisive fact
concerning them to these writers, inclusive of all else and determinative of all else that was true of them as the Word of God,
was that they were “ God-given,” or, more precisely, the product of
God’s creative “ breath.”
of this age of simpler faith, the Scriptures are penetrated

God

because they were given by

In these circumstances

entire

New

body

Testament doctrine

We

divine origination.
Spirit

whom

”

43

it is,

Mark

;

is

need only

therefore, that

xii. 36),

because

its

it is

xii.

31,

Acts

iii.

xiii.

17,

16,

ii.

xxvii.

25,

is

express

its

lii.

7,

“ in

x. 15),

human authors speak (Matt. xxii.
He that speaks what they speak
they being but the media

iv. 25),
i.

22,

ii.

xxiv. 15,

Rom.

i.

2,

iii.

15,

xxvii.

Luke

i.

The whole underlying conception

18, 21).

expression

xxi. 4,

35,

to

it

recall the declarations that the

the author of Scripture (Heb.

“through them” (Acts i. 16,
of the prophetic word (Matt.
17,

Scripture, and with the

of

phraseology currently used in

of

Holy

can hardly be needful to pause to
this conception accords with

how completely

point out in detail

the whole

it

:

in principle set forth in the

3, iv. 14,
9,

76,

Luke
Acts

of such

command

viii.

xviii.
i.

modes

16,
of

of Jesus to

His disciples that, in their times of need, they should depend
wholly on the Divine Spirit speaking in them (Matt. x. 20
Mark
;

xiii.

11

;

cf.

Luke

i.

41,

67,

xii.

12

;

Acts

iv.

8)

:

and perhaps

even more decidedly still in Peter’s description of the prophets of
Scripture as “ borne by the Holy Ghost,” as weu/j.aT<j<popoi whose
words are, therefore, of no “ private interpretation,” and of the
,

highest surety (2 Pet.

i.

21).

In

all

such expressions the main
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affirmation

that Scripture, as the product of the activity of the

is

“

breatli of God;” and the highest possible
on their origination by the divine agency of the
Spirit.
The primary characteristic of Scripture in the minds of
the New Testament writers is thus i evealed as shortly their Divine
Spirit, is

just the

emphasis

is

laid

-

origin.

That

this

was the

sole

the beginning to tbe term
further

dominating conception attached from
as an epithet of Scripture, is

&e6xveu<rzt>'i

witnessed by the unbroken exegetical tradition of

meaning

in the sole passage of tbe

Dr.

occurs.

Cremer admits that such

New
is

Testament

its

which

in

it

the exegetical tradition,

though he seeks to break the weight of this
the unanimity of the patristic interpretation

by pleading

fact

of the passage

that

is

due

rather to preconceived opinions on the part of the Fathers as to the
Scripture, derived from

Alexandrian Judaism, than to
itself.
Here we
are pointed to the universal consent of Jewish and Christian
nature of

the natural effect on their minds of the passage

students of the

held in

W ord as

common —-a

to the divine origin of the Scriptures

fact impressive

enough

of

itself —

they

a rea-

-as

son for discrediting the testimony of the latter as to the meaning

fundamental passage bearing on the doctrine of Holy ScripOne is tempted to ask whether it can be really proved that
the theology of Alexandrian Judaism exercised so universal and
of a

ture.

absolute a dominion over the thinking of the Church, that

it

is

likely to be due to its influence alone that the Christian doctrine
of

inspiration took shape, in

we

despite (as

are

of

told)

natural implications of the Christian documents themselves.

one

is

very likely to

insist that,

whatever

may

be

its

the

And

origin, this

coneeption of the divine origination of Scripture was certainly

Testament writers themselves, and may very
which
well therefore have found expression in 2 Tim. iii. 16
would therefore need no adjustment to current ideas to make it
teach it.
At all events, it is admitted that this view of the teaching of 2 Tim. iii. 16 is supported by the unbroken exegetical
and this fact certainly requires to be taken into considtradition
shared by the

New

—

;

meaning of the word.
It is quite true that Dr. Cremer in one sentence does not seem to
keep in mind the unbrokenness of the exegetical tradition. We
“ Origen also, in hom. %1 in Jerem seems so [i. e., as Dr.
read
Cremer does] to understand it [that is, ?>e«5svet»«ro ?]: sacra volumina
The unwary reader may infer
spiritus plenitudinem spirant."
from this that these words of Origen are explanatory of 2 Tim. iii.
eration in determining the

:

.,

—

16,

and that they therefore break the exegetical tradition and

•
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show that Origen assigned to that passage the meaning that “ the
Holy Scriptures breathe out the plenitude of the Spirit.” Such
is, however, not the case.
Origen is not here commenting on 2 Tim.
iii.

but only freely expressing his

16,

notion as to the nature

do not, therefore,

His words here

of Scripture.

own

break the con-

stancy of the exegetical tradition, but at the worst only the universality of that Philonian conception of Scripture, to the universality

which among the Fathers, Dr. Cremer attributes the unbroken-

of

What

ness of the exegetical tradition.
tion

is,

ing of

then, not a
ttE<'>nvEU(jT<><;

results

from their adduc-

weakening of the patristic testimony to the meanin 2 Tim. iii. 16, but (at the worst) a possible hint

that Dr. Cremer’ s explanation of the unanimity of that testimony

be applicable. When commenting on 2 Tim. iii.
Origen uniformly takes the word ^eomsuaro? as indicatory of the

may
16,

not, after

all,

though when himself speaking of what Scripture
speak as Dr. Cremer would have him speak.
It looks as if his interpretation of 2 Tim. iii. 16 were expository of
Let
its meaning to him rather than impository of his views on it.
origin of Scripture

he

is,

by way

us,

;

may sometimes

of

illustration,

place a fuller

citation

of Origen’

words, in the passage adduced by Dr. Cremer, side by side with

with 2 Tim.

a passage directly dealing

Secundum

iii.

16,

and note the

istiusmodi expositiones decet sacras litteras credere

result.

necunam quodam

apicem liabere vacuum sapientia Dei. Qui enim mihi homini prsecipit dicens:
Non apparebis ante conspectum meum vacuus, multo plus hoc ipse agit, ne aliquid
vacuum loquatur. Ex plenitudine ejus aceipientes proplietse, ea, quce erant de
plenitudine sumptar, cecineruut: et idcirco sacra volumina spiritus plenitudinem
spirant, nihilque est sive in prophetia, sive in lege, sive in evangelio, sive in apostolo,

quod non a plenitudine divime majestatis descendat. Quamobretn spirant
Spirant antem his, qui habent

scripturis sanctis hodieque plenitudinis verba.

in
et

occulos ad videnda ccelestia et aures ad andienda divina, et nares ad ea, qua; sunt
plenitudinis, semtienda (Origen, in

1785,

Jeremiam Domilia,

xxi, 2.

Wirceburg

ed.,

733).

ix,

Here Origen

is

writing

quite

divine fullness of Scripture.

freely

There

is

:

and his theme

is

the

nothing in Scripture which

all its fullness is derived from Him from
dipped by the prophets. Contrast his manner, now,
expounding 2 Tim. iii. 16.

vain or empty and

is

whom

it

when he

is
is

“ Let us not be stupefied by hearing Sriptures which we do not understand; but
be to us according to our faith, by which also we believe that every Scripture

let it

because

it

is

theopneustic

fteomeuoTos ouaa) is profitable. For
two things regarding these Scriptures
either

[natra ypatpij

(

you must needs admit one

of

:

that they are not theopneustic since they are not profitable, as the unbeliever takes
it

;

a believer, you must admit

or, as

profitable.

It is to

that' since they are theopneustic, they are
be admitted, of course, that the profit is often received by ns

unconsciously, just as often

and only

we

are assigned certain food for the benefit of the eyes,

two or three days does the digestion of the food that was to benefit
the eyes give us assurance by trial that the eyes are benefited
So, then,
after

—

:

;
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believe also concerning the divine Scriptures, that thy soul

is profited, even if
thy understanding does not perceive the fruit of the profit that comes from the
letters, from the mere bare reading” [Okigen, Horn.
in Josuam 2, in J. A.

XX

.

Robinson's Origen’s Philocalia

p. 63).

,

obvious that here Origen does not understand 2 Tim. iii.
teach that Scripture is inspired onlv because it is profitable,

It is
16, to

and that we are

and its inspira
what he draws from the passage is that Scripture
is profitable because it is inspired, and that though we may not see in
any particular case how, or even that, it is profitable, we must still
tion therefrom

believe

it to

because
It

it is

seemed

to determine its profitableness first

;

be profitable because it is inspired,
given of God for that end.
to

e.,

i.

obviously

be necessary to adduce at some length these pas-

sages from Origen, inasmuch as the partial adduction of one of

them, alone, by Dr. Cremer might prove misleading to the unwary
But there appears to be no need of multiplving passages
reader.

from the other early expositors
confessed

freely

We

groove.

may

tliat

of 2

Tim.

iii.

16, seeing that it is

all in one
weight we allow to this fact

the exegetical tradition runs

differ as to the

but surely as a piece of testimony corroborative of the meaning
of the

word derived from other

that

has from the beginning been understood only in one

it

considerations,

it is

worth noting

way

even by those, such as Origen and we may add Clement, who may
not themselves be absolutely consistent in preserving the point of
view taught them in this passage.*

The

final test of the sense

derived from
Dr.

its fitness to

Cremer does not

Tim.

iii.

fail to

16, that the

assigned to any word

the context in which

it

urge with reference to

meaning he assigns

to

it

is

is,

of course,

found.

fted-ssuffros in

as,

2

corresponds well

with the context, especially with the succeeding clauses
as,

And

;

as well

he adds, with the language elsewhere in the Xew Testament,
for example, in the Epistle to the Hebrews, where what Scrip-

* Cf. Prof. Schultze, loc. cit. : “ Further, it should not he lost sight of (and Dr.
Cremer does not do so) how the Church in its defenders has understood this
word. There can be no doubt that in the conflict with Montanism, the traditional doctrine of theopneusty was grounded in the conception of feii->ruirrui'
but never that of the Scriptures breathing out the Spirit of God. The pas-age
which Crem r adduces from Origen gives no interpretation of this word, but only
points to a quality of Scripture consequent on their divine origination by the
Holy Spirit and elsewhere when he adduces the rule of faith, the words run, quod
per spiritum dei sacrce scriptura conscripta sint, or a verbo dei et spirita dei
dicta sunt just as Clem. Alex, also, when, in Coh. 71, he is commenting on the
Pauline passage, takes the word in the usual way, and yet, like Origen, makes tin
inference from the God-likeness (as &eo-oieiv) in Plato’s manner, from the whole
For the use of the word in
passage though not deriving it from the word itself.
Tom. in Joh., vi, 134, Ed. de la R.”
Origen, we need to note
Set. in Ps., ii, 527
)

:

—

:

;

“
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spoken of as the utterance, the saying of the Holy
Ghost, with which he would further compare even Acts xxviii. 25.
That the words of Scripture are conceived, not only in Hebrews
but throughout the New Testament, as the utterances of the
Holy Ghost is obvious enough and not to be denied. But it is
equally obvious that the ground of this conception is everywhere
ture sajs

is

Holy Ghost as their responsimanet and remains what it was when

the ascription of these words to the
ble author: littera scripta

words of the writer. The fact that all Scripture
conceived as a body of Oracles and approached with awe as the

written, viz., the
is

God

utterances of

these utterances

certainly does not in the

may not

least

which would

a preference for an interpretation of

mute

suggest that

be described as God-given words or throw
trans-

into an assertion that they are rather God-giving words.

it

And

the

Naturally,

if

same may be said of the contextual argument.
“ God-giving,” it would as an
fi-£uizveu<TTo<; means

epithet or predicate of Scripture serve very well to lay a foun-

dation for declaring this
etc.

1£

God-giving Scripture ” also profitable,

But an equal foundation
11

for this declaration is laid

God-given.”

description

of

from Origen

will alone teach us this.

as

it

The passage

by the

quoted
All that can be said on this
just

new interpretation, therefore, is that it also could be
made accordant with the context and as much, and much more,

score for the

;

can be said for the old.

We

leave the matter in this form, since

obviously a detailed interpretation of the whole passage cannot be
entered into here, but must be reserved for a later occasion. It
well suffice to say
for the

new

now

may

that obviously no advantage can be claimed

interpretation from this point of view.

what can the word be made

The question

mean, but what
does it mean and the witness of its usage elsewhere, its form and
mode of composition, and the sense given it by its readers from the
first, supply here the primary evidence.
Only if the sense thus
commended to us were unsuitable to the context would we be
is,

after all, not

to

;

justified in seeking further for a

new interpretation

— thus demanded

This can by no means be claimed in the present
instance, and nothing can be demanded of us beyond showing

by the

context.

that the

more natural current sense of the word

is

accordant with

the context.

The

result of our investigation

new
and Cremer. From
discredit the

all

points of approach alike

ducted to the conclusion that
ination of Scripture, not of
9

would seem

thus, certainly, to

interpretation of &£6-v£u<tto$ offered

it is

its

we appear

by Ewald
to be con-

primarily expressive of the orig-

nature and

much

less of its effects.
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“ God-breathed,” produced by the creative

is ftsoTzveuirro? is

breath of the Almighty.
order to designate

it

as

And

Scripture

called

is

who

is

word by the Latin inspiratus

It

does not

we

are to take

express a

it

it

affirms

activity of

is

God

Dogmaticians,
that
the

sense His creation.
all

the

is

in

Scriptures

Hoty Ghost and
It is

Divine

The

at the

a

Deo

foot

traditional
is

no doubt

of the

letter.

breathing into the Scriptures by God.

But the ordinary conception attached
Fathers or the

of

in all spheres of the

Divine activity the executive of the Godhead.
also discredited, if

onveuaros in

“God-breathed,” the product

spiration, the creation of that Spirit

translation of the

>‘/c

to

whether among the

it,

general

owe

vindicated.

their

origin

What
to

on this foundation of Divine origin that

the high attributes of Scripture are built.
Princeton.

an

are in the highest and truest

Benmamin B. Wakfield.

Y.

HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL NOTES.
SOME LETTERS OF DR. PHILIP SCHAFF TO
LEWIS H. STEINER.

DR.

When

Dr. Scliaff came to Mercersburg as a professor, Lewis H.
Among his letters to his
was a sophomore in Marshall College.
father is one dated August 13, 1844, in which is given a full account

Steiner

of the reception of the

new

professor.

It

as follows:

is

some time last week which I neglected to answer,
you some information respecting the reception of Dr. Schaf,
which I knew would be interesting, inasmuch as it has been long expected. All
Mercersburg has been in motion for the last week, anxiously awaiting information
as to the day on which he would come.
At length we received the news that he
would be here on Monday. Every possible preparation was made for his reception.
On yesterday the ladies were invited to assist in making wreaths, in order to
adorn the building. All, of course, attended and with the assistance of the
students who were extraordinarily polite, every thing was fixed off in best style.
The pillars in the front of the building were enwrapped with wreaths of pine
festoons hung gracefully from the prayer-hall windows llowers, given also by the
ladies, shed their odours around, as if to welcome him with their fragrance to his
new abode. Every window on three sides of the building was splendidly illuminated.
The ladies were in crowds on the porch. All were ready. The students
then formed in procession and marched out to the hill on the Greencastle road at
eight o’clock P.M.
After waiting about thirty minutes, the carriage came up
which contained our Professor. After passing through the students, be was
escorted up to the building, which looked splendidly.
Mr. Peter M. Negley then
welcomed him in English and Mr. Max Stein in German, after wilich the Doctor
replied in a speech, which would have done honour to any man, but which was
much better liked since it was extemporaneous. His commencement was splendid.
After saying (in German)
‘Gentlemen, friends and brethren,’ he broke
But you may say, how could I
forth into a most splendid strain of eloquence.
know. Why, I understood it a little and that was first rate, and good German

“I received

a letter from you

until I could give

—

:

me their opinion respecting the speech.
“ Dr. P. Schaf is (now believe me) a pretty man, of about your size. He wears
whiskers, is only twenty-five years of age, has a ring or two on his hands, is, in

scholars give

every sense of the word, a complete gentleman.
pleased with him.

He

Dr. Nevin

is

exceedingly well

says the best sermon he has heard for some time was

preached by Schaf in Cbambersburg on

last

Sunday.

“At night, I had the honour of leading (with some others) a party of students
who serenaded him with vocal music. He came out on the Doctor’s porch, and
after we had finished, he cried out like the German professors usually do, when
pleased with the students:

The

‘

Vivant Studiosi.’ ”

respect for Dr. Schaf!

was preserved by Dr. Steiner throughout

—

:
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and the acquaintance formed between the teacher and pupil

his life,

ripened into a friendship which continued for

manv

of his college days Dr. Steiner preserved

relics

nouncements of
at the

which Dr. Schaff was

his courses,

One

beginning of each college term.

years.

Among

the

two of the Latin anin the habit of posting

of these

is

as follows:

“ Pliilippus Scliaf

Commilitionibus

human

:

ssimis dilectissimis

per semestre, quod instat hibernum, has offert lecliones

:

In Seminario

I.

(a)

Ilistoriae ecclesiasticae

partem tradet tertiam quater per

hebdomadem bora XI-XII, initium
(b) Iutroductionem in libros

facturus die Martis.

Novi Testamenti sacros

legat tres per liebd.

bora postea definienda.
In Collegio

II.

Philosophiam

artis sive .Estheticen docebit bis per hebd.

bora

II-1II die Martis iDitium futurus

Dabam

The

first

letter I

1

Xovemb. A.D. 1845.”

have found, written by Dr. Schaff to Dr. Steiner,

one dated January

had imported

Mercersburgi

7,

1848, concerning some books which

for both of them.

was the time

It

of

is

Dr. Schaff

the beginning of

the Kirchenfreund, and the writer says:

am

‘‘I

in good health

and have

started a

German

periodical, a sort of literary

journal in monthly numbers, at $1 p. year. The January number will be out in
about trvo weeks. I will try whether something can be done to represent the American

German Churches

It is

in a style

worthy

of the

German mind and

characteristic, however, that this letter

and

all

learning.”

the others of the

They were sent to one who could well understand
German, but Dr. Schaff had early learned that the English language
was the one in which ideas could best be expressed in America.
Even
when he starts a German magazine, he writes letters in English. The
letters before us extend down to 1871, and deal with a great variety of
Here we have one occupied with some dissension in the Resubjects.
formed Synod, there another discussing church music, and still a third
speaks of the Civil War.
In 1859, Dr. Steiner and Prof. Henry Schwing, of Baltimore, were
series are in English.

engaged in preparing a
the Reformed Church.
lished

on

by Ditsou

May
‘‘I

7,

&

hymn book
was

It

with music, for the especial use of

called Cantate

Co., of Boston.

Domino, and was pub-

Concerning

it,

Dr. Schaff wrote,

from Mercersburg

congratulate you on the forthcoming book of Church Music, which will no

doubt be great help

to the

the beauty of holiness.

new

Boston

liturgy
is

and tend

to

promote the worship of God in

the right place for a publication of that kind.

I

would like to reply at length to your letter, if I knew exactly what you desire
and if I was not just now overwhelmed with business.
I mean as to particulars
Besides preparing for the summer term, I have the new German Hymn Book in
press and must employ all my leisure hours to keep the compositor in copy and to
The book will appear in Philadelphia, at or before the meeting of
read the proof.

—
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the book to good English translations, where such
would probably be of much service to you. I have a large
hymnological collection Greek, Latin, German and English.”
the

Synod

exist.

I refer in

If it

was

out, it

:

He

then suggests sources whence

book.
“

I

The

for the proposed

them

never saw a tolerab'e translation yet of Neander’s [an old

poet] famous
‘

hymns should be taken

following suggestions show the character of

all

German Reformed
The one in

Lobe den Herrn, den machtigen Konig der Ehren.’

‘

Hymns from

the

Land

of Luther,’ (a Scotch publication)

is

not

fit

for a

hymn

But Prof. T. C. Porter had one prepared for our new liturgy, although it
was thrown overboard, I do not know why. You better ask him for it. It should
by no means fail in your publication, for the choral is one of the very best.
‘‘Also the
Wacket auf ruft uns die Stimme,’ well translated by Miss C.
Winkworth, ‘Awake, Awake, for Night Is Flying’ should by no means be
wanting. It is tlirillingly sublime and appropriate. The best would be, if you
could just pay me a visit for a few days. We could then talk the whole matter
over.
It is impossible to put all the particulars which require attention in a
But it is like a full bottle, which
letter.
I am full of the very thing you want.
must empty itself gradually.”
book.

‘

In the autumn, the German Hymn Book appeared, and
accompanying a presentation copy Dr. Schaff wrote

in

a letter

“ I wish you would draw up a short notice of it for any paper you may select.
There are but few American scholars who are qualified to judge intelligently of
German Church poetry. You are one of the few.”

On

the very last day of 1859, Dr. Schaff writes from Nazareth, Pa., to

acknowledge the receipt of the Cautate Domino, which had

just appeared:

“Just before I left home for a short trip to East Pennsylvania, I received a copy
your Gantate Domino, for which I return you my sincere thanks. I was agreeably surprised in finding it much more full and complete than I expected it to be,
especially in the hymnological part.
I regret that some of the German standard
chora's have been unnecessarily changed
But these are things which might be improved in a subsequent edition. Upon the whole, I must say I am remarkably well
pleased with your work.
It mee's a deep-felt want in our Church, and is decidedly
of

.

a progress in the right direction.

mean

present one

I

course will accustom

all

It is far superior,

to use

it

even as a

hymn

book, to our

forthwith in the Seminary

the students to the book and prepare the

way

This of
for its subse-

quent introduction in many congregations
You have certainly done good
service to the Church and deserve a better reward than mere pecuniary compensation.
I would have drawn up a favorable notice for the next Mercersburg Review, but Dr.
Gerhart told

A

second

cises the

me

that he had done so already.

letter,

A happy New Year.”

written from Mercersburg on January 20, 1860,

criti-

book for

“ baptizing the old German chorals with modern American or other names, which
have no earthly connection with them. Why not give them the names of the first

German, or of their real authors
Somebody sends me Dwight’
Musical Gazette, probably the publisher at your suggestion. I am much obliged
for the mark of attention.
But really I have more papers already than I can possibly make use of, and am hardly musical enough to appreciate it fully, even if I
had time to read it. I used to play the piano and the flute, but have hardly ever
practiced since I left Europe.”
lines as iu
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Daring 1862, Dr. Steiner edited a Latin edition of the Heidelberg
n, a copy of which Dr. Scliaff acknowledges on May 22, speaking of it as “ this very creditable contribution to the approaching terCatechis

centenary

festival.

same celebration,

”

which he speaks of the
“

I

contribution

accompanying

it

with a

to the

This he

Catechism for Sunday-schools.

sent to Dr. Steiner on July 4, 1862,

am

own

Dr. Scliaff speaks of his

as his English

letter, in

political situation as follows:

regret that the present Fourth of July

and tired of

is still

But no choice

overcast by the clouds of war.

to the government, hut to
through to the hitter end. God only knows the ultimate issue. Should we
meet with a serious repulse at Richmond, there will be more danger of foreign
interference than ever.
And then look out for a complication that will startle the
world and shake the country to its foundation.”
I

heartily sick

it.

is left

fight it

A

few weeks

later,

on July 21, the correspondence has again turned

churchly themes, and Dr. Schaff writes:

to

11

We

solemnly reopened our church yesterday, which was frescoed painted, pro,

vided with a regular chancel, altar and a new musical instrument.
in the beauty of holiness.

The

Dr. Harbaugli preached.

It shines

now

liturgy was used in full,

the communion service with the responses.
All passed oS well.
The collection
exceeded the amount required. The liberality and respectability has been in-

creased 200 per cent, since they left the poor old stone building downtown.

Truly

German Reformed Church has made wonderful progress within our day and
generation.
Let God he praised for it. The Seminary is very flourishing this year.
the

“ Dr. Harbaugli thinks that the composition of next Synod will probably stand
and thirty against the new Liturgy. But no one can tell what course
things may take.
I have no objection that the minority make a new liturgy on

forty for

the basis of the old Palatinate one and thus have a fair chance with ours, only

Synod ought then
its

to

allow the majority to improve their work and to present

revised form before

Synod together with the

other, before

Synod takes

it

in

final

action.”

That

is

the last of the Mercersburg letters

;

the next one

came from

Andover, on February 10, 1863.
Dr. Schaff had been at the Tercentenary Convention and had now gone North to deliver theological lectures.

He

writes on both of these subjects to Dr. Steiner,

Secretaries of the

“Enclosed
well as

which

I

is

I

who was one

of

the

Convention.

send you the substance of

could remember

my

closing speech to the convention, as

took the report of the Messenger as the basis,
I hope it will not be too late.
I
faithful and good as far as it goes.
it.

I

could not possibly find time before, being engaged to the utmost of my working
capacities to set the Puritan right on the subject of historical theology and Chris-

Mr. Scribner, of

tianity
lish the

New

York, writes

English Memorial Volume, assuming

all

me

that he

is

willing to pub-

the risks and giving ten per cent,

per copy to the Committee, on condition that they secure five hundred subscribers.

This is as good an offer as you can get from a leading publisher, and I hope the
Committee will at once accept it. Sheldon, of New York, being a Baptist, would
not do as well as Mr. Scribner, who is a Presbyterian and can easier reach the
Dutch Reformed Church. The Dutch Intelligencer has given a very favorable
notice of our convention, and the editor .... seems to be quite a convert to our
theology.

DR. PHILIP SGHAFF.
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“ Have you seen Dr. Gerhart’s article on our Church in the Bibliotheca Sacra ?
with double interest now in New England since I am here. The Puritans, strange to say, positively like the article and speak respectfully of it
My lecture room continues to be crowded to overflowing and I get along first rate. ”
It is read

Other

the memorial volumes,

passed on the subject of

letters

both

English, in which the details of their arrangement were

German and
discussed.

On August

1866, Dr. Schaff writes, asking Dr. Steiner to trans-

2,

late his
“

new edition

of the

Heidelberg Catechism adjusted to the editio princeps. The
me $124. What do you think of a translation.

alterations in the plates alone cost
It certainly is the best edition

we have and ought

to circulate

among

the English

congregations.”

Suggestions are given as to methods of work, and Dr. Schaff adds:
“ If

you undertake the work,

cation (half and half),

share with you the risk and profit of publi-

I shall

We

agreeable to your wishes.

if

shall certainly not risk

much.”
Dr. Steiner was then occupied in organizing the schools of Frederick
county, Md., and did not take up the work.

It

was

just at that time,

Chair of
His declination of

elected as the successor of Prof. T. C. Porter in the

that he was

Natural Sciences, at Franklin and Marshall College.
the post caused Dr. Schaff to write

“

him on August 22

regret to learn from your letter that

I

will be difficult to find a suitable

man

you declined the

for the post.

I

call to Lancaster.

It

know none who could have

filled it better.”

Three years

New

later,

on February

York, where he was acting

bath Committee, and again refers
“

My

10,

1869, Dr. Schaff writes again from

as corresponding secretary of the
to the

Sab-

matter of the translation.

tercentenary edition of the Heidelberg Catechism ought loDg since to have

been translated,

e.,

i.

with a popular translation
to have it to
come out from our Church. Suppose you take

the historical introduction,

The Dutch Church wanted

adjusted to the oldest text as given there.
translate,

but

I

would rather

the matter in hand

The book

?

I

see

it

will cheerfully bear

will undoubtedly sell steadily,

my
if

share in the risk of publication.

well executed.

Some

things

would

be modified now. The tercentenary translation might be used with permission of the authors and be turned to practical account, but it ought to be conformed to the popular version as much as possible and be adjusted to the German

have

to

and other disputed points. I do not want any Synodical
Let it run its chance on its own merits like my other
work its way into practical use by and by both in the German and

edition in Question 80

my

sanction for

books.
in the

“

It will

Dutch churches.

My

I shall

edition.

family are well, but have passed through a season of sickness last week.

probably speud the

Apparently Dr.

summer

Steiner

in Europe.”

answered

favorably to

second letter of Dr. Schaff’ s, dated April
tions.

He

“After

I

1.

the

request,

but

a

put an end 1o the negotia-

then wrote

received your letter at Hartford,

I

wrote to Rev. M. B. Riddle, of
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Newark, who intended some time ago

to translate

my

historical introduction to

the Heidelberg Catechism for the Publication Board of the Dutch Church

who,

I

thought, had given up or indefinitely postponed the matter, being

;

but

now

engaged on a volume of Lange’s Commentary. To my great surprise, he came
This of course supersedes the necessity
of another.
Perhaps we may yet be associated in another literary work. I have a

yesterday with the complete translation.
great

many

projects if

I live

long enough to carry them out.’’

Fragmentary though these extracts

are, yet

they show certain interest-

ing phases of the character of the great Church historian and so seem

worthy of remembrance and preservation.
Baltimore,

Bernard

C.

Steiner.

VI.

ECCLESIASTICAL NOTES.
THE WASHINGTON COUNCIL OF THE ALLIANCE OF
THE REFORMED CHURCHES.
The

Seventh General Council of

“ The Alliance

the

of

Reformed

Churches throughout the World holding the Presbyterian System,” met
in

New York Avenue

the

The

officers

Presbyterian Church, Washington, D. C.

and continued

on September 27,

of the Council

in

session

were the Rev.

J.

until

October

1899.

6,

Marshall Lang, D.D.

Barony Church, Glasgow, Scotland, President; the Rev.
the Rev. William Henry
Roberts, D. D. American Secretary and the Rev. Prof. J. M. Hubbert,
Lebanon, Tenn., and the Rev. John Steele, D.D., Glasgow, Scotland,
pastor of the

George D. Mathews, D.D., General Secretary
,

as

Temporary Clerks.

was eminently

It

fitting that the

the capital of the United

more potent than that
republic.

England

A

Seventh Council should assemble in

States of America.

of Calvinism in

No

influence has been

building up the great

vast majority of the early settlers in the

colonies

professed

that

form of

Christian

American

Middle and

New

and

also

faith,

constituted a considerable element in the Southern provinces.

the distinctive natural trend
still

away from prelacy given by the

continues as a force in the religious

life

represents

the English

colonists

of the republic, as

by the fact that the Protestant Episcopal Church, which
States

Further,

in the

shown
United

Establishment, has only 680,000 com-

municants, or a total constituency of about 2,500,000 in a Protestant
population of 62,000,000.

The opening service was held at 10.30 A.M., in the New York
Avenue Presbyterian Church, the following Moderators and ex-Moderators

leading iu the devotions of the Council: Rev. J. Marshall Lang,

D.D.,

of the

Church

of Scotland; Rev.

William Hutton,

of the Pres-

byterian Church of England; Rev. James Stewart, D.D., of the Free

Church
Church

of Scotland;

Rev. John Robson, D. D., of the United Presbyterian
and Rev. Robert F. Sample, D.D., of the Pres-

of Scotland,

The sermon was delivered by the Rev.
John De Witt, D.D., LL.I). of Princeton Theological Seminary,
from 1 Pet. i. 23, “ Being born again not of corruptible seed but of
incorruptible, by the word of God which liveth and abideth forever.”
byterian Church in the U. S. A.
Prof.

,
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The
The

topic of the preacher was “

The Reformed Churches and the Bible.”

Churches was announced to be their attitude
toward the Holy Bible, as embodied in the phrase, “ The Bible and
constitutive idea of the

is the religion of Protestants.”
The preacher declared
Holy Scriptures had produced in the Reformed Churches the
“ intellectual type” of Christian character, and as a result had widely
separated them from Churches characterized by religious mysticism,

the Bible alone
that the

traditionalism or sacerdotalism

that these Churches in

;

all

their history

had been true to the Bible, giving it the foremost place in their confessions and worship
that as a result they had been among the most potent
and beneficent forces in the life of Europe and America since the
Reformation of the sixteenth century; that a crisis was upon them in the
present, owing to the attitude of the new criticism toward the Holy
Scriptures
and that if the Bible were discredited, there would be left
to the Reformed “ but the platitudes of natural ethics, and the halfstarved and hunger-bitten dogmas of natural religion.”
Prof. De Witt
then asked what, on the acceptance of the conclusions of the new
criticism, would be made of the Bible’s unity, truth, inspiration and
This part of the sermon was objected to in some
self-evidencing quality.
quarters on the ground that it was inappropriate to an assembly of an
ecumenical character.
It was acceptable, however, to the great majority
its
spirit was in full accord with the dictates of
of the delegates, and
Christian charity.
To have passed by the subject in silence would have
been, in the words of the preacher, “ unintellectual optimism or sinful
;

;

Before the close of the Council, the sermon appeared

obscurantism.”
in

pamphlet form,

and ten thousand

copies

have been distributed

throughout Europe and America, bv the enterprise and

generosity of

certain ruling elders.

At

the afternoon session, Dr.

delivered an address on the topic,

Lang, the President of the Council,
“ The Permanent and Progressive in

He

Christian Doctrine and Ministry.”

thought in

among other things that the
make room for the trend of

said

Alliance was constituted to discuss and

The permanent and

this age.

We

present in the Church.

the progressive are always

must not ignore the changes which are

going forward, and we must not

let

go of truth.

We

all

wish to pro-

The
do not wish to run down steep places into destruction.
Reformed creeds have been barriers against license. Those who believe
can afford to wait, and make allowance for latitude of Christian

gress, but

thought, sure that
truth

will

not

when

all

go astray.

medium between

who are loyal to the
The Presbyterian system offers a happy

has been said, those

the permanent

and the progressive;

it

upholds the

divine authority of a special ministry; recognizes the body of believers
as a roval

and
The

work of the laity in the Church;
mind of the Church in its courts.
But while
a magnificent army is gathered for service.

priesthood; provides for the

secures the representation of the
result

is

that

all this is true, Christ

alone can fully interpret the age, for

He

alone

is
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the progressive and the permanent

can be reconciled.

The address
by Dr.

Lang was

of President

The

followed

by an address

of

welcome

an expert in the art of
pleasant speech, and also in that of hospitality.
Dr. Radcliffe and
Mrs. Radcliffe won warm regard for the admirable manner in which
Radcliffe.

host of the Council

While the Local Committee

the Council was entertained.

ments, as a whole, performed well
respousibility naturally fell

is

its

of

Arrange-

delicate duties, yet the pressure of

most heavily upon the

brilliant pastor of the

“ winsome consort.”
The delegates from the Continent of Europe were only two in number,
the Rev. Dr. Teophile Gay, representing the Waldensian Church,
Italy, and the Rev. J. E. Knatz, representing the Reformed Church of

New York Avenue Church and

France.

It

is

much

to be regretted that the

At

were not more in evidence.
been

appointed,

his

however,

the time

Churches of the Continent

when

delegates should

the Dreyfus affair was troubling

have

not only

France but other European countries, and ministers from the Continent

homes and cross the Atlantic. It is also possicome for the Western Section of the Executive
Commission to render yet more effective service than in the past to the
National characterinterests of the Alliance in France and Germany.
istics have a bearing upon ecclesiastical affairs.
The only delegate from
Australasia was the venerable John G. Patou, who interested the community in Washington more than any other person, and whose fame is
in all the Churches.
From England and Wales, 9 delegates were
were loath

to leave their

ble that the time has

present; frcm Ireland, 16; from Scotland, 68; from Canada, 26; from

China, 2; from the Transvaal, 2; and front the United States, 182.

The predominance
is

owing

United

The

in

numbers of the American delegates at the Council
Churches of the Alliance in the

to the great strength of the

States.
Statistics

of the

Communion

represented by the Council show

May, 1899, 26,467 ministers, 136,509 elders,
4,842,534 communicants and 3,473,764 Sabbath-school scholars.
The
number of communicants in 1888 was 3,721,680, so that the increase
since that year has been 1,120,854.
The total of members and adherents is now about 25,000,000.
The second day of session was devoted to the History of the Allithat the Churches had, in

ance, the consideration of

the Presbyterian system,

the duties of the

and addresses on “ Calvinistic Forces in
the Formation of National Life.”
The readers and speakers were the
General Secretary, Rev. Dr. George B. Strickler, of Richmond, Va.
Rev. Dr. Ross, of Newcastle, England; R. R. Simpson, Esq., of Edinburgh, Scotland; the Rev. Prin. Salmond, of Aberdeen, Scotland, and
the American Secretary.
An address was also delivered by Samuel
Smith, Esq
M.P. on “ The Growth of Sacramentarianism in England.”
That one day out of eight should be given to the consideration
office-bearers in the churches,

;

,

,
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of such topics

was declared by some persons

The great majority
of old straw.”
sympathy with objectors who would

to

be “ the threshing over

of the delegates, however,

had no

relegate to the shelf the discussion

of the fundamentals of the Presbyterian system, or of the great features

Calvinism.

in the history of

Friday, September 29, was given over entirely to Foreign Missions.

The morning

session

opened with the presentation of the reports of the

Committees on Cooperation in Foreign Missions of the Eastern and
Western Sections, by Rev. James Rennie, of Glasgow, and Rev. F. F.

New York

Ellinwood, D.D., of

esting facts in the reports

it

Among

City, respectively.

other inter-

was stated that the Presbyterian and Re-

formed Churches raised about one-fourth of the ten millions of dollars
contributed annually for the proclamation of the Gospel in heathen lands.

Papers were read on topics connected with missions by Rev. Dr.
Pa.

Barr, of Philadelphia,

burgh, Scotland

Dr.

J.

INI.

Belfast,

;

Dr

Rev.

Howard,

of

At

Ireland.

;

Rev. Robert Buchanan, B. D.
Alexander, of

Waynesville,

Pa.,

New

,

La.

Orleans,

W. W.

of Edin;

Rev.

and Rev. Dr. Beatty,

of

the evening session interesting addresses were

by Rev. William Jessup, for Syria; Rev. Dr. James Stewart
and Rev. Dr. Bosman, for South Africa; Rev. Dr. Riddle, for China;
and Rev. Drs. Kyle and Chamberlain, for Brazil.
Monday was taken up by papers on “ Recent Apologetic Methods
delivered

and Tendencies,” by Prof. J. W. Beardslee, of Holland, Mich.
“ The Bible and Recent Archaeological Discoveries,” by Rev. Priu.
Stewart, of St. Andrews, Scotland; and “ The Apologetic Value of the
Study of Comparative Religion,” by Rev. Dr. John Robson, of Aber;

deen, Scotland.

At

the afternoon session, the reports of the Committees

on Sabbath-schools for the Western and Eastern Sections were presented,

and papers on “ Improvements in Sabbath-school Methods” were read
by Rev. Dr. James A. Worden, of Philadelphia, and Rev. Alexander
Smellie, of Thurso, Scotland.
The evening session was omitted owing to
the Dewey celebration, as was also the morning session of Tuesday.
These omissions were the only real basis for the criticism that the Program
Committee failed to provide time for discussion. Ample provision was
made, but the omission of two sessions compelled a readjustment of the

program and a crowding of

topics.

Further, in this matter of discus-

Mathews, the General Secretary has

sion vs. papers,

as Dr.

“ meetings such

as those of our Council

may have

to choose

two systems of uumerous and lengthy papers with
short

papers

with

possibly

said,

between the

discussion,

little

The

unhelpful talking.”

well

or

writer believes

that the best meeting of Council would be one where papers of moderate length might be presented,

and

in addition a

persons might be previously requested

to

following, or might beforehand send in their

The

session of

number

of

competent

take part in the discussions

names

for the purpose.

Tuesday afternoon began with the reports of the Com-

mittee on the Desiderata of Presbyterian History, given for the Eastern
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Western Section by the Rev. Dr.
M. H. Hutton, of New Brunswick, N. J. The latter recommended
earnest and persistent effort to preserve historical memorials, and drew
Section

by Prof. Salmond, and

for the

particular attention to the Presbyterian Historical Society of Philadelphia.

Papers upon methods for increasing the usefulness of the Alli-

ance were then read by the General Secretary, and by Rev. Dr. William
F. Junkin, of Montclair, N. J.

The

suggestions

made by Dr. Mathews

dealt mainly with the issuing of pastoral letters, the giving of advice,

work of Church extenBiblical and dogmatic ques-

the possibilities of the Council’s engaging in the

and the discussion of
Dr. Junkin suggested that the Alliance
keep within the lines of its Constitution, give a growing testimony to
the value of the denominational doctrines and creeds, accord a larger
time to the subject of missions, and appoint a Committee 1o raise funds
for missionary work.
In the discussion upon these papers, which was
engaged in on Thursday morning, October 5, very little attention was
given to the points of either paper, but criticisms upon the Council were
made which were superficial in their nature, and arose in part out
of ignorance of the facts involved, and in part out of forgetfulness of
the Constitution of the Alliance.
The statement, for instance, was
Inasmade that greater publicity would be helpful to such a gathering
much as due notice of the meeting of the Council was given officially to
all the Churches in the Alliance early in 1898, and was repeated in the
religious newspapers and by articles in the public press, two months prior

sion on a

grand

scale,

tions in a fraternal

manner.

to the Council, this particular objection

Another

criticism,

and

to be

way

prominent

by the facts.
demand, was that the Council
mean that every “ism” which
refuted

is

of a

This seemed to

should be up-to-date.

might happen

in the

mind

in the public

for the time being

should be discussed at length, to the exclusion of distinctively PresbySensationalism

terian topics.

newspaper, and

is

Council of the Alliance.
of

the Alliance

is

a questionable quality, even iu a secular

out of place in such a serious and dignified body as a

is

It

is

to be

emphasized that the main purpose

the inculcation of

a fraternal spirit between the

Reformed Churches scattered over the world. As the Cumberland PresIt is valuable as a
byterian says, “ The Alliance fosters fraternity.
means of friendly communication among Presbyterians, and it is useful
in that

it

provides for the free association of

representatives of

the

Such communication and associamany ways, and no injury can thus be done to

numerous Presbyterian communions.
tion are of great value in

any church that does not deserve

to

be injured.

rianism.”

It is also to be noted, in this

Committee of the Washington Council, of
Caven, D.D.
to

,

of Toronto,

The denominational-

mere ignorant sectaconnection, that the Program

ism that fears interdenominational fellowship

is

which the Rev. William

Canada, was chairman, was simply called upon

endure with fraternal patience treatment similar

been accorded

to all other

Program Committees.

to that

which has

—
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The meeting on Tuesday evening was devoted to Home Missions. The
the Committee of the Western Section on Cooperation in
Home Missions was presented by the American Secretary as chairman.
Work
The Rev. B. S. Stern, of New Bremen, O. read a paper upon
among the American Indians.” The Rev. Dr. Charles L. Thompson, of
New York, delivered an address upon “ Home Missions in the United
States,” and the Rev. Dr. Robert Johnston, of London, Ontario, spoke
upon “ Home Missions in Canada.”
Wednesday morning the report of the Committee on the European
report of

‘

‘

,

Continent was presented,

Mathews

in place of

the

for

Eastern Section

by the Rev.

Dr.

Dr. Blaikie, deceased, and for the Western Section

by the Rev. Dr. James

Good.

I.

The “ Claims

of the English-speaking

People of the Continent upon the British and American Churches”

were presented by the Rev.

by the Rev. James D.

Dr. Bannerman, of Perth, Scotland, and

Paxton,

D. I).

,

of

St.

Paul,

These

Minn.

brethren were followed by the Rev. A. Kalassay, for the Hungarian

Reformed Church; the Rev. Dr. Gay, of Naples, Italy, for the Walden
and the Rev. John E. Knatz, of Paris, for the Reformed
Church of France. These addresses gave vivid pictures of the condition of affairs in Europe, and Mr. Knatz occasioned considerable applause
by the statement that they had no place for the new criticism in France,
“ for when we are in a fight it is no time to take one’s gun to pieces
and examine how it is made, it is the time to use it.”
-

sian Church,

At

the afternoon session a resolution was adopted expressing the earnest

hope and prayer of the Council, that a peaceable solution of the
ties

difficul-

between Great Britain and the Transvaal might be reached.

resolution

was a substitute

for one

This

which virtually threw into the Coun-

cil, as a political matter, the South African controversy.
The Rev. Dr.
Sanders, of Biddle University, spoke upon the “ Educational Condition

of the Colored People

in

the United States.”

He

was followed by

Thomas
who read a paper on “ Christian Morality in Its Application
to Business.”
The Rev. Dr Edward B. Coe, of New York, presented
a paper on “ The Church and Social Questions,” aud the Rev. Dr.
Cunningham, of Edinburgh, spoke upon “ Recent Continental Movements in Favor of the Sabbath.” The evening of Wednesday was
devoted to two historical addresses.
The first on “ The Founding of
the German Reformed Church in the United States,” by the Rev. Dr.
H. M. Kieffer, of Easton, Pa., and the second on “ The Westminster
Assembly,” by Prof. T. M. Hamill, of Belfast, Ireland.
Thursday morning, Rev. Dr. James Stewart, of Lovedale, Africa,
Charles J. Guthrie, Esq., of Edinburgh, a sou of the Rev. Dr.

Guthrie,

read a paper on “ Yesterday and To-day in Africa,” and in the afternoon, Rev. Dr. P. G. J. Meiring, of the Transvaal, gave an account of
the religious condition of his country.
the Rev.
in the

Dr. Meiring was followed by

Prof. Paterson, of Edinburgh, on

“ International Arbitration

Light of Christianity;” by the General Secretary with a report

U3

ALLIANCE OF THE REFORMED CHURCHES.
on “ Marriage Laws in the U. S

and by Rev. Dr. McClenahan, of
“ Marriage and Divorce.” The evening of Thursday was devoted to three addresses, one on “ Young
People’s Work,” by the Rev. Dr. B. P. Fullerton, of St. Louis, Mo.;
one on “ Men’s Work in the Churches,” by the Rev. John Pugh,
Pittsburg, Pa., with a paper on

and the last by the Rev. John Steel, D.D. of Glasgow, Scotland, on “ The Edict of Nantes and the Huguenots.”
On Friday, at the morning session, a paper was read by the American Secretary on “ The History and Work of the Alliance, American
Cardiff, Wales,

,

the Rev. George W. Chamber“
lain spoke on
Missionary Work in Brazil,” and the Rev. Dr.
Howard DufReld, D.D. delivered an address on “ Christian Progress
During the Nineteenth Century.”
The addresses before the Council were all of a high order, and, as

Section, for the First Quarter Century;”

,

several delegates of experience said to the writer, were on

scholarship

and power with those

of

an equality of

previous Councils.

The Council

by Rev. Drs. Laug,
Richmoud, Ya. Scrimger,

closed on Friday eveniug with fraternal addresses

Sunderland, Banuerman, Sample, Kerr, of

Young, Judge Watson, and Dr.

The

,

Radcliffe.

social events of the Council

were three

in

number.

First,

came

on Wednesday evening,

September 27, an evening receptiou by the
President of the United States and Mrs. McKinley, restricted to the

Council

and the Presbyterian ministers

of

Washington

The

City.

Cabinet received with the President, and the evening was passed in a

manner

to set forth

admirably the mingled simplicity, dignity and geni-

In addition, a reception was given by the
Washington City, at the Corcoran Art Gallery, on
Saturday eveniug, September 30.
There were fully three thousand
persons in attendance, and the local Committee of Arrangements are to
be congratulated on their success.
The Rev. Dr. T. DeWitt Talmage

ality of a republican court.

Presbyterians of

also

gave the Council a highly enjoyable reception at his residence, on

Tuesday evening, October

On

3.

Saturday, September 30, the Council went on an excursion to hit.

Vernon, an event

by the delegates from Great

the more enjoyed

all

Britain, because the weather was cool

and the wind northwest.

Two

of

and guests, were the
More pleasant weather

the agreeable features of the Council, both to hosts

unexpected absence of

heat and

mosquitoes.

could not have been provided for any assembly.

The
such

business transacted at the Alliance covered a variety of

as resolutions on

divorce, intemperance,

the

Pacific islands, the reference of the organization of a
to the Eastern Section,

and the reception

illicit

traffic

Church

topics,
in

the

in Portugal

into the Alliance of the Pres-

byterian Church of Brazil.

A fitting tribute was paid by the Council to the memory of the Rev.
William Garden Blaikie, D.D., LL. D. one of the chief founders of
,

the Alliance,

its first

President, and of late years

its

Honorary Secre-
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He was

tarv.

preseut at all the Councils, as well as at the meetings

preliminary to organization in Edinburgh and Loudon.
services

have been eminent

The Alliance

fraternity.

As

to

come

to

his

monuments.

been intimated bv some that “ the Council will very soon

be more of a Committee meeting, rather than a mere popular

assembly.”

With

this

view many are in disagreement.

Committee

Commission
become more potent for good
is

erings.

one of

Dr. Blaikie’s

philanthropy and Christian

literature,

the future of the Council, there seem to be a variety of opin-

It has

ions.

is

to

the

Presbyterianism

must cling

is

of the Alliance,

as they

The Executive
and the Councils will

become increasingly popular gathit is of
the people, and

powerful because

to the people in order to continue powerful.

For the Alliance, in closing, it is to be said, that it stands for a
definite and positive form of the Christian faith and for the representaIts value as a vigorous and
tive type of ecclesiastical government.
The Churches
aggressive form of Christianity cannot be overestimated.
which compose it, to a large extent, during their past history, in Europe
as well as in America, have been chief factors in promoting civil and
They are potent
religious liberty, aud in securing true human progress.
They will conforces in the religious life of the present generation.
tinue to

be such in the future only as they remain true to their

character and distinctive mission.
the

new

It is

own

certain that under the lead of

and distinguished principal of Knox College,
LL.D., all that is vital to
be both cherished aud developed; aud that his ser-

President, the able

Toronto, the Rev. William Caven, D.D.

Presbyterianism will
vice in this high

office, will

,

prove as helpful to the Alliance as that of

his admirable predecessor, Dr. J. Marshall

Philadelphia.

Lang.

Wm. Henry

Roberts.

VII.

REVIEWS OF
RECENT THEOLOGICAL LITERATURE.
I.— GENERAL

THEOLOGY.

Theology as Science, and its Present Position and Prospects in
the Reformed Church. By W. Hastie, D.D., Professor of Divinity in the

New

University of Glasgow.

York: The Macmillan

Dr. Hastie has been

known

Glasgow

Co., 1899.

for

many

years ago he

&

Sons

;

viii, 106.

years as a capable translator and

interpreter of the Continental leaders of thought

Some four

James MacLehose

:

12mo, pp.

—theological, philosophical,

was appointed

to the Professorship of
Divinity in the University of Glasgow, in succession to Dr. William
P. Dickson (whose St. Paul's Use of the Terms Flesh and Spirit has instructed us all) and, stretching behind him, to a long line of eminent teachers running back to goodly old David Dickson, who inaugurated the work of
this chair in 648, “ as Robert Baillie tells us, with gifts for this most needful
work singular.'" The inaugural lecture delivered by Dr. Hastie on that
occasion on the 29th October, 1895 even in the partial reports of it given
in the public press, attracted attention by its strength and richness.
It is

juridical.

‘

1

—

—

now

published in this volume for the first time in its completeness, and
proves all that was suggested by the incomplete reports of it a fresh and
refreshing survey of the theology of the Reformed Churches from the hand
of a master, who knows how to appreciate high thinking and how to estimate great theological construction.
Dr. Hastie pronounces the Reformed theology not only “ undoubtedly the

—

profoundest theological expression of the new religious life of humanity
that was quickened and unfolded into being by the great creative impulse
of the Reformation,” but also the only system as yet presented “in which
the whole order of the world is brought into a rational unity with the doctrines of grace, and in which the glorification of God is carried out with
absolute completeness ” which is “deep enough and divine enough” “to
confront and do battle ” “ with all the spiritual dangers and terrors of our

—

time,’’ “ in vindication of the Creator, Preserver,

and Governor of the World,
and of the Justice and Love of the Divine Personality” which, in fine, is
built upon a rock that cannot be shaken, and has in it a vitality which promises a perennial life.
With singular felicity he surveys it in its origin and
early development and in its revival in our own century, and expounds it in
its two distinguishing principles of the innateness of religion and the objeptive knowledge of God— by virtue of which it introduces a unity into human
10

—
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and the whole process of the world, which is founded
purpose of God—and commends it to us as bearing in its
bosom all the promise of the future.
Along with this noble and inspiring address, Prof. Ilastie prints two “ Introductory Lectures ” delivered to his class in the autumn of 1898, the one
on Theology as a Science and the other on Theology as Scientific Knowledge
of God. In these Theology is taken in its broadest sense and the mind of
the lecturer is more particularly occupied with the fundamental problems
lying at the basis of “Natural Theology.” Thus, he tells us in the first
lecture that “the special and inalienable work” of theology “among the
sciences is to determine whether God is truly knowable, how far He can be
religious development

on an

ideal eternal

the present conditions of knowledge and how
manifestation and revelation in the past is to be interpreted and
applied to the religious needs of religious life.” And in the second lecture he vindicates for Theology the definition that it is the scientific knowledge of God and not merely of religion, i. e., that it is a philosophical and
not merely a historical branch of knowledge. These two are notable lectures but they do not. seem to rise quite to the height of their companion.
The volume as a whole is a most inspiring one, and the enthusiasm of Dr.

known and thought under
Ill's

;

Ilastie is contagious.
We shall, after reading it, look forward with redoubled interest to the publication of his promised Croall Lectures on the
Theology of the Reformed Church in its Fundamental Principles a topic
which he has demonstrated his ability to treat with insight and illumination.

—

Bekjamin

Princeton.
Theologisches

Jahresbericht.

B.

Warfield.

Unter Mitwirkung von Dreyer, Everling,

Ficker, Foerster, Fuuger, Ilasenclever, Ilegler, Ilering, Kohlsclimidt,
Loesche, Liidemann, Liilmann, Marbach, Mayer, Preuschen, Siegfried,

von Dr. H. Holtzmann Pround Dr. G. Kruger Professor in Giessen.

Spitta, Sulze, Tiele, Tioeltsch, herausgegeben,

fessor in Strassburg, Elsass,

,

,

Eiste
Achtzehnter Band, enthaltend die Literatur des .Tahres 1898.
Abtheilung: Exegese, bearbeitet von Siegfried und Iloltzmann, pp 1-190.
Zweite Abtheilung: Historische Theologie, bearbeitet von Liidemann,
Preuschen, Ficker, Loesche, Kohlsclimidt und Tiele: pp. 191-404b. Erganzung zur zweiten Abtheilung: Kirchengeschichte von 1648 an, bearbeitet
von Ilegler: pp. 779-821. Dritte Abtheilung: Systematische Theologie
bearbeitet von Mayer, Troeltsch, Sulze und Dreyer: pp. 465-615. Vierte
Abtheilung: Practische Theologie und Kirchliche Kunst, bearbeitet von
Marbach, Liilmann, Foerster, Hering, Everling, Ilasenclever und Spitta:
pp. 617-778. 8vo, pp. 821 (witli another part containing the Index, yet to
follow).
(Berlin: C. A. Schwetschke und Sohn, 1899; New York: Gustav
E. Stechert.) We call the attention of our readers here to the several parts
of the issue for 1899 of this indispensable annual theological bibliography.
Little more requires to be done from year to year than to chronicle its regular appearance, and to express anew appreciation of the diligence of its
authors. It is little short of a marvel of extensive and careful collection of

the literature of theology, and no student of any branch of theology can do
without its guidance. Of course it reflects the “ modern ” standpoint of its
compilers, and will have to he used always with that recalculation for our
own latitude which is inevitable in the confused state of modern religious
thought. On a later page will be found some more detailed remarks
Theological Encyclopaedia and Methodology.
By
on the exegetieal section.
Revere Fr inklin Wddner, D.D., LL.D., Professor of Theology in the Chicago Lutheran Theological Seminary, etc. Parti: Introduction and Exe12mo, pp. 296.
getical Theology.
Second edition, entiiely rewritten.
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New York

(Chicago,

The

and Toronto: Fleming H. Revell Co. [1898].)

diligence with which Dr.

Weidner prosecutes

his self-imposed task of pro-

viding text-books in theological science for our American schools is almost
belief.
The first edition of this portion of the Theological Encyclopaedia was a thinnish book of some 183 pages, which appeared in 1885 it has
been increased in size by something more than a hundred pages and carefully revised throughout for this second edition, which in every respect
marks a considerable advance on its predecessor. The specialties of Dr.

beyond

:

Weidner’s work are a plain, simple treatment and fullness of practical
advice to students, including a copious and carefully selected list of books
in the several departments of study.
It provides a very useful handbook
which no student of theology can read without profit. It is a little onesided, however, and perhaps a bit lacking in depth. I)r. Weidner does not
seem to know of Dr. Kuyper’s Encyclopaedic der Heilige Godgeleerdheid,

which was published several years ago, and an English translation of a
is before the public.
The' depth and philosophical grasp of
Dr. Kuyper will provide what we miss most in Dr. Weidner. Besides Dr.
Kuyper’s book, quite a number of other works of fundamental importance
are lacking in Dr. Weidner’s lists: such indispensable books, for example,
as Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar Blass’ Grammar of New Testament Greek
Schmiedel’s edition of Winer, Moulton and Geden’s Concordance to the Greek
portion of which

,

Testament, Hastings’ Dictionary of the Bible, are passed over in silence.
is, of course, a subjective element that obtrudes itself even in the
making out of a list of books to be recommended but the omission of books
like these are inexcusable on the ground of any differences of opinion.
Dr.
Weidner’s book is marred, further, by the controversial spirit that crops out
unnecessarily here and there in it, and betrays him into harsh and not always
very well-considered remarks. We expect him to write from his Lutheran
standpoint, and are not very much surprised to find included in his list
of recommended biographies (pp. 64 sq.), lives of Luther and Melanchthon

There

:

but none of Calvin, or Zwingli, or Knox. But why should he go out
of his way to contrast Lutheranism and Calvinism thus: “Lutheranism
has less positive law, equal in moral law, more art, more doctrine ” (p. 40)
a dictum which has not even the advantage of being true? Surely Dr.
Weidner must know that Calvin, for example, was, by way of eminence, the
theologian of the Reformation, and that “ Christian ethics ” is a Reformed
invention
And why should he go still further out of his way to give us
such a blind piece of pseudo-history as this: “In Calvin the Zwinglian
tendency, rationalistic and radical, was checked, but not removed
and
hence in the Zwinglian-Calvinistic Church arose Socinianism, which is
rationalism systematized, and Arminianism, which is but rationalism not yet
fully developed into consistency” (p. 99).
Or such a misleading piece of
contemporary information as this “ So far as we are aware, there is not a
theologian on the Continent of the highest order who holds the old Calvinistic system in its integrity as a system of faith, nor even as a mode of
thinking: in our country Calvinism lingers as a mode of thinking, though
it has died as a system of faith ” (p. 101).
Of course we do not expect Dr,
Weidner to know everything: and amid the multifarious subjects of which
he treats in these text books of his, he must needs fall into some errors of fact.
But surely he need not have gone so unnecessarily and so grossly wrong as
he has in such statements as these. He might almost as well have said that
Calvin burned Servetus!
Oxford House Papers. A Series of Papers written
by Members of the University of Oxford. Third Series. 16mo, pp. viii,
171.
(London, New York and Bombay, 1897.) The three volumes of
“ Oxford House Papers ” thus far published provide a rather remarkable
!

;

:
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feast of tid-bits to those who wish instruction on the current questions that
are agitating the Christian community and especially, of course, the
Church of England in our day. They are written from the standpoint of
the English Churchman and prevailingly from that of the English Church-

—

—

man

of the modern High Church party, and they reflect the rather oddly
mixed — possibly we may say transitional views which characterize modern
English Churchmen, and especially those of this specific party. We are sure

—

—

accurate acquaintance both with
antiquity and the most modern investigations, with a vital and sometimes
curiously mixed sympathy with both clearly cut convictions graciousness
of temper and admirable style.
are pretty sure not to agree with everyof finding in these papers solid learning

—

—

We

we read in any single essay we are absolutely sure to be both charmed
and instructed by etery single essay, and to rise from its perusal with a
clearer apprehension of the subject treated and a stimulus to further investigation. The third series, which is more particularly before us, contains
seven papers, as follows: “The Athanasian Creed,” by Canon Gore;
“Church and State,” by Bishop Creighton; “What Do We Mean by the
National Church ?” by Mr. Wakemau “ Suicide,” by Mr. Hensley Henson
“ The Old Testament an Essential Part of the Revelation of God,” by Prof.
Lock “ The Canon of the New Testament,” by Prof. Sanday and “ Undenominational Religious Instruction,” by Principal Gent. Every one is a
paper of “ light and leading. ” It will not be invidious to say, however, that the
most valuable of these papers seems to us to be Dr. Sanday’s comprehensive
statement of the present status of the question of the New Testament
Canon. Somewhat overcautious, it yet gives in brief compass a complete
statement of the case as viewed at present by judicious critics of a hesitant
tendency. Prof. Lock’s paper on the Old Testament deserves mention by its
side it is, of course, deeply tinged with “ modern ” views, but says all that
can be said from that point of view. Dr. Gore’s paper on the Athanasian
thing

;

;

;

;

;

:

Creed, also, will be read with the highest profit its specialty is its insistence
that this document cannot be properly understood until its true character as
not a “ creed ” but the “ battle-hymn ” of the Orthodox is appreciated. “ It
:

Hence its length; hence its absoluteness hence
apparent but not real “ harshness.” “ It is by a most mistaken and
unfortunate use of terms that objectors to this creed complain of it for being
metaphysical. That is exactly what it is not
It is dogmatic, ecclesiastical, disciplinary
Its language (from a philosophical point of view),
rough and ready, lacking in modifications and explanations, in order to guide
and protect simple believers
It is a canticle rather than a creed.
And its balanced, cumulative, unmodified phraseology is suitable to the language of hymnology.” We do not need to follow Dr. Gore in all his applications of this determination to feel the force of it in itself. The other
papers, though all excellent, are of less general interest.
The Lutheran
Cyclopedia, edited by Henry Eyster Jacobs, D.D., LL.D., Dean of the Lutheran Theological Seminary, Philadelphia, Pa., and Rev. John A. W. Haas,
B.D. with the cooperation of Prof. O. Zockler, University of Greifswald,
and other European scholars and representative scholars from the various
Synods. 4to, pp. vii, 572. (New York Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1899.)
cyclopaedia not so much for as of a single denomination is no new thing
under the sun, but cannot on that account cease to be a strange thing, and a
thing very difficult to bound off sharply in its sphere. We learn from Dr.
Jacobs’ Preface that this natural difficulty has been experienced by the compilers of this excellent book.
But it has been judiciously overcome and we
are given in the end a work which will be found useful far beyond the
bounds of the denomination or, rather, congress of denominations for
is

praise, not definition.”

;

its

,

A

:

—

—
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Everything Lutheran may be found neatly
it is primarily intended.
packed away somewhere within these covers—even Lutheran polemics and
Lutheran disagreements. On the topics most sharply debated among Lutherans such as “Altar-Fellowship,” “Conversion,” “ Predestination ”— we
are ordinarily supplied with two or even more articles, representing the
several debating parties. The topic “ Conversion,” for example, is treated
both by Prof. Graebner, of St. Louis, and by Prof. Stellhorn, of Columbus
“ Predestination,” by Prof. Graebner, of St. Louis, Prof. Fritschel, of
Dubuque, and Prof. Jacobs, of Philadelphia; “Synergism,” by Profs. Stellhorn and Graebner. But we have only one biographical notice of Dr. Walther, though doubtless there are allusions to him in the course of other
articles, informed by more than one estimate of the value of his distinctive
teachings. Dr. Jacobs justly looks upon Lutheranism in the United States

which

—

as finding its peculiarity in its inclusion of representatives of the several

Churches existing separately in Europe: they exist separately for the most
part in America also, it must be confessed but it is fair to look forward
with him to the time when the diversity of national origin will be forgotten
And it is quite true that Lutheranism at
in the unity of a common faith.
large represents a positive, clearly defined type of doctrine which has been
enriched by profound thinking and unwearied study for generations. There
are elements in this type of thought that it would impoverish the Church of
Christ to lose and if there are elements in it that it would be a blessing to
the Lutherans themselves to lose, what is there in this that makes them to
Every movement among them which will help to
differ from other people ?
draw them all together on the basis of a clearly defined evangelical faith
the faith of Luther himself, or even that of the Formula Concordice will
meet with hearty sympathy among all the truly Reformed. This Cyclopaedia
we judge to be a contribution toward this desired result, and we meet it
The Critical
therefore from this point of view also with a cordial welcome.
Review of Theological and Philosophical Literature. Edited by Principal S. D.
F. Salmond D.D., F.F.I.S. Yol. ix, 8vo, pp. 516. (Edinburgh T. & T.
Clark, 1899 New York Imported by Charles Scribner’s Sons.) This is the
only Review in the English language devoted exclusively to the estimation
It has been ably edited from the
of the current theological literature.
beginning, but appears to have reached in this, its latest volume, an even
higher excellence than has been habitual with it. Every student of theology

—

:

—

:

,

;

:

should certainly enjoy its quarterly visits. It is to be observed that hereafter
it is to be published, not by the Messrs. Clark, but by Williams & Norgate,
14 Henrietta street, Covent Garden, London.

II.— APOLOGETICAL

THEOLOGY.

Through Nature to God. By John Fiske.
Houghton, Mifflin & Co., 1899. 16mo, pp. xv,

Boston and

New York

:

194.

volume, in the well-known author’s charming literary style,
The first is “ The Mystery of Evil,” and is substana reproduction of a paper published in the Atlantic Monthly of April,
It postulates evil as the necessary condition of good
and this posi-

This

little

gives us three essays.
tially

1899.

;

supported exclusively upon psychological considerations. Consciousness is conditioned upon perpetual change. Knowledge presupposes contrast. All red would be no red
unbroken noise would be eternal silence
all good would be no good.
In the evolution of man there came a time

tion

is

•

;
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when physical development gave way to psychical development from that
time it was not improvement away from the species, but improvement of the
species— evolution lias become civilization. Thus man ends the series and
we have the answer to Lowell’s query,
;

“

from our loins may spring
(Long hence) some winged, sweet-throatea thing,
As much superior to us
As we to Cynocephalus ?”

Who knows but

it is that man is the most complex of beings and “ completeness of living ” is his highest goal. According as he attains this, he is morally bad or
morally good. When the transfer was first made from the physical to the
psychical, conscience was born. Then a knowledge of good and evil was
acquired
then a sense of right and wrong came to man. That was the
The loss of Paradise was the beginning of the
critical moment of the fall.
It was a fall upward.
rise of man.
Mr. Fiske is an adept at legerdemain. How many are fooled by his little
Prof. Drummond
trick by which he gets his moral out of his non-moral
was caught by it. “ Morality comes upon the scene when there is an alterna-

So

;

!

worse

tive offered of leading better lives or

lives

”

What

(p. 52).

is this

we

—

hear— these new words “ better” and “ worse ?” and what do they mean ?
“ More or less complete,” we are told ah, then why not just say so and call
;

it

that ?

Why

steal the livery of ethics to hide the bare fact of

mere advan-

tage? It is a clever sleight, to be sure; so clever, indeed, that not only the beholder but also the performer himself may overlook the artful manipulation
by means of which something “different in kind” is produced before our
very eyes. As with the jugglers of Bombay, it goes into the basket a snake
and comes out a mango tree, so here it goes in an oyster or an ape and comes
out a man. “ When such a stage is reached, we have at last in man a
creature different in kind from his predecessors ” (p. 53).*
ISTow, this elevating fall were impossible save for the fact of moral evil.
The tempter was the reformer. Leibnitz, on purely metaphysical grounds,
made sin a conditio sine qua non of the most perfect world Schleiermacher
did the same in order that the God-consciousness might appear as Redemption Ilegel made evil necessary in the nature of things Royce agrees with
him, in order that God may be God. Cosmically, Fiske takes the same view
which, accordingly, is not altogether anything new under the sun. But to
his credit be it remembered that he does not presume to solve the mystery
which, he says, “ belongs among the profound harmonies of God’s creation.”
There is much in this essay that is suggestive and true and there is much
that is not as for us, we believe there is no escape from the remark of
Nitzsch, quoted by Dr. Julius Muller, “The dogmatic assertion that good
requires evil for its glorification is no less objectionable than the ethical
maxim, ‘ Let us do evil that good may come.’ ”f
The second essay, “ The Cosmic Roots of Love and Self-sacrifice,” is the
author’s Phi Beta Kappa oration at Harvard in 1895. It is a literary gem.
For style and, indeed, for thought and sentiment, it might have been writ;

;

;

;

—

ten by Henry Drummond. It is the old story “ the love story of evolution;” who knows how much of the sweetness of the song is really but
the sweetness of the singing? One cannot read this chapter without the

impression that if Mr. Fiske first suggested much to Drummond in the
preparation of “ The Ascent of Man,” he has been generously paid back in
the tone and spirit of the discussion. He reemphasizes what he calls his own
* Italics ours.

f Chrittian Doctrine of Sin, Vol.

i,

p.

390

:

T.

&

T. Clark.
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distinct contribution to the doctrine of evolution, namely, the moral signifi-

cance of the prolonged period of human infancy. After the shifting of the
development from the physical to the psychical, the Homo alalus came to
excel in sagacity just as the mammoth does in bulk and the giraffe in neck.
By and by, he becomes sagacious enough to see that clan-preservation is as
necessary as self-preservation. Then altruism is born and takes form in a
patriotic self-sacrifice of the individual for the sake of the clan. His argument here is no stronger and is less taking than Drummond’s. We have
never been able to see how two mutually antagonistic principles could rule
coord inately. If it is clan-preservation for the sake of self-preservation then
is it not self-preservation still
only “writ large?” But if it is clan-pres.

—

ervation as against self-preservation, then a kingdom divided against itself
is bound to fall.
If it is altruism because, in the long run, altruism pays,

then

it is

only long-headed egoism

— “ painted ”

egoism.

Mr. Fiske sees in

upward tendency, the only pathway to the Kingdom of Heaven. It
“shows us man becoming more and more clearly the image of God”
this

(p. 128).

Genesis presents to us that image as the terminus a quo in

history; Mr. Fiske as the terminus

human

ad quem; Christianity, through the

grace of God, as both.
It is interesting to see what Mr. Fiske has to say about Prof. Huxley’s
famous Romanes lecture in which he so strongly opposes this whole view.
Mr. Fiske does not pretend to be much of a systematic theologian, but here
he has the opportunity to show us what he can do at exegesis. Prof. Huxley was commonly thought to be a man who was pretty well able to make
himself understood in the English language, and he very distinctly declared
his conviction that the cosmical process is destitute of ethical qualities.
Mr.
Fiske tells us that when Huxley said “costnical process” he really meant
“ natural selection,” which is but a small part of the whole process but he
does not deluge us with proofs that he is correct in this interpretation, and
;

we submit that a careful reading of the text of the Romanes lecture does
not leave such proof a work of supererogation. Mr. Fiske regrets that he
never had the opportunity to show his friend his error. We always took
Prof. Huxley as meaning exactly what he said, and Mr. Fiske’s interpretation
of this lecture is suggestive of the versatile Sabbath-school teacher who,
when inquired of concerning some difficult or distasteful passage, always
wisely replied that he was not just then prepared to say exactly what the
passage does mean, but he is very confident that it does not mean exactly voliat
It requires Mr. Fiske’s most ingenious exegesis to bring Prof. Huxit says.
ley into line with his ethical interpretation of nature. We are not by any
means saying that we prefer Huxley’s view but we shall hope to be forgiven a smile at Mr. Fiske’s evident embarrassment when he sees his old
friend and fellow-evolutionist, in spite of himself, “carrying joy to the
hearts of sundry theologians.”
The third part of the book is entitled “The Everlasting Reality of Religion.” He combats Materialism without qualification and rejects Monism
for Monotheism. He has three postulates, the first of which is that of
“ the Quasi-human God.” Here he seems to forget entirely that he ever
He has nobly forsaken his
wrote the Outlines of the Cosmic Philosophy
English master and has ceased to be scared by the nightmare of anthropomorphism. He thinks we are just as much at liberty to talk of God as being
an Infinite Person as we are of Him as an Infinite Force. It is worth much
to have Mr. John Fiske write these words “ The notion of a kinship between God and man remains and is rightly felt to be essential to theism ”
It is easy, with Speucer, to ridicule anthropomorphic theism or,
(p. 166).
with the author of the Cosmic Philosophy to patronize it, but these are Mr.
;

:

,

—

;
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Fiske's latest words:

human

“Now

if it

should ever be possible to abolish that

from our conception of God) it would not be possible to
cheat mankind into accepting the non-human remnant of the notion as an
equivalent of the full notion of which they had been deprived” (p. 167).
It is now about thirty years since Mr. Fiske first wrote the Cosmic Philosophy; and who, that has read its pages, can doubt that there has been an evolution of belief which comes very near to showing us something “different
in kind ?” The second postulate is the Undying Human Spirit inseparably linked with the foregoing, of the Quasi-human God.
The third postulate is the Ethical Significance of the Unseen World.
Hereon Mr. Fiske builds an argument which he tells us, so far as he knows,
Taking Mr. Spencer’s definition of life,
is here advanced for the first time.
namely, the continuous adjustment of inner relations to outer relations and
postulating this unseen world, he finds, first of all, “the nascent Human
Soul vaguely reaching forth toward something akin to itself notin the realm
of fleeting phenomena, but in the Eternal Presence beyond ” (p. 188). But
if, in this relation, the subjective term alone, i. e., the soul, is real, and the
element

(i. e.

—

i. e.,
the unseen world, is non-existent, “ then, I say, it is
something utterly without precedent in the whole history of creation.” This

objective term,

the “common-sense argument” for immortality.
be agreed that this little book registers the high tide mark of an
agnostic's intellectual faith.
wish Mr. Fiske had never written the
Cosmic Philosophy probably he does, too. Certainly, he has grown far
away from it. The test of self-consistency would kill him. With the Cosmic Philosophy in the background, we can only say to ourselves, after reading his finest sentences, “ and yet, alas, alas, all this can be no more than a
is

It will

We

guess.^

We are glad
retraction.

to read this book.

Emerson

be consistent

;

is

It is a revision

correct in saying that

agnosticism

is

neither.

If

it is

which

is little less

than a

better to be right than to

Mr. Fiske would only

let

us for

rather only a repudiation of philosophy, and if
he would only let us forgive him for linking his science with agnosticism
though we cannot see how the Spencerian cosmogony could consistently tol-

get his philosophy, which

erate anything else

— we

is

might believe that the Puritan-bred poet's words

are true in ihe case of the accomplished author of the Cosmic Philosophy

:

“ For never Pilgrims’ offshoot scapes control
Of those old instincts that have shaped his soul.”

San

Henry Collin Minton.

Francisco.

The Gospel according to Darwin. By Woods Hutchinson,
M.D.
This

is

author.
terse

Chicago

:

The Open Court Publishing

an example of a

Co., 1898.

A.M.,

Pp. 241.

book that is spoiled through the animus of the
same ground as Drummond’s writings, is more
from the scientific side than Drummond’s, but in the refine

It traverses the

and correct

way it presents an extreme contrast, being grotesquely unfair in its
presentation of religion, and sometimes scurrilous. With most of its arguments, if they were fairly presented, the Christian public would agree ; and
we will concede that not only away back in the dark ages, but also in later
ligious

times, there have been manifold errors and superstitions associated with the

name

of Christianity.

Religious people are not specially infallible as to such

The comparison of the writings of the author and of the lamented
Drummond proves how easy it is to use Darwinian theories either to resist
matters.

or to further good causes

;

all

depeuds on whether the writer

is

a religious
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sympathizer or a sore-head. If Dr. Hutchinson were to experience some
such change as ultimately came over George Romanes, he might give us a
revision of his book which would make it a gem.
The author is very atrabilious as to religion in general and as to Christianity above all he indeed praises Jesus when he can thereby censure the
apostles Paul and John, but he emphasizes “ the gloomy pessimism of the
gospels and the epistles as to the believer’s prospects and hopes in this
world
the ground of his charge being that Jesus honestly forewarned His
;

what they might expect at the hands of Jews and Romans.
compelled to admit that modern orthodoxy is not pessimistic.) In his
lucid moments he illustrates the natural optimism which Darwin’s researches
have done so much to explain presents the good side of evil, the blessings
of pain (he might have given a historical chapter on the blessings of war),
preaches the dominancy of love throughout the world, and the value of
courage as foremost of the virtues (here foolishly condemning Christians as
devoid of courage, because they often endured when endurance was the wisest courage).
He shows, on this point correcting Huxley, that both goodness and virtue bring success in the world-struggle, and that altruism and
egoism are complemental and helpful to each other.
These fine sentiments are constantly varied by shots at the Christian reThe latter by its doctrine of
ligion, which he deems worse than Buddhism.
transmigration is presented as foreshadowing Darwinism, and as “ the
justest and most sweetly reasonable conception of an individual future life.”
He quotes with apparent approval somebody’s dictum, that religion is intimately associated with crime, and adds that “as a check for the well-disposed it is unnecessary, for the evil-disposed it is worthless or worse,” and
whilst he declares his admiration of some nations, as the Scotch and the
Dutch, he never hints at their piety having played any part in their greatness. Worst of all, he encourages young men to the use of various indulgences, up to the limits of enjoyment, arguing that they are not dangerous
so long as they are pleasant. “ If men would always stop drinking just as
soon as they ceased to enjoy the taste of the wine and whisky there would
be much less drunkenness than at present.” It is well known that the most
dishonest and dangerous schemers are those who can manoeuver without
formally breaking the law, and the worst drinkers are just those who go up
Whilst defending
to limits here prescribed, always indulging, never drunk.
the natural law of death, this practitioner argues that it is better for sick
people to die off, so as to leave the coast clear for others. How would you
like when sick to place yourself in the hands of such a physician ? or to
voyage in a ship whose officers proclaimed that it is a benefit for ships to be
lost, as other and better ships will fill their place ?
On the great problem of sin the position taken is most singular. We are
first taught that there is no sin, that everything in nature works for good,
that all evils are benefits, that passion and crime are only wholesome impulses gone wrong, and that the twofold constitution of man, as good and
evil, is erroneous, whilst St. John is specially condemned as “ making every
natural instinct bad.” He admits that the old medical practice also consisted in fighting against nature which shows that clergy and physicians
were once led by the same prejudices. After all this we are surprised to see
him stealing the artillery of the old Bible he finds the fine gold grow dim,
positively declares that “ the pedigree of our vices is of mushroom length ”
(recognizing their existence, and the sudden lapse), and gives as an excellent illustration of our recent fall “the case of stimulants and narcotics.”
“ Did anybody ever hear of a baby with an instinct for whisky, or a child
who enjoyed the taste for tobacco or the smell of a cigar ? Tongue, nose

followers of

(He

is

;

:

;
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in their disapproval of all these, as the comic horrors of
a boy’s first smoke and the racking headache of the freshman’s spree abundantly testify.” Thus a loss of the old integrity and the existence of actual
depravity are recognized, though no attempt is made to explain the change
by the influence of a Tempter or otherwise.
The chapter on Eternal Life is chiefly a talk about death as a blessing and
not a curse, and a denial of immortality. It promises us immortality in the
fictitious style current with materialists, that after we die others will fill
our place, and in some mystical way we may fancy that we are living in
them. II is conclusion is that “ we personally fought at the battle of Hast-

and stomach unite

Our immortality is said to consist iu
chain of terrestrial life. This is a fraud upon human
credulity and ought never to be associated with the name of Charles Darwin. When Darwin was mourning over the loss of his favorite child, and
failed to see the consolations of the old Gospel, he never pretended to think
that his child would be preserved for him in other children. In order to
support this fictitious immortality, human personality is repudiated; other
writers of the same school, explaining personality as composite, deny that it
is an entity
and one prominent writer declares ex cathedra that what is not
perceivable by the senses is non-existent,* and hence there can be no disembodied soul, nor God, nor angel, good or evil. It is the fashion with all these
people in prospect of their speedy death to proclaim an imaginary immortality.
But this is no good news to the individual any more than it would
satisfy the hungry man to show him crowds of banqueters from whose society
he was excluded.
It is proper to explain that we largely indorse the author’s optimistic view
of nature
but, like Leibnitz, we behold in all its order and progress the
manifestations of the wisdom, power and goodness with which God preserves
and governs all Ilis creatures and all their actions. We would add that
scientific investigators generally deprecate as hurtful to science attacks which
place them in a false light and which tend to raise against them the animosity of the best section of the people.
It is necessary for them to assert their
independence as investigators, and they are not usually familiar with the
Christian evidences; but they are as a class honest in their search for truth,
they wish well to morality, and they are not generally backward in recognizing its highest expression in Christian thought and life.
Princeton University.
George Macloskie.
ings,

and

shall

our being a link

at

Armageddon.”

in the

;
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History of Free Thought, Ancient and Modern.
By John M. Robert8vo, pp. xv, 447. (London Swan, Sonnenschein
Co. ;
York
The Macmillan Co., 1899.) Among the rationalistic writers, as whose
organ, for the past few years, The University Magazine (formerly The Free

A Short

son.

Review )

:

&

New

:

may

be looked upon, none has been more voluminous, or more demore scholarly, than Mr. John M. Robertson: and none is better
fitted to become the historian of the movement which this coterie represents.
Hitherto, Mr. Robertson tells us, the phenomenon of Free Thought “has
had no general historical treatment save at the hands of ecclesiastical
writers who regarded it solely as a form of more or less perverse hostility
to their own creed” (p. 6). The consequence has been, he thinks, that
most so-called histories are not so much histories as indictments. From
cided, or

his own rationalistic standpoint, he desires to set forth no counter-indictment
of religion, but “ a more or less dispassionate account of Free Thought,

viewed on the one hand as expressive of the rational or critical spirit,
playing on the subject matter of religion, and on the other hand as soci* MiinsterberR.
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phenomena conditioned by social forces, in particular the economic
and political” (p. 8). This detached and purely scientific attitude, Mr.
Robertson does not indeed succeed in maintaining. Though he scrupulously confines himself to parliamentary language and preserves a very considerable degree of scientific coolness in the development of his subject, his
book is yet distinctively an attack, in the name of reasoned naturalism r
upon the whole idea of supernatural religion and specifically upon its culmination in Christianity; and it must be considered not so much a history of
Tree Thought as a historical argument in the name of Free Thought against
religion.
To him the religious and irreligious views of life the latter of
which he designates Free Thought are but parallel variations in the
process of the naturalistic development of mind, which have flourished or
faded according to their adaptation to chance environments, while as
men advanced in intelligence and thoughtfulness it has ever been to the
irreligious view of life that all things tended.
If there have been no re‘
ligionless tribes as yet discovered, he argues, yet there have been religionand these
less individuals in every tribe and in every stage of culture
individuals have been preeminently the men of clearness of insight and
courage of conviction (pp. 19, sq.). Nay, no religion has prospered without
the aid of fraud: “willful fraud must to some extent have entered into
ological

—

—

;

all religious

“in the

systems alike, even” [this even

is

period of piimreval credulity;” and

certainly rather striking]

“an element

of intentional

deceit” found by Tiele in the Koran- making of Mohammed “can
hardly fail to be extended to some portions of all other Sacred Books ”
The attitude toward religion thus outlined becomes ever more
(p. 16).
developed as the work proceeds, and is most obtrusive in the sketch
of the later history of free thought. It may even be true to say that
no opportunity is missed to throw in an epithet or give a turn to a phrase
calculated to present religion in an unfavorable light. The definition of
Free Thought adopted may indeed be considered to be involved in the
nature of the undertaking: “For practical purposes, then, Free Thought
may be defined as a conscious reaction against some phase or phases of
conventional or traditional doctrine in religion— on the one hand, a claim
to think freely, in the sense not of disregard for logic, but of special
loyalty to it, on problems to which the past course of things has given a
great intellectual and practical importance on the other hand, the actual
practice of such thinking” (p. 6). The intellectualism of the conception
suggested may, to be sure, require notice, an intellectualism which leads
Mr. Robertson to protest against the view that “ will ” enters as an element
into Freethinking or Belief he has published two papers accordingly
against Prof. James’ “The Will to Believe” in The University Magazine
(April and June, 1891) and which certainly lays him open logically to
Dr. Charles Hodge’s reproach that a freethinker is one who has divorced
his intellect from the control of his conscience. It is of the very essence
;

—

—

of his position, in fact, that Free

Thought

in its subjective sense is the

and in its objective sense is the product, of purely logical intellection, freed from the intrusion of elements derived from any other department of the human constitution. He who looks upon man as something
more than a mere logic-machine and fears results arrived at by the intellect
carefully screened from the intrusion of elements derived from other
practice,

human

be able to accept the definition as psychologically
But no serious objection need be taken to the
definition from a historian’s point of view
what it seems to promise, on
the evidence of its terms, is a survey of the phenomena of rationalistic
opposition to religion in general and not merely to Christianity; and the
qualities, will not

or philosophically adequate.

:

:
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worthy performance of such a task would be welcome to all. What does,
however, yield ground of complaint is that, operating under this broad
definition, what we get in the sphere of the history of primitive and early
religion is not a history of rationalistic movements, but a rationalized
history of religion itself. Under the cover of a history of rationalistic
opposition to religion, the author thus gives us a rationalistic account of
the origin of religion and of the Jewish and Christian systems, and thus
manages to represent all subsequent rationalism as just the continued

combined superstition and fraud. This
postulation of the extremest results of “ freethinkiug” at the basis of its
history, fairly transforms the whole volume from a rational history into
protest of thoughtfulness against

a campaign document for historical rationalism. That much of its
value is thereby evaporated is undoubtable: but not all of it. There
remains the interest inherent in the historic presentation of the naturalistic
conception, and all along the line there emerge, in mode of treatment,
incidental remarks and adduction of historic facts, points of the intensest
interest.
These increase in number and value alike as the work proceeds
and it is not until the author reaches the eighteenth century that the
interest of his book as a history becomes great.
But even in the earlier
portions of his work there are matters that engage the attention. Among
these may be enumerated the sharp opposition to the view that religion
is a primitive endowment of man, and the consequent persistent polemic
against Mr. Andrew Lang’s The Making of Religion; and the use that is
made of the extremest results of the so-called “Higher Criticism” in the
construction offered of the history of the religion of Israel and its issue in
“ Jesuism,” as he calls Christianity, while yet the weaknesses of our
“Higher Critics” are clearly perceived. Remarks might be culled here
and there which it would well repay the advocates of rationalistic criticism
in the Churches carefully to ponder. Take, for example, just this one:
“That the clerical exponents of the higher criticism should in the face of
their own results continue to speak of the
inspiration of their texts will
not surprise the reader who has noted the analogous phenomena in the
history of the religious systems of antiquity” (p. 395). The book, then,
though certainly not an unbiased history and in large part, in fact, not
history at all, yet is not without its value and may very profitably be read
along with such a treatise as Farrar’s History of Free Thought or
Hurst’s History of Rationalism in order to keep in mind how the
matter is represented to themselves by the Naturalists themselves.
A Handbook of Comparative Religion. By Rev. S. H. Kellogg D.D., LL.D .,
Missionary to India, Author of The Light of Asia and the Light of the
World The Genesis and Growth of Religion, etc. 16mo, pp. viii, 179.
(Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1899.) In addition to the claim
which this little book makes on our attention in its own right as an admirable sketch of a difficult subject, it attracts our interest very strongly by
reason of two facts extrinsic to its own pages. One is the pathetic circumstance that it came to our hands at the same time with the news of the accidental death of its lamented author by a fall from his bicycle in the Indian
hills, and so assumes much the character of a last legacy from his hands.
The other is advertised to its readers by the cartouch on the side of the
volume, bearing the legend of Westminster Handbooks. It is in fact the
opening issue of a series of much needed handbooks on the fundamental
topics of theological research, now in preparation by the Presbyterian Board
of Publication, and as such demands and receives our most cordial welcome.
It is no mean compliment to the booklet that it fulfills our expectations in
both aspects. It is a tolerably long series of volumes that have from time
1

’

,

,
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to time come to us from the fluent and always thoughtful pen of Dr. Kellogg from his Hindi Grammar epoch-making in its time and still doubtless the leading handbook to the intricacies of that tongue, through his Jews
in Prophecy and Fulfillment From Death to Resurrection Commentary on
Leviticus to two treatises on themes more kindred to that of the present
volume his Stone Lectures on The Genesis and Growth of Religion and his
earlier study of Buddhism in its relation to Christianity, published under the
In everything he has
title of The Light of Asia and the Light of the World.
given us, the sound scholar, the acute thinker, the rapid generalizer, the
and all these qualities repeat
earnest soldier of Christ exhibits himself
themselves here. On the other hand, no volume could have better introduced
the new series of Westminster Handbooks or given them a better model of
form and contents than this simply and lucidly written treatise its presence
at the head of the series will not only be an example but a guarantee of the
excellence of the whole. Dr. Kellogg has taken his subject at the foot of
the letter and what he gives us is distinctively a comparison of the great
world religions. He does not here write either a philosophy of religion or a
history of the several religions of the world but a comparative account of
the chief world religions in their teachings upon the primary topics of God,
sin, salvation, the future and morals.
These topics supply the subjects of
the several chapters, which form the whole central mass of the book. They
are preceded by two brief chapters on the classification of religions and the
fundamental agreements between all religions; and are followed by a comprehensive chapter on the relation of the world religions to Christianity.
Admonished by the brevity of the space at his disposal to a necessary selection, he confines his survey moreover to the main religions now living in the
world to Christianity, Islam, Brahmanism, Buddhism, Confucianism and
Taouism. His method is in eacli chapter to state the doctrine of each of
these on the topic in hand, one after another and each in contrast to the preceding. Thus each chapter is welded together as a clear exhibition of the
teaching of them all upon its special topic. The effect is to make Christianity, which is taken up first, the norm by which each is judged. But the
comparison of them as wholes with it is reserved to the last chapter.
The treatment, as already remarked, is simple and direct and the book is very
readable and manifests anew the possibility of discussing an abstruse subject in a way capable of commanding the interest of the unlearned while yet
presenting the fruits of a very sound learning indeed. It is decidedly a
book “ for the general,” and will give the reader a clearer, more exact and
even broader knowledge of the relations of the great world religions to one
another, and above all of the relations of Christianity to them all, than he
can easily obtain elsewhere, though he waded through many volumes and
stumbled through jungles of technicalities. There is little to be said in criticism chiefly this—that it seems a pity that a little more was not said of the
widely spread “ Animism ” which underlies and conditions so many of the
kighest forms of natural religion, as well as itself constitutes so large apart
of the religion of savage races. Do we need any further categories in classifying religions (from Dr. Kellogg’s point of view) except the three theistic,
pantheistic, atheistic ? And do we not need from the very outset to set
apart Christianity from all the others as (with its preparation in Judaism)
the one religion given by God to men as over against the religions made by
man in feeling after God if haply they may find Him ? It is quite true as
Dr. Kellogg says (p. 162 ), that the heathen religions are consistently represented in the Bible not “ as expressing an effort of man after communion with
God, but, instead, as formal revolt against Him.” But this does not seem
to negative the distribution just offered, but only to express the relation of
the two radically different religion forms from another view-point. It seems

—

,

,
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,
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to us that I)r. Kellogg

is

by

led

his view-point to lay too

much

on the

stress

survival of the revelational elements in the ethnic religions set aside Mohammedanism, and we doubt if there can be discovered in any of the rest a
:

trace of primitive revelation preserved, or of Christian truth assimilated
apart, of course, from certain loan elements derived from latter-day partial

The effect of Christianity on the world religions into contact
with which it has come is, in fact, a subject apart— and one, let us say,
which deserves some careful critical study. A curious instance of it may
be found recorded for us by Miss Kingsley, in her West African Studies.
West African Studies. By Mary II. Kingsley author of Travels in West
evangelization.

,

Africa. With Illustrations and Maps. 8vo, pp. xxi, 639. (London Macmillan & Co.; New York: The Macmillan Co., 1899.) This is a big book
Miss Kingsley has given us this time big in every application of the word.
Of course its real subject is “ Fetish,” to which the main portion of it is
:

—

directly given, while all the rest

Miss Kingsley

still

is

intended to

pleads for a wider use of the

make

understandable.

it

word than

is

common, and

indeed, with that pantheistic world-view common to the Western African savage at the one end of the social scale and Spinoza and
Goethe at the other. “ If you want, for example, to understand the posiidentifies

it,

man in nature according to Felish, there is, as far as I know,” she
“ no clearer statement of it made than is made by Goethe in his superb
Prometheus' (p. 121). The only difference between the two ends are due
to the differing characteristics of the peoples and the differing environments
through which expression is modified. The value of the book lies particularly, therefore, in its first-hand study of West African religion; and in
that field it is from the first an authority and is likely to become a classic.
To the missionary and the student of missions it has also a direct message.
It is exceedingly interesting to note Miss Kingsley’s opinion, for example,
tion of

says,

1 '

of the source of the attraction of Christianity to the African. Shortly, it lies
“ The African has a great over-God, and below him lesin its Christology.
ser spirits, including

man

;

but the African has not

in

West

Africa, nor, so

far as I have been able to ascertain, elsewhere on the whole continent, a

God-man, a thing that directly connects man with the great over-God. This
thing appeals to the African when it is presented to him” (p. 127). It is
equally interesting to observe her conception of the sources of weakness in
the impact of Christianity in West Africa. Briefly, these are summed up
in the two circumstances that the African has a conscience and thathumanitarianism has watered the efforts of missions. The African mind is to her
view a supremely

logical one,

his religion into practice.

“

and the African conscience

Now

conscience,

is

inclined to put

when conditioned by

Christi-

anity,” she says, “ is an exceedingly difficult thing for a trader to manage
satisfactorily to himself.” This makes the African, who is primarily a
trader, rather chary of Christianity having a conscience, he is disincliued to
put it into such bonds. On the other hand, the intrusion of “ philanthropy ”
into missions, in her view, has deeply injured missionary success. “The

—

missionary pure and simple,” she says, in her sprightly way, “ is a man who
God more than he loves himself or any man
The philanthropist is
a person who loves man but he or she is frequently no better than people
who kill lap-dogs by overfeeding, or who shut up skylarks in cages. While
it is quite conceivable to me, for example, that a missionary could kill a
man to save his soul, a philanthropist would kill his soul to save his life, and
there is in this a difference ” (p. 321). With Miss Kingsley’s assault on the
Crown Colony system we have no concern surely her first-hand testimony
to its working will be heard. It remains only to say that the book is written not only with a knowledge and insight that makes it an authority on its
main subject, but in a style which gives it a fascination which is irresistible.
loves

;
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Hebrew Text of the Old Testament. By

Thomas H. Weir,

B.D., Assistant to Professor of Oriental Languages
in the University of Glasgow. London; Williams and Norgate, 1899.
Pp. xv, 149.

A

place on many a bookshelf is waiting for this brochure. It seeks “to
explain everything which meets the eye on the printed page [of the Hebrew
Bible], or to indicate where such explanation may be readily found.” The
work is well done. The book is brim full of information, accurate and conveniently arranged. It contains eleven sheets with plates of inscriptions,

coinsand pages from Hebrew manuscripts and the Rabbinic Bible, which
illustrate the history of the script, the vowel pointing, and the Massoretic
annotations.

The book has

its defects.
They are in details, and do not seriously impair
value as a book of reference. The author strangely states that the Tellel-Amarna tablets are written in the Aramaic language (p. 3). They
reveal, it is true, the existence of a Semitic dialect in Canaan which was
akin to the Hebrew in its vocabulary; but the language of the tablets is
Semitic Babylonian. The author states that the Siloam inscription is “ not
later than the sixth century” (p. 9). He has missed Pilcher’s discussion of he
date of this inscription, in the Proceedings of the Society of Biblical Archaeology for May, 1897, and June, 1898, or he could not have spoken so positively
without defending his position.
He declares that the writing on the wall
of Belshazzar’s banqueting hall “ must be intended to be the old Hebrew”
(p. 30); but he takes an inadequate view of the possibilities. His conclusion
that the script was the ancient Hebrew is not warranted by the premises.
In discussing, in the first chapter, the date of the introduction of the art of
writing among the Hebrews, he leaves out of sight the use of the alphabet by
the Minaeans long before the entrance of the Israelites into Canaan, he does
not do justice to the influence of Egypt on the Israelites, and he adopts subjective criticism in preference to historical presumptions.
The qns which the Massoretes have preserved “ show an early stage of
textual criticism, where subjective and doctrinal considerations were taken
account of in altering the reading of the text” (p. 124). Critics of a certain modern school will note that their methods of dealing with the received
text are not new. Fortunately the Massoretes were content to indicate various readings and their own conjectures on the margin, and left the text
itself as they found it.
Princeton.
John D. Davis.
its

t

Israel. A Text Book on the Physical and Historical
Geography of the Holy Land, embodying the Results ot Recent Research.
By Robert Laird Stewart, D D., Professor of Pastoral Theology and
Biblical Archaeology in the Theological Seminary of Lincoln University,
Pa. With Seventeen Maps and Numerous Illustrations. New York,
Chicago, Toronto: Fleming H. Revell Company, Publishers of Evan-

The Land of

gelical Literature, [1899].

12mo, pp. xxix,

352.

The fruitage of eight years of labor in the instruction of theological students, supplemented by an extended tour in the Holy Land, appears in this
text-book on Biblical geography. The book is the better for its origin. The
instructor’s discovery of the needs of pupils, the enthusiasm of the successful

teacher,

and the correct perspective obtained by the

traveler,

have combined

:

:
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to

make

a handy, readable

and informing book.

The

scope

is

admirable;

it

features that are needed to give one a distinct picture of the
land, sharp and clear enough to linger in the memory and at the same time
adequate for practical purposes. The geography is treated according to the

embraces

all

and history have defined and to which the Bible itself
has affixed the name. The reader knows where he is all the time, as though
he were sojourning on the ground. He is conscious of being in the hill
country of Judsea or in the plains of Moab or in the coasts of Tyre and Sidon,
as the case may be and he finds himself living amid the associations of the
place and its neighborhood, viewing the scenery and acquiring the local hissections which nature

;

tory of the

town and

district.

these notable excellencies are combined two grave defects. The
most glaring one is the atrocious spelling of proper names, especially Biblical
proper names. This fault begins in the Table of Contents, continues in the

With

text, decreases materially after the middle of the book has been passed, and
culminates in the Index, where seven per centum of the Scripture geographical names are misspelled and many of them are arranged alphabetically
according to the false form. Asher, the name of the tribe, Eshcol, Me-jarkon,
Zipliron suffer this distortion and misplacement. This phenomenon cannot be
classed among typographical errors. Some of the most familiar Biblical names
are misspelled prevailingly, and others about half the time while a few of rare
occurrence are presented in an improper form only. To cite two examples,
four diffei-ent words are misspelled in one paragraph (pp. 39, 40); and in a brief
list of kings on page 45, three out of the five names are incorrect. Readers who
are versed in Scripture will detect these errors at once, and mentally correct
them; but it is a serious matter to place a text-book with these defects in the
hands of pupils. Fortunately, however, the errors in orthography are found
most largely in the Index.
While this fault is the most glaring, there is another which is more insidious. The book is uncritical.
Vagaries are treated with respect. Writers
of doubtful standing receive equal reverence with scholars of highest authority. In the last twenty years, especially in connection with the recent survey
of Palestine, identifications have been suggested for the sites of nearly one
hundred and fifty Biblical towns, whose exact location had not been known.
Some of these proposed identifications are worthy of consideration, but the
majority have no standing in court. Yet they are employed, for the most
part indiscriminately, in the present work as “ results of recent research.'’
Since Robinson’s day considerable progress has been made in identifying
sites, but not nearly so much as this book would lead the uninitiated to sup;

pose.

must not be allowed to bulk largely in
They may be relegated to the background,
places only. The volume as a whole is excellent

Serious as these defects are, they
one’s estimate of a good book.
for they affect the

work

in

information which the general reader needs, the material is conveniently disposed, the spirit of the author is fine, and his attitude toward the
Bible is delightful.
Princeton.
John D. Davis.

full of the

The Epistle to the Hebrews. The First Apology for Christianity.
An Exegetical Study. By Alexander Balmain Bruce, D.D.,

New Testament
New York: Charles

Professor of Apologetics and

Exegesis in the Free

Church College, Glasgow.

Scribner’s Sons, $2.50.

Small 8vo, pp.

xii, 451.

The Preface makes
The

the following statement

greater part of the contents [of this work] appeared in the pages of The Expositor in 1SS8.

It
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All has been carefully revised, some portions have been rewritten, and a chapter on
the theological import of the epistle, entirely new, has been added at the end of the book
I had expected, and even hoped, that recent publications on this important book of the New
Testament would have made a new contribution to its interpretation superfluous. I canThe interpretation of the letter
not honestly say that I have found this to be the case
has been carried to a high degree of perfection. But there is room and need for fresh work in
the unveiling of the soul of this sacred writing, in the light of its author's aim, which I take to
be to show the excellence of Christianity to a community possessing a very defective insight
into its true nature. It is indeed the first apology for Christianity, as indicated in my subtitle.
Readers will judge how far I have succeeded in placing this view of the book on a solid foun
1889, 1890.

dation.”

The value of this work, as Prof. Bruce intimates, depends on whether he
has penetrated the spirit of the epistle, and has succeeded in interpreting it
to his readers; or, to use hi3 own expression, whether he has unveiled the
soul of this sacred writing in the light of the author’s aim. “ Readers will
judge,” he says, “ how far I have succeeded,” etc. Readers that use any judgment about this must begin with the subject on which Prof. Bruce remarks
as follows “ I have again and again remarked .... that successful interpretation of the spirit of this writing depends, above all, on a right conception of the religious situation of the first readers.” For himself he states
that “ he goes on the supposition that the attitude of the first readers
toward Levitical rites was similar to the Judaists, with whom Paul contended, toward circumcision ” (p. 390). The importance of the subject is
correctly stated, and so generally recognized that much reiteration of it is
needless. And it is not that, in fact, that is “ again and again ” reiterated
:

in this volume. What is reiterated is that representation of the religious
status of the first readers just given. Prof. Bruce correctly says “ I go on
the supposition,” etc., for this view always appears as an assumption. There
:

But it is such as is used to
a suspicion become a conviction or such as a scientist uses to make a
hypothesis appear a fact. Reiteration of the suspicion, or reiteration of the
hypothesis, as the explanation of everything that seems to call for explanation, has the appearance of proof.
The epistle, however, gives more than a
tolerable notion of the first readers and Paul paints very plainly the Judaizers
is,

of course, effort to establish the assumption.

make

;

;

whom

and not a point of similarity appears. The
readers of the epistle are addressed as “ Holy brethren, paitakers of a
heavenly calling.” When Paul said: “Let him be anathema ” (Gal. i. 9)
he meant Judaizers. The readers had suffered persecution (x. 32 sq.), and
were still exposed to it, if they held fast their actual confession (xii. 4). The
Judaizers shunned persecution above all things: “They compel you to be
with

he contended

:

circumcised only that they may not be persecuted for the cross of Christ.”
The readers were in danger of apostasy, at least some of them “ Lest haply
there shall be in any of you an evil heart of unbelief, in falling away from
the living God.” Judaizers were apostates and deceivers (Tit. i. 10, 11).
And many more contrasts. In fact the first readers of the epistle were precisely what Prof. Bruce contends they were not, viz., “ fairly well grounded
;

:

in the Christian faith,” p. 390 for they had been ruled by men “which
spake the Word of God,” and whom they were' exhorted to remember and
imitate, and they were actually under rulers that deserved reverent obedience
(xiii. 7, 17).
Thus they were not what Prof. Bruce postulates as essential
to that view he presents as the soul or spirit of the epistle. As this postulate is his foundation stone, he must be judged not to have placed his view
of the epistle on a solid foundation.
Prof. Bruce represents “ the soul of this sacred writing to be to show the
excellence of Christianity.” The author of the epistle calls it an exhortation (xiii. 22), which it obviously is. The soul of exhortation is that to the
;

11
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which the readers are exhorted which in this case is faith in
God's promise and the steadfast confession therewith involved. But waivexercise of

;

ing the fitness of characterizing the epistle as Prof. Bruce does, the fuller
is the following

statement of his meaning

:

" The grand distinction and merit of the Christian religion, for the writer of the epistle, is
The
It is the religion of free access and intimate fellowship.
it brings men near to God.
value of this peculiarity is heightened by contrast with the antecedent Levitical religion,
which is shown to have been a religion that failed to render this supreme service to worshipers.
This radical difference between the two religions implies and rests on a difference in
their respective provisions for dealing with human sin
The sinner is afraid to come near
He needs to be nssured of his welcome means for overcoming his suspicion
to the Holy One.
and dread must be provided. Judged by this test Leviticalism is held to have failed. It did not
The verdict of incompetency to solve the problem of
perfect the worshiper as to conscience
that

.

.

.

.

;

pronounced upon Leviticalism implies thorough

sin

dissatisfaction with

its

sacrificial

and

sacerdotal system. This dissatisfaction finds vigorous, unqualified expression in the epistle.
Both the victims offered and the offering priests are condemned as inadequate to the ends for
Such a verdict .... imposes on the writer an obligation to show
which they existed

that Christianity is not liable to the same interpretation. It must be proved that its sacrificial
and sacerdotal provisions for sin meet all requirements. The keen critic of the ancient
Hebrew ritual is fully alive to the task he creates for himself, and does not shirk it” (pp.
428 429 ).
,

This view of the contention of the epistle receives the same sort of reiteration as does the representation of the religious status of the readers of the

But this, too, contradicts most obvious traits in the epistle itself.
writer of the epistle shows keen criticism, indeed, but only of the people
he addresses. He detects no struggle with the problem of sin such as Prof.
Bruce assumes, but precisely the need of arousing the sense of sin (ii. 1-4,

epistle.

The

He

detects no such dread of God and fear to draw
the Levitical rites, but precisely a slumbering ease of
soul fostered by an idea of the excellency of that way of drawing near to
God. He detects no sense of the inability of those rites to cleanse from sin,
iii.

7-13, iv. l,etc.).

near

Him, by means of

but precisely a confidence in them that he labors to break up. All this, of
course, would be true in a still higher degree, if the readers were such as
Prof. Bruce assumes that they were; and would make it only the more impossible for the writer to have such an aim as Prof. Bruce imagines. Prof.
Bruce, however, loses sight of the readers he has postulated, and postulates
here a totally different sort. But the writer no more criticises the Levitical
institutions in their place and respecting “ the ends for which they existed ”
than he criticises the prophets, or angels, or Moses. The word of the
prophets is still valid for him and his readers; and he uses it powerfully.
“ The word spoken by angels proved steadfast,” and will be found so by the
readers, who will not escape the just recompense of the law given through
the angels if they neglect the salvation spoken by the Lord. Moses was
faithful
and it was his faithfulness in God’s house, and not his incompetence, that, by contrast, manifests the greatness of Christ for us, who
was faithful, too, but over that house. The faithfulness of Moses referred
to was precisely what he did as a servant (Num. xii. 7) in preparing the
tabernacle and instituting its ordinances, that Prof. Bruce calls Leviticalism,
which was done “ for a testimony of those things which shall afterwards be
spoken of ” (iii. 5), viz., in this epistle. Accordingly, when, in chaps, viiix, the writer comes to speak of the tabernacle and its ritual, it is in tone of
admiration, and to show what were “ the ends for which they existed,” and
“ The Holy Spirit this sigto affirm that they fulfilled these ends as ix. 8
nifying, that the way into the holy place hath not yet been made manifest,
while as the first tabernacle is yet standing, which is a parable fbr the time
present.”
As viii. 8 says, it was with an erring people that God found
fault, and not with the former covenant, nor with its ordinances “ imposed
;

;

:
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until a time of reformation ” (ix. 10), and the writer’s fault finding is likewise wholly directed on those that betrayed “ an evil heart of unbelief.”
Furthermore, it is evident from the epistle, that such notions, as that the
Levitical ordinances and Christianity were two different religions, and that
there was a “ radical difference between the two religions,” were wholly

foreign to the writer, and that such expressions would be radically repugnant
to him, and as such repudiated.
His first sentence says “ God who spake
by the prophets has spoken to us by a Son.” Moses was one of the prophets,
and the tabernacle and its rites were some of “ the divers manners ” of
:

God’s speaking
of the one

God

;

and from

first to last it

that gave the

was and continues to be one

religion

Word.

Prof. Bruce, however, reiterates the expression of these notions, because
he believes that pointing the distinction so expressed is his peculiar contribution to the correct understanding of this epistle, and because he has a great

many particulars to infer
What Prof. Bruce says

as corollaries of the

same

notions.

the view he takes of the religious status
of the readers is equally true of this view of the “ distinctive conception of
the Christian religion ” of the epistle it “ affects not only our interpretation of many texts, but still more our idea of the man who wrote the texts.”
This is so true that, as one reads this volume, and is carried on by its robust
energy (for it is not easy to stop reading), there seems something like
“ hustling ” to be going on. “The man that wrote the texts ” is hustled
thus “ In crediting the writer with this sentiment we merely assume that he
understands his own system of thought ” (p. 149). “
competent writer of
(p. 390) of

:

:

A

an apologetic work, such as
not omit this thought and
;

I take the Epistle to the
if it is

to be

Hebrews

found anywhere

to be, could

in the epistle, it is

here ” (p. 237). “ If my view of the situation be right, then he [the man
that wrote the texts] belonged to the nobler category ” (p. 390). “ It thus
appears that for the writer, as for us, the ultimate basis for the priestly conception of Christ’s work was supplied by the two facts above specified ”
After that, how can “ the man that wrote the texts ” be sure of
(p. 434).

what they mean without deferring to Prof. Bruce ? It is quite in keeping
with this manner that Prof. Bruce regards some arguments of the epistle as
weak, and needing apology which he is able to give (pp. 44, 51, 370), and
that he often “gives points” to the writer as wondering that they were

missed (pp. 226, 241, 254, 255, 261, 266, 311, 317, etc.).
Hustling of texts occurs thus “ Whose house are we. This is not a claim
to monopoly of family privileges for Christians but it is an assertion that the
Christian community is in an emphatic sense the house of God ” (p. 139).
The description of the tabernacle and its appurtenances (ix. 1-6) is obviously in the manner of emphasizing the glory of the first covenant and
its worship; and it is equally obvious that it is meant to enhance the greater
glory of the “more perfect tabernacle” presented in contrast (ver. 11).
Prof. Bruce, however, interprets the eulogistic description as “ politic.
“ There is a latent irony in the reference to the precious materials of which
the articles were made
It says to the ear of the thoughtful
The
furniture of the tabernacle was golden, but its worship was poor; the apparatus was costly, but the practical religious result was of small account. The
whole system was barbaric and beggarly, placing- value on the outside rather
than the inside, in matter rather than mind, in the costliness of the furniture
rather than in high intelligence and refined purity of the cultus there carried
on ” (p. 311). Very audacious interpretation of a text this, seeing the man
that wrote it said (viii. 5): “ Even as Moses is warned of God when he is
about to make the tabernacle for, See, saith he, that thou make all things
according to the pattern that was shewed thee in the mount ” (Exod. xxv.
:

;

:

’

:

‘

:
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Prof. Bruce has hustled the writer; and as for God, Prof. Bruce
“ The oracle insinuates that God had found the Levitivii. 21
cal institute after trial unsatisfactory, and as if weary of its law-made
officials, and their daily task of butchery, he swears, As I live, I will bring

But

40).

has said, of

:

an end ” (p. 273). The meaning of faith as defined in
amply illustrated by examples, is, that faith treats what
God has promised as real, and lives for that reality though it is unseen and
u The main purpose of the discourse is to
future. But Prof. Bruce says
show the moral power of faith how it enables men to live good lives, and
this lleshly system to

Heb.

xi. 1,

and

so

:

;

The

so gain a good report.
chiefly in the fact that

What

it

writer’s interest in the psychology of faith lies

furnishes the key to faith’s wonderful practical vir-

Prof. Bruce says about a

meaning he would extort
he would likely say of this meaning of faith “ If
a man does not see this for himself, typological arguments will not help
him. We see only what we bring.”
Finding in the Bible, not what it says, but what the seeker brings, is common enough. The conscientious exegete guards against that as the most subtle and dangerous foe of the truth. But the theology of Christian consciousness (something quite distinct from Christian conscientiousness) makes it the
very apparatus of exegesis. The present matter affords a good illustration of
the audacity this requires. Taking the main purpose of chap, xi to be the
notion that Prof. Bruce “ brings,” one must contrive to see, that, when “ by
faith Sarah received power to conceive,” a moral power was effective in her
causing wonderful practical virtue and that Abraham’s offering Isaac was
an instance of practical virtue that when Abel was dead, when Enoch was
translated, when Jacob blessed his sons and died, and when Joseph, about to
die, “ gave commandment concerning his bones,” the faith displayed in
these transactions was a moral power enabling these persons to live good
lives.
And summarily, in all the examples, which the chapter points as
having this in common, that “ these all died according to faith,” one must
see that the point is that these all lived moral and good lives of wonderful
practical virtue, deserving and leaving a good reputation. True, “ they
received not the promise,” which outstanding fact touches seriously the
alleged practical virtue. But Prof. Bruce takes the bull by the horns,
thus
tue ”

(p. 412).

from Melchizedek

(p. 286),

:

;

;

“ They got their certificate of character, and— nothing more. Does this not look like saying
that faith entices men into a heroic, arduous career that will win for them a barren renown, by

promises of a future which in the form these assume to the imagination will never be realized ?
does and the fact is even so, and it is a great fact in human experience, this iliusiveness
of life ’—a bitter fact till it is understood and accepted as an essential element in the divine
discipline of character ” (p. 414).
It

‘

;

Truly, this

wind

is

like

Ephraim, “ feeding on wind, and following after the

!”

Prof. Bruce (p. 380) spurns a generally accepted exposition of
x. 5-7, saying: “I have no sympathy with such starved exegesis;” but
east

better starved exegesis than feeding on wind.
In respect to two texts (“a forerunner for us,” vi. 20; “through an
eternal spirit,” ix. 14) Prof. Bruce gives interpretations that he deems very

important, and which he thinks all previous commentators have missed.
Besides this, the volume gives no sign of intending original textual exegesis.
The reader is, indeed, fairly warned that there is no such intention. For
besides the intimation as above, in the Preface, p. 389, he says “ But, while
the work of verbal exegesis [of the epistle] has been almost brought to perfection, the interpretation of the spirit is far from complete.” Review of the
exegesis that appears in this volume is therefore uncalled for. When it is
good, it is, of course, made impressive by that talent of rich expression that
:
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distinguishes Prof. Bruce and one rejoices that so many readers are sure to
have the good interpretations lodged in their minds. When it is the contrary, there is no call for contending with this volume about it. The
author’s view of the spirit of the epistle guides his choice of meanings at
hand by the labor of others (p. 352). The contention must be with the
spirit of the author, which he mistakes for the spirit of the epistle, “ seeing
;

what he brings.”
The two instances

of exegesis, however, require notice for they confront
the reader before the texts are reached in the orderly consideration of the
epistle, and go on sounding after, as the satellites of the two basal notions of
the epistle already noticed.
1.

On

vi. 20,

Prof.

“And now we come

;

Bruce says

:

crowning thought: Where as Forerunner for us, entered Jesus,
become, after the order of Melchisedec, our High Priest forever. Forerunner expresses an idea
entirely new, lying altogether outside the Levitical system. The high priest of Israel did not
go into the holy place as forerunner, but only as representative of the people. He went into a
place whither none might follow him, entering once a year, in the people’s stead, not as their
pioneer. The glory and privilege of the new Christian era, the peculiar excellence of the perfect religion, is that Christ, as the High Priest of humanity, goes nowhere where His people
cannot follow Him. He is our pioneer clearing the way ” (p. 234).
to the

The extent to which the idea of “ Forerunner,” as thus expressed, has
been missed by other expositors may be, that they have not noted how this
expression, whose primary fitness applies to a deliverer of fleeing refugees
(vi. 18), also gives warning, in the style characteristic of the epistle, of what
is later to be set forth explicitly
as it is when (ix. 8) it is said, by implication, that the way into the holy place is an open way, and when x. 19
presents the entrance there as a thing the believer has boldness about. But
no reader of the epistle has missed, or could miss seeing how Forerunner
expresses that those “ fleeing for refuge ” are to get where their Forerunner
has gone for them, nor does any reader fail to know what ix. 8 and x. 19
so expressly signify. But when Prof. Bruce interprets Forerunner as denoting, that “ unrestricted fellowship of the human spirit with a divine Father
has been established wherever there is a contrite, humble, devout worshiper,” and (as he further infers, p. 402, on x. 19-31) that the consequent
“ draw near ” means “ that Christians have all the privileges and standing
of priests, yea, of high priests coming into the very presence of God,” then
that is not something that expositors have missed. It is not in the texts
referred to, but conflicts with the texts. For Forerunner denotes that believers do not enter the holy place along with Christ, but that He has
entered there before them, and that they shall enter in consequence. And,
in x. 19-23, as v. Hofmann clearly shows, “ Having had our hearts sprinkled
from an evil conscience and having had our body washed with pure water,”
may not grammatically be taken as expressing additional ground for “ drawing near ;” but is the expressed ground for the exhortation “ hold fast the
;

:

confession of our hope immovable, for he

is

faithful that promised.”

There-

and “washed,” do not refer to “the preparatory cleansing which the Jewish high priest underwent to be qualified for his highpriestly work on the great day of atonement ;” and thus they do not in the
present connection intimate that the drawing near of believers is in highpriestly quality (against G. Milligan, The Theol. of the Fp. to the Heh., p. 179).
This issue, however, does not hang on a single text. The present duty of
believers is “to hold fast the confession of their hope, relying on him that
promised ;” every word of which statement of the present status of believers
is a refutation of the notion that they already have all the privilege and
standing of high priests, in the very presence of God, and in unrestricted
fore “sprinkled”

:

:
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Him. This doctrine, that is repelled by the texts on which
pretends to be founded, is equally repugnant to the whole epistle and
to the whole New Testament.
2. “ Who through an eternal spirit offered himself .”
Prof. Bruce’s exegesis
of these words occupies pp. 337-348, which in brief is as follows
fellowship with
it

“ The important thing in Christ’s sacrifice was the spirit in which He shed His blood, viz.,
a free, loving, holy spirit. Eternal denotes that the spirit in which the act was done can never
become a thing of the past. The historical act may become old but the spirit which found
expression in the act is the same yesterday, to-day and forever. It is retrospective as well as
prospective, and makes the sacrifice valid for ages going before. One virtue more A sacrifice
offered through an eternal spirit may be placed where we please, in earth or in heaven, on
Calvary or on high, as suits our purpose. The spiritually real belongs to the heavenlies even
though it have its place also as a historic event among the earthlies. The reason why Christ’s
blood had unlimited virtue, that the blood of beasts had not, is expressed in the word spirit.
In his offering we must think of the human soul, the divine spirit. It was as a spirit he offered
himself, a free personality and his offering was a spirit revealed through a never-to-be-forgotten
;

:

;

act of self-surrender.”

These statements may be described in words of Lord Kelvin, as “ proposimeaning.”
For taking the word s])irit in two distinct and incompatible senses, and

tions that escape the merit of being false by having no assignable
,

therewith stating the sense of the brief clause in question, makes the statements meaningless as interpretation. If “ spirit ” means the moral and
emotional disposition of Christ when shedding His blood (wiiich is the first
sense in the above), then it cannot mean His personality. If it means His
personality (the second sense), then it cannot denote moral and emotional
disposition, such as is meant by the idiom: “ Not a spirit of fearfulness;
but of power and love and discipline ” (2 Tim. i. 7 ). The concluding sentence
of the above is indeed in itself good sense and good doctrine also. But as
two distinct propositions, it is without sense as interpreting the single statement, “through an eternal spirit offered himself.” If Prof. Bruce could
see this so as to abandon one of the senses, it is evident he w'ould cling to the
first.
But that one violates idiom. “ Spirit,” when meaning moral and emotional disposition, is always conjoined with words that express the disposition
intended (comp. 1 Cor. iv. 21; Gal. vi. 1). Moreover the preposition belonging to that idiom when qualifying an active verb is en. The dia of the
present clause cannot serve the same purpose. As for the paradoxical
statements explanatory of “ eternal,” they elude analysis, w hether one finds
sense in them or not.
Prof. Bruce lets his readers understand how he feels specially qualified for
interpreting this epistle. The first note of this reads thus: “ At transition
times, w’hen an old world is passing away, and a new world is taking its
place, it is ever the fewest who enter with full intelligence and sympathy
into the spirit of the new times ” (p. 20). After various intimations of the
same sort, it is expressed thus
r

“ It requires an effort of historical imagination to realize the situation that called forth this
great epistle. It greatly helps one when he himself lives in a transition time, and is in sympathy
with the changes it brings. One can then divine the spirit in which the epistle was written,
understand the attitude of its author toward the past, and his enthusiasm for the new in the
present,

much

and appreciate the heroic moral

for the interpretation

scholastic

;

commentary on a

basis of his religious character.

Learning can do

may end in a
which the soul has fled” (p. 391). “The
time have a difficult and comparatively thankless task to per-

but

when

spiritual affinity is lacking, learned labor

Biblical writing from

spiritual guides of a transition
form. They are compelled by the necessities of their position to use old forms of thought as the
vehicle of new ideas and their reward is, that the new element iu their teaching makes it
unacceptable to their contemporaries, attached to the past, while the old element, on the other
hand, makes it uninviting and obscure to men of later generations ” (p. 388).
;

Such

who

is

significant utterances seem to take the reader into confidence as one
aware of the transition going on, and has intelligence of the new and
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better things that are to mark the new' world. There is perhaps a public of
that sort to welcome this volume ; a public that is of the conspiracy aud

confederate with “ the fewest who enter into the spirit of the new time.”
But readers who are not so initiated will find it difficult from this volume
itself and alone to form a clear notion of the program of the new world.
On another point, however, viz., the “spiritual affinity” referred to, the
intimations are numerous and clear, and there is no mistaking the characteristics of the spirit that actuates “ the spiritual guides of the transition
time.” These characteristics account in a good degree for the obscurity
about the other points just mentioned they make plainer what is meant by
“ Using old forms as vehicles of new ideas,” which these spiritual guides are
said to do. Noting these characteristics, one understands what it is that
Prof. Bruce “ brings with him ” in order to see, or “ to divine the spirit in
;

which this epistle was written.” The characteristics come to view chiefly in
remarks that are intended to justify the subtitle of this volume, “The
First Apology for Christianity.” The remarks assume to show the hand of
“the man that wrote the texts” in the very act, as it were, of writing
them. They turn out to be forcing the hand of the writer of the epistle.
The apologetic aim of the writer is made to account for a variety of imperfections of the epistle as they must appear to modern Christians. Thus the
whole mention of angels in the epistle is represented as an unwelcome
necessity forced on the writer by the high rank assigned to angels in Jewish
theology. “ This made necessary what appears to us the superfluous assertion of Christ’s superiority to angels ” (i. 5-14, ii. 1-4). “The subject was
probably a weariness to the writer. His state of mind was doubtless similar
to that of all reformers living at a period of transition who have lost
interest in the traditional, etc.
He cared as little for angels as for Leviticalism ” (pp. 44-46). “ The apologetic aim explains ” a supposed defective
dogmatic statement (ii. 10). The writer “is glad to be able to show the
readers the fitness of Christ’s sufferings from any point of view, even though
his statement should come far short of presenting a complete theory. The
statements of apologists are apt to appear defective from a dogmatic point
of view, as they sometimes learn to their cost ”(p. 89). Apologetic art turns
popular errors to good account, thus Whether the golden pot and the budding rod were put into the ark or not, Jews generally believed that they
were. “ And our author is content to state the case as his readers might have
stated it
It is part of his art as an orator to go as far as he honestly
can in pleasing them whom he would persuade. If they think that it makes
the pot and the rod more precious to have them inside the ark, why then,
let it be so.
He is like a valuator describing heirlooms, .... who takes
care not to shock natural feeling by assigning to them their real value as
distinct from their imaginary, sentimental value ” (p. 309). Apologetic aim
causes the writer to suppress important doctrine, thus “ Christ offered Himself before He came into the world, while He was in the world, after He left
the world. All this the author understands right well, and here in effect
teaches (ix. 11-14) though the apologetic method of his writing requires
him to relegate the priestly work of Christ, for the most part, to heaven ”
In similar fashion, mistakes of the writer are assumed and
(p. 341).
extenuated (p. 371) the use of poor arguments when better ones must have
been known to the writer are accounted for (pp. 360, 418, 430-135), and an
alleged skillful construction to turn the force of a supposed fact unfavorable
:

:

;

;

to his

To

argument
all this it

is

lauded

may be

(p. 414).

said

:

*

Let Prof. Bruce speak for himself and for the

other spiritual guides of his imagined transition time.
*[ Prof. Bruce’s death occurred after this article

It will not be denied

had been received.— Ed.]
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that he draws their portrait correctly in what he imagines the writer of this
have been. But it is certain that “ his idea of the man that wrote
the texts” is mistaken. The text written by that man is exactly described
(t Cor. ii. 13, 14).
The spirit of the guides of transition as defined is a dis-

epistle to

qualification for interpreting that text.

As for the Subtitle of this volume, it could go unchallenged, if Prof.
Bruce did not make so much of it. Every one knows that it is hard to get a
distinctive title for a book. There is merit in one that arrests attention, as
this one does. Though Christian apologies were originally addressed to the
heathen enemies and persecutors of Christianity, there is a possible adaptation of the name “apology” to a vindication of Christianity addressed to
Christians tempted to Jewish apostasy. One cannot see, however, why it
should be called The First Apology of the sort, when we have the Epistle
to the Romans that vindicates Christianity to such as had been heathen, but
had embraced Christianity. But when Prof. Bruce gives to this subtitle
such significance as he does, thereby impeaching the character of the
writer of the epistle and distorting the aim of the epistle itself, it becomes
offensive.

One

of the

many

reiterations of the very low religious status of the original

readers of the epistle

is

accompanied by a remark that, mutatis mutandis,

expresses the caution to be used by those that take up this very readable

volume. For “readers” substitute “expositor.”
“ If we wish to understand the epistle, we must keep steadily in mind, and
beware of falling into the error of supposing that the writer [of it] and his
readers stood in religious thought and belief pretty much on the same level.
The error may be applied in either of two ways By lifting the readers up
to the writer’s level, or by degrading him down to theirs. Both mistakes
are alike fatal to successful exposition ” (p. 105).
:

Samuel

Philadelphia.

Die

Erwahlung
tels Paulus.
in Greifswald.

T.

Lowrie.

Israels nacii der IIeilsverkundigung des Apos-

Yon Johannes Dalmer,

Privatdozent der Theologie
Pp. viii, 147.

Giitersloh: C. Bertelsmann, 1894.

The main part of this treatise is a discussion of Rom. ix-xi, which, without giving an exhaustive exegesis, tries to reproduce the line of thought developed by the apostle in these chapters in regard to their central theme, the
election of Israel. Inasmuch as this one theme actually dominates the entire section, the rare opportunity here offered itself of conducting a Biblicotheological investigation by a purely exegetical method, and the author has
happily availed himself of this opportunity. While on many points simply
voicing the ordinary exegetical consensus, on a few others, and those of the
most important, he has something independent and novel to offer us. Notwithstanding all that has been written on this section of the Epistle to the
Romans, it cannot be said that even as to the main scope of the argument
such unanimity has been reached among expositors as would render all
further attempts in this direction a work of supererogation. Dalmer has
made a real contribution toward the better understanding of the nexus of
the apostle’s argument and this is largely due to the fact that he concentrates his attention upon the one question named in the title of his treatise,
a question which in their fullness of exegetical detail the commentaries are
frequently as apt to obscure as to elucidate.
It is duly emphasized at the outset that the apostle’s treatment of the
point in question is not inspired by any theoretical and only in part by a
purely apologetic motive. The fact of Israel’s rejection of the Gospel and
;
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of the preeminence gained by the Gentiles over Israel, constituted a vexing
problem in itself, for which, apart from every apologetic necessity, Paul’s
mind could not but seek a solution. To all appearances there was no escape
from the dilemma: Either Israel are not God’s chosen people, or Jesus is
not the Messiah promised to Israel. In either case the truth of the Gospel
was endangered, not only in the latter but likewise in the former, for, if
Israel be not the people of God, then the entire Old Testament promise becomes void and the Gospel, which professes to be the fulfillment of this
promise, a structure without foundation. The solution of this practical
difficulty proceeds in three stages.
In chap. ix. 1-29, the paradoxical unbelief
of Israel is explained as being in full harmony with the divine method of
sovereign distribution of grace, not to all the physical descendants of Abraham,
but to those only who are made his heirs by promise and covenant, no matIn the
ter whether they stand in physical connection with him or not.
second section (ix. 30-x. 21), the other side of the problem arising from the
preeminence gained by the Gentiles over Israel is dealt with. The problem
is formulated in ix. 30, 31.
In the sequel Paul is intent upon showing how
it virtually disappears as soon as the method of salvation is rightly understood to be not by works but by faith, (x. 3-11). In view of this the paradoxical contrast between Gentiles who inherit and Jews who fail to inherit
the promise resolves itself into the simple rational difference between such
as believe and as disbelieve (vers. 12, 13, 16, 17). Vers. 13, 14 are inserted to
indicate the right of the Gentile mission as a necessary correlate of the absolutely universal and impartial character of the Gospel message. In ver. 16
the Jews appear no longer as a distinct group, but simply as some among the
hearers of the tidings of salvation ( ou rAvres u7Z7jxou<Tav -w ebayysKu)')
Vers. 18-21 finally serve to show that Israel’s unbelief cannot be excused by
the contention that the direct offer of the Gospel to the Gentiles placed in
doubt the divine character of the Gospel. It had been definitely predicted
both by Moses and Isaiah that such a direct calling of the Gentiles would
take place. In the third section, consisting of chap, xi, Paul returns to the
main problem, whether with such understanding of the principles of election and salvation as had been gained in the two preceding sections, it can
still be maintained that God has rejected His people,
and proceeds to answer this in the negative.
It is impossible here to enter upon a detailed review of the author’s reproduction of the apostle’s argument. We must confine ourselves to one or
two of the more important questions involved. It is usually assumed that
Paul brings to the solution of the difficulty two distinct answers: 1. That
notwithstanding the unbelief of the majority of Israel, the divine promises
are fulfilled because from the outset these promises relate to the ixXoyrj only
and not to the mass, this line of argument being prominent in chap, ix 2.
That notwithstanding the present exclusion of the people of Israel in its collective, national capacity, there will come a time when the organism of
Israel as such will be again engrafted into the covenant and the whole of
Israel saved, a point of view which is found to prevail in the latter part of chap,
xi, especially in ver. 26.
Dalmer throws all emphasis on the former and reduces the latter to a minimum of importance. In regard to chap. xi. 11-15,
he seems to us to have made out his case. His reasons for interpreting what
is there said of the rjrr rj/ia and -Xrjpiopa of the Jews as referring, not to
their numerical decrease and completion, but rather to the spiritual loss of
those now unbelieving and the prospective spiritual gain of such of them as
may yet be reclaimed, deserve at any rate serious consideration. The whole
context favors the view that both in ver. 12 and in ver. 15 not a future collective salvation of Israel, but a present salvation of individual members of the

—

—

—

;

'
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ixXoyrj is spoken of, and spoken of with reference to its immediate effect
upon the Gent ile mission (cf. especially vers. 13,14). A totally different question is whether the rendering proposed of ver. 15 is tenable. Dalmer thinks
that here Paul controverts the erroneous opinion, as if the rejection of
Israel were necessary for the evangelization of the Gentiles, by reducing it
ad absurdum in this wise “ If their (= the Jews’) rejection were the reconciliation of the world, then their (= the Gentiles’) adoption would amount
to life being produced out of death.” To this rendering, already proposed by
Luther, two objections must be urged. First, it refers the double abrwx
to two different antecedents. Dalmer notes this objection, but we do not
believe that it can be as lightly disposed of as he seems to think. And
secondly, the proposition that life should come out of death cannot have appeared from Paul’s general soteriological point of view, so preposterous as to
be of itself sufficient for reducing ad absurdum any thesis of which it is the
correlate or implication. The whole saving work of Christ was, strictly
:

speaking, an exemplilication of the principle that life can come out of death.
It should be added, however, that this peculiar exegesis of ver. 15 is by no
means essential to the above-mentioned exposition of the meaning of vers.
1 1—15

as a whole.

We are not so sure about

the author’s success in eliminating the promise
xi. 25, 26.
Against the commonly accepted view that ^5? 'Iapaijk means the majority of Israel in its national capacity, Dalmer urges the twofold consideration that Paul thus would contradict his own statement of chap, ix, to the effect that only a part of Israel inherit the promises, and that by thus teaching the apostle would have set
himself at variance with the universal belief of early Christianity, that
Christ’s second advent was to be immediately preceded by a general apostasy
and not by a universal ingathering of Jews and Gentiles. Consequently he
of a collective salvation

from chap.

undertakes to give to the phrases -a? ’Iuparjk and -krjptupa ru»
a less
numerical sense by pointing out how Paul claimed in ltom. xv. 19 “ to have
fulfilled {i:eT:).r pioxi'/at) the preaching of Christ from Rome to Illyricum,”
and that x 5? 'lapapl need imply no more than that in course of time the division between a believing and unbelieving Israel will cease to exist through
the inbringing of large numbers of Israel. Whilst at the time of writing
there, were two bodies of Israelites, there would be then again a united, undivided (-a?) Israel. We do not see how this new turn given to the meaning of the verse escapes from the main objection which the author has himIf the schism within
self brought against the ordinary interpretation.
Israel is to cease, this can come about only by the conversion of the great
majority of the hardened ones, so that the apparent conflict with chap, ix remains unsolved. If on this point the author’s reasoning fails to satisfy, it
is so much the more convincing on the other closely connected poiut, that
nothing is taught here by Paul concerning a future national prerogative of
Israel.
Whoever are to be converted, whether individuals or the organic
body, will become saints on an equal footing with the Gentiles.
In a closing section the author compares the results obtained from Rom.
ix-xi with the other more brief and incidental statements of the Apostle on
l

The view of Pfleiderer, as if the Epistle to the Romans
more conciliating attitude in reference to the destiny of
Israel than Galatians, is rejected, and the substantial agreement between both
writings shown. The reverse opinion of Clemen, as if Galatians marked a
subsequent more developed stage of opinion on the subject, is shown to be
likewise without foundation. At the same time Dalmer believes that a
the same subject.

reflected a later,

change of expectation is clearly perceptible between 1 Thess. ii. 16 on theoue
hand, and the later epistles on the other hand, a change, to be sure, not to
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be explained from natural development, but from a special divine revelation
(cf.

Rom.

There

xi. 25, /j.uaTrjpcov ).

one other point on which we must briefly touch. It is entirely
correct to say that Rom. ix-xi is not primarily intended as a sedes doctrinaz
for the truth of predestination, provided this means no more than that the
idea of predestination occupies here a subordinate place and is brought in to
is

throw light on another problem. Nevertheless we cannot believe that the
advocates of the principle of sovereign predestination have erred in deriving the data for the construction of the dogma from this source. Though
made for an ulterior purpose, the statements show what Paul taught on this
question. Dalmer does not seem to have done justice to their bearing in
this respect.
In itself this might be considered quite excusable, in so far as
it lies outside of the scope of his discussion.
But the matter assumes a
somewhat different aspect in view of his going out of his way to defend the
Apostle’s teaching from what appear to him possible objections to the same.
The considerations urged for this purpose are not derived from the context,
but from the writer’s own dogmatic consciousness. His standpoint in this
matter is virtually that of the Lutheran orthodoxy of the Formula Con-

While election is made entirely sovereign and the maintenance of
independence of any antecedent work or disposition in man leaves nothing to be desired, the author refuses to draw from this the simple logical inference that there is a corresponding predestination of the non-elect to
Even if the contention should be right that wliat Paul says in these
ditwXeia.
chapters about gxXtjpuveiv and nopatirtg is not final but leaves open the possibility of future conversion,
even then it remains true that Paul at the beginning of the argument clearly teaches the intention of the promises for
some and not for all, and it is not necessary to point out at length that every
understanding of the sequel which protests against the exclusion of any
from the divine purpose to fulfill the promise, is irreconcilable with this explicit statement.
Unfortunately, between the standpoint of monergistic
grace in virtue of absolute election and the rejection of both fundamental
principles tertium non datur, and, we may add, in the logical mind of Paul
cordia.

its

—

dari non potuisset.
Princeton.

Geeriiardus Vos.

Das Reich Gottes nach den Synoptuschen Evangelien. Eine Untersuchung zur Neutestamentlichen Theologie von Lie. W. Liitgert,
Privatdocent der Theologie in Greifswald. Giitersloh
Verlag von C. Bertelsmann, 1895. Pp. vi, 179.

:

Druck und

one of the many interesting treatises that have of late years been
Germany on the subject of our Lord’s conception of the kingdom of God as the central theme of His synoptical teaching. The discussion takes its starting point from the problem involved in the twofold consciousness of the early Church as on the one hand already in possession of the
kingdom, and on the other hand looking forward to its coming as an eschatological development. But the apostolic Church received this twofold mode
of viewing the kingdom from the Lord Himself, in whose utterances the
same problem already appears, with whom consequently the solution must
be sought. Liitgert duly insists that at the outset a clear distinction should
be drawn between those elements and aspects of the conception of the kingdom which were the common possession of contemporary Judaism, and
those features of it which were the original creation of Jesus Himself developed by way either of correction or of enlargement of the popular ideas.
The usual method in carrying out this distinction has been to collect from
This

is

published in
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the apocalyptic and pseudepigraphical literature the data from which to construct the current conception, and then to compare with the result thus obtained the synoptical material. Liitgert reverses this process, it seems to us
for a good reason. For, apart from the discrepancies of representation in
the various sources of Jewish literature, we can never be quite certain to
what extent the notions there formed are or are not the peculiar property of
the individual writers or of some narrow circle of kindred spirits. “ The
very fact that these ideas demanded literary expression proves that they
were not of general currency.” The better plan, therefore, is followed of
ascertaining from the synoptical gospels themselves what were the outlines
of the popular expectation to which our Lord attached Himself, and to make

use of the Jewish sources in so far only as they harmonize with and throw
further light on this picture. The first chapter accordingly gives under the
title, “The Expected Kingdom” the synoptical statistics in reference to
the kingdom, the synonymous terms, words used to express its opposites, and
the comparison with those of the Jewish mode of representation outside the
gospels.

The

conclusions to which this induction leads are formulated on pp. 26,
the kingdom is a gift of God (not a task, a goal, an ideal, an idea or a
community) the attitude of man with reference to it is purely recep27

:

;

not productive the kingdom is wrought by God human activity comes
into consideration only in so far as it conditions the reception or loss of the
kingdom the kingdom is a product specially of the creative activity of
God, it is not evolved out of the world, but imported into it from heaven;
the kingdom is hidden, celestial, future, in so far as it consists in the fullness
of life, angels, light, power surrounding God in heaven, not in the sense of
being a resting treasure preserved in heaven or merely ideally preexistent
in the purpose of God the world receives the kingdom in so far as the latter
steps forward out of its hidden state and by drawing the world into its sphere
becomes manifest God brings the kingdom, though in Christ, and Christ
through the power of God, these two being entirely synonymous. These
formal definitions are then supplemented by an inquiry into the reason why
the above complex of expectations is designated the kingdom, which leads
to the following answer “ The kingdom is in the expectation of Israel that
state of the world in which God has realized His will, in which man receives
what God has intended for him and does what He has commanded, in which
God’s purpose with reference to man has been accomplished ” (p. 38). In
other words, the controlling motive of the kingdom expectation is the specifically religious one that in the present aeon the divine purpose appears
thwarted, not the eudaemonistic principle of the happiness of man.
To our mind it is somewhat doubtful whether the spirit and tendency of
the Jewish literature in general justify the high religious estimate thus placed
upon its most characteristic idea. The Jewish hopes were far more exclusively national and in the same proportion more anthropocentric and selfish
than is allowed by Liitgert on the basis of some isolated statements. This
theocentric character constitutes, if we are not mistaken, the very point in
which the current Messianic ideas were religiously regenerated by our Lord’s
teaching and once more brought into accord with the Old Testament development which had been interrupted through the perversion of Judaism. The
author himself implicitly recognizes this when he points out the inadequacy
and inwardly contradictory nature of the Jewish idea of righteousness. The
righteous receive the kingdom but the righteous are not those who keep
the law perfectly, rather those who keep to the law and recognize its binding
character, thus placing themselves on the side of God and against the world
this attitude suffices to secure them the divine grace in the forgiveness of their
tive,

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;
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acutely pointed out here, neither the grace of
law adequately upheld.

seriously believed in, nor the majesty of the

Theoretically both are recognized, but there is not the profound practical
realization of the meaning of either which would have inevitably resulted if
Judaism had placed itself, as, e. g., Paul did later, on the true theocentric
standpoint on which neither the law is allowed to infringe upon grace nor

grace upon the law.
The second, third and fourth chapters deal with the present, the hidden,
and the future kingdom respectively. Lutgert refuses to accept the ordinary
formula which harmonizes the present and the eschatological aspects of the
kingdom by representing the former as the incipient, partial realization of
the latter. He strenuously insists upon the principle that, according to our
Lord’s teaching, not a part but the whole of the kingdom is present, and that
accordingly the relation between the two aspects must be defined as that between the hidden and the manifested kingdom. Though the distinction
thus formulated is a real one and correctly expresses one of the differences
between the present and the final form of the kingdom, yet we do not beThat
lieve that it exhaustively explains all the difference between the two.
the kingdom now is hidden and will at the end of time be manifest does not
exclude its being in another sense now partially realized or possessed in contrast with the complete realization or perfection of the future seon. Our
Lord’s teaching, especially in the parables, offers as many points of contact
for thelatter as for the former mode of representation. Lutgert ’s one-sided insistence upon this point is intimately connected with another peculiarity of
conception. Under his hands the term paodsia almost entirely loses its
concrete character and assumes the abstract meaning of the rule exercised
by God. For this also there may be some basis in the Gospel teaching, but
as a hard-and-fast form into which all the things predicated of the kingdom
are to be pressed, it is misleading and unsatisfactory. It is easy to see,
however, that the ease with which the author maintains the absolute identity and coextensiveness of the present and the eschatological kingdom depends largely on the abstract character to which he has reduced the content
of the idea.
The most notable and valuable feature of the book is the thoroughness
with which it traces the inward connection of all the various elements
of our Lord’s teaching, even such as lie most on the periphery, with the idea
of the kingdom as its organic centre. The Messianic character of Jesus,
His work in the Spirit, the names Son of God, Son of Man, faith, repentance,
the following of Jesus, the preaching of the Word, forgiveness of sins, the
Fatherhood of God, grace, renunciation of the world, love, eternal life, the
law, are all placed in the light of the truth of the kingdom, and in almost
every instance the result is a deeper insight into the peculiarity of our Lord’s
handling of these conceptions. In some cases the author is hampered in the
execution of this task by the one-sidedness, above remarked upon, with which
he pursues his favorite idea of the present as merely the hidden form of the
future kingdom. Faith, e.p.,has still another and deeper rationale than that
it enables the disciple to appropriate the kingdom in its hidden form.
Least
satisfactory of all in our opinion are the discussion of the significance of
Christ’s death, pp. 141-148, which fails to do justice to the vicarious implications of Mark x. 45 and that of the difficult problem of the relation between
the Church and the kingdom, where no clear distinction emerges. But,
taken as a whole, the treatment of the several points abounds in original and
striking observations, which, even where they one-sidedly reproduce the Gospel data, yet never fail to be suggestive and illuminating.
The closing chapter, pp. 165-179, once more, by way of recapitulation.

—

—
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emphasizes the fact that all the various elements of the kingdom-idea find
their unity and basis in the conception of God, and points out how, notwithstanding the relative disappearance of the name and its restriction to eschatological usage, the substance of Jesus’ teaching on the kingdom in its dual
form underlies the entire development of doctrine in the apostolic Church.

Geerhardus Vos.

Princeton.

A Dictionary of the

Bible,

dealing with

tents, including the Biblical Theology.

language, Literature, and ConEdited by James Hastings M.A.,

its

,

with the Assistance of John A. Selbie, M.A., and, chiefly in the
Revision of the Proofs, of A. B. Davidson, D.D., LL.D., Professor of Hebrew,
New College, Edinburgh S. It. Driver, D D., Litt.D., Regius Professor of
Hebrew, Oxford H. B. Swete, D.D., Litt.D., Regius Professor of Divinity,
Cambridge. Vol. ii Feign Kinsman. 4to, pp. xv, 870. (Edinburgh:
T. & T. Clark; New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1899.) The first
volume of Dr. Hastings’ new Dictionary of the Bible appeared a couple of
years ago and was reviewed in this journal in its issue for July, 1898, (Vol.
ix, 51-5)
to this review we must refer the reader for a general account of
the enterprise and an estimate of the lines on which it is being carried
through. The present volume fully sustains the high standard as to fullness
of contents, richness of treatment, and thoroughness of workmanship, that was
set by its predecessor.
In some senses, indeed, it marks an advance upon it.
This is partly due to the portion of the alphabet it covers, within which there
happens to fall a disproportionate number of the great Biblical topics. It is
also in part due, however, to the way in which its writers have risen to their
higher opportunities. There is no topic in all the rest of the alphabet, for
example, which is as great as the topic, “ Jesus Christ.’’ And there is no
such article in the first volume as the comprehensive, thorough, reverent
and learned article that Dr. Sanday has written on that topic a lir tie overcautious at points, of course, for that is Dr. Sanday’s besetting fault, but
putting the reader abreast of the whole body of modern thought and investigation on this greatest of all subjects that can engage a Christian’s mind.
No less than fifty pages aie given to this article alone, and as they contain
between fifteen hundred and two thousand words apiece, that means that
the paper would make a volume were it printed in that form, of about the
average size of those of The Expositor's Bible.
It is, in other words, a
treatise, and perhaps it is the best succinct treatise on its subject accessible.
Along with this great article there are a series of others cognate with it,
which fall but little below it in value, such as Dr. Stanton’s on the Gospels,
Dr. Reynolds’ on the Gospel of John, Mr. Ottley’s on the Incarnation, and
Dr. Crr’s on the Kingdom of God. Others equally important concern other
Bible topics. The first series of great articles one turning over the pages
of the volume lights upon is that which relates to the Epistle to the Galatians, written by Profs. Ramsay and Dods the former with his accustomed
freshness, the latter with his accustomed discretion. Then comes Galilee by
Dr. Selah Merrill, and every one knows beforehand howr admirably this is
treated. A large number of the names of Bible books fall in this section of
the alphabet, and critical introductions to them are here provided those
of the Old Testament, we are sorry to say, entirely from the point of view
of the destructive criticism
those of the New Testament from a less
extreme standpoint. Here fall the important papers, for example, on Galatians, Genesis, Gospels, Ilabakkuk, Haggai, Hebrews, Hexateuch, Hosea,
Isaiah, James, Jeremiah, Job, Joel, Jonah, John (Gospel and Epistles),
Joshua, Jude, Judges, Kings. Among these are interspersed such other important discussions as those given to Flood, Galilee, Herod, Israel, Jerusalem,

D.D.

,

;

;

—

:

;

—

—

—

;
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and of course the great Biblico-tbeological
such as those on God (divided between Drs. Davidson and Sanday);
Grace (Dr. Stewart); Hades, Heaven and Hell (Dr. Salmond) Holiness
(Profs. Skinner and Stevens); Holy Spirit (Dr. Sweet) Incarnation (Mr.
Ottley) Justification (a thoroughly misleading article by Dr. Simon), and
the Kingdom of God (a thoroughly good article by Dr. Orr). Here is
assuredly a feast
Nor in our engagement in these major ai tides will we
miss noting (as the editor seems afraid we may) the general excellence of
the shorter articles. In these, indeed, lies the test of a Dictionary of the
Bible and this Dictionary bears the test thoroughly. The short articles, in
The
fact, may even be said to be as a class better than the long ones.
amount of the information they pack in a few words is often astonishing,
their accuracy and up-to-dateness a constant marvel. In some cases, in
fact, what maybe called without offense the minor featuresof the Dictionary
seem even overdone. Is not this true, for example, in the case of the explanations of the language of the English version, in which sphere of useful
knowledge the editor is showing himself such a master ? This is a most
useful feature of the Dictionary and it is admirably worked out. But when
we find four columns on “ For,” and ten on “ Go,” and the like, we begin
to ask whether compression might not have been wisely studied in these
matters. Does the editor realize the amount of space given to these articles
in sum, when the whole compass of the Dictionary is considered ? And has
he estimated what proportion that bears to the whole, and what effect
this large engagement with the language of the English version will have on
the scope of the book ? After all, the basis of the work is not supposed to be
the English version, and it would seem to be disproportioned to give to the
mere language of that version an amount of space and labor which is denied
to the languages of the original. If such extended studies as these had been
expended on the Hebrew and Greek terms, also, the book would have become
a thesaurus of the Biblical languages. This is, after all, however, a small
matter; and we are certainly grateful for Dr. Hastings’ rich discussions of
the little understood words and phrases of our English Bible. It is a more
serious matter that confronts us in the dominant critical tone of the Biblical
discussions. The Old Testament articles are frankly given over to the Well(the apostle), Juda, Joseph,

articles,

;

;

;

!

,

hausen school the analyses of that school are everywhere treated as “ facts
admitting of no reasonable doubt; ” and it is even repeatedly asserted as the
characteristic fact as to the Biblical books, that they have come down to us
The historical results of
in fundamentally reworked and reedited forms.
this view are also frankly accepted
we are continually told that we have no
trustworthy account of the history of Israel
;

:

:

“That the

writers

and compilers of Genesis sincerely believed the

story [of the Flood]

we

need have no doubt, but in the light of scientific and historical criticism it must be frankly
recognized as one of those mauy stories or legends which are found in the folk lore and early
literature of all peoples” (p. 17a). “ The evidence at our disposal does not at present justify us
in claiming more than that the general outline of the narrative [of Genesis) is historical, and
that the Mosaic epoch presupposes the patriarchal age.
The historian may complain with
Kuenen (see The Religion of Israel, Vol. i, p. 113) that the strictly historical kernel which can be
safely extracted from such a book as Genesis is vague and more or less indefinite. The fact is
that the great figures of the patriarchal period are presented to us in narratives “ of which,”
says Prof. G. A. Smith, “it is simply impossible for us at this time of day to establish the
accuracy.” We have simply to accept the fact that in the present state of our knowledge there
are no clear criteria by which to distinguish precisely the historical nucleus contained in the
patriarchal narratives from the idealized picture.’ .... (Ottley, Bk., p. 130/)” (p. H76). “ It is
of course obvious that the Hexateuch as it stands is not strictly a historical work. It did not
need criticism to discover this, but criticism makes it absolutely certain. It shows that the most
definite and statistical details .... are the least to be depended upon
Regarded as a
history of the ancient migrations of the Israelites, their establishment as a religious community,
and their settlement in Canaan, the Hexateuch contains little more than a general outline on
‘
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which to depend ” (p. 375 b). “ The view which on the whole may he said best to satisfy the circumstances of the case is the view that Abraham, Isaac and Jacob are historical persons and
that the accounts which we have of them are in outline historically true, but that their characters are idealized and their biographies in many respects colored by the feelings and associations
We have here to do with the earliest form of hisof a later age .... Says Mr. Ottley
tory-traditional folk-lore about primitive persons and events, worked up according to some preconceived design by a devout literary artist.’ The basis of the narratives in Genesis is in fact
‘

.

.

.

.

popular oral tradition, and that being so we may expect
which popular oral tradition does in other cases ” (p. 5346).

The generation

them

to display the characteristics

of Christian teachers trained by the articles of this Dictionary
very apt, then, to sit very loosely to the historical character of the narraThe portentous character of the effects of this on their
tives of the Bible.
construction of Christianity itself are not always, we fear, fully realized. Of
course it will be a desupernaturalized Christianity which they will teach, and
that not only because of the anti-supernaturalistic leaven which lies at the basis
of the whole system of destructive criticism here deferred to, but even more
directly (in the pupils’ case) on account of the necessarily desupernaturalizing effect of the doubt thus thrown on the historicity of the whole body of
Biblical narratives. The late Prof. Jowett suggests in one of his early letters to Stanley “ If there is such uncertainty about the common facts, you
cannot possibly have evidence sufficient to warrant you in believing the
miracles.” It is certainly a just remark. The presently fashionable attitude toward the character of Old Testament history renders it absurd to
take at the foot of the letter its accounts of marvelous occurrences, tbeophanies, acts and words of God and at once requires the reader to reduce
This
all to the level of “ reasonable presumption,” that is, to the “ natural.”
inevitable elimination of the supernatural occurrences from the history of
Israel, by which Moses, for example, will be reduced more and more completely to “ a pre-Christian Mohammed with [possibly] a more fruitful revelation [save the word at least !] in his hand,” and the exodus to the profession on the part of Israel of Islam and their preparation for a Jihad (p. 509),
while the patriarchal narratives are more and more conceived as myths and
folk-lore will as inevitably produce in its turn a more or less naturalized
Christianity. We are not in the least soothed by the suggestion that the
“ spiritual lessons ” remain. Is it “ spiritual lessons ” that man is most in
need of ? Or is it an actual redemption ? Viewed as history of events that
actually occurred, the Biblical narratives give us an account of how God
has intervened into human history to save sinful men. Viewed as a vehicle of a series of “ spiritual lessons,” they give us some knowledge of what it
would be well for men to think or perhaps even to do. This is what is at
stake in the historicity of the Biblical narratives. Is our religion a religion
of redemption by the mighty hand of God, or is it a religion of development
by means of “ spiritual lessons ?” It is, in other words, the very essence of
Christianity that is at stake— that fundamental essence of Christianity,
assaulted now only in another way by its perennial enemy known in the
different ages as Naturalism, Rationalism, Pelagianism. It is the old antithesis between a religion offering a Divine redemption and one calling on
man to save himself, which faces us in the present critical conflict. And
this new Bible Dictionary is on the wrong side in this struggle. The part
taken in this volume by American scholars is comparatively unimportant.
No topic of first- rate significance has been entrusted to an American writer.
Of those of the second importance, only the New Testament portion of the
paper on “ Holiness,” by Prof. G. B. Stevens; the paper concerning “ Galilee,” by Dr. Selah Merrill and that on “Genealogy,” by Prof. E. L. Curtis,
have been placed in American hands. Looked at absolutely, the American
contribution is in mass, however, not inconsiderable and in quality certainly
is

:

;

—

;
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very creditable. First in both mass and interest must be placed the fifty
or more short articles on subjects belonging to the natural history of the
Bible, by Prof. George Post Ferret, Figs, Fir, Fish, Fitches, Flag, Flax,
Flea, Flock, Flowers, Fly, Forest, Fowl, Fox, Frankincense, Frog, Galbanum, Gall, Garlic, Gazelle, Gecko, Gier Eagle, Glede, Gnat, Goat, Gopher
"Wood, Gourd, Grass, Greyhound, Grove, Hare, Hart, Hawk, Hay, Hazel,
Heath, Hemlock, Herd, Heron, Holm Tree, Hoopoe, Hornet, Horse, Horseleech, Husks, Hysena, Hyssop, Ivory, Ivy, Jackal, Juniper. Heedless to say
these are all that could be desired. To them is added an article on “ Fishing ” by Mr. W. K. Eddy, of Sidon, of the same character. Next in importance may be enumerated the eleven articles by Dr. Selah Merrill on subGalilee; Galilee,
jects connected with his Galilsean studies: Galilsean
Mountain in; Galilee, Sea of; Gaulinitis Genessaret, Land of; Gilead;
Golan Jabesh Gilead Jazer Kadesh-Naphtah. Dr. Willis J. Beecher has
ten judicious articles, centring around his main article on “Giant:”
Fence, Gerar, Giant, Gibbethon, Gob, Goliath, Hadrach, Hedge, Horites,
Keilah. Dr. G. T. Purves has four excellent articles Joseph Barrabbas,
Judas Barrabbas, Judas of Galilee, Jude the Lord’s Brother. Prof. F. C.
Porter continues his work on the Apocrypha, with articles on Judith and
the Book of Judith. Prof. W. Max Muller treats of Gozan, Halah, Hara.
Prof. Ira M. Price deals with Hadradrimmon. There remain only five
rather important articles contributed by five separate hands: Dr. G. B.
Stevens’ careful article on “Holiness in the New Testament;” Dr. G. Vos’
thorough study of the Biblical idea of “ Fool;” Prof. J. II. Thayer’s interesting examination of the puzzling word “ Hosanna ;” and two papers, the
:

;

;

;

;

;

:

which we cannot so highly commend, but which exhibit a full canvassing of the material: Prof. E. L. Curtis’ paper on “ Genealogy ” and
Prof. B. W. Bacon’s on “The Genealogies of Christ.” Repeating the
phraseology now so familiar to us on the lips of the modern assailant of the
trustworthiness of the Biblical record, Prof. Curtis tells us that many of
the genealogical stories “ originated evidently in folk-lore,” that they present an inextricable “ mingling of fact and fancy,” and that they can be
very little depended on. And. Prof. Bacon applies these findings to the
genealogies of Christ. “Hence,” he says, “the light which modern
research seeks from them falls rather on the century after than the
centuries before the birth of
Christ— on the history of
the docspirit of

than His actual descent.”
Herausgegeben von Dr. H. Holtzmann, Professor in Strassburg, Elsass, und Dr. G. Kruger Professor in Giessen.
Achtzehnter Band, enthaltend die Literatur des Jahres 1898. Erste Abtheilung Exegese, bearbeitet von Siegfried und Holtzmann. 8vo,pp. 190. (Berlin: C. A. Schwetschke und Sohn
London: Williams and Norgate New
York Gustav E. Stechert, 1899.) This first part of this indispensable index
to current theological literature reached us as usual about the middle of the
year succeeding that with whose literature it deals. The Old Testament
literature is cared for still as it has been since 1881— by Siegfried the New
Testament, by Holtzmann. When we consider the multitude of titles ad-

trine

of

His

Davidic

sonship rather

Theologischer Jahresbericht.

,

:

;

;

:

—

;

we cannot wonder that signs of haste are observable, especially in the
portion of the volume ; and we are not unprepared for Siegfried’s
apology, appended to the section cared for by him. Another less excusable
duced,
first

mars the work the incurable party spirit that colors the whole body
comment. One would be almost inclined to say that Siegfried is incapable of a generous appreciation of work done from a different standpoint
from his own, were we not faced by the kind words spoken, say, of the
Catholic Baumgartner’s History of the World's Literature (p. 2). The
12
fault

of

:
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Protestant “ conservative,” however, publishes at the peril of Siegfried's
untempered scorn. On Dr. William II. Green’s Higher Criticism of the Pentateuch he says “ We have, as is well known, a study of Scripture cramped by
Dogmatics.” His General Introduction to the Old Testament is not thought
worthy of even a scornful word of comment. Of Rupprecht's Wissenschaftl.
Handbuch der Einl. in das A. T. it is said: “It is well that the author
added the predicate of scientific to the title, since nothing of the kind
would otherwise have been noted.” While of A. Zahn’s Vortrage iiber
kritische Fragen des A. T. it is declared that “ time and paper must not be
wasted on these shameless slanders.” Holtzmann’s portion of the volume,
though showing fewer marks of haste and much more readably written, is
but little behind Siegfried’s in this anti-conservative rage. Last year it
was Th. Zahn upon whom his wrath was especially poured this year it is
Ramsay. Apropos of Giesecke's paper in the Studien und Kriliken on
“ The Credibility of Acts xvi. 25-34,” he remarks:
:

,

‘

’

:

'

“ Giesecke’s acuteness recognizes, against Weizsiicker, Wendt, B. Weiss and others, the conduct of
the jailer as psychologically justified. And the earthquake which opened the doors of the prison
might well loose the chains also. Ramsay does even better than this in the book to be presently
Any one who has seen a Turkish prison’ will be relieved from all difficulty with respect
mentioned
This as an illustration of English humbug and German
to the scene in the prison at Philippi.
1

’

1

:

naivete.”

When we

turn over the page to the account of Ramsay’s own book,

as this that tve read
“ Ramsay’s book,

St.

Paul

the third English edition

method and preparation.
Asia Minor.

From

it is

such

:

and

the Traveler

— an

apologetic

The author

Roman

the
1

Citizen

,

has been translated into

passes for

German from

more alien than
an eminent connoisseur of present-day and ancient

sensation-work,’ to which nothing

is

that he raises the pretension not only to be called to the exposition of such a

book as the Acts of the Apostles, but also to such authority that he can assure us that that treatise is
a historical work of the first rank, throughout trustworthy, and written by Luke, who moreover
as for
came not from Antioch but from Philippi. Only a critic who sits and writes in his study
example Weizsiicker can he skeptical as to the narratives of the Acts. We have already given an example of all this. Even the orthodox Bishop Lightfoot, to whom alone there is still ascribed some
little acquaintance with the antiquities of Asia Minor, must suffer numerous censures from Aberdeen, because he was conscientious enough to recognize and enumerate the difficulties that emerge
on comparing Acts xv and Gal. ii. 1-10. Thus he led the English scholars into a blind alley,’ out
of which only this infallible path-finder now rescues them, by assuring them that the scene in Antioch, Gal. ii. 11, sq., belongs not after but before Acts xv, and that the fact that Luke makes no report
of the vacillation of Peter and Barnabas there attested, is simply the consequence of the fact that for
this historian of the first rank as he had already from the beginning been designated by means of a
vague grouping of old and recent historians
there was nothing attractive in such details.’
That
all the Jews except Paul wandered from the right path was to him just as unessential as a hundred
other things which he omitted.’ This is the kind of levity that is recommended to us as a wholesome
antidote for the wanderings of our tradition-hating criticism. Th. Zahn introduces and recommends
the book, though he no doubt reserves the right of dissent. According to Wandel ( Theolog Lileraturbericht, 364), it may even be used for the hours of devotional study.”
1

’

—

—

‘

—

—

‘

‘

.

It

is

important that those

who

use this annual conspectus of theological
it is not only written from the stand-

literature should fully understand that

point of an extreme destructive criticism, but is informed by a spirit of bitter
dislike and grave unfairness toward all that promises support to the estab-

Only when

lished traditions.

this

is

borne in mind can

its

estimates be read

more scientific
and a more impartial tone should not characterize a book which is in
every other respect so admirable but its usefulness is only injured, not destroyed, by this weakness, when the reader is once on his guard against it.
We have noticed fewer minute errors of fact in this issue than is customary
in such publications— errors like the statement that Hort’s work on 1 Peter
is introduced by “ Dunelm ” (p. 181), and the classification of Dr. G. F.
Wright’s paper on “ Dr. Driver’s Proof-texts,” under the rubric of the Textual Criticism of the Old Testament, and, we must add, the classification of
intelligently.

It

is

seriously unfortunate, of course, that a

spirit

;
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Dr. Hastings’ Dictionary of the Bible under the rubric of “ Hebrew Lexicology
though a word of quasi-explanation is vouchsafed in this
last case.
On the whole, the book is a marvel of accuracy and comprehensiveness, and a welcome index to current theological literature.
The Coptic Version of the New Testament in the Northern Dialect, Otherwise

and Word Study ”

—

with Introduction, Critical Apparatus and
Yol. i: The Gospels of S. Matthew and S.
Mark. Edited from MS. Huntington, 17, in the Bodleian Library. Yol. ii
The Gospels of S. Luke and S. John, etc. 8vo, pp. cxlviii, 484 + 583 (Oxford
At the Clarendon Press, 1898.) The public is to be congratulated on the
gift to it by the Clarendon Press and Mr. Horner (who, with somewhat
overstrained modesty, conceals his name under the bare initials “ G. H.”
which sign the Preface) of this admirable edition of the Bohairic Gospels.
very large number of MSS. have been collated for it, and though the text
of one only selected under the advice of Profs. Ludwig Stern and Ignazio
Guidi has been printed, the readings of the others have been made fully
available in the digest of various readings. Mr. Horner has further added
a literal much too baldly literal translation of the text for the use of those
to whom Coptic is little familiar. In the Introduction a full description of
the MSS. is given and an account of the method of the translation. The
mechanical execution of the volume is above praise. It will obviously provide the student of the Coptic New Testament with the first adequate
edition of the Gospels in the Northern dialect, and will furnish a basis for
the critical investigation of the underlying Greek text which will render it
no longer possible to say, as an eminent German authority has said, “We
are afraid to use the Coptic Bible.” With admirable caution, Mr. Horner
refrains from passing premature judgments. He says: “Until much labor
has been expended on the material collected, no final conclusion can be
The first impression
attained concerning the character of the Version.
produced by a superficial study of the text and various readings tends to
confirm the prevalent estimate of the Version, and it appears probable that
this estimate will remain established until documents of another sort are
discovered in Egypt.” It is not easy to overestimate the labor and strain
such a work as this must have cost its editor. Mr. Horner asks nothing in
return for it all, however, but the gratitude of scholars. Surely he will not
fail of that.
We shall await with interest the appearance of the supplementary volume, in which he proposes dealing with problems necessarily
Called Memphitic and

Bohairic,

Literal English Translation.

:

A

—

—

—

—

left

Historical Atlas and Chronology of the Life

undiscussed in this edition.

A Text-book and

to a Harmony of the Gospels.
the Rev. Richard M. Hodge 31. A., Superintendent of the Bible Institute, Nashville, Tenn. Small 4to, pp. 39. ( Wytheville, Va. D. A. St. Clair,
have here a series of thirteen maps of Palestine, on which are
1899.)
laid down the situation and circumstances of as many periods of our Lord’s
life, the whole forming thus a pictorial exhibition of His course of life.
Accompanying this is a running analysis of the ministry of Jesus, arranged
in periods, and a carefully arranged chronological table of the events of His
The design of the book is to provide an accompanying atlas for any
life.
good Harmony of the Gospels, the use of which may fix the salient facts of
our Lord’s life in the mind in their succession, through a series of memorypictures. Mr. Hodge has proceeded with caution and care in his work, and
it may be highly recommended as a useful aid to the study of the subject.
Its
price is only 75 cents, and it may be had either from the author, at Nashville,
Tenn., or from the Presbyterian Board of Publication, at Philadelphia.

of Jesus Christ.

By

Companion

,

:

We
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IV.— HISTORICAL THEOLOGY.
Turner, Cuthbert Hamilton, Ed. Ecclesle Occidentalis Monumenta Juris Antiquissima. Canonum et conciliorum Gii^eco-

rum lnterpretationes
1899.

Latin^e.

Oxonii e Typogr. Clarendoniano,

4to, pp. xvi, 96.

This work

will, it is expected, consist of three or

more

fasciculi.

The

first

now

at hand contains two forms (one here first
printed) of the “Apostolical Canons” translated by Dionysius Exiguus, and
five forms of the list of the names of the Nicene bishops.
The second part,
part of the

first

fasciculus

promised within two years, will contain the Nicene Canons and the Creed in
no less than twelve forms. The second and third fasciculi will treat of the
other Greek councils so far as their acts belong to canon law and are extant
in Latin translations.
The editor acknowledges indebtedness on the title-page as well as in Preface to those who have gone before—Justel, Quesnel, the Ballerini, Mansi,
Gonzalez and Maasen; but in fact approaches the matter freshly, and his
readings are based almost without exception on his own personal examination of the MSS. The “ Patrum Nicsenorum Homina ” of Gelzer, Hilgenfeld and Cuntz only came to his hand while his own book was in press and
too late to be of much use ; but a well-deserved tribute is paid to the excellence of this work.
The section at hand is an admirable example of the most highly specialized
work, and a good illustration of the tendency of contemporary research
toward increasing refinements of method. It consists in effect of two textcritical monographs whose immediate aim is not synthesis into a single text,
but rather discrimination into as many texts as can be clearly outlined. In
the case of the Canons the result is two such texts, and in that of the names,
In each case the net result is the addition of one clearly distinguished
five.
form to the previously established ones. Cuntz, e. g distinguishes four forms
of the Latin version; but Turner, with the help of other and better MSS.,
divides group No. 2 of Cuntz into two distinct forms, making five in all, and
so successfully as to suggest that the path to the archetype lies along this
Both editors print the texts of all their forms in parallel
line of cleavage.
columns, but Turner does not even discuss the relationship of these forms,
expressly relegating this to a possible future work, and in this he is severely
consistent in method. The joint publication of stemmata and parallel texts
is in fact a contradiction in terms. If the relation of the group is known, why
not proceed at once to the final text ? As a matter of fact, the editors are
” “ verstill in doubt whether the various forms are “ interpretations,
sions,” “recensions,” “classes,” or “familise,” and it is this doubt
which gives point to the method.
In the carrying out of the]task thus limited, the same strictness of method is
observed. Each text is accompanied by its variants with their authorities, but
Besides the
all matter not purely text-critical is relegated to the addenda.
. ,

texts and their text-critical apparatus, the

work contains

:

(1) a general list of

MSS., groups of MSS., etc., about ninety in all (pp. xi-xv) (2) special lists
of those MSS. which apply to the various individual forms, placed at the
beginning of their respective sections, and (3) brief discussions at the end of
each of the two general sections. All the matter is condensed to the last
degree, separated from the critical notes, and also subordinated typographiEverything is calculated to make each
cally by the use of a fine Italic type.
unit of text-and-apparatus stand out clearly for itself. The whole effect is
one of admirable restraint. If one can speak of a pure style in critical work,
;
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tliis is such a style.
The absence of verbiage, irrelevant
matter, superfluous detail and discussion, together with the unity of effect,
If
is in fact of the essence of style and gives the same sense of pleasure.
there is any defect, it is on the side of brevity rather than redundancy.
In the absence of discussion it is not easy to judge the positive value of the
results beyond the fact that the scholar has before him all the apparatus in a
most satisfactory form for use. The matter of the names is certainly one of
the greatest importance and urgency, and any contribution toward its settlement is to be welcomed. The very slightest comparison of the reconstituted list of Gelzer with, e. g ., the dictionary of Smith and Wace shows the
fundamental need of work in this line—a need of which every patristic student is painfully conscious. Whether the various lists are different versions,
as is possible, or only families, the new form is well discriminated and seems
a positive and considerable contribution. In the case of the Canons the need
of the double text is less obvious critically. The new form is certainly not
another translation, and the differences, apart from the titles, are so slight
that it can hardly be called even a recension, except In the sense that nine
out of ten manuscripts are recensions. Practically, however, the fact that
one form has the titles while the other does not, both forms being of equal
antiquity and extensively supported, at least justifies, and perhaps requires,
the printing of both forms in full while, as in the case of the names, the
full and satisfactory manuscript authority marks a decided advance on all
previous editions.
The succeeding fasciculi of the work and the discussions of MSS. will be
looked for with much interest.
Princeton University.
Ernest Cusiiing Richardson.

as in literary,

;

My Life and Times,

1810-1899. By John B. Adder, D.D., With a PreJames L. Martin, D.D. Two Portraits. Richmond,
Presbyterian Committee of Publication, 1899. 8vo, pp. 681.

face by the Rev.

Va.

:

This volume is the fruit of labors undertaken at an age when most men
think their labors end. The venerable author laid down his pen at the age
of eighty-nine and then, not because his work was done, but because the last
summons had come to him. The result is a volume which is interesting in
itself and which affords an example of a type of literature in which our age
is singularly wanting.
Dr. Adger was born in Charleston, S. C., in 1810, of Irish descent his
ancestry reached back to the siege of Derry. His father was an officer in the
war of 1812. At the age of fifteen he was entered at Union College, Schenectady, N. Y., where he had some unique experiences. At the age of nineteen he was entered at Princeton Seminary, where the impression made on

—

him was salutary and
“

lifelong

:

found myself here in a very different atmosphere from that either of my college or Charleston
life.
My fellow-students were all devoted to the acquisition of sacred learning, and the cultivation
of the spiritual life. Many of them were godly men. Religious truth filled the air. Our conversations were all about the Scriptures. I was thrown into the company and fell under the influence
of a number of young men of a deeper Christian experience and a loftier tone of piety than I had
ever met. The professors, Drs. Alexander and Miller and Hodge, impressed me as no other Christian
ministers had ever done. Not only their profound learning, but the saintliness of their character,
filled me with awe.
The religious exercises in the Seminary, even those where the professors took
no part, were of a sort that I had never previously attended. It was not long before I was led to
doubt whether I was any way fit to be there. My distress soon came to be unbearable. I abandoned
altogether the hope I had been cherishing, that I was a Christian.
It was a dreadful experience.
I
gave up all study and betook myself to prayer. After a period of great darkness the Lord revealed
Himself to me, and I found peace. It was the beginning for me of a new religious life” (p. 72).
I

In 1834 he went to Smyrna as a missionary, under the A. B. C. F. M., and in
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1847 returned home on a visit. Owing to the conditions then prevalent, he
decided not to return, and for five years gave himself to missionary work
among the negroes of Charleston, when, owing to an affection of his eyes, he
found it necessary to retire to farm life. From this he emerged into what
became his life work. In 1856 he was called to the Theological Seminary of
Columbia, S. C., as the colleague of Dr. Thornwell, to fill the chair of Church
History and Polity, which had been set apart for Dr. Palmer but was left
vacant by his removal to New Orleans. In chap, ix, we have an account
of the author’s Seminary life, his literary work, his course of lectures and an
elaborate summary of the fourth book of Calvin’s Institutes, which he used
as his text-book in Church Polity (p. 232). We are surprised, however, to
find nothing more than this concerning his Seminary life.
He occupied his
chair there for eighteen years (1856-1874), which may properly be called
not only the initial period of the history of the Southern Church, but also the
period of revival in the history of Columbia Seminary, in which it recovered
from the effects of the Civil War and attained to the largest number of students in its record, rising from fourteen in 1867 to fifty-seven in 1874.
During this period the relations of the Seminary to the Assembly were very
close and its affairs occupied the attention of the Assembly almost annually,
so ilrat to au unusual degree the history of Columbia Seminary affects the
history of the Southern Church. Himself a prominent factor in those stirring
questions, and associated with men like Thornwell, Palmer, Woodrow, Girardeau, whose names occur again and again in the pages, Dr. Adger was in a
position to afford valuable light on the inner history of those days. He is,
however, silent. His pages contain no allusion to his resignation in 1874, or
to the causes which brought it about. He passes over the closing of the
doors of the Seminary in 1880, for a year or two, although himself a member
This silence is surprising, and all the
of the Assembly which approved it.
more so, as he had it in mind to write a chapter on the Revision of the Book
of Church Order, in which he took a leading part, and was prevented only
by death ; but there is no indication of any purpose on his part to deal with
these years of Seminary history. In this particular, his volume will occasion
no little disappointment. It is to be hoped that the life of Dr. Girardeau,
which is now in course of preparation, will supply this lack.
The chief value of Dr. Adger’s volume is in the long chapter (250 pp.)
on “ The Controversies of Science with the Word of God.” In this chapter we have, for the first time, a historical forth-setting of the “evolution
controversy ” which engaged the attention of the Southern Church, in one
form or another, from 1882 to 1894, and, by its remarkable features, attracted
the attention of the Christian world. Dr. Adger has laid us under deep
obligations by his orderly arrangement of the facts and his summaries of
the various debates. As far back as 1859, a chair had been erected in
Columbia Seminary, known as “The Perkins Professorship of Natural
the design of which shall be to
Science in Connection with Revelation
evince the harmony of science with the records of our faith and to refute
the objections of infidel naturalists ” (p. 424). To this chair the Rev. James
Woodrow of Oglethorpe University was called, and he, in his inaugural address, defined his view of the chair as designed to evince the harmony
between science and revelation only where it had been doubted or denied, or
where opinions prevailing among scientific men either are, or are supposed
to be, inconsistent with our sacred records to meet them and to set them
aside by proving that they spring either from science falsely so-called, or
from incorrect interpretations of the words of the Holy Bible (p. 425).
Such questions are, the age of the present world, the question of death before Adam’s sin, the Noachian Deluge, the unity of the human race
;

;
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He undertook his task believing that every part
the very Word of God and that, therefore, every part of it is
absolutely true in the sense in which it was the design of its real Author,
the Holy Spirit, that it should be understood. He believed also that nothing will be found inconsistent with the Bible in the established teachings of
natural science, as it is expounded by its own votaries, and as its propositions are determined according to its own laws of investigation (p. 428).
In an address delivered before the Directors in 1884, he held that evolution
is to be regarded as describing the mode in which, and not the power by
which the world came into its present form. The question of mode belongs
to science, and the question of power belongs to religion, and no contradiction is to be expected between them. He viewed it as antecedently improbable that the Bible should teach this science, as it teaches no other
science such as astronomy or geography, and he asks if it is likely that the
Bible includes an account of the limits of the variation which the kinds of
plants and animals may undergo, or the circumstances and conditions by
Biblical chronology, etc.

of the Bible

is

which such variation may be effected. God is as really our Creator, though
we descended from hundreds of ancestors, as of the first particle of matter
which He called into being (p. 438). It is said that God created; but it is
not said how He created. As to organic life, no Scripture contradicts the
belief that God brought forth each form independently, or the contrary
belief that, having originated one, or a few forms, He caused the others to
spring from these. As to the creation of man, the first narrative in Genesis
suggests nothing concerning the mode the second narrative tells us that
man was made “ of the dust of the ground.” This phrase may, of course,
designate the exact material used, but as in the same narrative God says to
Adam, “dust thou art,” while he was flesh and bone, it seems more likely
that the narrative does not intend to distinguish in accordance with chemical notions between organic and inorganic material, but to refer in a general
incidental way to previously existing matter without describing its exact
nature (p. 443). For this reason it does not seem certain that we have a
definite statement touching the material used in the formation of man’s
body, and if this be so, there is no reason from Scripture for attributing to
man’s body a different origin from that attributed to animals. If the existing animal species were immediately created, so was man; if they were derived from ancestors unlike themselves, so may man’s body have been (p. 443).
If, therefore, natural science should prove that man’s body was not
immediately created, there would be no contradiction with Scripture. The
soul of man differs, not in degree, but in kind, from anything in animals
and was immediately created and there is no basis in science for the belief
that evolution can bridge over the chasm that separates the mere animal
from the exalted being who is made after the image of God. The rest of
;

;

the address marshaled the facts of science which find favorable interpretation in the hypothesis of evolution, and which incline the author more and
more to believe that it pleased God to create present and intermediate past
organic forms, not immediately, but mediately, in accordance with the
general plan of evolution.

We have summarized this address because it furnishes the text for a
famous controversy which involved the fundamental relations of science
and religion. We cannot follow the controversy. It must suffice that:
(a) The Synods in control of the Seminary disapproved of the teaching of
evolution, “ except in a purely expository manner with no intention of inculcating its truth (p. 526) a result which satisfied both parties as it seems.
In the following year Dr. Woodrow was removed from his chair by these

—

Synods.

(6)

The General Assembly,

in response

to

overtures,

declared

.

:
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“that Adam and Eve were created, body and soul, by immediate acts of
Almighty power, that Adam’s body was directly fashioned by God out of
matter previously created from nothing, and that any doctrine at variance
therewith is a dangerous error and leads to the denial of the doctrine of
faith ” (p. 541). At the same time, the Assembly took advanced ground as
to its control over theological seminaries and overall schemes for religious
work, so far as they affect the practice or doctrine of the Assembly’s constituencies, which control is to enable the Assembly to keep all such institutions free from anything inconsistent with the spirit of our system ”
(c) Judicial process was also instituted against Dr. Woodrow, not
(p. 558).
to adjudge him heretical (p. 571), but, if possible, to restrain his teachings
in the Seminary, a purpose which will, perhaps, account for the rather unThe Assembly judicially decided that
usual result which followed.
“ Adam’s body was directly fashioned by Almighty God out of the dust of
the ground without any natural animal parentage” (p. 597), but, while so
deciding, it passed no censure on Dr. Woodrow, so that his status was left
unchanged. Dr. Adger comments upon this history at length. He sympathizes with Dr. Woodrow throughout, but admits that the hosts of antievolution were “ marching triumphantly over the whole field,” consoling
himself with the original idea that majorities follow a leader unthinkingly
aud that minorities are made by the few who think for themselves. He
asks, “

Who

a number

is

most

likely to be right, the

one

man who

leads the crowd, or

who can think

as well as he, and so constitute a minority”
refreshing to minorities, and we see in it evidence of Dr.

This is
(p. 649) ?
Adger’s genial Irish humor.

He

would not have applied this
Church
to adopt the revision of the Book of Church Order, and he would have been
the last one to admit that his supporters acted “ unthinkingly.”
Concerning this remarkable controversy, we have space only to remark
(1) The parties to it, though greatly divided upon the interpretation of
Scripture, were at one in their steadfast adherence to the inspired and infallible Word of God and to the Westminster Standards as containing the
Scriptural system of doctrine. At any moment in this controversy they
would have been solidified in opposition to views which tended to weaken
the faith of the Church in the authority of Scripture, or in the Calvinistic
interpretation thereof. The intensity of the controversy, which we think

principle seriously, for

ill

himself

1879 he led the majority of the Southern

Dr. Adger does not sufficiently portray, rose out of this vigorous faith of
both parties in Scripture. Had either of them weakened in its faith, the
controversy would have been speedily ended, for no one who doubts the historical character of the Pentateuchal records would count it worth while to
contend either for or against their teachings concerning evolution. For
this reason this controversy in the Southern Church stands upon a plane
entirely different from those which for the last few years have agitated other
Churches. (2) The controversy was upon an ill-defined issue and the parties
apparently never agreed as to the real difference between them. The whole
action of the Church was taken on the ground that Dr. Woodrow' was
teaching “ evolution,” an unverified hypothesis, in a theological seminary.
On the other hand, it w as claimed for Dr. Woodrow' that his teaching was
not the inculcation or propagation of his own personal belief, but an exhibition of the fact that the Church had nothing to fear from the hypothesis
of evolution, if it should prove to be the process by which organic life was
created. In support, it was shown that none of his students had accepted
his belief as to the evolution of man’s body, while most of them had learned
that if this were established, the truth of Scripture was in no way impaired.
The w'ord “ teach” was beclouded throughout the discussion, and no one
T
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seemed able to lift the cloud. (3) The controversy shows the protection
afforded by Presbyterian procedure to those who are, on insufficient grounds,
charged with heresy. From the very first Dr. Woodrow demanded formal
process to determine the question of his right to hold and teach his views
and when at length this was undertaken, the result showed that, however
;

great might be the disapproval of his views, there was nothing in them to
warrrant the imposition of judicial censure. That system provides not only
for the determination of heresy, but for the vindication of
of heresy

;

and the man who

one hastily accused

cordially receives the system of faith

may

con-

system of order for protection, assured that, whatever
be, hi3 rights and privileges will be preserved to him under

fidently appeal to the

the clamor may
the safeguards of that system.
sober self-restraint marks the courts of
the Church and guarantees just treatment. (4) The controversy, so far as
the Church at large was interested, ended with the judicial process. The

A

when the issue had been tried according to
method prescribed. The way of process was the way of peace. The
Church was satisfied that no “ teaching ” of Evolution was to take
place in the Seminary, and that she had declared her opinion on the subject.
Dr. Woodrow and his supporters regretted that the Church had, ultra vires
pronounced upon a scientific question, yet the decision of the Church imposed no restraint upon their liberty of belief or of action. As it carried no
censure or direction, it was a deliverance rather than a decision. Dr.Woodrow himself has from time to time served as a member of Assembly and
discharged all the usual duties of a commissioner, and his supporters, many
of whom were young men, are occupying high places in the confidence of
the Church, not in her pastorates only, but in her colleges and her seminaThe appearance of this volume from the press of the Assembly’s Comries.
mittee of Publication is itself significant of the end of controversy. Evidently, the Southern Church is entirely at one in the truths for which she
stands and in the work which she does. Her Church courts frequently show
divisions, but in her there is no division. No line of fracture is visible in
the solid front which she presents to the world, a happy issue of a controlong drawn-out agitation ceased
the

,

versy that threatened to divide her
Dr. Adger passed away shortly after he had finished this chapter, sustained by clear faith in God and the sense that he had accomplished nearly
the whole of what he wished so ardently to do (p. 665). His volume will
stand as invaluable for the light it throws upon this period of the history of
the Southern Church, and the memory of the revered author will be held
in undiminishing regard. The editor would have added interest to the vol!

ume by

giving the date of Dr. Adger’s death and an index of names and
The publishers have reached a high standard of excellence as

subjects.

bookmakers.

W.

Chicago.

S.

Plumee Bryan.

History of Dogma. By Dr. Adolph Harnack, Ordinary Professor of Church
History in the University and Fellow of the Royal Academy of Science,
Berlin. Translated from the Third German Edition by Neil Buchanan.
Yol. vi. 8vo, pp. xiv, 317. (London: Williams & Norgate Boston Little,
Brown & Co., 1899.) The former volumes of this English translation of
Harnack’s great book— even yet, in the midst of all his manifold contributions to our knowledge of Christian history, his greatest book— have been
noticed in this Review, in the volumes for 1896, p. 737 for 1898, pp. 175
;

:

;

and 535

;

and for

as well as the notice of

The present volume

is

and

These notices should be consulted,
the German original, in the volume for 1891, p. 513.
the second of the three in English which represent

1899, pp. 160

260.
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German volume, and completes the treatment of “ The DevelopDogma,” which is the second of the three captions
into which Harnack divides his whole material — “ The Origin of Ecclesiastical Dogma,” “The Development of Ecclesiastical Dogma,” and “The
Threefold Issue of Ecclesiastical Dogma.’’ One volume alone remains,
which will contain the last of these captions and complete the work. The
the third

ment

of Ecclesiastical

period of time, the dogmatic history of which is embraced in the present
volume, extends from the close of the ninth to the beginning of the sixteenth century it is “ the Middle Ages,” by way of eminence, the epoch of
:

the great monastic orders, of scholasticism, of curial and sacramentarian
development. Harnack divides it into two periods the period of Clungy,
Anselm and Bernard, and the period of the mendicant monks. It will be

—

observed that he takes his designations of these periods from another sphere
than that of dogmatic history. This is due to his view that what characterizes these ages is not so much a dogmatic development as a powerful revival
of religious and ecclesiastical life, into the service of which even the intelIn the former period dogma
lect of the age was very completely brought.
was enriched chiefly through the Berengarian controversy, in which a hitherto disputed dogma was given a relatively complete form and the speculations of Anselm, in which preparations were made for the solving of a
problem hitherto as good as untouched. In the latter period attention is
focussed on the conflict of Nominalism and Realism, and the remoulding
of dogma by Scholasticism into adjustment with the newly wrought-out
doctrines of the sacraments and merit. It is the merit of the treatment
here given the course of dogmatic history in these periods that it is recognized as a prolonged, though partially disguised, struggle against Augustinianism, the incompatibility of which with the reigning Ecclesiasticism is
clearly grasped. From this point of view the Augustinian reaction, led by
Bradwardine and continued by Wyclif and Huss, becomes significant; and
the Dominican defense of Augustinianism (“ though not, as a rule,” Harnack
adds [p. 109], with true insight, “in the most important points”) falls into
Bradwardine accordingly receives his proper recognition.
its right place.
“ Here,” says Harnack, justly (p. 109),
;

“Bradwardine must first be mentioned (oh. 1319), who placed the entire Augustine, together
with the Predestination doctrine in strong opposition to the Pelagian tendency of the period.
On him Wyclif was dependent as a theologian, and as Huss took all his theological thoughts
from Wyclif and introduced them into Bohemia and Germany, Bradwardine is really to be signalized as the theologian who gave the impulse to the Augustinian reactions that accompanied
the history of the Church till the time of Staupitz and Luther, and that prepared the way for
the Reformation” (p. 170).

On

Thomism

is a revision of Augustianism, by which it
and the history of dogma throughout this period
In conis the history of the progressive evaporation of Augustinianism.
nection with his discussion of Nominalism, Hirnack lets fall some remarks
on the relation of metaphysics to theology which will be of interest to those
who would fain keep in mind his own relations to the Ititschlian move-

is

the other hand,

weakened

ment

in all its parts

;

:

(p. 16S), “who (following Duus Scotus) always insisted that
reason relates to the realm of the worldly, and that in spiritual things there must simply be a
following the traditional authority of Revelation— that the understanding, therefore, must be
left out of play— really wrought in a most vigorous way, and with the utmost use of the understanding,’ within the lines of the Church doctrine. Under certain circumstances, not to speculate’ leads also to a metaphysic, or at least does not hinder a traditional speculation from
being corrected and transformed in many of its details, and so also in its entire cast. At any
rate, this principle did not prevent the Nominalist theologians from revising the existing
dogma under the protection of authority.”

“Those Nominalists,” he says

‘

'

History repeats

itself,

and the readers of Harnack and

his collaborators
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attempt they are now making to revise the
Church on an assumption having some affinity
something similar to their methods and results.

will not fail to observe in the

established doctrines of the

with the Nomanilistic

A

—

Select Library of Nicene and

Post-Nicene Fathers of the Christian Church.

Second Series. Translated into English with Prolegomena and Explanatory
Notes Yol. ix St. Hilary of Poitiere: Select Works. Translated by the
Rev. E. W. Watson, M.A., the Rev. L. Pollan M.A., and others, under the
supervision of the Rev. W. Sanday, P.D. LL.D., Lady Margaret Professor
of Divinity and Canon of Christ Church, Oxford. And John of Damascus
Exposition of the Orthodox Faith. Translated by the Rev. S. D. F. Salmond,
D.D F.E.l.S. Principal of the Free Church College, Aberdeen. Royal
8vo, pp. xcvi, 2-58 + viii, 106.
(New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons;
Oxford and London: Parker & Co., 1899.)
This latest issue in the
Library of the Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers, instituted by the
“ Christian Literature Company ” but now published by the Scribners,
yields in interest or inherent value to none of its predecessors. It gives us
what may well be called the cream of the dogmatic thinking of the East and
the spring of it in the West. Hilary, as Dr. Sanday says in his brief but illuminating Preface, “ might be said to be the one Latin theologian before the
age of St. Augustine and St. Leo:” John summed up for apparently all
time the dogmatic thought of the Greek fathers and gives us in his treatise
On the Orthodox Faith here translated, the earliest complete body of Divinity
that has come down to us. The selections made from these two writers, too,
are the best they had to give us. Hilary’s treatise On the Trinity was his
chief and most powerful work, and John’s work on the Orthodox Faith his
most characteristic and important work. We could have wished, indeed,
more from John, at least the whole of the great trilogy, which he called the
“ Fountain of knowledge ” 7xrjyy ^vuxtsuj?) and of which the Orthodox Faith
(
is the concluding section.
It could also be wished that Dr. Salmond had
been allowed to prefix to the translation of the Orthodox Faith, some account
of John and his writings, something similar to the thorough and valuable
treatise on Hilary prefixed to the selections from his writings here given,
for which task few have higher qualifications than Dr. Salmond. Both
Hilary and. John present unusual difficulties to the translator, which, it is
only fair to say, have been surmounted wonderfully in these excellent renderings. As none of the pieces included in it have been put into English
before, the volume is a very important addition to the accessible stock of
Patristic theology in that language. —Life of Edward Bouverie Pusey, Doctor of Divinity Canon of Christ Church Regius Professor of Hebrew in
the University of Oxford. By Henry Parry Liddon, D. D., D.C.L., LL.D.,
late Canon and Chancellor of St. Paul’s. Edited and Prepared for Publication by the Rev. J. O. Johnston, M.A., Principal of Cuddesdon Theological
College, and the Rev. Robert J. Wilson, D.D. late Warden of Keble College,
and the Rev. W. C. E. Newbolt, M.A., Canon and Chancellor of St. Paul’s.
Yol. iv (1860-1882). With Portrait and Illustrations. 8vo, pp. xvi, 461.
(London, New York and Bombay Longmans, Green & Co., 1897.) In this
volume the task which Dr. Liddon’s piety set itself, of giving the world a
full-sized portrait of his friend and master and at the same time a true
account of the Tractarian movement in the Church of England, is brought
to a conclusion. The only part of the volume which comes from Dr. Liddon’s own pen, however, is what is fitly described in the Preface as “ the
the rest
touching description of Dr. Pusey’s last days and of his death-bed
has been compiled, we are told, “ by one of the editors,” i. e., as we may
well judge, by Mr. Johnston. Mr. Johnston has acquitted himself well in
his difficult undertaking, and the volume does not fall behind its prede:

,

,

,

,

,

;

;

,

:
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The period of Dr. Pusey’s life which it covers is that
which Dr. Liddon was accustomed to speak of as the period of the Victory
of the Oxford Movement, following on those he designated the Preparation,
the Movement and the Struggle. In this period there was conflict enough

cessors in interest.

going on, but it was a conflict for conservation of results attained rather
than for acquiring a right of existence in the Church of England for the
new views. By 1860, Tractarianism was already an old story, and the
minds of men were turned to meet the newer encroachments on the confessional position of the Church now being made by the Broad Church party.
In the excitement that was aroused by the publication of Essays and
Reviews in that year, indeed, the High and Low Church sections were
driven closer together in their common love for supernatural religion, and
for the moment hopes were cherished that they might be brought into
a permanent alliance for the defense of the truth common to the two. Of
course this could not be for fundamental as the truth held by them in common was, the divergencies between them were also radical and each was
convinced that no permanently effective defense could be made against
their common enemy save on the basis of what it conceived to be the entire
faith.
The strife between them accordingly soon broke out again; and this
volume, like its predecessors, is chiefly a record of Pusey’s polemic in behalf
of the distinctive positions of the Tractarians. That Pusey himself conceived
his life-work to be the defense of Christianity itself against unbelief is, to be
sure, clearly brought out and the reader will find no difficulty in recognizing the justice of this conception of it. “The Tractarian Movement,”
writes Mr. Johnston (pp. 1,2),“ has generally been described as an attempt to
effect a High Church revival,’ by reasserting those portions of the Church’s
teaching which the popular Evangelicalism was in danger of overlooking.
This indeed was its immediate and most obvious result ; but the Tractarians
were not ultimately concerned with the deficiencies of Evangelicalism.
They were chiefly thinking of the assaults of Liberalism upon the institutions and faith of the Church. They were convinced that the only adequate
protection against such assaults was to be found in strengthening a position
which Evangelicalism had not thought it worth while to occupy.” It is important to bear in mind this as the fundamental point of view of the Tractarian leaders, and above all of Pusey, that we may estimate their zeal and accomplishment aright. They made the very grave mistake of confounding
the cause of Romanizing error with that of the revealed truth of God but
in principle they were perfectly right.
It is quite true that no worthy apologetic can be maintained by “ making a present to opponents of this or that
unpopular portion of the Christian creed ” the whole system must be defended, or the whole is in principle surrendered, and Pusey very properly
“ dreaded the compromisers much more than the antagonists ” (p. 388). Nor
:

;

;

‘

‘

’

‘

’

:

:

must we permit ourselves in our irritation at Pusey’s Romanizing propaganda to forget the solid contributions he made to the support and exposition
of fundamental Christian truth the Commentaries on Daniel and the Minor

—

Prophets for example, his defense of the doctrines of Biblical Inspiration
and Eternal Punishment, his saving to the Church of England of the
Athanasian Creed and the filioque. It may well be that in the years to
come, when the dust of the conflicts of our country has settled, it will be for
these things that he will be remembered and it may well be that the Oxford
Movement itself will permanently figure in the history of our times only as
a somewhat impure reaction of supernaturalism against increasing unbelief,
and will take its place in the memory of men as one of the forces conducing
to the preservation in the world of a purer Christianity than it itself knew.
Meanwhile, however, even in this volume Dr. Pusey figures more as the
:
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Tractarian leader than as the Christian apologist even as it was as Tractarian leader that he elected to be a Christian apologist.
certain moderation attended him, no doubt, in his advances toward what he called
:

A

“ Catholic ” doctrine and practice, a moderation suited to the sober mind of
a genuine scholar and the heart of an earnest man, and making the extravagant assertions and doings of the “ Ritualists ” distasteful to him. But, after
all, where his heart was most engaged, was in schemes for “reunion”
with Rome and efforts to imprint on the Church of England the stamp
of outgrown superstitions.
It is with nothing short of amazement
that one reads the details of his visits to France and his correspondence with Romish ecclesiastics, prior to the Vatican council, with a view
to some official recognition of the Church of England on the part of
the “See of Peter.” One must have been blind indeed to the temper of
both ,Rome and England who could have cherished such hopes as Pusey
seems to have warmed his heart with. It is a high encomium on Pusey’s
real character that every reader of the volume will feel that he has before
him the figure of a sincere and earnest man whose one unchanging ideal
was to serve God and propagate the truth committed to him by divine
hands. We cannot fail to note his mistakes— for they were glaring: but
we can as little fail to recognize the man of God unsparing in labor and unwearied in devotion, whose whole life is an example and encouragement to
those who like him would fain serve God ungrudgingly in their generation.
The Autobiography of Charles H. Spurgeon. Compiled from his Diary,
Letters and Records, by his Wife and his Private Secretary. Vol. i: 18341854. 4to,pp. vii, 373. (Chicago, New York, Toronto Fleming H. RevellCo.,
1898.)
No servant of God in our generation better deserves an enduring
monument than Charles H. Spurgeon, probably the most effective preacher
of the Word of his time and few better services could be reudered to the
Church of God than making widely known the wonderful career and the
sources of the marvelous power of this true man of God. The so-called
“Autobiography” being published by his wife and secretary, the first
volume of which now lies before us, is well fitted to serve both functions.
It loses somewhat in readableness and force from the manner of its composition being pieced together from the fragmentary records of his life left
behind him in one form or another by Mr. Spurgeon, but it contains the
materials by which every reader will be able to enter into a sympathetic
understanding of the man, and it is sumptuously published in large quarto
form with elegant paper and typography and with adequate illustration. The
present volume covers the first twenty years of the great preacher’s life and
leaves him firmly established in the London pulpit which he was to adorn
for the rest of his days and for a generation to make the tribune of the most
powerful commendation of the pure Gospel of the blood of Christ our
century has perhaps known. The deepest impressions the reader receives
from the narrative of these early years turn on the marvel of his first appearance, the secret of his remarkable power as a preacher, and the origin of his
doctrinal views. He appeared on the scene, a boy of sixteen, the fully furnished preacher of the cross, with his power already developed, his message
already on his lips, and no marked signs of immaturity about him. From
that day on he was Mr. Spurgeon. There was meteorlike brilliancy in his
apparition, but no meteorlike transitoriness: he shone with the solidity of a
fixed star in the heavens from the first. From the very beginning he had
found himself, and his development after that was but a steady growth in
power through experience. The secret of this miraculous phenomenon lies
uncovered for us, in this volume, in his sound Calvinistic conversion. Mr.
Spurgeon’s power did not lie in his oratory or in his gifts as a mover of men.
:

;

—

—
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notable as these were

;

it

lay distinctly

first

of all in his attitude to

God and

next in that conception of the Gospel which underlay and accounted for this
attitude. He rested for himself and all he hoped for on the sole arm of the
Most High, and he preached consistently and persistently what he himself
phrased “the marrow and fullness of the faith which some call Calvinism,
but which we trace back to our Lord Himself and His apostles ” (p. 275).
From the first he embraced with all the force of a strong and enthusiastic
nature the essence of the Gospel (which is Calvinism) and it was this that he
ever preached and therein lay his power. This is the Gospel which burns
into the souls of men, and it was just because this was the Gospel that fired
his own heart and that flashed from his lips that he became the greatest
preacher of his generation. This volume is filled with the indications of his
sound apprehension of the Gospel truth at its core, even from a child. We
read of his browsing among the Puritan books of his grandfather’s library
(p. 22), of his many conversations with the godly Calvinistic poor (p. 54), of
his distaste for Arminian teaching (pp. 95, 158), of his equal reprobation of
Antinomian and perfectionist tendencies (pp. 250 sq., 310 sq.) everywhere
of his love for the salvation of God through the blood of Christ, graciously
bestowed on the sinner in love. His conversion to the views of the Baptists
he himself always attributed to the effects of being taught the catechism of the Church of England at school: its teaching of the requisition of faith and repentance for baptism, he said, opened his eyes.
As was the case with him in all doctrinal matters, he held these views
from the first with firmness and decision, but with moderation in practical
application, and with charity. We lay aside this account of his wonderful
youth with the profoundest conviction that he was moulded by the
hand of God for the great work he performed, and with a clear apprehension that in his case, perhaps more visibly than in most others,
the child w as father to the man. Let those who would understand
Mr. Spurgeon by all means read these memorials of his childhood.
Lawlessness in the National Church. Reprinted from The Times. By the
Right Hon. Sir William Vernon- Har court, M.P. 8vo, pp. vii, 156. (LonThe
don Macmillan & Co.; New York: The Macmillan Co., 1899.)
Letter to
Rights of the Church of England Under the Reformation Settlement.
the Lord Bishop of Winchester. By Viscount Halifax. 8vo, pp. 62. (LonThe
don, New York and Bombay: Longmans, Green & Co., 1899.)
Present Crisis in the Church of England. By the Rev. Charles A. Salmond
M. A., Edinburgh. 16mo,pp. 24. (Edinburgh Scottish Reformation Society,
Out of the numerous publications called out by the controversy
1899.)
now vexing the Church of England, perhaps the three pamphlets mentioned
above may be selected as peculiarly fitted to guide us to sound conclusions
as to the rights of the case. Mr. Salmond’s is a clear and calm review of the
whole situation from the point of view of an instructed and observant
Presbyterian. It should be read in connection with the paper bearing the
same title, contributed to the number of this Review for last July by Dr.
Meade C. Williams. From the two a very complete account may be derived
of the causes of the present distress, the condition of affairs in the Church
of England, the character of the disputants, and the possible issues.
Nothing has been published during the whole course of the disturbances
more incisive, more direct or more telling than the admirable letters to The
Times by Sir William Vernon-IIarcourt. They were well worth the republication in pamphlet form that is now given them, and stand before us as
models of the literature of “ agitation.” They are in every respect strong,
straightforward and apparently conclusive within the limits of their contenThe centre of their position lies in this That the Church of England,
tion.
,

;

—
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as the price of Establishment, stands under a certain contract with the
State and must needs fulfill its terms; that the present situation results from

a determination on the part of a multitude of her clergy not to fulfill the
terms of this contract; that the strain of the situation is created, however,
by the Bishops, who refuse to compel the clergy to fulfill their contract and
who interpose their legal veto to prevent others from compelling them to do
so. The cry to which he wishes to add his voice is not that of “ No Popery”
he is perfectly willing to stand by and permit Papists to have all the Popery
they want: what he wishes to demand is “No Treachery” that “those
who are ministers of the Reformed Church of England shall conform to the

—

conditions and obey the laws on which it has been established and by which
they hold their station and their emoluments” (p. 86). To the reproach of
“ Of course every Established Church is, ex vi
Erastianism he replies
:

termini Erastian. I can understand that the opponents of Establishment
should condemn the system, but Erastianism and Establishment are, in
truth, convertible terms. They both mean that the institution is governed
by the law of the State, and its ministers are bound to conform to that law”
Of course this is too sweeping: the Church of Scotland is a living
(p. 120).
example to the contrary but it is not too sweeping as a historical judgment
on the situation of the Church of England. It is possible to go with Sir
,

:

William Vernon-Harcourt thoroughly and yet preserve some sympathy for
the contentions of Lord Halifax. It is galling to have to say, with Keble,
that “ the Church of England is the only religious body in the Queen’s
dominions to which the following privileges are expressly denied To interpret her own formularies and rules ; to declare her own doctrines to confirm, vary and repeal her own canons
to grant or withhold her own Sacraments, according to her own proper rule as a religious body” (p. 19).
Tnese things ought not to be they involve, as Lord Halifax suggests, more
than any Church can afford to pay for establishment and endowment. But
if she has contracted to pay them
It is unavailing to point to the contrary
instance of the Church of Scotland. She never contracted to pay them
though she has at times been compelled by English hands to pay too much
may
of them, and the Free Church of Scotland is one of the results.
rather point to the Puritan persecutions under Elizabeth and to the Free
Churches of England to-day, who are not sharers in the support and endow:

;

;

:

!

We

ment

the State just because they would not contract to pay them.
the nature of the drift in the Church of England t'o-day,
liberty for which is demanded, and look merely at the question of the domination of the State over the spiritualia of a Church, we are with Lord Halifax, heart and soul. The thing ought not to be endured. But it is not a
bad thing for the Romanizers of the Church of England to have discovered,
after so many years, that the sword of the State on which they have leaned
has two edges. If they had only felt that in Elizabeth’s day, and in Charles
the Second’s
The Free Churches have shown them the only righteous way
to escape, however and meanwhile those who have erected an established
of

When we abstract

!

;

and endowed Church, just in order to secure to the people of England by law
a religious teaching and practice of a prescribed order agreed on and protected by law, have the right to demand that the contract be fulfilled by
those employed to carry out its provisions.
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V.—SYSTEMATIC THEOLOGY.
The Christ of History and of Experience Being the
By Bev. David W. Forrest, D.D
tures for 1897.
:

,

Church, Glasgow.

Second Edition.

Edinburgh: T.

&

Kerr LecWellington

T. Clark, 1899.

8vo, pp. xx, 479.

This course of lectures fully comes up to the high standard set by the two
preceding ones on the Kerr foundation. Prof. Orr's Christian View of God
and the World was the initial series, and no book in recent years has done
better service in the cause of truth and Mr. Kidd’s Morality and Religion
the second course, is also a valuable and instructive work. If this lectureship shall continue to introduce to American readers new men of like calibre and character it will soon outrank the older foundations, whose age
might be expected to give them somewhat of oracular prestige.
Dr. Forrest chose for his theme a subject in the discussion of which a man
of mediocre ability or of ordinary attainment would be pretty certain to
make a failure. His purpose, in brief, was to consider the alleged incongruity between the historical and the spiritual in Christianity. Mr. T. H.
Green, for example, says “ There is an inner contradiction in that conception of faith which makes it a state of mind involving peace with God and
love toward all men, and at the same time makes its object that historical
work of Christ of which our knowledge depends on evidence of uncertain
origin and value ” (quoted by Forrest, pp. 301, 302). Two conceivable evils
may result many scientific minds are regarded as irreligious, whereas they
are only intellectually honest, and many unscientific minds credit as facts
what they are unable to verify.
The first three lectures discuss the historic Christ. In the first, standing
upon the records, the author argues that Christ’s moral self-consciousness
was unique. Every other man’s self-consciousness bears a dual witness.
“ The same experience that declares his increasing unity with God emphasizes his divergence from Him ” (p. 8).
Jesus possessed the former, but not
the latter. The Synoptics represent Him as overwhelmed with grief, dependent upon God and wrestling in prayer; “but the note of contrition which
ever belongs to the saintly soul is in His case w'holly absent ” (p. 19). The
author believes that Jesus never prayed in union with others. Godet, Bruce
and Stalker differ with him as to this question of fact, but he so reads the records and herein he finds evidence that He was conscious of moral rectitude
toward the Father which was unshared by His disciples. The Christ of history presents an abrupt break in any scheme of naturalistic evolution.
fine critique of Prof. Le Conte’s notion of the place of Christ in evolution
appears in an appendix note. Nevertheless, Christ was human “ His freedom from stain and shortcoming is not the destruction of His humanity,
but its completion ” (p. 40).
The second lecture discusses this unique self-consciousness as interpreted
by His claims. He must be His own interpreter for, manifestly, all analogies of experience fail us.
His assumption of moral supremacy is so quiet
that it seems perfectly congruous and right. Readers of Martineau
will recall how cavalierly he tosses off the “claims” of Jesus; “Did a
Saviour bear such a testimony of Himself, His testimony would not be
true.”* In what contrast is Danton’s thrilling cry, “Let my name be
blighted; let France be free.” Hear Jesus’ words about Himself: “Behold a greater than Solomon is here;” “ You have the poor always with you,
but Me you have not always;” “ Do this in remembrance of Me.” Herein
,

;

:

:

A

;

* Seat oj Authority in Religion , p. 5S3.
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Christ unique and inimitable. Did He not forbid His disciples to receive
“for one is your master, even Christ?” His claims are only statements of truth made, not for His own sake, but for the sake of others. In

is

titles,

these words we find self-suppression combined with the assumption of
authority, namely, “ Take my yoke upon you and learn of me, for I am meek

and lowly in heart.” All this conSrms the conclusion reached in the first
lecture and leaves us wholly bewildered upon any other hypothesis.
The author believes that Christ’s consciousness of Sonship antedated that
of His Messianic calling yet he holds, with Weiss, that He was sure of His
Messianic calling before He was baptized. His means of self-manifestation
were threefold, namely, Teaching, Miracles and the Personal Influence of
His Presence. These must be coordinated and they are reciprocally interpretative. As a teacher, He saw to it that what was to Him a revelation
was, to His disciples, a discovery. His miracles “ are not a proof externally
supplied to a message which is independent of them they are a part of the
message, but they are that part of it which carries with it a peculiar evidential quality” (p. 122).
If Dr. Edward Caird can finely say, “ I should not
;

;

expect to find what is above nature anywhere, if there were not something
above nature everywhere.” Dr. Forrest, reminding us that man has lost
the power of interpreting the signs of God’s presence in the natural order,
can no less finely say, “If nature spoke throughout with a divine significance to man, miracles would have no place ” (p. 123).
The resurrection signalizes the transition from the historical to the spiritual Christ. The appearances of the Risen Christ had indisputable objectivity.
Yet they blended the spiritual and the earthly. Hovering on the
border line between two worlds, He partakes of the characteristics of both
and herein was the mystery. It was a temporary state and was to prove
His triumph over every influence, both spiritual and material. He appeared
;

to believers only.

resurrection.

The

Hence the doubtful

apologetical value of the fact of the

validity of the proof

ward event and the inward

susceptibility.

had a double condition; the out-

The

resurrection

was the

eleva-

tion of the Christ to His rightful place in the material as well as in the
spiritual universe.

In His revelation of the Godhead, the apostles, steeped in Jewish ideas of
the Messiahship and fresh from intimate companionship with the human
Jesus, formed a conception primarily soteriological. But their minds could
not rest there. With deepening experience and widening thought, they
must needs consider what that primary conception involved. Cosmical implications soon entered into their thought. “ He who was central for the
redemption of man must be as central for his creation.” Dr. Forrest thinks
there were no Ritschlians at Corinth. Herrmann says that “ all speculations
concerning the preexistence of Christ must be declined with a heart as cold
as ice.” The apostles and early Christians did not have such hearts. Teachings concerning Christ’s transcendence and His cosmical functions are by
no means wanting in the New Testament. It is silent, however, as to the
necessity of the Incarnation as an indispensable stage in the self-revelation
of God. The motive is presented as the rectification of a disordered moral
world. Dr. Forrest gives us a very informing discussion of the speculative
question of the a priori necessity of the Incarnation or, rather, of an
“ The
incarnation. Evidently, he inclines to the negative view. He says
Incarnation of the Son was not His one revelation of God, but the interpretation to sinful humanity of all His other revelations of Him in nature
and history and moral experience, which have been darkened by sin ” (p.
185). The Logos, incarnate or not, is the
as well as the ap%rj of

—

:

creation,
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The lecture on “ The Objective Element in the Redemptive Work of
Christ” is one of the author's strongest. Dr. Forrest thinks the doctrine of the
Atonement has often suffered from a one-sided emphasis upon its objective
The objective and subjective are absolutely inseparable separable
aspects.
only in thought. There is a barrier on God’s side which must be removed in
order to “ the forth-going of the divine forgiveness toward the sinner.”
The Atoning Mediator is essentially one with God and has become identified
with the race. It was no illusion or “ blurring of perspective” through
which the apostles were led to associate Christ’s atonement specially with
His death, though Ilis life, death and resurrection were all necessary. The
controversy concerning Sixauouv is now “as good as closed;” it always
means to pronounce, to treat as righteous, never to make righteous. The
same thing is true of o! oOzaia (pp. 440-442). The fact that ours is the
necessary part of appropriation disproves a mere quid pro quo; otherwise it
would be in itself objectively valid and secure a universal pardon.
The eighth lecture is a stout defense of the historical in Christianity
against the bold assaults of a contemporary neo-Hegelianism. Christianity
originated not in a sense of what ought to be, but in a recognition of what
has been. It is not so much an idealism as an achievement. It stands upon
evidence of testimony as well as evidence of insight. The link which unites
the historic Jesus with the Church’s interpretation of Him is furnished in
the Gospels. Whenever the Church has treated lightly the historical record,
it has fallen either into scholasticism or mysticism ; the former lacks inspiration, the latter reality and balance.
The last lecture discusses the question, “ Is faith in Christ necessarily
conscious ? ” The author’s conception of the occasion for this question may
be gathered from these words: “ If the Incarnation be the recovery by the
Son of a humanity which was meant to bear Ilis image but had lost it, and if
this recovery only take effect through the response of the soul, then surely
it ought to be brought plainly before the mind and heart of all men, and
surely the rejection of it should not be compatible with a moral character
which in strength and attractiveness frequently surpasses the ordinary
Christian type ” (p. 340). The condition of personal salvation, so far as we
are concerned, is “ receptivity;” but what is the uature of this receptivity ?

—

For

light upon the answer to this, the author takes us to the Parable of the
Last Judgment in Matt. xxv. 31ff. Although this has been a hot battleground for fighting exegetes, Dr. Forrest is fairly clear in his own mind that
it presents “not the judgment of Christians or of all mankind, but specifically
of those who on earth have never heard the Gospel.” Certainly, he argues,
only the unevangelized can be surprised at the Judge’s identification of
Himself with those who have been befriended or neglected, for have not all
in Christian lands been made familiar with that principle ? This then is the
teaching of the Parable, referring to the heathen: “ that their response to

the inspirations of brotherhood which He as the oue true light has quickened
in their hearts and consciences, is a real though unconscious faith in Him,
and constitutes them members of Ilis kingdom of redeemed souls” (p. 345).
May not an apparent rejection of Him be a real acceptance of Him ? So, the

author believes, many who reject Him are nearer to Him than they imagine
some on account of mental bias, others by reason of moulding influences,
simply cannot believe on Him. “ May we not cherish the hope ” that the
may
faith of such, though not normal indeed only implicit and embryo
avail for their salvation ? Protestants talk about the “uncovenanted mercies
of God,” and Roman Catholics, though they hold stiffly to their extra ecclesiam nulla salus, still have their doctrine of “ invincible ignorance.” Dr.
Forrest thinks the Church has never faced this question and although his

—

—

;
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reverent and moderate, for he evidently feels difficulties on both sides
is neither dogmatic nor sentimentally liberal, for he seems to be
far removed from the level of one who is arguing for reasons of utilitarian
consequence still we regard his argument as unconvincing and his conclusions as unsatisfactory. Of course, we can here only mention some reasons
tone

is

although he

;

for this.

We gravely

question the interpretation of the Parable cited which conunevangelized woild.
2. Even granting that interpretation, however, Dr. Eorrest does not either
profess or attempt to show why the principle thus arrived at should apply to
any in evangelized lands. It is a palpable non sequitur.
Dr. Forrest
3. “Receptivity” does not cover all that is expected of us.
has himself told us “that appropriation on our part is necessary ” (p. 246).
1.

fines it to the

Nor

is this synergism
though the soul is passive in regeneration, it is not,
every sense, either dead or asleep.
4. The argument does not with sufficient care discriminate between a true
longing toward Christ and righteousness, and the faith which has attained
to them between that opening and aspiration of the soul by which alone
the divine can enter, and the actual entrance of the divine (p. 354).
5. Dr. Forrest admits that his view has no support in Scripture.
He says
that “ the only faith in Christ of which the Scripture speaks is the conscious
surrender to Him as a personal Redeemer and Lord ” * (p. 371 ). “No doubt
in this matter we go beyond what is plainly revealed in Scripture; and deductions, however probable, from the message once delivered to the saints, can
never be placed in the same category with the message itself” (p. 353).
6. The doctrine of inability from mental bias or from social influences is perilously near to the justification of the doubt that really does reject Christ.
We prefer the old doctrine of universal “ inability,” for without the saving
grace of God no man can accept Christ, and, with that grace, any man can.
It is not ours to judge the heart. There will doubtless be many surprises
on that Great Day it will be a day not only of judgment, but also of revelation, a-oy.a).u(pe(Ds (Rom. ii. 5), and we can scarcely believe that the surprises will be confined to those who shall not have heard the Gospel. It is
not that the judged were ignorant of the principle, but that, at the time, they
were not aware that that principle was being applied or ignored herein is
the point of the Parable.
The book would have been quite complete without this last lecture. Altogether it is a valuable and able contribution upon an important subject
and no one can read it without getting a clearer conception of the relation
between the Christ of Gospel history and the Christ of Christian conscious;

in

;

;

—

ness.
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Henry Collin Minton.

Francisco.

The Fundamental Ideas of the Roman Catholic Church. Explained and Discussed for ProtestaDtsand Catholics by Frank Hugh Foster Ph.D. (Leipzig),
,

Hon. D. D. (Chicago Theol. Sem.), Professor

of

Theology in Pacific Thologi-

Seminary, Oakland, Cal. 12mo, pp. xii, 366. (Philadelphia: PresbyteBoard of Publication and Sabbath-school Work, lb99.) It is not a
very large book that Prof. Foster has given us on the Romish Controversy,
but it has a value distinctly unrelated to its small size. It is one of the few
recent treatments of this controversy informed with adequate learning and
directed by a high and purely truth-speaking spirit. Higher praise could
not be given it than to say it is worthy to stand by the side of Dr. Salmon’s
brilliant lectures on The Infallibility of the Church, and provides a satiscal

rian

* Italics ours.
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factory obverse to Mr. Lilley’s painstaking Principles of Protestantism. Dr.
Foster goes to the sources for his knowledge of the teachings of Rome, and
appeals to her best dogmatists for their interpretation ; he looks to the
most thorough German polemicists for models of what a Protestant criticism

them should aim at. The result is a thoroughly good book, which an inquirer in this field will read from beginning to end with pleasure and inHe does not attempt, of course, to cover the whole field in detail
struction.
of

volume, but wisely makes a selection of the two most obtrusive
Rome and Protestantism— the doctiine of the Church
and that of the Application of Salvation with its accompaniments of merits
and sacramental grace. In these two fundamental fields he gives a careful
exposition and examination of Romish teaching, with the result of pointing
out with great clearness its entire untenability and iudeed arbitral iness. “ In
fact,” he says in summary conclusion (p. 353), “ at every point we are ultiin this small

differences between

mately called upon to accept Rome’s teaching, simply upon her
affirmation. ”

One

of the best qualities of the discussion

own

positive

the reasonableness and theological exactness of the statement of the Protestant position.
meet with surprisingly few opportunities in its course to enter dissent
even to the more incidental deLails. Perhaps it may be worth while to illustrate the extent of criticism of even this detailed kind, to which alone the
is

We

book lies open, by adducing a couple of instances in which our assent to its
phraseology is not quite perfect. When speaking (on p. 15S) of the Protestant doctrine of the testimonium Spiritus Sancti a phrase drops from the
author’s pen which it seems to us may be misleading “ Christians do gain,
under the teaching of the Spirit of God, an independent knowledge of divine
truth, and in consequence of this can recognize in the Bible the one unique
source of religious knowledge, the channel by which God has conveyed the
,

:

of His will to sinful and needy men.”
If this means (what it
perhaps does not necessarily mean) that the Holy Spirit communicates to
Christians an independent knowledge of divine truth,” i. e., a knowledge of
divine truth independent of the teaching of the external revelation embodied
in the Scriptures, by which they may test the Bible and so assure themselves it is from God, it w ould seem to betray a misapprehension of the hisWhat that
toric Protestant doctrine of the testimony of the Holy Spirit.
doctrine teaches is rather that there is given to Christians, by the operations
of the Holy Spirit, a peculiar sense for or susceptibility to spiritual truth, by
virtue of which they are enabled to recognize it as truth when it is presented
It is much as if the eyes of the blind were opeued by some skillful
to them.
physician so that through those opened eyes they should immediately perObviou>ly the physician is
ceive the forms and colors presented to them.
not supposed to have communicated to them any independent knowledge of
form or color, by comparison with which they are to test what is presented
to them for recognition but only to have restored the organ of sight to its
proper functioning. Similarly, in the Protestant doctrine of the Testimony
of the Spirit, the Holy Spirit is not supposed to have communicated any
independent knowledge of the things of God, but only to have restored the
sin-blinded soul of man to its proper functioning in the presence of spiritual
things, so that now it recognizes and embraces them. And this is what is
meant by the declaration that the Bible is aurozicrro?, and by the comparison of it to the sun, which needs no external witness that it is light,
but accredits itself as such to every open eye upon which its beams fall.
Again (p. 320), when arguing against the Romish doctrine of the Eucharistic
“ But, certainly, the Eucharist does
sacrifice, Dr. Foster drops the remark
not take the place of the Paschal sacrifice in any respect.” We could not
say that; nor fully go with the argument by which it is supported. The

knowledge

T

;
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here examining, lies (as
Himself in the Supper as a sacrifice, whereas it was not in the Supper, but on the Cross, that
the sacrifice was offered. There is much ambiguity of language here which
needs to be cleared away before the essence of the thing can appear plainly
before us. Briefly, Christ offers Himself in the Supper as a sacrifice, not in
the sense of Perrone, that “ in the Supper, or in the institution of the Eucharist, Christ offered a true and proper sacrifice to God,” i. e., that the Eucharist was the act of offering Himself to God but in the sense that what Christ

fallacy of Perrone’s reasoning,
is

shown on

p.

320

which Dr. Foster

is

in his assertion that Christ offered

;

us (not God) in the Supper is Himself as a true and proper sacrifice
(i. e., victim offered) to God.
In one word, precisely what the Eucharist is,
is a sacrificial feast; and as such it is just what the Paschal Feast was, and
truly takes the place of the Paschal Feast in the new dispensation. Precisely what Christ did at its institution was to change the symbols by which
He, as the sacrificed victim, was represented, from a lamb slain to bread and

offers

wine

and under these new symbols to continue this great sacrificial feast for
;
time. This change was rendered necessary by the new (universal) conditions
of His kingdom and by the approaching actual sacrificing of the true Lamb of
all

God on the Cross and the consequent cessation of the typical sacrifices. Every
one who sits down at the Table of the Lord since then partakes accordingly in
symbol of the Lamb slain for us, and becomes, in accord with the essential
meaning of a sacrificial feast, a participant in the altar. The error of the Catholic here is peculiarly gross, and betrays its late origin, if in nothing else, then
flagrantly in this— that in confounding the sacrificial feast, which is pre-suppositive of the “ sacrifice ” and subsequent to it, with the “ sacrificing act
proclaims to all the world its origin at a time when the sacrificial
whether of Jew or heathen, was no longer vivid in the minds of
Christian men, and the meaning and law of the sacrificial feast had been
long forgotten. And here we place our finger on the origin of many of the
peculiar doctrines of Rome they are often nothing more than the product
of devout thought infusing a new content of religious meaning into forms
of worship and of speech which have become mere dead forms by the lapse
of time and the growth of ignorance. By this simple and natural process a
great transformation in the Christian religion has been wrought, and there
has been given to its transmitted usages and forms of speech a life of a
totally different kind and extent from that which formerly animated them.
An entirely new religious system has thus grown gradually up. the historical lesson of which is that even the most powerful intellects working in the
service of the most devout sentiment are incapable of reproducing a system
of vital truth, once lost hold of, without recurrence to the fundamental law

itself,” it

ritual,

;

life.
Christianity, as it persists in the world, is the direct
product of the Scriptures, in which alone is embodied a stable record of Revelation; and if that source is cut off, what flows down the ages soon becomes
something quite different from Christianity. We trust that adverting to
these two instances of our divergence from the mere language of Dr. Foster
in minute poiuts of detail will not convey to our readers the impression that
we are in disaccord with the general course of treatment accorded to its important theme by this admirable book. Nothing could be more unfortunate
than the production of such an impression. The real fact is that we admire
the book very much it is a thoroughly good book; and we congratulate the
author and publishers alike and the public, too on its appearance.

of its theological

;

—

—
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VI.—PRACTICAL THEOLOGY.
Christian Missions and Social Progress. A Sociological Stud}' of
Foreign Missions. By ttie Rev. James S. Dennis, D.D., Author of Foreign Missions After a Century,

etc.

Yol.

iii.

8vo, pp. xxv, 486.

York, Chicago, Toronto: Fleming H. Revell Company,

The

New

1899.

volume of Dr. Dennis’ remarkable study of the sociological
modern Protestant missions (for it is to this particular portion of
the wide field that he has confined his investigations) appeared some years
ago, and was admiringly noticed by Prof. Chalmers Martin in this Review
for April, 1899 (x, p. 374). To that notice the interested reader must be
referred for an account of the origin of the work and its general scope and
schema. Let it suffice to repeat here only that it was suggested to Dr. Denfirst

results of

Seminary that he should undertake for
“ The Sociological Aspects of Foreign Missions,” and he
accordingly, having obligingly consented, lectured to them on that subject in
February, 1896, dividing his material into six lectures respectively on “ The
Sociological Scope of Christian Missions,” “ The Social Evils of the NonChristian World,” “ Ineffectual Remedies and the Cause of Their Failure,”
“ Christianity the Social Hope of the Nations,” “ The Dawn of a Sociologinis by the students of Princeton

them a survey

of

:

aud “The Contribution of Christian Missions to Social
cannot be said that Dr. Dennis did not appreciate from the
beginning that he had undertaken a task of great magnitude. From the
first, therefore, he not only set diligently to work gathering material from
printed sources, but instituted the most wide-reaching inquiries among living
missionaries in all parts of the world. When he came to deliver the lectures
he was already embarrassed by the richness of his collections: and when he
came to publish, he perceived that he could do no sort of justice to them
within the narrow limits of six lectures, and consequently undertook to
expand them into two large octavo volumes. Even these have proved insufficient for the purpose, however, and on the appearance of the second volume, we are now promised yet a third, to bring the work to a completion.
Thus the task has continuously grown on his hands, and the result is that
the public is put into possession of a very remarkable body of facts
illustrative of the effects of Protestant missions on the social development of
cal

Era

in Missions,”

Progress.”

It

the backward races of the world.
As was most natural, the expanding pressure of the facts has exhibited
itself more especially within the confines of two of the original lectures
that which exposed the social evils of the non-Christian world, and that
which would exhibit the “contribution of Christian missions to social
progress.” In these two lectures lie, of course, the gist of the subject, and
they bear to one another the relation of background and foreground of the
picture to be painted. The former of the two fell within the scope of the

volume, which included the

four of the lectures: the latter begins
and “ overflows all its
bounds” for it is to pass on into the third volume, and, indeed (along with
the appendix of statistics), to constitute the whole of it. This is, of course,
as it should be. Naturally this lecture is the treatise itself ; and to it all the
rest merely lead up.
first

first

at the one hundredth page of this second volume,

—

It

cannot be said that Dr. Dennis

is

a specially succinct writer. It is quite
and well-packed volume

possible that all that he has given us in this rich

into a good deal less space. It may even be
introduced that does not directly advance his parFor example, he is a bit prone to discuss the policy of mis-

might have been compressed
allowed that material
ticular subject.

is
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and the nature and history of reform movements on other than
mission ground. In other words, he cannot always lay aside the eager
Christian moralist, and assume the garb of a cold investigator of the facts
of mission progress. The reader is too much the gainer from all this, however, to object to the swelling of the size of the book which results. And
the effect of the whole is to place in our hands a veritable thesaurus of facts
as to mission work and progress or say, more directly, of facts as to the
sion acfion,

—

working of the leaven of Christianity on the social life of the lower races
which must serve as the mine for students of the subject for many a year.
It is especially fortunate that this great book should come before the
Churches at the close of the century, summing up as it does what has been
done by this century of missions, and offering us thus a natural starting-

—

point for another century’s endeavors.

Dr. Dennis is to be congratulated on the happy progress his book is making
toward its completion. We shall look forward with high expectations to the
appearance of the third and concluding volume which is promised for next
spring and we shall account the three bulky volumes as one of our most
useful possessions. It occurs to us to add, that an additional service to the
Christian public might be rendered, if, when this opus magnum is completed,
Dr. Dennis would issue the six lectures substantially as originally delivered
to serve as a more rapidly read resume of the whole subject, to which those
might go who lack the time and energy to review the whole body of evidence: and equally to serve as a precis of the larger book to be read by
serious students before entering upon its packed pages.
:

—

B. B.

Princeton.

Wakfield.

“ In Trust With the Gospel.”

Baccalaureate Sermon delivered at the TheoSeminary at Columbia, S. C. By Rev. Russell Cecil, D.D., Pastor of
the First Presbyterian Church, Selma, Ala. 32mo, pp. 24. (Richmond,
Va.: Presbyterian Committee of Publication, 1897.) The Faculty and students of Columbia Seminary were well advised to request the publication of
this admirable sermon, enforcing a high ideal of the Gospel ministry,
it
should be in the hands of every young man seeking the office of pastor and
shepherd of souls.
Christian Unity. A Sermon.
By Rev. Francis R.
Beattie, 1). D.
16mo,pp. 22. (Louisville, Ky.). Dr. Beattie gives us in this
instructive discourse a very clear exposition of the nature, grounds and results
of Christian unity, distinguishing it from “Church unity” and exhibiting
it in its true character.
The Westminster Standards and the American Republic.
By the Rev. William Henry Roberts, D.D., LL.D. 12mo, pp. 20.
(Philadelphia: Presbyterian Board of Publication, 1898.) This is the admirable sermon delivered by Dr. Roberts in connection with the celebration
of the formation of the Westminster Standards, and has been extracted from
the volume of addresses delivered on that occasion with a view to giving it
greater circulation. It well deserves it.
The Pastor and His Elders. By
Rev. A. R. Holderby, D.D. 32mo, pp. 18. (Richmond, Va.: Presbyterian
Committee of Publication, 1899.) An excellent survey of the relation that
should subsist between the pastor and his elders, and a plea for its realization.
Publication. By Rev. M. S. Kennedy. 32mo, pp. 16.
( Richmond, Ya.:
logical

A

Presbyterian Committee of Publication, 1898.)
telling plea for the usefulness of denominational houses of publication, based on the importance
of a provision of good reading.
Aunt Mtlissa’s Question. By the Rev. W.

B. Crumpton.

12mo, pp. 16. (Philadelphia: American Baptist Publication Society, 1898.)
moving story of how “Aunt Melissa ” asked a man
of wealth
not put Christ into your will?” and how the question

A

“Why

worked.-

My Christmas

Class.

A

Suggestion.

By the Rev. F. A. Horton,

,
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D.D. 32rao, pp. 11.
The Mind of Christ. By Julia 3fncNair Wright.
32mo, pp. 10.
CoPraise. By Julia Mac Nair Wright.
32mo, pp. 9.
Church
workers With God. By Julia MacNair Wright. 32mo, pp. 10.
Why Am
Homelessness. By Rev. G. B. F. Hall ck, D D. 32mo, pp. 10.
a Presbyterian?
By the Rev. J. R Miller, D.D. 32mo, pp. 10. (Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1898.) Here is a sheaf of recent tracts from
the Presbyterian Board of Publication, each a helpinneed to those to whom
it is addressed.
For they are addressed to different classes. Dr. Horton’s
is addressed to pastors, to suggest to them how to deal with the large class of
young people wno desire to be Christians, but hardly feel prepared to take
the decisivestep.
Mrs. Wright’s are addressed to Christians in general and
should lead them into higher and truer service. Drs. Hallock's and Miller’s
are addressed to those who need or are seeking a church home and should
guide them intelligently and aright to its finding.
John and His Friends.
A Series of Revival Sermons. By Rev. Louis Albert Banks, D.D. Pastor
First M. E. Church, Cleveland, O. 12mo, pp. viii, 289. (New York and
London: Funk & Wagnalls Co., 1899.) Dr. Banks is a perfect marvel of
productiveness. The present volume of thirty three sermons on texts taken
from John's gospel, designed to take its place in a series which already
includes Christ and His Friends, The Fisherman and His Friends, Paul and
His Friends, was produced in the period “ beginning with watch-night, and
continuing through the month of January, 1899,” at the astonishing rate of
a sermon per day. And they are good sermons, serving a revival purpose as
they were delivered and apt to be useful in their printed form. Dr. Banks’
specialty is the accumulation of suggestive illustrative material.
The
Family Altar. Helps and Suggestions for Family Worship. Prepared by
Annie E. Wilson. 32mo, pp. 29. (Richmond, Va.: Presbyterian Committee
of Publication, 1898.) Prayers for Young Boys.
With a Preface by H.
Montague Villiers. 64mo, pp. 40. (New York, London and Bombay: Longmans, Green & Co., 1898.) Two rather diverse attempts to quicken family
devotion. Miss Wilson begins with a plea for a more universal setting up
of the family altar and some wise instructions as to the management of
household worship, and then adjoins a series of pattern prayers for morning
and evening throughout the week. She oddly begins her week with Monday
and closes it with Sunday. These prayers are meant only as suggestions, not
as forms. They would serve very well as forms too, so long as crutches are
needed, though they are a bit stiff and non-churchly. The prayers for boys
introduced to us by Mr. Villiers are excellent specimens of High Church
devotions, adapted to children including prayers for the dead and all the
specialties of the present driftage in the Church of England. Despite this
leaven they will give useful hints to those who are charged with teaching
children to pray.
Temple Court Scripture Readings, No. 8. Notes of
Readings in Romans. By Malachi Taylor. 12mo, pp. 184. (New York: Francis E. Fitch, n. d.)
Mr. Taylor has already published notes on Ephesians,
Revelation, Acts, and John's Gospel, besides a goodly number of other booklets
all filled with a warm evangelicalism.
The present volume does not
I

—

—

but as a practical exposition of the teaching
Taylor’s well-known point of view. It is calculated, as
his writings, to quicken the reader’s faith and set him to searching

offer itself as a piece of exegesis,

of

Romans from Mr.

are

all

his heart.

